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1. 2016

1.1 December

Nintendo Switch Virtual Console to include Gamecube games (2016-12-09 23:40)

Nintendo will release a new console next year in the form of the [1]Switch. It’s a unique system that has at-home and
on-the-go elements. Now, an executive at rival PlayStation has spoken out to share his thoughts on it. PlayStation
Worldwide Studios president Shuhei Yoshida told [2]DigitalSpy that he thinks it’s a "very unique system."
"It’s very interesting that they’ve designed the system to work well with more conventional games in terms of inputs
and buttons," Yoshida said. "So I think it’s good for core gamers and their marketing message focused on that."

[3]

Asked if Sony views Nintendo as a competitor in the hardware space, Yoshida replied, "I think they’re going to cover
a new market for themselves."
You can [4]read the full DigitalSpy interview here.
Yoshida is not the only executive of a competing company to share his thoughts on the Switch. On [5]the day that the
console was officially announced, Xbox boss Phil Spencer [6]commented, "I’m always impressed with their ability to
state a bold vision and build a product that delivers on that vision."
The Switch goes on sale in March 2017. The console’s[7] price, specs, and launch lineup will be announced at an event
in early January.
In other news, a report today claimed the console [8]will play GameCube games via the Virtual Console. [9]Super
Mario Sunshine, [10]Luigi’s Mansion, and [11]Super Smash Bros. Melee are reportedly among those that will be
available.

1. http://www.gamespot.com/platform/switch/
2. http://www.digitalspy.com/gaming/ps4/feature/a816143/playstation-boss-talks-ps4-pro-ps-vr-and-super-mario
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-run-rivals/
3. http://static1.gamespot.com/uploads/original/1179/11799911/3166695-switch.jpg
4. http://www.digitalspy.com/gaming/ps4/feature/a816143/playstation-boss-talks-ps4-pro-ps-vr-and-super-mario
-run-rivals/
5. http://www.gamespot.com/articles/nintendo-switch-reveal-trailer-and-all-the-new-det/1100-6444626/
6. http://www.gamespot.com/articles/xbox-boss-reacts-to-nintendo-switch-announcement/1100-6444658/
7. http://www.gamespot.com/articles/nintendo-switch-price-system-specs-and-launch-line/1100-6444838/
8. http://www.gamespot.com/articles/nintendo-switch-will-play-gamecube-games-report/1100-6446049/
9. http://www.gamespot.com/super-mario-sunshine/
10. http://www.gamespot.com/luigis-mansion/
11. http://www.gamespot.com/super-smash-bros-melee/

Final Fantasy XV and The Last Guardian: The Last of their Kind (2016-12-09 23:43)

It’s the end of an era - of two eras, in fact. At this moment, you can walk into a game shop or pop over to your
preferred online retailer, and buy, actually buy with real money, both Final Fantasy XV (which started development
in 2006) and The Last Guardian (work on which commenced in 2007). Two of the longest-running development
processes, and indeed longest-running jokes, in the industry have finally come to a close. Unlike previous marathon
dev cycles like Duke Nukem Forever (started in 1997, launched in 2011) and Daikatana (whose three-year develop-
ment time now looks positively reasonable by comparison, despite being two years longer than planned), these epic
stories even seem to have a happy ending, with both games being largely well-received.
It’s not just the end of an era because these titles have finally been released, though. It’s also the end of an era
because in many ways, The Last Guardian and Final Fantasy XV are relics of an earlier time. The whole manner
in which they’ve been developed and created is a hangover from a previous decade, preserved in amber by their
stubborn, years-long refusal to be finished and wrangled onto a Blu-ray disc. With their release, coincidentally within
days of one another, it’s not only the saga of their individual development processes that draws to a close; they
are the last of their kind. Unless you’re some kind of Half-Life 3 truther, there are no more of these epic, bizarre,
oft-delayed beasts that we’re waiting for. The curtain has fallen on 2000s game development.
The significance of this derives from the fact that these beasts from an earlier era show up just how much the
industry has changed and moved on in the time since they were announced. The mid-2000s structures that created
these games and that permitted them to turn into sprawling, decade-long and monstrously expensive development
morasses are, for the most part, gone. We shall not see their like again, not least because an industry in which many
companies have skirted bankruptcy due to this kind of project has changed precisely in order to prevent this from
happening again.

"The notion of the all-controlling auteur sitting at the head of a gigantic, phenomenally expensive devel-
opment project is very much one from the 2000s"

The influences that have changed the industry have come from various places. Engagement with the world of mobile
and social games has been a major force for change - not just because publishers are making mobile titles, but
because they’re learning from how mobile games are made. They’ve seen how risk can be lowered - not eliminated,
but lowered - by back-loading much of the development process; treating game creation not as something that
finishes when the game launches, but something that continues long afterwards, with the game already generating
revenue even as the team continues to build it, informed by genuine user feedback and data about player activity.
That paradigm is central to mobile, and it’s now the beating heart of the "AAA+" games that combine AAA production
values and aesthetics with Software as a Service (SaaS) principles to keep players engaged for months or even years.
On a more fine-grained level, game companies have also been influenced - albeit by no means uniformly - by new
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approaches to software development and business organisation largely pioneered in the US start-up scene. It’s
becoming increasingly common to hear developers talk about their processes in terms that originated in Silicon
Valley; lean start-ups, agile development, scrums and stand-ups. Some of the concepts being adopted are buzzword
bingo; others are solid, valuable ideas that are helping teams to communicate, to rapidly prototype and iterate on
ideas, and perhaps most crucially, to identify things that aren’t working earlier in the process than was possible
before. No one concept is a panacea to development hell, but each of them, implemented wisely, is another strand
in the safety net that’s been woven to prevent projects and studios from repeating the mistakes of the past.
One outcome of all of this has been a subtle but important change to the notion of the "auteur". The Last Guardian’s
Fumito Ueda undoubtedly falls into that category; Final Fantasy XV’s Tetsuya Nomura is perhaps a more questionable
figure, but from a management perspective the label fits. The notion of the all-controlling auteur sitting at the
head of a gigantic, phenomenally expensive development project is very much one from the 2000s, however. Hideo
Kojima’s acrimonious break-up with Konami came largely because the company no longer wanted an auteur figure
spending tens of millions of dollars on risky, five- or six-year long development cycles. The new breed of auteur which
has emerged in the intervening years is no less talented, but far more focused, capable of delivering games regularly,
on time and on budget, recognising this as being as much a part of their job as the implementation of their singular
vision. Consider, for example, that just about the entire extraordinary career of Hidetaka Miyazaki (the whole Souls
series and Bloodborne) has taken place while Ueda and Nomura struggled to get a single game out the door.

"The age of the auteur is not over...but the role has changed, and it’s impossible to imagine any company
tolerating a development process like Final Fantasy XV’s or The Last Guardian’s in this day and age"

It’s not that there’s no room in the industry for big, impressive games, or for the creatives who dream them up.
The age of the auteur is not over - Kojima, after all, had companies falling over themselves to fund his new studio
after his departure from Konami - but the role has changed, and it’s impossible to imagine any company tolerating a
development process like Final Fantasy XV’s or The Last Guardian’s in this day and age. Sony, which publishes The Last
Guardian and is bankrolling Kojima’s new studio, is likely to be the most liberal publisher with regard to its handling
of creatives; it recognises that the value of having a high-profile auteur working on PS4-exclusive software goes far
beyond the question of how many copies their games will sell. (Which, given that Hideo Kojima appears to be spending
Sony’s money on an utterly impenetrable head-wrecker whose primary theme thus far is "my best mates hold babies
for some reason", is just as well. It’ll still probably sell five million copies, though.)
So enjoy Final Fantasy XV and The Last Guardian (I’ll get around to them eventually, but I finally cracked and picked up
Persona 5 last week - incidentally, that’s a series that has had three magnificent instalments released in the time since
Final Fantasy XV started development - so I doubt I’ll get around to them this side of the new year), and marvel at the
strange, winding and terribly long pathway that brought them to us. Enjoy it all the more because it’s almost certainly
the last time we’ll see something like this happen - and that’s a very good thing, for games and for the industry. The
excesses of the 2000s are no way to build a sustainable industry or, really, to make good games. With the launch of
Final Fantasy XV and The Last Guardian, we can finally shut the door on that chapter of our history.

Aliens Built The Pyramids (2016-12-17 20:09)

[1]
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One of the most intriguing works of ancient engineering and architecture are the Great Pyramids of [2]Egypt. It is still
a wonder that how could the ancient man manage to build something as colossal as the pyramids 5000 years back
when there was no technology and obviously no modern tools and machineries. As per the alien enthusiasts, the
pyramids were being built by aliens from the outer space. There are many evidences found in the great monuments
itself that proves the theory of pyramids being built by the aliens.
(1) The monolith blocks which were used to build the pyramids weight 2 tons each, with some of them weighing as
high as 50 ton as well. They did not know the use of the wheels, so how could the ancient Egyptians carry these
stone blocks from the other side of Nile River?

(2) The pyramids were built facing the exact magnetic north. Without a compass, which was no way available 5000
years back, it was certainly not possible for the ancient men to be so precisely accurate regarding building the
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pyramid in such a way.
(3) The three pyramids of the Giza pyramid complex are aligned exactly with the position of three stars of the Belt of
Orion. As the science of astronomy would not have been that developed thousands of years back, it has to be the
work of aliens who would have the knowledge of the astronomical positioning of the stars.

(4) The perimeter of the Great Pyramid when divided by two times the height of the monument gives a number
which exactly equal to pi, and it is matching till the 15th decimal place. Such mathematical accuracy is certainly too
hard to be believed as the work of people who had limited knowledge of mathematics.

11



(5) There are hieroglyphs present in the wall carvings in the Temple of [3]Seti I at Abydos that resembles the helicopter
exactly. There are cravings of other modern day vehicles on the same wall carving as well. The hieroglyphic carving in-
cludes a submarine, and a spaceship. These vehicles were invented thousands of years after the hieroglyph was made.

(6) The height of the Great Pyramid is 481 feet. This height is absolutely 1/1,000,000,000th of the distance between
the earth and the sun. It has to be too much of a mathematical coincidence, if it were not the work of aliens.
(7) The walls of the underground crypt at the temple of Dendera have reliefs that looks exactly like light bulbs. These
were made many thousands of years before Edison had invented the bulb.

12



(8) The structural similarities between the pyramids of Egypt and the Mayan Pyramids which were built at a
difference of many thousand years point to the fact that it was one source of knowledge which had allowed the
ancient Egyptians and then the Mayans t build such colossal structures. This common source has to be aliens as it is
unlike that the Mayans would have access to the builder’s guide of the Egyptian pyramids.

(9)Going by the longitudinal and latitudinal positioning of the Great pyramid, it is believed to be at the absolute center
of the land mass of the planet. Such calculative construction is certainly too much of an expectation from men who
didn’t even knew the terms or concepts of latitude and longitude.
(10) While the mainstream scientists and Egyptologists claim that the Great pyramid was commissioned by Pharaoh
Khufu, there is no documentation of the same. Ancient Egyptians were good at record keeping hence it is very mys-
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terious why would they not keep the records of the individual who would have built such a magnificent and massive
structure, unless it was the aliens who built it actually.
Debunkers would always put up counter theories attempting to debunk the theories, but the fact remains that so many
evidence certainly point towards the fact that the pyramids are the creation of a far more technologically advanced
race, the race of the aliens.

1. http://proofofalien.com/top-10-evidences-to-prove-the-aliens-built-the-pyramids/
2. http://proofofalien.com/10-evidences-to-prove-the-existence-of-the-ancient-civilizations-aliens/
3. http://proofofalien.com/what-is-seti-search-for-extraterrestrial-intelligence/

Unknown (2018-05-22 21:38:21)
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7. http://www.vansshoes.us.com/
8. http://www.yeezy700.us.com/
9. http://www.coachoutlets.name/
10. http://www.offwhitehoodie.us.com/

actively swearing = more intelligent (2016-12-20 13:00)

Recently, I’ve been seeing variations on a meme floating around my social media feeds. The most common version says
something to the effect of “Science says that intelligent people swear more than stupid motherfuckers” (see image)
or some variation thereof. The meme is meant to be a counter claim to the conventional belief about swearing that
was voiced by so many of our parents, teachers, and religious leaders whenever we mistakenly uttered a shit! in front
of them. “Only dumb people swear,” they’d admonish, or “Smart people know better ways to express themselves
than by swearing.” If you were a child like me, such comments were met with an internal eye-roll and a quiet note to
self to avoid swearing again when Mom was in earshot.
If it were true — if swearing really was a marker of intelligence — then it would be a wonderful vindication of my
ten-year-old potty mouth. But if you’re a regular reader of Skeptoid, I’m sure you already see where this is going.

The claim going around the Internet right now appears to be based on a single study that [1]was published in the
journal Language Sciences in December 2015. And the study did not, in any way, shape, or form, support the notion
that people who swear are any more intelligent than those who do not swear. In fact, there’s no way the study could
have shown that, as it never measured the amount of swearing people do over the course of a day, or an hour, or a
conversation.
Instead, what the study did was measure a trait known as “[2]verbal fluency,” or the ability of people to recall and
properly express words. In this case, that meant getting the study participants to rattle off as many different swear
words as they could within a time frame; then, the participants were asked to recall a list of unrelated words, such
as kinds of animals. By measuring how many words the participants could recall in each category, plus doing some
related assessment testing, the researchers scored the overall verbal fluency of each participant.
What the researchers ultimately figured out was that people who had better overall verbal fluency were also able to
recall and recite a larger variety of different swear words. Or to put it more simply, people who know more words,
also know more swear words. To which I would add, “duh!”, since it is absolutely rational to assume the more one
learns language overall, the more they will also learn swear words, and thus be more able to rattle off a list of them
regardless of how often they, themselves, use them. And since the study did nothing to assess how nimble these
speakers were with their swear words, nor how often they slipped in swear words when they spoke, nor any of the
other things besides basic vocabulary upon which one might even assess “actively swearing = more intelligent”, there’s
no basis to the claim in the popular meme.
It is true that verbal fluency is considered one aspect of what is sometimes called “linguistic intelligence”, i.e. one’s
ability to speak, read, and write with a high level of skill; however, one’s verbal fluency says nothing about ones
“intelligence” in the popular sense. And even if we allow that it’s still a form of intelligence, the best we can garner
from the science is that “linguistically intelligent people know more swear words.”
So why is everyone so confused? The problem, as is so often the case nowadays, is that the online media machine did
a poor job of reporting on this study. Knowing clickbait when they saw it, revenue-starved news sites led with awful
headlines like [3]“People Who Curse are Smarter than People Who Don’t“, “[4]Swearing a Lot Means You Are More
Intelligent“, and “[5]Science Proves Swearing Means You’re Smarter.” All of those headlines are demonstrably wrong,
but I’m sure they got a lot of click-throughs and improved that week’s bottom line. And since a depressing number of
people [6]don’t bother to read past the headline anymore, it was a foregone conclusion that those shoddy headlines
would become popular knowledge.
This is just one study, and as far as I have found it’s the only study to measure such a thing. Scientists just aren’t that
interested in “swearing vs. smarts”. They’re far more interested in things like when people start learning to swear (as
young as two or three), why swear words carry the linguistic punch they do (they have a compact efficiency of meaning
compared to other words), who swears (extroverts are more likely to swear than introverts), and which swear words
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are commonly used (80 % of swearing consists of the same ten words * ). There’s also an interesting thread of
research on the cathartic effect of swearing and how it may benefit both [7]pain perception and [8]emotional health
in some people. Swearing is actually an intellectually interesting issue. Smarts just don’t enter into it.
Of course, the fact that this claim isn’t true doesn’t automatically make our parents and pastors any wiser. All it takes
is a little poking to realize that, when our parents and pastors were admonishing us not to swear back in the day, what
they were really trying to tell us[9] to be more socially acceptable. The problem, in their view, was that lower class
people swear and (in their minds) lower class people were less intelligent; therefore people who wanted to be of a
better class needed to avoid speaking like the ignorant masses. In other words, it was (and remains) a classist attitude
that’s trying to police tone and behavior as a means of establishing cultural superiority. Swearing says nothing about
one’s relative intelligence.
Sorry, swearing fans, but your insistence on using fuck every three words is not a sign that you’re smart. On the bright
side, it doesn’t mean you’re dumb either. And hey, at least you can feel good about showing off your big vocabulary
whenever you slip a goddamn or an asshat into a sentence.

1. http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S038800011400151X
2. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3282524/
3. http://www.usnews.com/news/articles/2015-12-17/study-people-who-swear-more-are-smarter-have-larger-vocabu
lary
4. http://www.marieclaire.co.uk/news/health/551364/swearing-a-lot-means-you-are-more-intelligent.html
5. https://www.rt.com/news/325820-study-swearing-wider-vocabulary/
6. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-fix/wp/2014/03/19/americans-read-headlines-and-not-much-else/
7. http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/why-do-we-swear/
8. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2625581/Swearing-emotional-creative-language-say-researchers-clai
m-GOOD-you.html
9. http://roomfordebate.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/04/12/why-do-educated-people-use-bad-words/?_r=0

Alien Invasion in September 2017??? (2016-12-20 20:39)

Alien invasion in September 2017 could bring an end to humanity. This is apparent from a leaked conversation be-
tween the Barack Obama and Russian President Vladimir Putin.
World War III may be in the news currently, however, there is a different side to it. For the first time, the upcoming
World War may not be fought between the countries, but between aliens and humans.
According to a report published by [1]Daily Star, the American space agency NASA recently witnessed a huge fleet of
UFOs entering the solar system, with an aim to target Earth. The agency further predicts that alien invasion may take
place in Sept. 2017, when humans would finally get to see how aliens look like.
The report further suggests that a highly confidential matter was discussed between US Vice President Joe Biden and
Putin. The leaked document of the conversation revealed that they both talked about tackling aliens and to build a
missile defense system against them.
However, NASA has not yet confirmed about witnessing any unusual phenomenon in the sky or actually seeing any
extraterrestrial activity in space. In addition, the US and Russian have not confirmed having any sought of conversa-
tion about aliens or World War III.
The publication reports that the message about alien invasion was originally drafted by Obama himself and Biden
only delivered it to Putin. The urgency of the message can be realized from the title of the leaked clip, which says "US
warns Russia ’Aliens on Their Way, Will Be Her in 2017."
Meanwhile, the [2]Gamer’s Drop reports that the Pentagon is highly interested in knowing more about the fleet of
UFOs that has entered the solar system and could potentially attack humans on Earth. NASA, on the other hand,
seems sure about the fact that aliens would not reveal their reason for visit, until they finally arrive on Earth in Sept.
2017.
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1. http://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/557708/WW3-Vladimir-Putin-Barack-Obama-aliens-attack-2017-mis
sile-system
2. http://www.thegamersdrop.com/2016/11/04/world-war-3-news-2016-obama-confirms-alien-invasion-sept-2017-124
83/

ZETA 2 RETICULI (Grey’s home) (2016-12-21 15:15)

NOTE:

The names of the stars were not on the map that Betty Hill remembered. In addition, if names were provided, they
would have been names given by the alien race, not names used on Earth. Therefore, unless the aliens had pointed
out where our Sun was on the map, even the most trained astronomer would have had no idea which stars were
which on the map.

As you will see later, it tookMs. Marjorie Fishmuch time and effort to finally come up with a possible star map based
upon the assumption that the origin of the map would be the aliens’ home star (solar) system. That certainly is a
reasonable assumption. If we were the astronauts visiting another solar system and we had a three-dimensional star
map aboard our starship, our own Sun would be the origin of our star map.

Betty and Barney are returned unharmed to their car. They are told they will forget the abduction portion of the
incident. The ship rises, and then hurtles out of sight. The couple continue their journey home oblivious of the
abduction.

But the Hills are troubled by unexplained dreams and anxiety about two hours of their trip that they can’t account
for. Betty, a social worker, asks advice from a psychiatrist friend. He suggests that the memory of that time will be
gradually restored over the next few months – but it never is. Two years after the incident, the couple are still bothered
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by themissing two hours, and Barney’s ulcers are acting up. A Boston psychiatrist, Benjamin Simon, is recommended,
and after several months of weekly hypnosis sessions the bizarre events of that night in 1961 are revealed. A short
time later a UFO group leaks a distorted version of the story to the press and the whole thing blows up. The Hills
reluctantly disclose the entire story.

Can we take this dramatic scenario seriously? Did this incredible contact with aliens actually occur or is it some kind
of hallucination that affected both Barney and Betty Hill? The complete account of the psychiatric examination from
which the details of the event emerged is related in John G. Fuller’s “[1]The Interrupted Journey” (Dial Press, 1966),
where we read that after the extensive psychiatric examination, Simon concluded that the Hills were not fabricating
the story. The most likely possibilities seem to be:

(a) the experience actually happened, or

(b) some perceptive and illusory misinterpretations occurred in relationship to some real event

There are other cases of alleged abductions by extraterrestrial humanoids. The unique aspect of the Hills’ abduction
is that they remembered virtually nothing of the incident.

Intrigued by the Hills’ experience, J. Allen Hynek, chairman of the department of astronomy at Northwestern Univer-
sity, decided to investigate. Hynek described how the Hills recalled the details of their encounter in his book, “[2]The
UFO Experience” (Henry Regnery Company, 1972):

“Under repeated hypnosis they independently revealed what had supposedly happened. The two stories
agreed in considerable detail, although neither Betty nor Barney was privy to what the other had said
under hypnosis until much later. Under hypnosis they stated that they had been taken separately aboard
the craft, treated well by the occupants – rather as humans might treat experimental animals – and then
released after having been given the hypnotic suggestion that they would remember nothing of that
particular experience. The method of their release supposedly accounted for the amnesia, which was
apparently broken only by counterhypnosis.”

A number of scientists, including Hynek, have discussed this incident at length with Barney and Betty Hill and have
questioned them under hypnosis. They concur with Simon’s belief that there seems to be no evidence of outright
fabrication or lying. One would also wonder what Betty, who has a master’s degree in social work and is a supervisor
in the New Hampshire Welfare Department, and Barney, who was on the governor of New Hampshire’s Civil Rights
Commission, would have to gain by a hoax? Although the Hills didn’t, several people have lost their jobs after being
associated with similarly unusual publicity.

Stanton T. Friedman, a nuclear physicist and the nation’s only space scientist devoting full time to researching the
UFO phenomenon, has spent many hours in conversation with the Hills.

“By no stretch of the imagination could anyone who knows them conclude that they were nuts,” he
emphasizes.
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So the experience remains a fascinating story despite the absence of proof
that it actually happened. Anyway – that’s where things were in 1966 whenMs. Marjorie Fish, an Ohio schoolteacher,
amateur astronomer and member of Mensa, became involved. She wondered if the objects shown on the map that
Betty Hill allegedly observed inside the vehicle might represent some actual pattern of celestial objects. To get more
information about the map she decided to visit Betty Hill in the summer of 1969 (Barney Hill died in early 1969). Here
isMs. Fish’s account of that meeting:

“On Aug.4, 1969, Betty Hill discussed the star map with me. Betty explained that she drew the map in
1964 under post-hypnotic suggestion. It was to be drawn only if she could remember it accurately, and
she was not to pay attention to what she was drawing – which puts it in the realm of automatic drawing.
This is a way of getting at repressed or forgotten material and can result in unusual accuracy. She made
two erasures showing her conscious mind took control part of the time.

Betty described the map as three-dimensional, like looking through a window. The stars were tinted and
glowed. The map material was flat and thin (not a model), and there were no noticeable lenticular lines
like one of our three-dimensional processes (it sounds very much like a reflective hologram). Betty did not
shift her position while viewing it, so we cannot tell if it would give the same three-dimensional view from
all positions or if it would be completely three-dimensional. Betty estimated the map was approximately
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three feet wide and two feet high with the pattern covering most of the map. She was standing about
three feet away from it.

She said there were many other stars on the map but she only (apparently) was able to specifically recall
the prominent ones connected by lines and a small distinctive triangle off to the left. There was no
concentration of stars to indicate the Milky Way (galactic plane) suggesting that if it represented reality,
it probably only contained local stars. There were no grid lines.”

So much for the background material on the Hill incident (if you want more details on the encounter, see Fuller’s book).
For the moment we will leaveMarjorie Fish back in 1969 trying to interpret Betty Hill’s reproduction of the map. There
is a second major area of background information that we have to attend to before we can properly discuss the map.
Unlike the bizarre events just described, the rest is pure astronomy.

According to the most recent star catalogs, there are about 1,000 known stars within a radius of 55 light-years of the
Sun. What are those other stars like? A check of the catalogs shows that most of them are faint stars of relatively low
temperature – a class of stars astronomers call main sequence stars. The Sun is a main sequence star along with most
of the other stars in this part of the Milky Way galaxy, as the following table shows:

Main Sequence Stars
White Dwarfs

Giants and Supergiants

91 %
8 %
1 %

Typical giant stars are Arcturus and Capella. Antares and Betelgeuse are members of the ultra-rare supergiant class.
At the other end of the size and brightness scale the white dwarfs are stellar cinders – the remains of once brilliant
suns – a perfect example is Sirius B, the white dwarf companion to the brilliant Sirius A seen in the constellation
Canis Major. For reasons that will soon become clear we can remove these classes of stars from our discussion and
concentrate on the main sequence stars whose characteristics are shown in the table.

CAPTION:

Characteristics of Main Sequence Stars

Star Spectral Class

Proportion of Stars

Surface Temperature
(°F)

Star Mass
(Sun = 1.0)

Star Luminosity
(Sun = 1.0)

Lifespan
(Billions of Years)

Example Star

A0

1 % A0 - A9
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20,000

2.8

60

0.5

Vega

A1

—

18,400

2.35

22

1.0

Sirius

A5

—

15,000

2.2

20

1.0

—

F0

3 % F0 - F9

13,000

1.7

6

2.0

—

F5

—

12,000

1.25

3

4.0

Procyon A

G0

9 % G0 - G9
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11,000

1.06

1.3

10

—

G2

—

10,600

1.00

1.0

12

Sun
Alpha Centauri A

G5

—

10,000

0.92

0.8

15

—

K0

14 % K0 - K9

9,000

0.80

0.4

20

Alpha Centauri B

K2

—

8,700

0.76

0.3

24

Epsilon Eridani

K5

—
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8,000

0.69

0.1

30

61 Cygni A

M0

73 % M0 - M9

7,000

0.48

0.02

75

—

M5

—

5,000

0.20

0.001

200

Proxima Centauri
(Alpha Centauri C)

The spectral class letters are part of a system of stellar “fingerprinting” that identifies the main sequence star’s tem-
perature and gives clues to its mass and luminosity. The hottest, brightest and most massive main sequence stars
(with rare exceptions – the Type O and Type B classes – which are even hotter, brighter, and more massive) are the A
stars. The faintest, coolest and least massive are the M stars.

Each class is subdivided into 10 subcategories. For example, an A0 star is hotter, brighter and more massive than an
A1, which is above an A2, and so on through A9.

This table supplies much additional information and shows how a slightly hotter and more massive star turns out to be
much more luminous than the Sun, a G2 star. But the bright stars pay dearly for their splendor. It takes a lot of stellar
fuel to emit vast quantities of light and heat. The penalty is a short lifespan as a main sequence star. Conversely, the
inconspicuous, cool M stars may be around to see the end of the universe – whatever that might be. With all these
facts at hand we’re now ready to tackle the first part of the detective story.

Let’s suppose we wanted to make our own map of a trip to the stars. We will limit ourselves to the 55 light-year radius
covered by the detailed star catalogs. The purpose of the trip will be to search for intelligent life on planets that may
be in orbit around these stars. We would want to include every star that would seem likely to have a life-bearing
planet orbiting around it. How many of these thousand-odd stars would we include for such a voyage and which
direction would we go (for the moment, we’ll forget about the problem of making a spacecraft that will take us to
these stars and we’ll assume that we’ve got some kind of vehicle that will effortlessly transport us to wherever we
want to go)? We don’t want to waste our time and efforts – we only want to go to stars that we would think would
have a high probability of having planets harboring advanced life forms. This seems like a tall order. How do we even
begin to determine which stars might likely have such planets?
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The first rule will be to restrict ourselves to life as we know it, the kind of life that we are familiar with here on Earth
– carbon based life. Science fiction writers are fond of describing life forms based on chemical systems that we have
been unable to duplicate here on Earth – such as silicon based life or life based on the ammonium hydroxide molecule
instead of on carbon. But right now these life forms are simply fantasy – we have no evidence that they are in fact
possible. Because we don’t even know what they might look like – if they’re out there – we necessarily have to limit
our search to the kind of life that we understand.

Our kind of life – life as we know it – seems most likely to evolve on a planet that has a stable temperature regime. It
must be at the appropriate distance from its sun so that water is neither frozen nor boiled away. The planet has to be
the appropriate size so that its gravity doesn’t hold on to too much atmosphere (like Jupiter) or too little (like Mars).
But the main ingredient in a life-bearing planet is its star. And its star is the only thing we can study since planets of
other stars are far too faint to detect directly. The conclusion we can draw is this: The star has to be like the Sun.

COMMENT:

An Earthlike planet in the ecosphere of a star similar to our Sun would be hidden in the glare of the star because of
its angular separation from the star as viewed from Earth. If an Earthlike planet was orbiting Alpha Centauri A (4.3
light-years from us) at a distance of 1 Astronomical Unit (Earth-Sun distance), the angular separation between the
planet and Alpha Centauri A would be 0.0133 seconds of arc.

Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram
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Main sequence stars are basically stable for long periods of time. As shown in the table, stars in spectral class G have
stable lifespans of 10 billion years (Our Sun, actually a G2V star, has a somewhat longer stable life expectancy of 11
billion years). We are about five billion years into that period so we can look forward to the Sun remaining much as it
is (actually it will brighten slightly) for another six billion years. Stars of class F4 or higher have stable burning periods
of less than 3.5 billion years. They have to be ruled out immediately. Such stars cannot have life-bearing planets
because, at least based on our experience on our world, this is not enough time to permit highly developed biological
systems to evolve on the land areas of a planet (Intelligent life may very well arise earlier in water environments, but
let’s forget that possibility since we have not yet had meaningful communication with the dolphins – highly intelligent
creatures on this planet!). But we may be wrong in our estimate of life development time. There is another more
compelling reason for eliminating stars of class F4 and brighter.

So far, we have assumed all stars have planets, just as our Sun does. Yet spectroscopic studies of stars of class F4 and
brighter reveal that most of them are in fact unlike our Sun in a vital way – they are rapidly rotating stars. The Sun
rotates once in just under a month, but 60 percent of the stars in the F0 to F4 range rotate much faster. And almost all
A stars are rapid rotators too. It seems, from recent studies of stellar evolution that slowly rotating stars like the Sun
rotate slowly because they have planets. Apparently the formation of a planetary system robs the star of much of its
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rotational momentum (because angular momentum of the whole solar system that formed from interstellar gas and
debris must be conserved ... an analogy is an ice skater that has arms extended as he/she spins, then he/she brings
in arms close to the body in order to spin much faster. For a star with planets, the angular momentum is taken up by
the star and its planets. For a star without planets, the angular momentum must be with the star, alone, resulting in
much faster star rotation).

For two reasons, then, we eliminate stars of class F4 and above:

1. Most of them rotate rapidly and thus seem to be planetless, and
2. Their stable lifespans are too brief for advanced life to develop.

Another problem environment for higher forms of life is the multiple star system. About half of all stars are born in
pairs, or small groups of three or more. Our Sun could have been part of a double star system. If Jupiter was 80
times more massive it would be an M6 red dwarf star. If the stars of a double system are far enough apart there is no
real problem for planets sustaining life (see “Planet of the Double Sun,” September 1974). But stars in fairly close or
highly elliptical orbits would alternately fry or freeze their planets. Such planets would also likely have unstable orbits.
Because this is a potentially troublesome area for our objective, we will eliminate all close and moderately close pairs
of systems of multiple stars.

Further elimination is necessary according to the catalogs. Some otherwise perfect stars are labeled “variable.” This
means astronomers have observed variations of at least a few percent in the star’s light output. A one percent fluc-
tuation in the Sun would be annoying for us here on Earth. Anything greater would cause climatic disaster. Could
intelligent life evolve under such conditions, given an otherwise habitable planet? It seems unlikely. We are forced
to “scratch” all stars suspected or proven to be variable.

This still leaves a few F stars, quite a few G stars, and hoards of K and M dwarfs. Unfortunately most of the Ks and all
of theMs are out. Let’s find out why.

These stars quite likely have planets. Indeed, one M star – known as Barnard’s star – is believed to almost certainly
have at least one, and probably two or three, Jupiter sized planets. Peter Van de Kamp of the Sproul Observatory
at Swarthmore College, Pennsylvania, has watched Barnard’s star for over three decades and is convinced that a
“wobbling” motion of that star is due to perturbations (gravitational “pulling and pushing”) caused by its unseen
planets (Earth sized planets cannot be detected in this manner).

But the planets of M stars and the K stars below K4 have two serious handicaps that virtually eliminate them from
being abodes for life. First, these stars fry their planets with occasional lethal bursts of radiation emitted from erupting
solar flares. The flares have the same intensity as those of our Sun, but when you put that type of flare on a little star
it spells disaster for a planet that is within, say, 30 million miles. The problem is that planets have to be that close to
get enough heat from these feeble suns. If they are farther out, they have frozen oceans and no life.

The close-in orbits of potential Earthlike planets of M and faint K stars produce the second dilemma – rotational lock.
An example of rotational lock is right next door to us. The moon, because of its nearness to Earth, is strongly affected
by our planet’s tidal forces. Long ago our satellite stopped rotating and now has one side permanently turned toward
Earth. The same principles apply to planets of small stars that would otherwise be at the right distance for moderate
temperatures. If rotational lock has not yet set in, at least rotational retardation would make impossibly long days
and nights (as evidenced by Mercury in our solar system).

What stars are left after all this pruning? All of theG stars remain along with F5 through F9 and K0 through K4. Stephen
Dole of the Rand Corporation has made a detailed study of stars in this range and suggests we should also eliminate
F5, F6 and F7 stars because they balloon to red giants before they reach an age of five billion years. Dole feels this is
cutting it too fine for intelligent species to fully evolve. Admittedly this is based on our one example of intelligent life
– us. But limited though this parameter is, it is the only one we have. Dole believes the K2, K3 and K4 stars are also
poor prospects because of their feeble energy output and consequently limited zone for suitable Earthlike planets.
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Accepting Dole’s further trimming we are left with single, nonvariable stars from F8 through all the G-type stars to K1.
What does that leave us with? Forty-six stars.

Now we are ready to plan the trip. It’s pretty obvious that Tau Ceti is our first target. After that, the choice is more
difficult. We can’t take each star in order or we would be darting all over the sky. It’s something like planning a
vacation trip. Let’s say we start from St. Louis and want to hit all the major cities within a 1,000 mile radius. If we go
west, all we can visit is Kansas City and Denver. But northeast is a bonanza: Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Pittsburgh,
Philadelphia, New York and more. The same principle applies to the planning of our interstellar exploration. The plot
of all 46 candidate stars reveals a clumping in the direction of the constellations Cetus and Eridanus. Although this
section amounts to only 13 percent of the entire sky, it contains 15 of the 46 stars, or 33 percent of the total. Luckily
Tau Ceti is in this group, so that’s the direction we should go (comparable to heading northeast from St. Louis). If
we plan to visit some of these solar type stars and then return to Earth, we should try to have the shortest distance
between stops. It would be a waste of exploration time if we zipped randomly from one star to another.

Now we are ready to return to the map drawn by Betty Hill. Marjorie Fish reasoned that if the stars in the Hill map
corresponded to a patter of real stars – perhaps something like we just developed, only from an alien’s viewpoint – it
might be possible to pinpoint the origin of the alleged space travelers. Assuming the two stars in the foreground of
the Hill map were the “base” stars (the Sun, a single star, was ruled out here), she decided to try to locate the entire
pattern. She theorized that the Hill map contained only local stars since no concentration would be present if a more
distant viewpoint was assumed and if both “us” and the alien visitors’ home base were to be represented.

Let’s assume, just as an astronomical exercise, that the map does show the Sun and the star that is “the sun” to the
humanoids. We’ll take the Hill encounter at face value, and see where it leads.

Since the alienswere described as “humanoid” and seemed reasonably comfortable on this planet, their home planet
should be basically like ours. Their atmosphere must be similar because the Hills breathed without trouble while
inside the ship, and the aliens did not appear to wear any protective apparatus. And since we assume their biology
is similar to ours, their planet should have the same temperature regime as Earth (Betty and Barney did say it was
uncomfortably cold in the ship). In essence, then, we assume their home planet must be very Earthlike. Based on
what we discussed earlier it follows that their sun would be on our list if it were within 55 light-years from us.

The lines on the map, according to Betty Hill, were described by the alien as “trade routes” or “places visited occa-
sionally” with the dotted lines as “expeditions.” Any interpretation of the Betty Hill mapmust retain the logic of these
routes (i.e. the lines would link stars that would be worth visiting).

Keeping all this in mind, Marjorie Fish constructed several three-dimensional models of the solar neighborhood in
hopes of detecting the pattern in the Hill map. Using beads dangling on threads, she painstakingly recreated our
stellar environment. Between August 1968 and February 1973, she strung beads, checked data, searched and checked
again. A suspicious alignment, detected in late 1968, turned out to be almost a perfect match once new data from the
detailed 1969 edition of the Catalog of Nearby Stars became available (this catalog is often called the “Gliese catalog”
– pronounced “glee-see” – after its principal author, Wilhelm Gliese).

The following table lists all known stars within a radius of 54 light-years that are single or part of a wide multiple star
system. They have no known irregularities or variabilities and are between 0.4 and 2.0 times the luminosity of the
Sun. Thus, a planet basically identical to Earth could be orbiting around any one of them (Data from the Catalog of
Nearby Stars, 1969 edition, by Wilhelm Gliese).

CAPTION:

The 46 Nearest Stars Similar to the Sun

Name of Star

Distance
(Light-Years)
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Apparent
Magnitude

Luminosity
Sun = 1.0

Spectral
Class

Tau Ceti

11.8

3.5

0.4

G8

82 Eridani

20.2

4.3

0.9

G2

Zeta Tucanae

23.3

4.2

0.9

G2

107 Piscium

24.3

5.2

0.4

K1

Beta Coma Berenices

27.2

4.3

1.2

G0

61 Virginis

27.4

4.7

0.8

G6
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Alpha Mensae

28.3

5.1

0.6

G5

Gliese 75

28.6

5.6

0.4

K0

Beta Canum Venaticorum

29.9

4.3

1.4

G0

Chi Orionis

32

4.4

1.5

G0

54 Piscium

34

5.9

0.4

K0

Zeta 1 Reticuli

37

5.5

0.7

G2

Zeta 2 Reticuli

37

5.2

0.9

G2
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Gliese 86

37

6.1

0.4

K0

Mu Arae

37

5.1

0.9

G5

Gliese 67

38

5.0

1.2

G2

Gliese 668.1

40

6.3

0.4

G9

Gliese 302

41

6.0

0.6

G8

Gliese 309

41

6.4

0.4

G9

Kappa Fornacis

42

5.2

1.3

G1
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58 Eridani

42

5.5

0.9

G1

Zeta Doradus

44

4.7

2.0

F8

55 Cancri

44

6.0

0.7

G8

47 Ursae Majoris

44

5.1

1.5

G0

Gliese 364

45

4.9

1.8

G0

Gliese 599A

45

6.0

0.6

G6

Nu Phoenicis

45

5.0

1.8

F8
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Gliese 95

45

6.3

0.5

G5

Gliese 796

47

5.6

0.5

G8

20 Leo Minoris

47

5.4

1.2

G4

39 Tauri

47

5.9

0.8

G1

Gliese 290

47

6.6

0.4

G8

Gliese 59.2

48

5.7

1.0

G2

Psi Aurigae

49

5.2

1.5

G0
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Gliese 722

49

5.9

0.9

G4

Gliese 788

49

5.9

0.8

G5

Nu 2 Lupi

50

5.6

1.1

G2

14 Herculis

50

6.6

0.5

K1

Pi Ursae Majoris

51

5.6

1.2

G0

Phi 2 Ceti

51

5.2

1.8

F8

Gliese 641

52

6.6

0.5

G8
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Gliese 97.2

52

6.9

0.4

K0

Gliese 541.1

53

6.5

0.6

G8

109 Piscium

53

6.3

0.8

G4

Gliese 651

53

6.8

0.4

G8

Gliese 59

53

6.7

0.4

G8

The 16 stars in the stellar configuration discovered byMarjorie Fish are compared with the map drawn by Betty Hill in
the diagram on page 6. If some of the star names on the Fish map sound familiar, they should. Ten of the 16 stars are
from the compact group that we selected earlier based on the most logical direction to pursue to conduct interstellar
exploration from Earth. Continuing to take the Hill map at face value, the radiating pattern of “trade routes” implies
that Zeta 1 Reticuli and Zeta 2 Reticuli are the “hub” of exploration or, in the context of the incident, the aliens’ home
base. The Sun is at the end of one of the supposedly regular trade routes.

COMMENT:

Trade route? What kind of trade was going on between the Zeta Reticulans and Earthlings? That raised questions in
my mind at the time I read the article back in 1975. At that time, I was completely unaware of any strange or suspicious
activity going on at [3]Nellis Air Force Base Area 51 or S4. I suspect that such a statement would raise questions in
your mind as you read the text. Remember!
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The evaluation to determine the stars on the map was performed by Ms. Marjorie Fish in 1969 and was presented
by Terence Dickinson in the December 1974 issue of ASTRONOMY Magazine. Other documents and the release of
Top Secret information much later, that is, in the late 1980s, will reveal that a certain elite sect of [4]the United States
Government was dealing with the “Greys” or Zeta Reticulans and knew that they were from the fourth planet orbiting
Zeta 2 Reticuli.

These dealings with the Zeta Reticulans may have been taking place since the late 1940s after the saucer crash near
Roswell, New Mexico, on July 4, 1947. Recall that the Army originally announced that a flying saucer had crashed in
the desert near Roswell Army Air Field, then recanted the story, stating a military weather balloon had crashed.

The pair of stars that make up Zeta Reticuli is practically in the midst of the cluster of solar type stars that attracted
us while we were mapping out a logical interstellar voyage. Checking further we find that all but two of the stars in
the Fish pattern are on the table of nearby solar type stars. These two stars are Tau 1 Eridani (an F6 star) and Gliese
86.1 (K2), and are, respectively, just above and below the parameters we arrived at earlier. One star that should be
there (Zeta Tucanae) is missing probably because it is behind Zeta 1 Reticuli at the required viewing angle.

To summarize, then:

1. The pattern discovered by Marjorie Fish has an uncanny resemblance to the map drawn
by Betty Hill

2. The stars are mostly the ones that we would visit if we were exploring from Zeta Reticuli
3. The travel patterns generally make sense

Walter Mitchell, professor of astronomy at Ohio State University in Columbus, has looked at Marjorie Fish’s interpre-
tation of the Betty Hill map in detail and tells us,

“The more I examine it, the more I am impressed by the astronomy involved in Marjorie Fish’s work”

During their examination of the map,Mitchell and some of his students inserted the positions of hundreds of nearby
stars into a computer and had various space vistas brought up on a cathode ray tube readout. They requested the
computer to put them in a position out beyond Zeta Reticuli looking toward the Sun. From this viewpoint the map
pattern obtained byMarjorie Fishwas duplicated with virtually no variations. Mitchell noted an important and previ-
ously unknown fact first pointed out by Ms. Fish: The stars in the map are almost in a plane; that is, they fill a wheel
shaped volume of space that makes star hopping from one to another easy and the logical way to go – and that is
what is implied by the map that Betty Hill allegedly saw.

“I can find no major point of quibble with Marjorie Fish’s interpretation of the Betty Hill map,” says David
R. Saunders, a statistics expert at the Industrial Relations Center of the University of Chicago.

By various lines of statistical reasoning he concludes that the chances of finding a match among 16 stars of a specific
spectral type among the thousand-odd stars nearest the Sun is “at least 1,000 to 1 against.”

“The odds are about 10,000 to 1 against a random configuration matching perfectly with Betty Hill’s map,”
Saunders reports.

“But the star group identified by Marjorie Fish isn’t quite a perfect match, and the odds consequently
reduce to about 1,000 to 1. That is, there is one chance in 1,000 that the observed degree of congruence
would occur in the volume of space we are discussing.”

“In most fields of investigation where similar statistical methods are used, that degree of congruence is
rather persuasive,” concludes Saunders.
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Saunders, who has developed a monumental computerized catalog of more than 60,000 UFO sightings, tells us that
the Hill case is not unique in its general characteristics – there are other known cases of alleged communication with
extraterrestrials. But in no other case on record havemaps ever been mentioned.

Mark Steggert of the Space Research Coordination Center at the University of Pittsburgh developed a computer pro-
gram that he calls PAR (for Perspective Alteration Routine) that can duplicate the appearance of star fields from various
viewpoints in space.

“I was intrigued by the proposal put forth by Marjorie Fish that she had interpreted a real star pattern
for the alleged map of Betty Hill. I was incredulous that models could be used to do an astronometric
problem,” Steggert says.

“To my surprise I found that the pattern that I derived from my program had a close correspondence to
the data fromMarjorie Fish.”

After several run-throughs, he confirmed the positions determined by Marjorie Fish. “I was able to locate
potential areas of error, but no real errors,” Steggert concludes.

Steggert zeroed in on possibly the only real bone of contention that anyone has had with Marjorie Fish’s interpretation:
The data on some of the stars may not be accurate enough for us to make definitive conclusions. For example, he
says the data from the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Catalog, the Royal Astronomical Society Observatory
Catalog, and the Yale Catalog of Bright Stars,

“have differences of up to two magnitudes and differences in distance amounting to 40 percent for the
star Gliese 59.”

Other stars have less variations in the data from one catalog to another, but Steggert’s point is valid. The data on
some of the stars in the map is just not good enough to make a definitive statement (the fact that measurements of
most of the stars in question can only be made at the relatively poor equipped southern hemisphere observatories
accounts for the less reliable data).

Using information on the same 15 stars from the Royal Observatory catalog (Annals #5), Steggert reports that the
pattern does come out differently because of the different data, and Gliese 59 shows the largest variation. The Gliese
catalog uses photometric, trigonometric and spectroscopic parallaxes and derives a mean from all three after giving
various mathematical weights to each value.

“The substantial variation in catalog material is something that must be overcome,” says Steggert. “This
must be the next step in attempting to evaluate the map.”

This point of view is shared by Jeffrey L. Kretsch, an undergraduate student who is working under the advisement of
J. Allen Hynek at Northwestern University in Evanston, Ill. Like Steggert, he too checked Marjorie Fish’s pattern and
found no error in the work. But Kretsch reports that when he reconstructed the pattern using trigonometric distance
measurements instead of the composite measures in the Gliese catalog, he found enough variations to move Gliese
95 above the line between Gliese 86 and Tau 1 Eridani.

“The data for some of the stars seems to be very reliable, but a few of the pattern stars are not well
observed and data on them is somewhat conflicting,” says Kretsch.

The fact that the pattern is less of a “good fit” using data from other sources leads Kretsch and others to wonder what
new observations would do. Would they give a closer fit? Or would the pattern become distorted? Marjorie Fishwas
aware of the catalog variations, but has assumed the Gliese catalog is the most reliable source material to utilize.
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Is the Gliese catalog the best available data source. According to several astronomers who specialize in stellar posi-
tions, it probably is. Peter Van de Kamp says, “It’s first rate. There is none better.” He says the catalog was compiled
with extensive research and care over many years.

A lot of the published trigonometric parallaxes on the stars beyond 30 light-years are not as accurate as they could be,
according to Kyle Cudworth of Yerkes Observatory.

“Gliese added other criteria to compensate and lessen the possible errors,” he says.

The scientific director of the U.S. Naval Observatory, K.A. Strand, is among the world’s foremost authorities on stellar
distances for nearby stars. He believes the Gliese catalog “is the most complete and comprehensive source available.”

Frank B. Salisbury of the University of Utah has also examined the Hill and Fish maps.

“The pattern of stars discovered by Marjorie Fish fits the map drawn by Betty Hill remarkably well. It’s a
striking coincidence and forces one to take the Hill story more seriously,” he says.

Salisbury is one of the few scientists who has spent some time on the UFO problem and has written a book and several
articles on the subject. A professor of plant physiology, his biology expertise has been turned to astronomy on several
occasions while studying the possibility of biological organisms existing on Mars.

Salisbury insists that while psychological factors do play an important role in UFO phenomena, the Hill story does
represent one of the most credible reports of incredible events. The fact that the story and the map came to light
under hypnosis is good evidence that it actually took place. “But it is not unequivocal evidence,” he cautions.

Elaborating on this aspect of the incident, Mark Steggert offers this:

“I am inclined to question the ability of Betty, under posthypnotic suggestion, to duplicate the pattern
two years after she saw it. She noted no grid lines on the pattern for reference. Someone should (or
perhaps has already) conduct a test to see how well a similar patter could be recalled after a substantial
period of time. The stress she was under at the time is another unknown factor.”

“The derivation of the base data by hypnotic techniques is perhaps not as “far out” as it may seem,” says
Stanton Friedman. “Several police departments around the country use hypnosis on rape victims in order
to get descriptions of the assailants – descriptions that would otherwise remain repressed. The trauma
of such circumstances must be comparable in some ways to the Hill incident.”

Is it at all possible we are faced with a hoax?

“Highly unlikely,” says Salisbury – and the other investigators agree. One significant fact against a charade is that the
data from the Gliese catalog was not published until 1969, five years after the star map was drawn by Betty Hill. Prior
to 1969, the data could only have been obtained from the observatories conducting research on the specific stars in
question. It is not uncommon for astronomers not to divulge their research data – even to their colleagues – before it
appears in print. In general, the entire sequence of events just does not smell of falsification. Coincidence, possibly;
hoax, improbable.

Where does all this leave us? Are there creatures inhabiting a planet of Zeta 2 Reticuli? Did they visit Earth in
1961? The map indicates that the Sun has been “visited occasionally.” What does that mean? Will further study and
measurement of the stars in the map change their relative positions and thus distort the configuration beyond the
limits of coincidence?

The fact that the entire incident hinges on a map drawn under less than normal circumstances certainly keeps us from
drawing a firm conclusion. Exobiologists are united in their opinion that the chance of us having neighbors so similar
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to us, apparently located so close, is vanishingly small. But then, we don’t even know for certain if there is anybody
at all out there – anywhere – despite the Hill map and pronouncements of the most respected scientists.

The only answer is to continue the search. Someday, perhaps soon, we will know.
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President Dwight Eisenhower’s secret treaty in February 1954 (2016-12-22 18:22)

President Dwight Eisenhower held a secret meeting with extraterrestrial visitors during the early hours of February
21, 1954, while on a “vacation” to Palm Springs in California, according to UFO and alien conspiracy theorists.

He went “missing” after he was whisked away secretly to Edwards Air Force Base and was not seen until he
appeared at a church service in Los Angeles the next Sunday morning.

The official explanation of his mysterious “disappearance” was that he had to undergo an emergency dental
surgery.

The abrupt disappearance of the president was so unusual that it fueled speculation about an illness or death
in the media. The speculation became so intense that the rumors had to be dispelled by the president’s press
secretary, James Haggerty, who told incredulous reporters at a press conference that Eisenhower had damaged a
tooth cap while eating fried chicken and had to undergo emergency surgery.

A local dentist was later presented to reporters who claimed he had treated Eisenhower.

But strange rumors began spreading following information leaked by well-placed sources. The rumors alleged
that the local dentist was used to provide Eisenhower with a cover story while he rendezvoused secretly with the
extraterrestrial visitors at the Edwards Air Force Base.

Significantly, there are no records at the Eisenhower Library — which reportedly has extensive records related
to Eisenhower’s health — that he ever underwent dental surgery in February 1954, according to UFO researcher
William Moore.

Eisenhower thus became the first American president to have direct contact with extraterrestrials, according
to conspiracy theorists. The meeting took place at Edwards Air Force Base in southern California during the early
hours of February 21 in 1954. It was the first in a series of meetings that culminated in the signing of a treaty between
the U.S. government and an extraterrestrial race called the Greys.

The First Contact meeting, as it is termed in UFO conspiracy theory circles, involved some intrigue. Eisenhower’s
secret First Contact meeting on February 21, 1954, is believed to have been with the Nordic aliens, also known as
Pleiadian aliens, an advanced extraterrestrial race from the Pleiades star cluster with distinctive Nordic appearance,
such as fair hair, blue eyes, and white skin.

The two sides were unable to reach an agreement on the night of the First Contact, and the Greys took ad-
vantage of the failure by offering more favorable terms. The offer by the Greys allegedly led to the first treaty
between humans and an extraterrestrial race.

According to UFO conspiracy theorists, several pieces of circumstantial evidence add up to support claims that
the Eisenhower administration held “First Contact” meetings with extraterrestrial beings. The first circumstantial
evidence was the awkward manner in which Eisenhower “disappeared” during the night of February 20-21 in the
midst of an unscheduled winter vacation in Palm Springs, California, and the clumsy efforts by officials to explain his
disappearance.

One of the first eyewitness testimonies came from Gerald Light, a writer and leading member of the commu-
nity dedicated to metaphysical research. A letter circulated widely in the UFO and alien conspiracy community, dated
April 16, 1954, is alleged to have been written by Gerald Light to Meade Layne, Director of Borderland Sciences
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Research Foundation. In the letter (see copy here), Light allegedly claimed to have been one of a group of community
leaders who was present at the First Contact meeting with extraterrestrials at Edwards Air Force Base.

The group of “community leaders” included Edwin Nourse, President’s Truman’s chief economic adviser, Cardi-
nal James Francis MacIntyre, head of the Catholic Church in Los Angeles at the time, and 80-year-old Franklin
Winthrop Allen, a former reporter with Hearst Newspaper Group.

Light claimed in the letter he allegedly wrote to Layne that he recently returned from Muroc Airfield (now Ed-
ward Air Force Base). The letter contains a single reference to “Etherians” (presumed to be the aliens), and it includes
a comment about “five separate and distinct types of aircraft being studied and handled by our Air Force officials —
with the assistance and permission of the Etherians!”

The aircraft are believed to be alien UFOs stored at the facility for reverse-engineering studies.

The letter gives a vivid description of the bewilderment, confusion, and panic among the officials present at
the meeting. UFO conspiracy theorists claim that Light’s account reveals uncertainty about how to respond to the
aliens and fears due to the Cold War that the aliens could turn to the Soviets if the Americans spurned them.

But it is claimed that Eisenhower finally decided to reject the proposals of the Nordic aliens he met at the
First Contact meeting at the Edwards Air Force Base in February 1954, and his administration eventually signed a
treaty with the Greys, who offered to transfer their technology exclusively to the United States.

Several whistle-blowers claimed to have seen documents signed at the meetings while others claimed they
obtained information from inside sources. The different versions of what allegedly transpired at the First Contact
meetings leaked by the whistle-blowers agree on certain major points but differ in specific details.

One of the best-known whistle-blowers, William Cooper, a former Naval intelligence officer who allegedly had
access to classified documents, claimed that the First Contact meeting at the Edward Air Force Base in February 1954
was the culmination of a series of events after astronomers discovered a fleet of huge UFOs approaching Earth in
1953. First mistaken for asteroids, they were later determined to be spaceships.

Alien radio signals were allegedly intercepted under Project Sigma just before the UFOs went into high orbit.
Project Plato was launched to receive the aliens and hold talks.

But before the aliens approaching in a huge UFO fleet landed, a different alien race contacted the U.S govern-
ment and warned against the first group of aliens. But talks with the first group failed after they demanded nuclear
disarmament and warned that humanity was on a path to self-destruction. They proposed instead to help humans
to develop along a peaceful path to spiritual fulfillment.

Because the primary interest of the U.S. government at the time was signing a treaty that gives access to
advanced alien technology, the Eisenhower administration rejected the overtures from the first alien group
— the Nordic aliens — during the First Contact meeting at the Edwards Air Base and agreed to sign a treaty with
the second group — the Greys — during a subsequent meeting at the Holloman Air Force Base in New Mexico in 1954.

Elements of the sketchy account given by Cooper were allegedly confirmed independently by other whistle-
blowers, including Charles Suggs, a former retired U.S. Marine Corps Sergeant, who claimed that his father, a senior
naval officer, had attended the First Contact meeting with the Nordic aliens in February 1954.

John Lear, another independent whistle-blower, was a former air force pilot and the son of William Lear, who
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built the Lear Jet. Lear also confirmed that two alien races had been involved in the First Contact meetings.

Robert Dean, a former intelligence officer, described Nordic aliens as humanoids with Nordic features, and
the Greys as tall humanoids up to 9 feet tall with pale white skin, large eyes, large head, and spindly limbs.

Greys allegedly originated from a star in the constellation of Orion. Other reports claimed they came from a
planet in the star system Zeta Reticuli.

Details of the agreement with the Greys leaked by whistle-blowers include non-interference in human affairs
in exchange for accommodation on Earth under conditions of secrecy. In return, they would furnish the U.S.
government with advanced technology to help the country to stay ahead of enemy nations. The Greys also agreed
they would not approach any other nation to make a treaty.

The Greys were housed in an underground facility in Dulce where Phil Schneider claimed he encountered them while
working as a geological engineer employed by a private company contracted to build underground bases for the Greys.

Schneider revealed that part of the treaty agreement allowed the Greys to abduct a very limited number of
humans for medical research and experiments. But the Greys proved untrustworthy and violated the agreement on
abductions.

Most reports of UFO sightings and stories of abductions involved Greys freely violating the treaty with the
government, according to UFO conspiracy theorists.

Dwight D. Eisenhower had 3 secret meetings (2016-12-23 12:12)

Former American President Dwight D. Eisenhower had three secret meetings with aliens, a former US government
consultant has claimed.

The 34th President of the United States met the extra terrestrials at a remote air base in New Mexico in 1954,
according to lecturer and author Timothy Good.

Eisenhower and other FBI officials are said to have organized the showdown with the space creatures by send-
ing out ’telepathic messages’.
Bizarre: Former American President Dwight D. Eisenhower had three secret meetings with aliens, a former US
government consultant has claimed

Bizarre: Former American President Dwight D. Eisenhower had three secret meetings with aliens, a former US
government consultant has claimed

The two parties finally met up on three separate occasions at the Holloman Air Force base and there were
’many witnesses’.

Conspiracy theorists have circulated increased rumours in recent months that the meeting between the Commander-
in-Chief and people from another planet took place.

But the claims from Mr Good, a former U.S. Congress and Pentagon consultant, are the first to be made pub-
licly by a prominent academic.
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Speaking on Frank Skinner’s BBC2 current affairs show Opinionated, he said that governments around the
world have been in regular contact with aliens for many decades.
Odd meeting: It has been claimed that Dwight D. Eisenhower met the extra-terrestrials at the Holloman Air Force
base in New Mexico

Odd meeting: It has been claimed that Dwight D. Eisenhower met the extra-terrestrials at the Holloman Air
Force base in New Mexico

’Aliens have made both formal and informal contact with thousands of people throughout the world from all
walks of life,’ he added.

Asked why the aliens don’t go to somebody ’important’ like Barack Obama, he said: ’Well, certainly I can tell
you that in 1954, President Eisenhower had three encounters, set up meetings with aliens, which took place at
certain Air Force bases including Holloman Air Force base in New Mexico.’

He added that there were ’many witnesses’.

Eisenhower, who was president from 1953 to 1961, is known to have had a strong belief in life on other plan-
ets.
Extra-terrestrial: Eisenhower, who was president from 1953 to 1961, is known to have had a strong belief in life on
other planets

Extra-terrestrial: Eisenhower, who was president from 1953 to 1961, is known to have had a strong belief in
life on other planets

The former five-star general in the United States Army who commanded the Allied Forces in Europe during
the Second World War, was also keen on pushing the U.S. space programme.

His meeting with the cosmic life forms is said to have taken place while officials were told that he was on va-
cation in Palm Springs, California, in February 1954.

The initial meeting is supposed to have taken place with aliens who were ’Nordic’ in appearance, but the
agreement was eventually ’signed’ with a race called ’Alien Greys’.

Mr Good added: ’We know that up to 90 per cent of all UFO reports can be explained in conventional terms.
However, I would say millions of people worldwide have actually seen the real thing.’

According to classified documents released by the Ministry of Defense in 2010, Winston Churchill may have
ordered a UFO sighting to be kept secret.

The UFO was seen over the East Coast of England by an RAF reconnaissance plane returning from a mission in
France or Germany towards the end of the war.

Churchill is said to have discussed how to deal with UFO sightings with Eisenhower.
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Best UFO videos (2016-12-23 13:48)

[1]

| [2]Best UFO Forum | [3]Best Live UFO Chat | [4]UFO Top 10 !!! |
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Aliens UFOs #1 Number One !!! [5]Aliens UFOs #1 Number One !!!

NEW YOUTUBE UFO PROOF VIDEOS
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! !

!

!

[6]ProjectMotherShip.blogspot.com

Best Aliens ETs UFOs Research Videos Networks...

Sir Gilligan Horry...
Alt Alien Research Intelligence Agency Official Admiral Wizard.
[7]photobucket.com/user/SirGilliganHorry/media/Alien _UFO _Research _Intelligence
_Agency.jpg.html

Sir Gilligan Horry’s Facebook 4385 Members Aliens UFOs Proof Evidence Videos.
[8]http://www.facebook.com/AliensUFOsProofEvidenceVideos

Sir Gilligan Horry’s "Project Mothership" UFOs Aliens Proof Evidence...
[9]http://ProjectMotherShip.blogspot.com

Documentary "WATER" ... by Saida Medvedeva.
Lovely Beautiful Documentary about Love, not taught in Schools...
[10]http://www.voiceentertainment.net/movies/watermovie.html
[11]http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n27ya8DoSPI
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[12]http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTvLiazu6UY

Sir Gilligan Horry Loves "Decide Whether We Should Show Up"...
"Do You Wish That We Show Up"

[13]http://www.thelightside.org/EARSite/library _changetheworld.html
[14]http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xUFNZUxBYp8

Sir Gilligan Horry Loves Jesus Christ the Teacher of Love !!!
Sir Gilligan Horry Loves The Brother Nathanael Foundation !!!

[15]http://www.youtube.com/zionget/videos

Negative Multi-Dimensional Beings Chose Zionist Jews, Proof of Real M.I.B...

[16]http://www.youtube.com/ReaLMiBs

Dr. Steven M. Greer. Dr. Steven Greer. Dr. Steve Greer...

1.
[17]photobucket.com/user/SirGilliganHorry/media/ALIENS _UFOS _EXTRATERRESTRIALS
_PROOF.jpg.html

2.
[18]photobucket.com/user/AliensUFOsProof/media/ALIENS _UFOS _EXTRATERRESTRIALS
_PROOF.jpg.html

3.
[19]photobucket.com/user/SirGilliganHorry/media/Dr _Steven _M _Greer.jpg.html

Please Share this Site in Your Social Network Sites.

Thank You !!!

[20]
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NEW!!!
need
1,000,000 Members ...
[21]HERE & [22]HERE
<<<<<
WOW
NEW !!!
Our older UFO networks are all here...
Facebook
3,152 Members ... [23]Facebook Aliens UFOs Proof Evidence Videos.
Twitter
2,225 Members ... [24]Twitter Aliens UFOs Videos.
Google+
5,310 Members ... [25]Google+ Aliens UFOs Videos Proof Evidence. & [26] #2
YouTube
4,370 Members ... [27]YouTube.com/LisaLovesLove
Yahoo Groups
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4,157 Members ... [28]Yahoo.com/group/UFOs _Aliens _Free _Videos
Jims Space Agency
25,330 Visits ... [29]Jims Space Agency UFO Research
MediaFire
45,735 Downloads ... [30]Free UFO MP3s Amazing !!! <<<<<
WOW !!!
Important Video
537,257 Views ... [31]Aliens UFOs, Decide if You Survive
Best UFO Videos On Youtube 700,000 Views ... [32]Best UFO Videos On YouTube !!!
Lisa UFOs
850,550 Visits ... [33]Lisa Loves UFOs Aliens Proof Evidence.
[34] #1 & [35] #2
UFO Network
42 Sites List ... [36]Aliens UFOs Free Videos.blogspot.com
Old Original UFO Site
7,830,570 Visits ... Free UFO Videos Since 1998.
Best Art Bell Radio Message Board Forums ... [37]Best Art Bell Radio MP3s Forums.
Best Aliens UFOs Art Bell MP3s ... [38]Best Aliens UFOs Art Bell MP3s Downloads.

| [39]Best UFO Forum | [40]Best Live UFO Chat | [41]UFO Top 10 !!! |

.

Best Aliens UFOs Proof Videos Evidence Research Sites & Facts

!!!

The 20 items here are the Best Proof of Aliens & UFOs...

All the information we will give you here quickly now, is 100 % proof and evidence of UFOs and Aliens and
Extraterrestrials and Space...

NEW !

!

!

!

! !

!

!

Aliens UFOs #1 Number One !!! [42]Aliens UFOs #1 Number One !!!

NOTE:

First study everything at Hubble Site to get a good understanding of the Universe... [43]HubbleSite.org
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FEATURED: Jims Space Agency ... [44]YouTube.com / JimsSpaceAgency

1. [45]UFOevidence.org has an excellent collection of UFO case files and close encounters with Aliens and
Extraterrestrials and Real M.I.B.

2.

60 MINUTES television documentary on Aliens & UFOs !!! ...
[46] http://www.3news.co.nz/UFO-The-truth-is-out-there/tabid/371/articleID/160783/De fault.aspx

3. Speaking of Real M.I.B, we own a [47]Real M.I.B YouTube Channel Here.

4. The Mothman is 100 % Real. It is just one species of Extraterrestrials of many species of Extraterrestrials. See
Video [48]Part 1, and Video [49]Part 2. You will find out it has red eyes and can semi-hypnotize people. And it loves
to feed on blood. And it’s cruel treatment of Humans reminds us of this intelligence data... QUOTE: " The first way
was chosen by a group of races motivated by keeping mankind in slavery, thereby controlling Earth resources, the
gene pool, and human emotional energy. "
Quoted from [50]here. But don’t let it worry you, because we have been battling wild animals in similar situations
for thousands of years. And read this for peace and strength... [51]How to Deal with all UFO Alien ET M.I.B info //
Universe = Garden !!!

5. Over 100 Doctors and Professors support the fact that Aliens & Extraterrestrials are real.
[52]IETI.org/who/index.html

6.

Quote: ... One such witness, an Army Ranger involved with special ops stated to me "You have no idea how many
people including prominent military and political figures we have abducted and terrified so that they will learn to
hate the ET presence and support conflict with them" ... [53]Quote Found Here.

Reminded us of this .... " Be aware that not all abductions are made against you. " [54]Quote Found Here.

7. A Quote from Douglas Taylor’s close encounter extraterrestrials... " Your people of planet Earth have yet to
realize that intelligent life is teeming, virtually throughout the universe, in advanced civilizations and levels of
development that would completely defy description. The countless billions of stars that appear in your
astronomers’ telescopes are only a fraction of the overall magnitude of Infinite Creation ". [55]Evidence Here.

8. Extraterrestrials. Dr. Jonathan Reed. Best Art Bell Interview Ever! [56]Video Here.

9. Amazing!!! YOUTUBE ... ABDUCTION DIARIES! [57]Video Here.

10. Best UFO Files Videos Ever, Unsolved Mysteries: The UFO Files. [58]Videos Here. ... Or search Google for
"Unsolved Mysteries: The UFO Files"

11. The Disclosure Project is a nonprofit research project working to fully disclose the facts about UFOs,
extraterrestrial intelligence, and classified advanced energy and propulsion systems. We have over 400 government,
military, and intelligence community witnesses testifying to their direct, personal, first hand experience with UFOs,
ETs, ET technology, and the cover-up that keeps this information secret. [59]DisclosureProject.org

12. The Best Roswell UFO Crash Proof Videos [60]YouTube.com/watch?v=VFHboyj4pA8

13. A Quote we found on the internet... " They [the control group] will wait until sufficient public knowledge is out
there, says Maynard. The Disclosure Project will build a momentum that will snowball, leading to a critical mass of
inevitability. Final disclosure, though, comes with three prerequisites: One, that the panic of the population will be
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minimized; Two, that control, both physical and intellectual, is maintained by the existing power structure; and
Three, that there will be no retribution towards those that have kept the existence of extraterrestrial intelligence a
secret. "

14. Search Google for ... "FACTS CONCERNING EXOBIOLOGICAL LIFE TO BE CONVEYED THROUGH THE PUBLIC
ACCLIMATION PROGRAM." [61]Links Here. QUOTE: "Intelligent life does exist on other planets and throughout the
Universe." ... " The variety of life in the universe is diverse, like the life on our own planet is diverse. " ... " The social
orientation, motives and agendas of these beings is very diverse. Some alien intelligences are more friendly to
human beings than others. " ... " Although most alien contacts and sightings occurring on modern-day earth have
been shrouded in secrecy and mystery, the veil is slowly being lifted by the activities of civilians and specially
assigned government personnel. The Public Acclimation to the reality of alien life is proceeding in a way designed
not to shock or disrupt society any more than necessary. " ... " A great amount of UFO and alien information is now
in the public domain. Countless books, videos and internet websites are devoted to these subjects. Thousands of
pages of U.S. government documents on unusual sightings and encounters have been made available. "

15. Former Legislator Makes Statement on Un-Released Eisenhower Brief On ET and UFO’s.
Henry W. McElroy, Jr. [62]Video Here.

16. WOW ...

"Peace and reunification of your peoples would be a first step toward the harmony with civilisations other than
yours. That is precisely what those who manipulate you behind the scenes want to avoid at all cost because, by
dividing, they reign! They also reign over those who govern you. Their strength comes from their capacity to
distillate mistrust and fear into you." (i.e. fake terror false flag 911)

WOW ... Google "[63]Decide Whether We Should Show Up". ... and ... Google "[64]Do You Wish That We Show Up".
... or [65]Read it all Here.

17. Lisa Loves UFOs Aliens Proof Evidence. [66]UFO Site 1, [67]UFO Site 2.

18. For Those Who Want To Know... [68]WantToKnow.info/ufoinformation

19. Best Free MP3s of UFOs & Aliens & Space. [69]Art-Bell-Radio-MP3s.blogspot.com

20.

Dan Aykroyd and his Real Close Encounter with Real Men in Black. [70]Video Here.
Real MIBs. Men in Black. MIBS are the "Third Party" mentioned in the intelligence data called ... "Decide Whether
We Should Show Up".

21. More Proof and Evidence of Aliens and UFOs and Extraterrestrials here tomorrow.

QUOTE:

" Until recently, mankind lived a satisfying control of its decisions. But it is losing more and more the control of its
own fate because of the growing use of advanced technologies, which lethal consequences on the earthly and
human ecosystems become irreversible. You are slowly but surely losing your extraordinary capacity to make life
desirable. Your resilience will artificially decrease, independently of your own will. Such technologies exist that
affect your body as well as your mind. Such plans are on their way. "

QUOTE:

" Translate and spread this message widely. This action will affect your future in an irreversible and historical way at
the scale of milleniums, otherwise, it will postpone a new opportunity to choose to several years later, at least one
generation, if it can survive. "
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Ultimate

UFO Researchers Autobiography...

[71]Project MotherShip

| [72]Best UFO Forum | [73]Best Live UFO Chat | [74]UFO Top 10 !!! |

NEW !

!

!

!

! !

!

!

Aliens UFOs #1 Number One !!! [75]Aliens UFOs #1 Number One !!!

.

Best UFO Research

&

Best UFO Videos

!!!

Welcome to our Fansite for Art Bell and the best UFO links and best UFO videos for all the Best UFOs Aliens Videos
Research to give you 100 % Proof and Evidence that we Humans are not alone in the Milky Way Galaxy and
Universe...
Wow!!!

[76]Aliens UFOs Worldwide Top Sites [77]UFO HERE !!!

1. [78]Jims Space Agency YouTube Channel.
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2.

[79]The Disclosure Project.

3. [80]Best UFO Evidence.

4. [81]Our Best Free MP3s of UFOs & Aliens & Space.

5. [82]Lisa Loves UFOs Aliens Proof Evidence.

6. [83]Best UFO Videos On YouTube.

7.

[84]Project MotherShip 1.

&

[85]Project MotherShip 2.

8.

[86]Jims Space Agency Network

.

9.

[87]Latest UFO Sightings

& [88]Filers Files New UFO Sightings

10. [89]M.I.B ... The Real Men in Black.

Wow!!!

[90]Aliens UFOs Worldwide Top Sites [91]UFO HERE !!!

Special Thanks to [92]Hubble Site, [93]Google, [94]Top Conspiracy Sites, and other sites we will add here soon.

1. http://projectmothership.blogspot.com/
2. http://www.boards2go.com/boards/board.cgi?&user=aliensufosvideos
3. http://ufo-chat-rooms.blogspot.com/
4. http://www.worldwidetopsites.com/php/in.php?id=bestufo
5. http://www.worldwidetopsites.com/php/in.php?id=bestufo
6. http://projectmothership.blogspot.com/
7. http://s156.photobucket.com/user/SirGilliganHorry/media/Alien_UFO_Research_Intelligence_Agency.jpg.html
8. http://www.facebook.com/AliensUFOsProofEvidenceVideos
9. http://projectmothership.blogspot.com/
10. http://www.voiceentertainment.net/movies/watermovie.html
11. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n27ya8DoSPI
12. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTvLiazu6UY
13. http://www.thelightside.org/EARSite/library_changetheworld.html
14. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xUFNZUxBYp8
15. http://www.youtube.com/zionget/videos
16. http://www.youtube.com/ReaLMiBs
17. http://s156.photobucket.com/user/SirGilliganHorry/media/ALIENS_UFOS_EXTRATERRESTRIALS_PROOF.jpg.html
18. http://s274.photobucket.com/user/AliensUFOsProof/media/ALIENS_UFOS_EXTRATERRESTRIALS_PROOF.jpg.html
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19. http://s156.photobucket.com/user/SirGilliganHorry/media/Dr_Steven_M_Greer.jpg.html
20. http://projectmothership.blogspot.com/
21. http://facebook.com/OneMillionUFOResearchersProject
22. http://millionufos.blogspot.com/
23. http://www.facebook.com/AliensUFOsProofEvidenceVideos
24. http://twitter.com/AliensUFOsVideo
25. https://plus.google.com/104978674421017613569
26. https://plus.google.com/108496325089601826031
27. http://www.youtube.com/LisaLovesLove
28. http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/UFOs_Aliens_Free_Videos/
29. http://jims-space-agency.50webs.com/
30. http://www.mediafire.com/?al2b129if15xn
31. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ptniaOV_WI
32. http://bestufovideosonyoutube.site11.com/
33. http://ufos-aliens-proof-evidence.50webs.com/
34. http://ufos-aliens-proof-evidence.50webs.com/
35. http://ufos-aliens-proof-evidence.awardspace.co.uk/
36. http://aliensufosfreevideos.blogspot.com/
37. http://www.boards2go.com/boards/board.cgi?&user=artbellmp3s
38. http://www.facebook.com/ART.BELL.Radio.MP3s
39. http://www.boards2go.com/boards/board.cgi?&user=aliensufosvideos
40. http://ufo-chat-rooms.blogspot.com/
41. http://www.worldwidetopsites.com/php/in.php?id=bestufo
42. http://www.worldwidetopsites.com/php/in.php?id=bestufo
43. http://hubblesite.org/
44. http://youtube.com/JimsSpaceAgency
45. http://www.ufoevidence.org/cases/ufocaseshome.asp
46. http://www.3news.co.nz/UFO-The-truth-is-out-there/tabid/371/articleID/160783/Default.aspx
47. http://youtube.com/RealMIBs
48. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tO830ynPzA0
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Why DVDs are still popular (2016-12-28 13:16)

1. People weren’t ready to move on from DVD to Blu-ray. DVDs started to be used for Films between 1995 and
1999, depending on where in the world you live. Blu-ray was introduced by 2006. Many people by this point,
had started to build up a large collection of films, and IMO felt rather annoyed by technology moving on to a
new disk format so quickly.

2. Between 2006-2008 there was a small battle between Blu-ray and HD DVD (mainly fought between the Playsta-
tion 3 and the XBOX 360), to which format would be THE high definition format to prevail. Many people, outside
of console gamers, were reluctant to purchase a dedicated Blu-ray or HD DVD player due to uncertainty over
which would win. Nobody wanted to be left with useless technology and film collection they would be unable
to use.

3. The difference in definition between Blu-ray and DVD isn’t all that great, to the average viewer. Especially when
viewed on smaller TVs. It does’t improve the enjoyment of a film for most people, especially when faced with
the prospect of re-purchasing your back catalogue in a new format, which, incidentally, will also cost more than
the DVD version.

4. By this point, many people also had MULTIPLE DVD players in the home. Most people would be reluctant to
replace all these. Even if you brought one Blu-ray player for the living room, when purchasing a new film, would
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you buy one which you can view on ONE of your pieces of tech, or ALL of them?

5. Steaming technology harms Blu-rays chances of replacing DVDs further. Most people who avoided using Blu-ray
in the early days, suddenly saw yet another change in how media content would be delivered to us at home. It
made more sense to just start consuming SOME content on-line and the rest through their existing DVDs

6. LEGAL streaming services actually have quite a limited number of titles available. New releases are often de-
layed compared to the physical media releases. Combine this with the above points, and you’re left with quite
a number of people who will be purchasing these films on DVD.

7. In my experience, finding older, and more obscure/world cinema, is often hard, or impossible on Blu-ray or
through streaming services, meaning that its easier, or in some cases, only available on DVD.

8. Purchasing a Blu-ray player, now, seems a little pointless if you don’t already own one, since streaming will only
improve and increase in popularity in the coming years. But...

9. Many people still like owning a physical disk.

10. I have seen on multiple occasions where a friend will put in a Blu-Ray disc only to be told that the Blu-ray player
needs a firmware upgrade to play the movie.

Alien Invasion 2017 timeline (2016-12-28 22:21)

April, 2017

• April 16: An apparent "meteor" traveling at an unusually low altitude flies over Nice, France, before apparently
crashing into the Mediterranean Sea. Numerous videos and photos of the incident are uploaded on various
social media sites.

• April 19: A Marietta, GA, couple and their eleven-year-old son are reported missing by worried family members
after the three fail to appear at a wedding in New York City and do not respond to various texts and calls. No
signs of foul play are found in the family’s hotel room. Fellow hotel patrons report hearing or seeing nothing
unusual.

• April 20: A United Airlines 747 en route from Los Angeles to Sydney comes dangerously close to a mid-air
collision with an unidentified aircraft somewhere over the Pacific Ocean.

• April 26:

– 9:39 AM EDT: The son of the missing Georgia couple is found naked and traumatized in Times Square, and
is rushed to the nearest hospital. While being treated for shock, dehydration, and starvation, he is unable
to answer repeated questions about his parents’ whereabouts.

– 11:58 PM MDT: 911 dispatchers in Phoenix, AZ, are flooded with emergency calls reporting a "strange
creature" prowling in a residential neighborhood. One woman claims that the alleged creature broke into
her home, ransacked her living room, and brutally killed her dog.

• April 27: Thousands of people in Hong Kong gather on rooftops, balconies, and the streets to observe strange
lights fly erratically over the city. Similar sightings are reported in the cities of Guanzhou, Nanning, Shantou,
Macau, and Meizhou.

• April 28:
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– Chinese officials cite "abnormal atmospheric disturbances" as the cause of the mass UFO sighting over
southern China.

– Panicked residents of a small, remote village in northwestern India claim that several "demons" attacked
their village and kidnapped three young children and a pregnant woman on the night of April 26.

• april 29: a boat goes missing in the Mediterranean Sea,Greek officials begin searching

• may 2: Chinese soldiers begin hunting strange creatures in the Chinese countryside; 12 dead,7 in deep trauma

• may 3: 7 german citizens found to have radiation poisoning after being blasted by a light from a strange ship in
the sky

– messages are sent to every device on earth claiming the human race will be destroyed in a matter of
days,mass panic ensues

• may 5:several explosions are seen in New York followed by four towers collapsing,2478 people dead

– 4:32 AM Syria: rebel forces engage large grouped of strange creatures armed with laser weapons

– 6:49 AM Syria: all alien forces destroyed and the body’s are took to the USA and Russia to be examined

• may 10

– 3:21 PM South Europe: thousands of alien ships and soldiers pour out of the Mediterranean Sea:Greece
and Turkey fall

– 4:30 PM worldwide : thousands of ships come out of the atmosphere and engage American and Russian
aircraft

– 6:56 PM Indonesia:South-East Asia falls

• may 11: Slovakia and Slovenia fall

• may 13:

– 6:46 AM UK: death of David Cameron

– 7:04 PM UK: fall of Britain

– 11:38 PM USA: fall of New York

• may 12: fall of China,Japan and India

– 5:42 PM Russia: Russia being invaded, launches a last ditch attempt to defeat the aliens

– 6:26 PM Russia: all Russian military assets put into action and all nuclear weapons launched at the alien
fleet,greatly damages alien forces but does not stop them

• May 13: fall of Moscow

– 11:06 PM American East Coast: after an alien ship is captured it is revealed what the aliens want to do
with the humans; to use human parts to make more aliens

• may 14: fall of Russia

• may 15: fall of Europe, making Africa and the west coast of America the last bastions

– 1:07 PM Australia: fall of Australia and New Zealand

• May 16: USA: fall of the west coast
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– 2:49 AM global: alien high command declares fighting over moments before all of the alien fleet is wiped
out by the American nuclear arsenal

• may 18: fighting is over and the long rebuilding process begins
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six new Fast Radio Bursts (2017-01-07 14:23)

Astronomy experts with the Green Bank Telescope in West Virginia and the Arecibo Observatory in Puerto Rico have
discovered six new Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs) emitting from a region far beyond our Milky Way galaxy, according to a
recent report in the Astrophysical Journal.
We don’t know whether aliens will come in peace – or to kill every single living being on our planet
World’s largest fully steerable radio telescope at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory in Green Bank, West
Virginia
The discovery — made in the direction of the Auriga constellation — has prompted wild speculation that aliens could
be trying to get in touch.
It is significant considering the fact that at least 17 FRBs have now been detected in this area and is the only known
instance in which these signals have been found twice in the same location in space.
The region where the signals are coming from, dubbed FRB 121102 by scientists, is located about 3 billion light years
away from earth.
Five of the recently found FRBs were detected with the Green Bank Telescope, while the other was recorded by the
Arecibo Observatory, “for a total of 17 bursts from this source,” the report says.
The signals were also found earlier this year and in 2012.
According to experts, the FRBs could be the result of two things: solar flares from a neutron star or extra-terrestrials.
But it’s still too early to tell.
The confirmed detection of alien signals would be one of the the biggest discoveries in human history

“Whether FRB 121102 is a unique object in the currently known sample of FRBs, or all FRBs are capable of
repeating, its characterization is extremely important to understanding fast extra-galactic radio transients,” the
scientists write in their report.
In 2015, physicist John Learned — with the University of Hawaii at Manoa — and Michael Hippke, with the Institute
for Data Analysis, published a research paper arguing that repeating FRB waves had a 1 in 2,000 chance of being
coincidental.
They claimed the radio bursts either came from a man-made spy satellite or a super-dense star, which would regularly
emit bursts of radio waves.
Earlier this year, a team of astronomers from Laval University in Quebec published a report saying they had detected
strange signals in a small cluster of stars.
Using data from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, the pair analysed the spectra of 2.5 million different stars and discovered
at least 234 that were producing the signals.
“We find that the detected signals have exactly the shape of an ETI [extraterrestrial intelligence] signal,” wrote
Borra and Trottier. “Although unlikely…there is also a possibility that the signals are due to highly peculiar chemical
compositions in a small fraction of galactic halo stars.”
Earlier in 20156, genius scientist Stephen Hawking said humanity must seek out intelligent life before it finds us – or
we could be wiped out.
Hawking, 74, says a technologically advanced alien race could send our vulnerable race the way of the dodo if we’re
not careful.
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Why Hollywood is Dead (2017-01-14 10:58)

Hollywood has no problem being dumb, sleazy and violent. Those are all known and marketable qualities. What
it does not look is appearing desperate. Desperation however is what the Oscars of this year and last year have in
common. They stink of an industry desperately racing its own age and irrelevance reaching for gimmicks to try and
hang on to a younger audience.

The dirty little secret is that Hollywood hardly exists anymore. The industry is bigger than ever, but its bread
and butter consists of 200 and 300 million dollar special effects festivals filmed in front of green screens and created
in Photoshop and three-dimensional graphics programs. They star obscure or mildly famous actors and they do
two-thirds of their business abroad.

America is still the official headquarters of the global entertainment industry, but many of the bigger projects
are filmed internationally with foreign money and intended for foreign markets. What the American corporations
bring to the table is the intellectual property which is why the latest spasm of mergers and buyouts has focused on
taking control of every treasury of classic marketable properties.

Disney has put Star Wars, Mickey and Marvel Comics under one roof. It’s impressive from a business stand-
point, but bankrupt from a creative standpoint. Old Americana is being milked dry for the sake of turning out another
disposable movie starring familiar characters. The movies are actually still the same.

The blockbuster has mutated into its final stage. The "individual" movie is almost dead. Forget Jaws or Raiders of the
Lost Ark. The modern blockbuster is seamless and soulless. An impersonal work that renders the director and cast
irrelevant. The criticism has been made before, but what is new now is the percentage of special effects and the cost.
The more expensive a movie becomes, the more risk averse its producers are.

If a movie is going to cost 200 million dollars to make, then it has to be identical to the other 200 million dol-
lar movies that were profitable. The template is there. All that’s left is to plug in another talented Korean, British,
Russian or even perhaps American director, and then roll out the same movie with characters from another property.

The movie must have collapsing skyscrapers, massive explosions and a few slumming character actors. What
it cannot have is too much dialogue or plot, because those don’t translate well. How a movie will play in Topeka or
even Los Angeles doesn’t matter nearly as much as how it will play in Beijing, Moscow and everywhere else.

Hollywood makes movies on the side. What it really does is manufacture special effects theme parks for other
countries whose own entertainment industries are not yet ready for prime time. And the types of movies that it
makes can be made nearly anywhere. And will eventually be made anywhere. Tinseltown is pretending to be artistic
and creative, even while both qualities are dead as doornails.

These days Hollywood resembles the decline of the British film industry, kept alive by state subsidies and used as a
talent base for other countries. At some point, American actors and directors will move on to next conglomeration of
capital and audiences in Asia, the way that British actors and directors moved on to Hollywood. The next Hollywood
will speak Mandarin. Its executives will buy up American properties and film them in China. The casts will be diverse,
the plots will not exist and every movie will be mostly the same. In other words it will be exactly like Hollywood is now.

The blockbuster of 2025 will be Made in China. It will feature 1. Aliens 2. Robots. 3. Buildings collapsing. It
will have a pro-China message, but the Western writers hired to insert some topical dialogue for Western audiences
will throw in a few relevant lines for the version that is released here. The Indian, Russian and South American writers
will do the same thing for their versions.
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Hollywood will become the American distribution arm of a new global film industry that can make the same
bad movies more cheaply and easily. Its executives will recommend properties for the head office in Beijing to buy
up. Occasionally they may even be allowed to make some of their own movies. There will be plenty of nostalgia and
the usual tawdry independent movies funded by taxpayer subsidies that you can find in Europe’s own buggy whip
movie industries.

The big wheels of the industry already know this. But they don’t have much of a choice. Hollywood has been
frantically chasing the youth market with each new incarnation of entertainment technology. Hollywood spent
decades making movies bashing television for competing with it for its audience. Eventually the electronics compa-
nies that fielded the first television networks dumped their products into the same pool as the movie studios, but by
then the internet had begun to take off. And all the movies demonizing the internet haven’t done anything to stop it.

The movie/television/comic book conglomerates are competing for younger audiences against video games
and the internet. And the internet is winning. The median age for most of the entertainment industry’s products
is old. Some of that can be attributed to demographic collection technologies that rely too much on traditional
viewership, but much of it is just reality. Hollywood may bring in James Franco or the creator of Family Guy to host
its industry party, but that doesn’t change how old it is.

The entertainment industry dumbed down its products to the lowest common denominator to target the
teenager. And in the process the entertainment industry destroyed itself. Television networks killed family hour
to chase upscale twenty-somethings and wiped out their own viewership. Their big brothers destroyed the movie
theater by making it indistinguishable from an amusement park ride. The television network model killed networks
and the cable networks that adopted that same model are about to get whacked by the collapse of the cable bundle
business model. The movie model made the movie easy to reproduce by any country with enough capital and digital
artists. These days that’s the People’s Republic of China.

Hollywood movies are already being made to Chinese specifications, complete with Communist censorship,
and that’s only the beginning. If China’s economy does not collapse, then it will become the tail that wags the
Hollywood dog. And Hollywood will be history.

The death of Hollywood would have been a tragedy once, but these days it’s almost a relief. It leaves behind
a lot of great movies, almost all of them made in the past, and the best proof of that is the compulsive flood of
remakes, reboots and reinventions of old properties. The spirit of the industry is gone and all that’s left is a shambling
zombie picking over its own brains and living off past glories while throwing elaborate industry parties that are little
more than an expensive glorified reality show.

Hollywood is still chasing relevance and the youth market. The theater conglomerates are figuring out new
ways to squeeze twenty bucks out of customers in a bad economy to cover their own expenses which include re-
vamping their theaters for youth-oriented gimmicks like 3D. But the problem is that in an economy where the under
20 and 30 crowd is out of work, those gimmicks are struggling to pay for themselves. Add in the high levels of un-
employment among minority young males, who are the industry’s best customers, and the picture looks even bleaker.

The Chinese kid has some money to spend after getting through a long shift of making iPads or grinding for
virtual money in an online game. American kids have less money than they used to and the internet offers entertain-
ment, including the latest pirated movies, for free, often offered by sites run by some of those same Chinese kids.

In this solipsistic environment, does the movie theater even have a future? How much room is there for a
business model built around digital entertainment that doesn’t run on the internet? Despite the billion-dollar
grosses, theater owners are not entirely certain. There’s a reason that a thimble’s worth of soda and popcorn is so
expensive and it’s not because movie theaters are doing well. It’s because everyone is behind and running up debt.
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Movie studios throw fortunes into mediocre blockbusters and then spend the next three years wrangling over
the profits, and cheating everyone from the director to the stars to their distributing partners of their fair share.
Movie theaters pay out most of the money from the opening weekends to the studios and count on extended
engagements to make money, but the modern blockbuster is one opening weekend after another with no extended
engagements.

Everyone is deep in debt and counting on a string of hits to bring in audiences and save their business model.
Everyone is merging and clustering together to limit the risk, while increasing the drag.

There’s no future in that and Hollywood knows it. The industry is locking down intellectual properties be-
cause it knows that it’s about to turn into Kodak after the digital revolution. An outdated business with nothing to
offer except its rights to certain properties that more successful industries will want to make use of.

Hollywood is dead, but its corpse is still trying to carry on with business as usual. The inventive industry that
mixed together vaudeville and adventure books into an entire industry that spanned the globe has long ago run out
of ideas. Instead it’s marking the time, deadening its nerves and doing everything it can to appear youthful. The
parties are still being thrown as if the industry has not changed, as if it’s still a band of salesmen and theater owners
who opened their own studios and made and lost fortunes betting on geniuses and big concepts.

What we think of as Hollywood was a byproduct of the need to fill theaters, but the technology of filling the-
aters is being broken down on a more sophisticated level, without the need for creativity. What the big computers
did to Wall Street, they are also doing to Hollywood. The future isn’t a silver screen, it’s a behavioral map of the
most reliable ways of getting the industry’s best customers into a theater to watch a product created in slave-labor
countries based on templates that run on numbers, not creativity, even of the three-act kind.

Hollywood’s past glories may live on as nostalgia, but it has no future. The industry is history.

A giant mystery: 18 strange giant skeletons found in Wisconsin: Sons of god; Men of renown
(2017-01-17 15:24)

Here’s one for your "Forbidden Archaeology" file.Scientists are remaining stubbornly silent about a lost race of giants
found in burial mounds near Lake Delavan, Wisconsin, in May 1912. The [1]dig site at Lake Delavan was overseen
by Beloit [2]College and it included more than 200 effigy mounds that proved to be classic examples of 8th century
Woodland Culture. But the [3]enormous size of the skeletons and elongated skulls found in May 1912 did not fit very
neatly into anyone’s concept of a textbook standard. They were enormous. These were not average human beings.

Strange Skulls

First reported in the 4 May 1912 issue of[4] the New York Times the 18 skeletons found by the Peterson brothers on
Lake Lawn Farm in southwest Wisconsin exhibited several strange and freakish features.

Their heights ranged between 7.6ft and 10 feet and their skulls "presumably those of men, are much larger
than the heads of any race which inhabit America to-day." They tend to have a double row of teeth, 6 fingers, 6 toes
and like humans came in differant races. The [5]teeth in the front of the jaw are regular molars. Heads usually found
are elongated believed due to longer than normal life span.
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" One must wonder how much can they lift if twice the size of a average human today? Are these the Giants
the Bible & many other civilizations have in their history and painted on their walls. The Bible in Genisis 6:4 " There
were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, when the sons of God came in unto the daughters of men,
and they bare children to them, the same became mighty men which were of old men of renown. " Now this is faulty
logic to any scientist out there because I am using religous/cultural history to fill a hole in science.

Over 200 Giant digs have been found in recent years. Giant skeleton finds have not made the local/national
news since the 1950’s for the most part. It seems in most peoples opinion do to the fear that people would question
evolution . If anything a de-evolution.

[6]In 2002, National Geographic reported a dozen Cyclops skeletons found in Greece that stood 12-15 1/2 Ft
tall. That is 3 humans tall. One eye socket. Giants in history are typically cannibalistic in nature. The reason why I am
bringing up giants will all tie into politics, and word happenings. Look at a basketball hoop and add 5 feet. That tall.
Greek Mythology talks about war with cyclops learning they had to bring down by taking out their legs rendering
them slow and helpless. American Giants (Red Hair Giants) where found with egyptian writing on their tombs have
been found in multiple locations.

[7]

© SouthMilwaukeeNow

Mystery of The Wisconsin Giants

Was this some sort of prank, a hoax played by local farm boys or a demented taxidermist for fun and the at-
tention of the press? The answer is no.

The Lake Delavan find of May 1912 was only one of [8]dozens and dozens of similar finds that were reported
in [9]local newspapers from 1851 forward to the present day. It was not even the first set of giant skeletons found in
Wisconsin.

On 10 August 1891, the New York Times reported that scientists from the Smithsonian [10]Institution had dis-
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covered several large "pyramidal monuments" on Lake Mills, near Madison, Wisconsin. "Madison was in ancient
days the centre of a teeming population numbering not less than 200,000," the Times said. The excavators found an
elaborate system of defensive works which they named [11]Fort Aztalan.

"The celebrated mounds of Ohio and Indiana can bear no comparison, either in size, design or the skill dis-
played in their construction with these gigantic and mysterious monuments of earth – erected we know not by
whom, and for what purpose we can only conjecture," said the Times.

On 20 December 1897, the Times followed up with a report on [12]three large burial mounds that had been
discovered in Maple Creek, Wisconsin. One had recently been opened.

"In it was found the skeleton of a man of gigantic size. The bones measured from head to foot over nine feet
and were in a fair state of preservation. The skull was as large as a half bushel measure. Some finely tempered rods
of copper and other relics were lying near the bones."

Giant skulls and skeletons of a race of "Goliaths" have been found on a very regular basis throughout the Mid-
western states for more than 100 years. Giants have been found in Minnesota, Iowa, Illinois, Ohio, Kentucky and
New York, and their burial sites are similar to the well-known mounds of [13]the Mound Builder people.

The spectrum of Mound builder history spans a period of more than 5,000 years (from 3400 BCE to the 16th
CE), a period greater than the history of Ancient Egypt and all of its dynasties.

There is a "prevailing scholarly consensus" that we have an adequate historical understanding of the peoples
who lived in North America during this period. However, the long record of anomalous finds like those at Lake
Delavan suggests otherwise.

The Great Smithsonian Cover-Up

Has there been a giant cover-up? Why aren’t there public displays of gigantic Native American skeletons at
natural history museums?

The skeletons of some Mound Builders are certainly on display. There is a wonderful exhibit, for example, at
the [14]Aztalan State Park where one may see the skeleton of a "[15]Princess of Aztalan" in the museum.
But the skeletons placed on display are normal-sized, and according to some sources, the skeletons of giants have
been covered up.

Specifically, the Smithsonian Institution has been accused of making a deliberate effort to hide the "telling of
the bones" and to keep the giant skeletons locked away.

In the words of Vine Deloria, a Native American author and professor of law:

"Modern day archaeology and anthropology have nearly sealed the door on our imaginations, broadly
interpreting the North American past as devoid of anything unusual in the way of great cultures charac-
terized by a people of unusual demeanor. The great interloper of ancient burial grounds, the nineteenth
century Smithsonian Institution, created a one-way portal, through which uncounted bones have been
spirited. This door and the contents of its vault are virtually sealed off to anyone, but government officials.
Among these bones may lay answers not even sought by these officials concerning the deep past."
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Two Giant Skeletons Near Potosi, WI

The January 13th, 1870 edition of the Wisconsin Decatur Republican reported that two giant, well-preserved
skeletons of an unknown race were discovered near Potosi, WI by workers digging the foundation of a saw mill near
the bank of the Mississippi river. One skeleton measured seven-and-a-half feet, the other eight feet. The skulls of
each had prominent cheek bones and double rows of teeth. A large collection of arrowheads and "strange toys"
were found buried with the remains.

[16]

© SouthMilwaukeeNow

Giant Skeleton Discovered in Maple Creek, WI

On December 20th, 1897 the New York Times reported that three large burial mounds had been discovered
near Maple Creek, WI. Upon excavation, a skeleton measuring over nine feet from head to toe was discovered with
finely tempered copper rods and other relics.

Giant Skeleton in West Bend, WI

A giant skeleton was unearthed outside of West Bend near Lizard Mound County Park and assembled by local
farmers to a height of eight feet. More about this can be found in [17]Washington County Paranormal: A Wisconsin
Legend Trip by local author and investigator [18]J. Nathan Couch.

While a normal-sized skeleton of a supposed mound builder (the "Princess of Aztalan") is on display at the
site of several large pyramidal monuments near Madison called Aztalan State Park, the goliath remains of Wisconsin’s
giants have vanished along with the hundreds of others discovered throughout the midwest.

Many have accused the Smithsonian Institution of covering up these discoveries, locking the [19]giant skele-
tons away and depriving the public of their findings.

1. http://ci.delavan.wi.us/history.php
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Why Millennials are Trending Toward Minimalism (2017-01-19 00:30)

You will certainly find short-term worry about not enough people buying enough stuff—but that worry has always
existed. In a society that bases its measures of success in terms of home prices, market values, and GDP, there will
always be a need to prompt citizens to buy more and more.
But beyond the short-term unease, there is a long-term anxiety clouding the retail market. This long-term worry is
far more significant and can be summarized in one sentence: Millennials don’t want to buy stuff.
Business publications have been covering the story for years: [1]Fast Company, [2]Fortune, [3]TIME, [4]The Atlantic,
[5]Bloomberg, [6]The Wall Street Journal, even [7]Goldman Sachs.
Recently, in a [8]radio interview for a station in Montreal, I was asked if I thought the desire to downsize was age-
related. In the mind of the interviewer, it seemed to make sense that the older one got, the more they recognized
the emptiness of material possessions and the need to minimize.
I assured the interviewer this was not always the case. In fact, from everything I can tell, the desire to minimize and
declutter stretches across each of the generations. It is growing among the Silent Generation, the Baby Boomer Gen-
eration, Generation X, and the Millennials. In my new book, [9]The More of Less: Finding the Life You Want Under
Everything You Own, I highlight each of the unique forces drawing people of every age to minimalism.
But for the sake of this post, let’s consider some of the reasons Millennials are refusing to partake in the retail game
as the rules are currently constructed and why retail giants are worried about it:
Technology and Mobility: The Millennials are the first generation born after the technological revolution. The world
feels smaller to them than previous generations and they are intimately connected to one other—regardless of geog-
raphy. Coffee shops have become the new office, collaboration has become the new competition, and mobility has
become the new stability. And, as many Millennials will tell you, it is difficult to live a mobile lifestyle with a house
full of stuff.
The Sharing Economy: Technology has ushered in a new connectedness with one another. Additionally, it has pro-
vided a platform on which access can take precedence of ownership. With the touch of a thumb, we can now borrow
someone else’s [10]home, [11]bike, [12]car, [13]book, [14]music, [15]unused stuff, or countless other possessions.
Ownership has never been less necessary.
Environmental Concerns: The Millennial generation is the most environmentally conscious of all age groups and this
influences their buying habits significantly.
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Living Preferences: The Wall Street Journal once reported [16]88 % of Millennials desire to live in an urban setting
and that one-third of the generation is willing to pay more because of it. Over the past several decades, retailers have
banked on the growth of suburbia—bigger and bigger homes, further away from town-centers, fostering isolation,
individualism, and personal ownership. As younger generations migrate toward smaller dwellings in walkable com-
munities with shared amenities, consumer consumption will continue to slow.
Experiences > Possessions: As I have argued in the past, minimalism is not the end of spending. Even when mini-
malist principles are adopted on a large scale, the transfer of money will still take place—money will just be spent on
different things than physical possessions (you can read more here: [17]A New Minimalist Economy). The Millennial
generation is proving this to be true, spending less on possessions, but more on [18]wellness, [19]food, [20]drink, and
[21]experiences.
Debt/Unemployment: Certainly, significant economic trends have brought with it new shopping habits. The Millen-
nial Generation has graduated college and entered the workforce in the middle of the Great Recession. In fact, most
economic studies would indicate this generation is entering one of the[22] worst working environments in modern
history burdened with more student loans than ever.
Corporate Mistrust: Economic forces (housing bubble, student debt, shrinking of the middle class) and generational
preferences (the environment, social justice) have resulted in a generation distrusting of large corporations and “the
1 %” who run them. According to [23]one study, 75 % said that it’s important that a company gives back to society
instead of just making a profit. While it would be interesting to know how previous generations would have answered
the same question, one thing is for certain: the Millennial Generation is [24]acting on this belief and choosing smaller,
local retailers for their purchasing needs because of it.
There is one more factor that I think is quite significant. There is growing evidence that the Millennial Generation is
“delaying adulthood.” At least, they are delaying adulthood as defined by economists (getting married, buying homes
and cars, having children). Researchers point out that [25]marriage is important to Millennials, they just want to do
it later—the same with parenthood.
It remains to be seen whether the economic conditions of their upbringing have shaped Millennials to be minimal
by nature or whether future economic growth and rites of passage will cause them to slip into the same excess of
ownership that previous generations have fallen into.
But I am hopeful for the Millennial Generation. At the very least, they have examples to learn from. For example,
both their [26]parents and their [27]grandparents continue to live beyond their means in crippling debt.
Millennials appear to be a generation hard-wired for minimalism.

1. http://www.fastcompany.com/1842581/why-millennials-dont-want-buy-stuff
2. http://fortune.com/2015/08/18/young-people-can-afford-homes-they-just-dont-want-to-be-homeowners/
3. http://time.com/money/2820241/10-things-millennials-wont-shell-out-for/
4. http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2012/09/the-cheapest-generation/309060/
5. http://www.bloomberg.com/bw/articles/2014-04-25/millennials-are-careful-frugal-shoppers-who-buy-for-the-l
ong-term
6. http://www.wsj.com/articles/millennial-shoppers-dont-fit-the-norm-1452213218
7. http://www.goldmansachs.com/our-thinking/pages/millennials/
8. https://soundcloud.com/tommy-schnurmacher-show/the-more-of-less-finding-the-life-you-want-under-everythi
ng-you-own-february-16-2016
9. http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-more-of-less-joshua-becker/1122655386?ean=9781601427960
10. https://www.airbnb.com/
11. http://bikeshare.com/map/
12. https://www.uber.com/invite/joshuab644
13. http://amzn.to/1QotJt6
14. http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/06/30/business/media/music-streaming-guide.html?_r=0
15. https://yerdle.com/
16. http://blogs.wsj.com/developments/2011/01/13/no-mcmansions-for-millennials/
17. http://www.becomingminimalist.com/minimalist-economy/
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Snapchat lost its magic (2017-01-26 20:11)

If you ever used and liked Snapchat, I’m sorry. It’s ruined now.

Snapchat stories were beautiful in their simplicity. You could only upload snaps to your story that were taken as they
happened, inside the app. It felt real and authentic. Now, Snapchat has rolled out Memories, which allows you to
save pictures to the app, as well as upload old pictures to your story.
This feels just like when Instagram turned on an [1]algorithmic timeline. It destroyed one of the underlying core prin-
ciples that made the app so good. Right now, stories are spontaneous. They feature a cute dog you saw walking down
the street, or some blurry footage from a drunken night out. Now, people are going to upload only the best, most
polished snaps to their story. This sucks. Snapchat always felt so raw, and now it’s just another Instagram or Facebook.

Spontaneity is what made the app so fun to use. I check Snapchat to see what friends are up to right now, as it
happens. The next day the slate is wiped clean, ready for new content from that day. I don’t want to see an edited
photo from your vacation in Belize six months ago. I want to see what you’re eating for lunch. Seriously! Snapchat is
for everyday casual pictures, and Instagram is for your very best pictures. Snapchat messed up that magic dynamic.
There is a pretty obvious reason as to why Snapchat might have made this god-awful change: ads. With the ability to
upload more content to stories, Snapchat will now have more surface area to show more ads. Dumbass attempts to
increase ad revenue has helped screwed a lot of other once great tech products, so the ruin of Snapchat was always
inevitable. The company actually broke from the ephemeral model three years ago, when it [2]started selling replays
for $1.
Memories will fundamentally change how Snapchat is used, unlike replays or fun and addictive features like filters.
Snapchat was the best app for seeing what people were up to in real time, and now it has lost that magic.

1. http://gizmodo.com/the-new-instagram-feed-is-ruining-my-life-1782491769
2. http://gizmodo.com/snapchat-will-now-sell-you-replays-for-1-1730795070

Videogame Sales Are Fading and It’s Crushing GameStop (2017-01-26 21:28)

[1]GameStop may need a new start. The videogame retailer released details about its holiday sales Friday, and they
weren’t pretty. It’s yet another sign of the eroding business for physical games.
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Sales at GameStop fell 16.4 % in the last nine weeks of 2016, the company said, compared with the same period a
year earlier. Shares of GameStop tumbled 9 % on the news, to $22.50.
All sides of the gaming business contributed to the decline. Even the hot new [2]Nintendo NES Classic device couldn’t
make up for big drops in [3]Sony’s PlayStation 4 and [4]Microsoft’s Xbox One console sales.
And the company struggled to sell new video games “due to difficult comparisons to titles launched a year ago,” ac-
cording to a press release. But it’s not just that some big 2015 games did well. The 2016 versions – like Call of Duty:
Infinite Warfare, released in November – did particularly poorly.
GameStop shares are down 16 % in the last 12 months. Investors are paying just six times estimated earnings for the
stock. That price-to-earnings ratio is 66 % less than what the typical big stock gets.
There’s good reason for the skepticism. Even though 2017 is expected to bring a better slate of games, the challenges
facing traditional game retailers aren’t going away. It’s tough to get people to buy physical games in stores these days
when they can play games on their phone or download titles directly to their consoles.
Stores like Target and [5]Best Buy suffer from the same game problems, but they sell plenty of other items too.
GameStop needs to distance itself from all this gaming.
The good news for GameStop: It has growing non-gaming businesses. The company has had success selling [6]Apple
products through its Simply Mac stores, prepaid phone plans through its Cricket Wireless stores, and collectible items
like Pokémon memorabilia.
These areas have their own challenges – Pokémon won’t be cool forever, and sales of iPhones, iPads, and Macs all
[7]took hits in the latest quarter – but non-gaming businesses may have made up 40 % of 2016 earnings. This is the
sort of diversification the company needs to prioritize.
Meanwhile, there could be one more hope. Last night, Nintendo [8]announced that its latest console, the Switch, will
go on sale on March 3 for $299. A successful launch could provide at [9]least some relief for GameStop shares.
Big Picture: GameStop had a dismal holiday season, underscoring the problems facing traditional game retailers.

1. http://quotes.wsj.com/GME
2. http://quotes.wsj.com/NTDOY
3. http://quotes.wsj.com/SNE
4. http://quotes.wsj.com/MSFT
5. http://quotes.wsj.com/BBY
6. http://quotes.wsj.com/AAPL
7. http://www.barrons.com/articles/apple-sales-of-iphone-ipad-and-mac-all-shrink-but-better-signs-ahead-1477
428983
8. http://www.theverge.com/2017/1/12/14237060/nintendo-switch-console-launch-date-price-announced
9. http://www.barrons.com/articles/gamestop-sales-still-weak-but-some-optimism-returns-1479932883

Nintendo Switch Impressions (2017-01-27 22:08)

We go hand-on with Nintendo’s latest home console, the Nintendo Switch. And in typical Nintendo fashion it is at
once impressive, charming, and confusing.

[1]
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It was hard to not to feel a little confused watching Friday’s Nintendo Switch reveal. Although we got a good at look
at the hardware and its features, when it came to the game side of things (outside of a handful of Nintendo titles)
you got the impression that the system was still a long way from being consumer ready. Once the presentation was
over we could only recall two titles that would be available at launch on March 3. With one of the two, The Legend
of Zelda: Breath of the Wild, also being released day and date for Nintendo’s current console – the Wii U.

The wonderfully weird looking (in terms of seeing Mario run around New York style streets) Super Mario Odyssey is
slated for a Holiday 2017 release. Super Mario Kart 8 Deluxe in April, the new and intriguing ARMS dated for some
time in Autumn, and even the now kind of old The Elder Scroll V: Skyrim coming sometime this Spring.

It’s certainly worrying. Or, begs the question, why aren’t more games going to be ready in-time for launch?

[2]
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Leading up to the Nintendo Switch reveal we were of the impression that Nintendo were looking to move away from
the limited library that plagued the Wii U upon release, or if you go back far enough – the launch of the Nintendo 64.
During the reveal, we were expecting to be shown several original titles from Nintendo and its stable of studios to
convey what the Switch was all about. In the end, we were shown two – with the more intriguing ARMS not being
ready in time for launch.

The first game shown, 1-2-Switch was presented as is – a collection of mini-games to showcase the portability
of the console and the tech packed into each tiny Joy-Con. Interesting sure, but it was hard to shake the feeling
of Wii déjà vu. And with 1-2-Switch being sold separately, admittedly at a lower price, one wonders why it wasn’t
announced as a pack-in title. But as they say, seeing is believing. So, we decided to reserve any judgement until we
got to go hands-on with the console. Which we did at an event held in Melbourne, the following day.

Meeting the Switch

Seeing the Switch in person the first thing you notice is how small it is, a lot smaller than what you’d expect.
And that’s not small in a negative sense, but in a sleek, stylish and modern one. It’s thin, incredibly so. And light,
comfortable, and bright too. Once you see Zelda and Mario Kart running on it, it almost feels like magic. Especially
when you switch between handheld mode and the console being docked and projected onto a TV in a matter of
seconds.

Initially the plan was to make a by-line for Zelda, get some quality Hyrule time in before venturing out into
the uncharted waters of futuristic boxing (ARMS) and quick-draw shooting (1-2-Switch). Turns out that was the plan
for a lot of people, so I was left to wander around the space and take in the Switch from afar. A new open-world
Zelda game is an exciting proposition to say the least, and having such a game as a flagship launch title for a new
console is worth pointing out.

Plus, for a Zelda fan Breath of the Wild looks like it could possibly be a franchise best. And the trailer that
was shown at the Nintendo Switch reveal almost made up for the somewhat awkward presentation that preceded it.
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Instead my first Switch experience was with the F-Zero inspired ‘Fast RMX’, playing it both on a TV screen with a
Pro Controller, and in handheld mode with the Joy-Cons connected to the Switch unit on each side. Because hey,
it was a free booth and I was there to play some Switch. And although it was a game I hadn’t heard of before, Fast
RMX was impressive. If oddly titled. And there’s something to said for testing out a new console with a futuristic
driving game. One of my first experiences with the Super Nintendo in the early ‘90s was F-Zero, so in a way it
felt like coming home. And thankfully the controls were responsive and the Ikaruga-style colour switching that
changes your vehicle’s engine from blue to orange to go through all the different boosts was an interesting and
fun take on the genre. Fast RMX is shaping up to be a solid racer no doubt, and one that we’re keen to check out again.

A Breath of Fresh Air. New Zelda!

The Nintendo Switch’s 6” screen is bright and sharp in a way that Nintendo handhelds have never been. Play-
ing the new Zelda game in handheld mode you get the impression that you’re playing something that probably
wasn’t meant to be played this way. Like a hobbyist that has modified an old console, attached a screen, and let you
play a classic title in your lap. Originally a Wii U title, The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild was quite possibly
never meant to be played as a handheld title. And even though the Wii U has second screen functionality, when it
dawns on you that you can play the Switch anywhere, at any time, it’s hard not to walk away impressed.

[4]
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When viewed as a standard console connected to a TV, the situation is entirely different. In your hands the lush
environments and wonderful animation of Breath of the Wild are gorgeous. On a larger screen, they still look great
but you can see the edges and technical shortcomings. Especially when compared to consoles like the PS4 and Xbox
One. In strict visual terms the Switch is an improvement on the Wii U, but only slightly so. On paper that may sound
like a fatal mistake made on Nintendo’s part, but for a handheld it’s more than enough. And makes a great first
impression. If played that way.

As for The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild, getting to play through a small chunk of the opening was
enough to convince me that it’s going to be something special. Not that it needs anymore hype. But the fact that it
adopts a few open world mechanics from other developers, like activating towers to reveal all nearby locations on
the map, to giving you the freedom to get distracted with silly things like starting grass fires with a torch, speaks to
the scope of the game. Throw in RPG and survival mechanics, classic Zelda combat and character interaction, and
Breath of the Wild feels like the most ambitious entry in the franchise since its transition to 3D graphics in the late ‘90s.

But even though Zelda, and Mario Kart 8, and Splatoon 2 all looked and played great on the Switch, being a
new Nintendo console meant that you should expect to see something new from Nintendo itself. And unexpected.

The 1-2 Punch

1-2-Switch is a game that offers up two-player mini-games where each player holds one of the Joy-Con con-
trollers and take part in activities that don’t require much if any screen interaction. In fact, pretty much all the games
demonstrated required players look each other in the eye. A bold, if questionable move on Nintendo’s part. That
translates to quick-draw events where the first to shoot wins, a samurai game where one players swings and the
other player tries to catch the sword before it strikes them. There was also milking (of the dairy farm variety), a few
balance games and table tennis. So yeah, it’s not really a traditional game per se but it’s fun in its own way. And
reminiscent of the wackiness of the Wario Ware series. The only downside being that 1-2-Switch looks like the sort
of pack-in title that is fun for a crowd but something that would grow old kind of quickly.
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As a technical demonstration 1-2-Switch is almost entirely focused on the new Joy-Con controllers. Which although
tiny are impressive in that they’re more responsive than the Wii-motes in terms of motion control, and the new
rumble feature accurately conveys movement within the controller itself.

It’s a shame that ARMS won’t be ready in time for launch, as it’s certainly a better showcase for the console’s
new controllers. First and foremost, it’s not a glorified version of Wii Boxing. In fact, if we had to compare it to
something else we’d point to the mecha combat arcade title Virtua On from Sega. Because in ARMS each Joy-Con not
only acts as a fist, but a floating joystick that forces you to tilt in unison to move left or right, block an incoming attack
by pointing them inward, and press multiple buttons to jump, dash, or activate a special attack. It takes a little while
to get the hang of, but once you do it’s, well, awesome. And like Virtua On each fighter you choose has a different
playstyle, which can be customised even further with different glove combinations. In ARMS motion control are not
a gimmick, but the basis for a strategic boxing title that oozes personality.

[6]
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But to be enjoyed properly, as with any two-player fighting game you’ll need all the peripherals. In this case an extra
set of Joy-Con controllers, which will set you back a somewhat startling $119.95.

The Questions That Remain

As a first look we came away from the Nintendo Switch event impressed. The console itself is impressive in
its size and performance as a handheld. The Joy-Con controllers may be small but games like ARMS showcase their
versatility and complexity. Zelda looked great on the small screen, and impressed on the big screen too. In a lot of
ways what was shown felt like a sleeker version of the Wii U. But then again, a lot of that was due to the library of
titles shown, an almost best-of list from Nintendo’s last console thanks to the inclusion of Mario Kart 8 Deluxe and
Splatoon 2.

Super Mario Odyssey may be coming towards the end of the year, but the plumber’s absence closer to the
Switch launch makes that seem like a lifetime away. Third-party support is there, but not enough of it to make you
feel in anyway comfortable. A fact that’s becoming a Nintendo console staple these days. And then there’s the
price, $469.95 AUD for a machine that is noticeably inferior to the PS4 and Xbox One in terms of raw performance.
And more expensive. In fact, from a technical standpoint the Switch is more PS3 and Xbox 360 than the current
generation of home consoles. Also, for that price you don’t get any games. 1-2-Switch will be sold separately, a title
purposely built to showcase the new Joy-Con controllers. And something that could have easily been a pack-in game
ala Wii Sports.

[7]
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But we also understand why it’s not. The Switch isn’t just about motion controls. It’s an amalgam of Nintendo ideas,
the logical conclusion of its hardware forays of the preceding decade, from the Wii to the 3DS and even the Wii U. So,
the game line-up features a little bit of everything. And by little bit we mean just that, as there’s not a huge library of
content coming in 2017.

And then there’s the questions that remain. What does the UI look like? How will it perform? What sort of
application support will there be? Will there be Virtual Console stuff on day one? Why is the new Nintendo Online
service scheduled to debut later in the year and not at launch? Are the 25-30 games announced so far for 2017
going to be indicative of 2018 too? In addition to impressive, ‘uneasy’ would be another one word to describe the
Nintendo Switch reveal. We certainly had a lot of fun playing most of the titles showcased so far. ARMS was a blast,
and Zelda was, well, Zelda.

The only problem was that we were left with as many questions on the way out as we did going in.

1. http://www.ausgamers.com/games/6875/screenshots/switchbig.jpg#MainScreenshot
2. http://www.ausgamers.com/games/6875/screenshots/SuperMarioOdyssey_Presentat1.jpg#MainScreenshot
3. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zw47_q9wbBE
4. http://www.ausgamers.com/games/6875/screenshots/zelda-breath-of-the-wild-gameplay-0009.jpg#MainScreenshot
5. http://www.ausgamers.com/games/6875/screenshots/nintendoswitch_12switch_presentation2017_scrn05_b46-c.jpg
#MainScreenshot
6. http://www.ausgamers.com/games/6875/screenshots/nintendoswitch_arms_presentation2017_scrn01_80.jpg#MainScre
enshot
7. http://www.ausgamers.com/games/6875/screenshots/mariokart8deluxe0.jpg#MainScreenshot
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Nintendo is Lazy and You Don’t Care (2017-02-08 23:31)

n New Super Mario Bros. Wii’s multiplayer mode, you can play as icons Mario, Luigi or two versions of sideshow
character Toad. So when famed Nintendo designer and development leader Shigeru Miyamoto is asked prior to
the game’s release why Princess Peach wasn’t included as a playable character instead, he pauses and says that it
would’ve been nice, but that the physique of Toad more closely resembles that of Mario. "And if one of the four had
a dress, we’d have to come up with a special programming to handle how the skirt is handled in gameplay," he jokes.

- a man responsible for many of my favorite games across two decades – is just kidding about Peach’s dress,
but it’s the first part of his comment that strikes me as interesting and even a little disturbing. He just told a room
full of reporters that the only reason gamers must play as multi-colored versions of Toad instead of Peach or other
beloved Mushroom Kingdom characters is because Toad has the same body shape as Mario and it was simply easier
for Nintendo to recycle him.

With all due respect to Miyamoto, a proven gaming genius and innovator, that’s just lazy. Either that, or Nin-
tendo has gone off the deep end in its dogged pursuit of the business bottom line. This is not a two-man garage
developer which works on games after its kids go to bed. It’s a multi-billion dollar corporation with thousands of
employees, many of whom have helped shape the very industry as we know it. A cash behemoth with unrivaled
game-making experience. That it might even ponder recycling a character for one its most beloved and lucrative
franchises so that it might save time, money, or whatever, seems ludicrous. That it actually did so is unbelievable.
Wii exists today because Nintendo is brilliant, but also because the company saw rising development costs, time and
resources and didn’t want any part of it. Smart business move. But for players who do value cutting-edge graphics
and audio – there are millions of us, by the way; we’re not a niche, as six million copies sold of Modern Warfare 2 in
November show – it’s a slap in the face and a clear case of the bottom line taking precedence.
Wii is a more powerful GameCube. It won’t play high-definition titles. Laughably, it won’t even output in Dolby
Digital surround sound – a feat PlayStation 2 accomplished nine years ago – because the hardware includes only a
stereo component. Nintendo created a console that it could manufacture cheaply and sell at a reduced price, which
is an honorable pursuit. The side effect to this, however, is that because Wii is incapable of competing technically
with its competitors, players have granted Nintendo unofficial license to coast by with a wealth of games whose
presentations journey backward and not forward in time; a generational reprieve from even trying.
We all praise Nintendo for returning gameplay and not graphical pop to the forefront. Since their conception, games
have been designed to be fun first and everything else second. Nintendo seems to realize that more than any other
developer in the world, which is why some of its presentational shortcomings are usually overshadowed by welcomed
over-compensations in control and design. But make no mistake: Wii Sports is also the product of Nintendo’s bottom
line and, yes, even laziness to some degree. The developer could have achieved a similarly simple, accessible visual
****with considerably more detail, but it chose not to. Wii Sports dons a crisp, clean look, but is otherwise decidedly
generic, static, and frankly, archaic. Nintendo spent less time, energy and money on the graphics because it had a
winning hook to fall back on, which was of course the new motion controls. Why, though, should innovation come
at the expense of presentation? Because it’s easier and cheaper.
There’s Wii Play. It doesn’t host a single experience that isn’t playable for free and probably better as an iPhone app.
It’s a collection of lazily constructed mini-games, some of which aren’t even enjoyable – a simple technical demo of
the Wii remote. And Nintendo struck gold with the title because it packaged it with a controller. It is the best-selling
"game" this generation. Don’t even get me started on Wii Music, a game that was so easy that it not only nearly
played itself, but one whose soundtrack utilized public domain songs (because they’re free for Nintendo to license)
and MIDI-****music (because it’s easier and cheaper to produce than orchestrated songs). The bottom line might
as well have had a logo on the box.
It gets worse. Imagine an entire series of games re-purposed with tacked on Wii controls. Requires minimal effort on
Nintendo’s part and it’s easy money. Cue the New Play Control! games. Pikmin
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, Pikmin 2, Donkey Kong Jungle Beat

, Mario Power Tennis

, and evenMetroid Prime 1 and 2 in worldwide territories. Some of these games – like DK Jungle Beat and Mario
Power Tennis – are actually worse on Wii. In less than one year, Nintendo has shipped seven of these games, three
of which it ported internally. In the same period, the company has developed only five new games for Wii: Animal
Crossing, New Super Mario Bros. Wii, Wii Music, Wii Fit Plus and Wii Sports Resort.
And really, why should Nintendo try when its strategy not only pays off by the millions but goes largely unquestioned
by the fans, some of whom vehemently defend the company’s every move. I’ve heard all the excuses. The primitive
graphics of the Wii Sports series are intentional and therefore it’s all right. Sure, the characters are limbless, lack
fluid animation, geometry and texturing, but the game is supposed to look simple. It’s supposed to be accessible, not
daunting. And hey, everything’s really crisp and it runs at a great framerate. Give Nintendo a pass. And so what
if New Super Mario Bros. Wii plays and looks like the DS title before it? Who cares if the game’s graphics aren’t
dazzling? It’s fun, isn’t it? That’s what matters.

It’s ironic because it is precisely the hardcore Nintendo fan who is most influenced by the company’s changed
practices. With the rare exception – a morsel of food for the starving – we are not getting the titles we want because
Nintendo has hit upon a winning formula, which is to make quicker, cost-efficient software, sit back and then reap
the rewards. The expanded audience doesn’t read every word about the next title in the Legend of Zelda franchise. It
doesn’t care if New Super Mario Bros. isn’t as beautiful as it could and should be. We do. And yet many of us defend
Nintendo even when its motives benefit the business, not the players. We celebrate its monthly sales victories and
then we re-play Super Mario Galaxy, Twilight Princess, and Smash Bros. while we sift through Nintendo’s cash-ins on
the way to its next big thing.

Unknown (2017-03-07 02:02:36)
[1]Birthday Return Gifts for Kids
[2]Birthday Return Gifts for Kids india
[3]Personalised Gifts For Kids
[4]Send Birthday Gifts to India
[5]Send to india Rakhi gifts

1. http://www.iandmystory.com/
2. http://www.iandmystory.com/
3. http://www.iandmystory.com/
4. http://www.iandmystory.com/
5. http://www.iandmystory.com/

Nintendo Switch tech specs (2017-02-13 14:57)

Nintendo, unlike Microsoft and Sony, has been keen not to mention the hardware power of the upcoming [1]Nintendo
Switch. We’re mere weeks from launch and there isn’t a single piece of official information you can find that will tell
you, say, how powerful is the CPU and GPU, or how much RAM it has, and so on.
Naturally, this makes fans anticipate any official – or seemingly official – documents pertaining to the Switch specs
with great excitement. A [2]Reddit post that appeared earlier today, contains a massive amount of information. The
details are sourced from three, developer-only documents covering the console’s hardware specs, system features,
and other devkit instructions.
The files are big, [3]and go into great detail – as you’d expect – into each of their respective subjects. While many of
what’s included may not be relevant to the general public, some of what’s there is intriguing to say the least.
Most importantly, the documents list the Switch’s hardware specs. As you can see, the Switch appears to have a
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quad core ARM Cortex-A57 CPU that has a maximum speed of 2GHz. The GPU is a Maxwell-based, Nvidia chip with
256 CUDA cores and max speed of 1GHz.

The details for these two appear to be different from the most recent leak [4]from back in December, which suggested
the CPU would max out at 1GHz, not 2GHz, and the GPU would only run at 768MHz, instead of a full 1GHz.
As for RAM, the Switch appears to have 4GB of it, shared with the VRAM, according to the docs. Speaking of memory,
the maximum cartridge limit seems to be 32GB, and the sizes mentioned are 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16GB besides.
Outside of specs, a section titled “E-Commerce Features,” mentions that the Switch will not have support for free-to-
play-style virtual currencies at launch. Support for DLC and season passes, however, will be available. The feature is
expected to appear sometime post launch.
It’s important to note that the documents date back to July 2016, and they refer to the console as the NX – the Switch’s
in-development codename. We’ve also not been able to verify the claims in the documents, and while they do appear
official, they could be very good fakes.

1. https://www.amazon.co.uk/Nintendo-UK-Switch-Grey/dp/B01MFADJFV
2. https://www.reddit.com/r/NintendoSwitch/comments/5tsruy/leaked_indevelopment_ui_mockups/
3. https://www.reddit.com/r/NintendoSwitch/comments/5tsruy/leaked_indevelopment_ui_mockups/ddoqixd/
4. https://www.vg247.com/2016/12/19/nintendo-switch-cpu-and-gpu-specs-leak-reveals-console-power-in-portable-
and-docked-modes/
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Only 50% of Game Developers think Switch will beat Wii U (2017-02-20 15:39)

If the people who make video games for a living know what they’re talking about, Nintendo’s upcoming Switch
console has a good chance of being a disappointment for the company. In a new State of the Industry poll by the
Games Developers Conference, only 50 % of 4,500 developers thought the Switch would outsell the Wii U, Nintendo’s
previous console.

GDC paints that number as “optimism,” but it’s hard to see why, when the standard for comparison is the dis-
astrous performance of the Wii U. That console has moved around 13 million units, and sales are stalled.

Get Data Sheet, Fortune’s technology newsletter.

That’s meager compared to other consoles of the same generation, with more than 53.4 million Playstation 4
units and an estimated 25-30 million Xbox Ones sold. It’s even more bleak when compared to the original Wii, which
sold more than 100 million units over its lifetime, leading some on Nintendo’s sales team to project that the Wii U
would put up similar numbers.

So, when only 50 % of a pool of industry insiders think Nintendo’s next product will outperform its biggest
failure since the Virtual Boy, it’s hard to take it as a good sign. 14 % of respondents thought the Switch would actually
perform worse than the Wii U, and 37 % were unsure.

And it gets worse. On the specific question of the Switch’s most unique feature—its ability to transform from
a home console to a portable system—only 19 % of game developers thought the feature would be highly attractive
to buyers. 48 % saw the feature as appealing but not “world-changing.”

Regardless, while the original Wii’s motion control caught fire, unique features can only get you so far without
a solid pipeline of games. The Wii U cratered in part because of a lackluster array of titles, and the Switch is getting
off to an even slower start, launching with a mere 4 games. There’s no Mario game, no Super Smash Brothers, no
Metroid Prime. Only a new Legend of Zelda game qualifies as a marquee title, and even professed Nintendo fans are
venting their disappointment. And with developers already so tepid on the Switch, it may be harder to build a robust
lineup in the future.

Those are foreboding signs for the system, which launches on March 3rd.

Unknown (2017-02-23 07:24:47)
Wow, absolutely fantastic blog. I am very glad to have such useful information. Thanks. For more information visit [1]extreme
incense

1. http://www.Bizarrojuice.com/

Top Presidents (2017-02-28 15:43)

1 Abraham Lincoln (16)

Abraham Lincoln was the 16th President of the United States, serving from March 1861 until his assassination
in April 1865 . Lincoln led the United States through its Civil War - its bloodiest war and its greatest moral, constitu-
tional, and political crisis .
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Should be above Bush, you think 911 was worse than the civil war?
Clinton balanced the budget and actually left a surplus but top 5? No.
Personally don’t think Bush43, Clinton, JFK, or Nixon belong in the top 10.
JFK was not a good president, just remembered well. Nixon was a brilliant politician but remembered as a shady
scumbag, even compared to other politicians. FDR elected 4 times but if it weren’t for WWII his new deal would
have destroyed America not to mention court packing is worse than what Nixon did. FDR = shadiest president every
(adulterer, internment camps, undercutting his own party to win a 3rd term... ) Obama is the worst for the deficit so
far of any president in history and he won a nobel prize because they hoped that he wouldn’t vote on a troop surge,
which he did anyway. Those aren’t arguments for praise. Any honorable recipient would have returned it after his
decision but he was probably busy visiting the last of the "57" states.

Abraham Lincoln is the reason the United States is still United and began the elimination of racism by ending
slavery. To do this he began a largely unpopular but necessary war. This made him hated to the point where he was
assassinated but he went through with his decision anyway. Would any politician today do this? I doubt it.
M+126

Abraham Lincoln was man you could change his ideas. Like slavery he first thought it was good. Then he real-
ized that slavery was wrong. He did almost everything to fix the country. No other president thought about slavery
should be wrong or even segregation. Martin Luther king jr was not a president but still fought for what is right. Only
Abraham Lincoln thought slavery was wrong. He was a man of changes and does what should be right among us. If
he didn’t exist there still would be slavery and African Americans would not be equally treated. So I think Abraham
Lincoln should be the best president in history.
M+54

2 George Washington (1)

George Washington was the first President of the United States, the Commander-in-Chief of the Continental
Army during the American Revolutionary War, and one of the Founding Fathers of the United States.

Even more than Jefferson or Madison he fought for a balance between state and federal government. Not to
mention he believed in what he was doing. - LadyLioness

#1. (no party) The father of this nation. If it wasn’t for him, we simply would not be here and would never
have gotten the experience to live in the best country in the world. It is because of strong and heroic men like him,
that we live free today and he is a constant reminder of our democracy and the reason why our flag stands up strong
and will continue to serve us forever and ever!

Don’t get me wrong. I love America. But even if the country I am about to say did have an evil, evil history
and terrible leaders, it got better after a bit. I’m proud to be 1/4 of the country who brought us Albert Einstein, even
if Steven Hawking is smarter. Germany FOR THE WIN!

George Washington kept the fledgling nation alive during one of its greatest challenges, and did it without cir-
cumventing the constitution. However, the most remarkable thing about his presidency is that I can’t think of
anything bad to say about his time in the office. Bush jr., Reagan, FDR, JFK, and Clinton belong nowhere near the top
10.

He helped free the country. He should be #1
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3 Ronald Reagan (40)

Ronald Wilson Reagan was an American politician and actor who was 40th President of the United States
from 1981 to 1989 . Prior to his presidency, he was the 33rd Governor of California from 1967 to 1975, following a
career as a Hollywood actor and union leader .

(Republican) he was able to fix the economy, create twenty million new jobs, lower inflation rates, exempt
low income Americans, create economic stability for small businesses, lower taxes, and bring in an end to the Cold
War with his concise and effective foreign policy skills. He also was able to survive a gun shot and return to his duty
only three weeks later. A real true American who believed in this country and a real true father to Conservatism!
Even the democrats loved him. Good Bless Reagan.

The only president that was true to his word, most people that don’t like him want a pacifist in charge, why
do you think we are still bad ass

Ronald Reagen is top president. He is a real but kicker, and if you see this in heaven ron I’ll say you’re the
best president that ever lived and is still living.

A true conservative who not only revitalized the American economy but also won the Cold War!

4 Thomas Jefferson
Thomas Jefferson was an American Founding Father who was principal author of the Declaration of Independence.

I personally don’t understand how anyone can out rank this founding father, other than General Washington,
for his role in creating the Americas. But even then - what is America if not free?

Jefferson was one of those rare independent thinkers, who spent his life studying the nature of man; and
when you read what he wrote, it was all spot on. All his warnings and insistence on keeping power at a local, state
level, where people could be held accountable for their actions were warnings that the entire world, not just America
can learn from in today’s globalist governments who act with impunity.

He was unfortunately the last of a dying breed of men, whose education of Latin and philosophy was soon
traded for the ideals of the industrial revolution.

I often wonder what Jefferson would think of the modern world. Yes, our lives are incredibly easy and com-
fortable, but are we truly free? Would he sit back as the fed rapes and ruins what he fought for.

Thomas Jefferson is one of the most underrated presidents ever. The fact that G.W. bush and Bill Clinton
were voted above Jefferson is bad enough, but Lincoln being number two is unbelievable. Lincoln destroyed
Jefferson’s vision of a free, VOLUNTARY union of sovereign states. If people understood history, Bush, Clinton,
LINCOLN, and all other imperialist presidents would be voted down as some of the worst presidents in the history of
the country. Read Jefferson’s Declaration of Independence and it will become clear that every president which was
voted above Jefferson (with the exception of Washington) supported policies which were counter to the founders’
vision.

Thomas Jefferson was a Hypocrite... he might have come up with the Declaration of Independence but he
refuse to free the slaves because their absence would make his life hard. I have not respect his efforts.
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Thomas Jefferson was a hero, visionary, revolutionary thinker, as well as architect and all around genius. Any
man who rejects these facts is just plain stupid and to replace them with the slavery scandal will be just as much
so. What jefferson provided for this nation far surpasses any of his person shortcomings which all presidents even
Washington and especially Lincoln, and to judge his political character by these would be foolish.
M+19

This guy is awesome. he wrote a book where he took perts of the bible and made it his own version. he
bought the Louisiana purchase. And he sent Lewis and Clack on an expedition that hanged history. If is was not for
this great founding fath where would this country be?

5 Franklin D Roosevelt
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, commonly known as FDR, was an American statesman and political leader who served as
the President of the United States from 1933 to 1945. A Democrat, he won a record four presidential elections and
dominated his party for many years as a central figure in world events.

Franklin D Roosevelt is probably my favorite, if not one of my favorite, presidents to date. He was so ahead
of his time in his beliefs about how to properly handle the depression. In the 1920’s, America was overrun with
conservative rugged-individualists who wanted the government to be as weak as possible and hated any attempts
by the Feds to regulate the economy. This lead to the Great Depression, which crippled the planet’s economy and
left 99 % of humans dirt poor. Roosevelt brought back progressivism and, more amazingly, brought it into the
previously racist and white supremacist Democratic Party. Wilson’s attempts to do this during WWI failed because
he himself had been a white supremacist and a radical southern baptist. Roosevelt deserves the credit for actually
re-starting progressivism, and in doing so saving the country from collapsing into total anarchy. He passed new
laws to regulate the printing and value of money, the competence of banks, emergency funding of schools and ...more

No one greater than Roosevelt. He was dead before I was born, but I can barely look at his picture without
crying. My parents were children in the depression, and credited this man for literally saving them from starvation.
Mother said no one was working, had any food, or money, and lived in daily fear of what would happen to them.
They would listen to his fireside chats on the radio, and she said the fear would lift at the sound of his voice, and
calm come over the house. He assured them they would be taken care of, not to worry, and the government trucks
started delivering the potted meat and some staples. I have been told that almost every American home at that time
had his picture hanging on the wall of their homes. Unless you lived during those times, you cannot fully appreciate
what this man did. He saved America, paralyzed from a wheel chair. I adore this man.

Lead us through one of the toughest times this country has ever faced. How could Governor Bush even be on
this list. Yes I still call him governor because that’s the only political position he’s actually ever fairly won (remember
Al Gore and Florida? )

He was second best president of the twentieth century. He formed social security for the working man, to
have a pension when they retired.
Mnew

6. Theodore Roosevelt
Theodore Roosevelt was an American statesman, author, explorer, soldier, naturalist, and reformer who served as
the 26th President of the United States from 1901 to 1909. As a leader of the Republican Party during this time, he
became a driving force for the Progressive Era in the United States in the ...read more.

An honest politician, if there is such a thing. A man who actually cared about the average American citizen
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and the environment. He was brave in conflicts on the battlefield and in Washington. I’m not what you would call an
educated man (only high school grad. ) But I can read and from what I have read, I feel I am right. We would have no
National Parks if it was for him. A great solider, sportsman, conservationist, and most of all President. Thank God for
Teddy Roosevelt.
M+72

(Republican) strong imperialistic leader who’s influence on government is still vital to the U.S. today with the
creation of the Big Stick Policy. His love for nature and keeping America’s national landmarks forever reserved is a
constant symbol representing our pride and integrity! He also installed other effective policies such as the Meat
Inspection Act and was determined to fight for the workers rights and benefits for the many Americans affected by
America’s Industrial Period.

Come on, he was a cowboy for one, and was even shot before giving a speech but still gave it.

7. John F Kennedy
John Fitzgerald "Jack" Kennedy, commonly referred to by his initials JFK, was an American politician who served as
the 35th President of the United States from January 1961 until his assassination in November 1963. The Cuban
Missile Crisis, The Bay of Pigs Invasion, the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, the ...read more.

Seriously? George W. Bush is # 1? All he did was start the Iraq and Afghanistan War, not to mention he
barely helped at all when Hurricane Katrina came through. Now JFK, he was amazing. He started the Peace Corps,
started the Space Race, made sure African Americans had equal rights in housing( And would’ve done more for Civil
Rights if he served longer), made sure Steel industries couldn’t raise their prices over and over, and stopped the
Cuban Missile Crysis, and he didn’t even serve a full term! So JFK deserves first or second for sure.

I don’t disagree with you that JFK was a good president; however, to blame the Iraq/Afghan War on George
Bush is absolutely ignorant of the entire remainder of the story. - themusicking101

People who say JFK doesn’t belong in the top ten obviously don’t know JFK at all. He negotiated the Cuban
Missile Crisis, which stopped a potential nuclear war, he was the one who started the Space Race which ultimately
landed an AMERICAN on the moon, and he was a war hero, Purple Heart bearer who was willing to die for his country
long before he actually did. I would cast my vote for JFK as one of the best presidents ever any day.

He also caused the Cuban Missile Crisis (via the Bay of Pigs invasion) - marmalade _skies

He’s was the only Irish-Catholic president ever, and he was the youngest elected president ever. No one can
represent the world, let alone America, as well as this guy. He would’ve completely solved any problems with Russia
or Cuba, and who knows, even Korea or the Middle East. This guy knew what he was doing, unlike some other guys
(ahem... Bush).
M+28

He wasn’t that great in foreign affairs ( Bay Of Pigs cough, cough ), but his healthcare plan was good.
Mnew

8. Dwight D. Eisenhower
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Dwight David "Ike" Eisenhower was an American politician and general who served as the 34th President of
the United States from 1953 until 1961. He was a five-star general in the United States Army during World War II and
served as Supreme Commander of the Allied Forces in Europe.

. (Republican) the strong and heroic WW2 general who lead the successful attack on Normandy. He helped
the Americans defeat Hitler and it is because of his efficient military actions that helped us win V.E. day (Victory in
Europe Day). If it wasn’t for him, Hitler would have probably taken over the world, killed the rest of the Jews, and
would have the remaining people still living under nazi occupation. Eisenhower was not only a superb war general
but also a great president who was a strong civil rights activist and dedicated his presidency to stopping the spread
of segregation across America. Not only did he get us out of WW2, but later during his presidency, he also got us out
of the Korean War. The fact that he was able to get us out of two wars is very astonishing and is something that not
everyone can achieve in their lifetime! However, he did it and he did it well!

The reason why America rose to be a GREAT nation. He built our national infrastructure. He built our space
program. He educated our population. He WARNED of the military industrial complex. He oversaw 8 years of peace
during one of the worst periods in history. He was everything that Republicans today despise.

A very skilled politician who helped ease Cold War tensions and downsized the military-industrial complex, fo-
cusing on air power. While he was not personally invested in preventing segregation, he enforced court orders
against it. He left most of the New Deal and Fair Deal intact as well. Overall, a very effective politician who fits the
label "conservative" in a literal sense. Modern Republicans probably wouldn’t support a candidate like him though.

9 William Clinton

William Jefferson Clinton was the 42nd President of the United States . He previously served as governor of
Arkansas . He became president after unseating incumbent president, George H . W Bush in 1992 . He was re-elected
in 1996 after defeating Senator Bob Dole .

I’ve lost all faith in this list and in the people who have voted Bush as the 2nd best president, though I’m not
surprised if you get your info from Fox News or even MSNBC.

The economy was BOOMING fantastically during this man’s terms, and he knew how to work with both the
Democratic and Republican party. Gas was cheaper than it ever was under George W Bush (and Barack Obama’s first
term. Another thing is that Bush DID NOT inherit a recession from Clinton; he inherited a SURPLUS and drove it into
the ground, and yet the man is second place on this list?!

Really, being rated ahead of Truman, John Adams, Polk, Jackson and Coolidge. All of his domestic legislation
was initiated by Newt Gingrich or Bob Dole. Some of it was excellent and fortunately public opinion forced him to
sign the legislation. In fairness to Bill he did expand NATO and built Middle East pipelines around our enemies, but
he did screw up in his deals with N. Korea and China. If teachers would really teach American History he would not
be rated any where near this level

It was the best era in my life time. The economy was good. I had my first job and making good money. There was so
much prosperity and so much surplus then little Bush took us to war in Middle East and took it all away.
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10 James Madison (4)
James Madison, Jr. was a political theorist, American statesman, and served as the fourth President of the United
States.

#4. (Democratic-Republican) the father of the bill of rights who helped create the individual demands and
benefits that still hold true to the American people this very day! Another perfect example of a founding father
who’s policies helped America succeed and improve its conditions for a stronger and more reliable nation. His strong
inspiration and courage is a constant reminder of the civil liberties that represent our constitution and law of the
land.
M+11

He was a very well-informed person, and many admired this about him. Because he knew so much and con-
tributed a lot to the debates, Madison was called "Father of the Constitution." Also, Madison he took notes
-published in The Federalist Papers- which are today our best record of what happened during the Constitutional
Convention. Madison argued for federalism (power being divided between the states and national government),
which eventually won over antifederalism (states having more power than the national government). Madison
helped convince Virginia, which as a whole was opposed to a stronger central government, to ratify the Constitution.
Madison was secretary of state for Thomas Jefferson (some even commented he controlled the president! ) and
then became president himself. While he was president, the U.S. faced the War of 1812.

He led the nation through the War of 1812, securing US sovereignty for generations to come. He was also the
father of the constitution and help to write the Federalist Papers without which we might not have democracy in the
world today.

Hello, he framed our government!

2.3 March

Nintendo Switch impressions (2017-03-06 18:10)

Expectation is a tricky thing to manage, especially when your business is a famous name. Companies like Sony, Apple
and, yes, Nintendo all struggle with issues of expectation; everyone knows you’re meant to under-promise and
over-deliver, but that’s a glib (albeit true) saying that’s far easier to rattle off than it is to practice.
Sometimes, over-promising happens because of internal communication issues - a single department, or even a
single spokesperson, runs off at the mouth and commits the company to something it had never intended to deliver,
which may even be impossible to deliver. Sometimes, under-delivering is even more unavoidable; nobody who’s
worked on any complex project can deny some familiarity with the sinking feeling when you realise that the goal
you’ve been striving towards is simply technically unachievable, for example.

"How should we set expectations for a company that has enjoyed so much success and so much failure
within such a short span of years?"

What makes the management of expectations even tougher is when they’re being set by third parties entirely beyond
your control. In the age of Internet hype, expectations can be set by everything from fake leaks to half-baked analyst
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reports (how could any VR platform, for instance, have lived up to the crazy expectations analysts set for their sales?)
to minor misunderstandings blown out of proportion in excitable Reddit threads that spawn a thousand ill-informed
YouTube rants. This isn’t the same thing as the deliberate and strategic planting of "fake news" (remember when
we just used to call that "propaganda"?) that has become such a hot-button topic in mainstream politics, but it’s a
symptom of the same underlying environment. The diversification and fragmentation of media has given us all access
to a much wider range of voices, but has also stripped traditional backstops against falsehood and misinterpretation
of their authority.
This is an oddly philosophical point with which to commence an assessment of this week’s launch of Nintendo’s
latest console, but it’s an important one. Switch arrives on a field muddied with conflicting expectations, and as a
consequence, it will be met with a wide array of conflicting interpretations as to its performance and success. Some
of this is simply down to Nintendo’s recent history as a company; it has lurched between launching some of the most
successful products the games industry has ever known (DS and Wii) and rolling out the lowest-performing home
console in the firm’s history. Even as the Wii U hardware flared out with all the glory of a firecracker in a tropical
downpour, though, the company’s software has been going through a golden era, with a new generation of creators
emerging from the long shadows cast by the likes of Shigeru Miyamoto to launch huge new titles like Splatoon and
Super Mario Maker.
How, then, should we set expectations for a company that has enjoyed so much success and so much failure
within such a short span of years? Should we expect Switch simply to outperform Wii U and build a solid, albeit
second-string, console business? Should we expect it to soar like the Wii or the DS? Equally importantly, when
should we expect to be able to see which path the console is following? the Switch launch is a muted affair and the
company’s real focus seems to be on getting a substantial line-up and mature supply lines ready for its first Christmas,
yet it’s inevitable that a great many assessments will have been made and conclusions drawn long before then; will
they all be entirely premature?
All of this is compounded by a broad set of confused expectations that have been set by parties beyond Nintendo’s
control. Some of these are technical in nature; there’s been a heavy focus, for instance, on the limited amount
of storage (32GB) in the system, which contrasts dramatically with the 500GB or 1TB of storage present in other
current-gen consoles, but relatively little acknowledgement of the fact that physical games ship on high-speed
cartridges and need no installation, unlike PS4 or Xbox One games that often install the bulk of their data to the hard
drive. It’s not unreasonable to argue that this is an example of Nintendo undervaluing the digital ecosystem in favour
of physical retail; it is, however, not reasonable to present this as a deal-breaker for potential console purchasers or
to establish an expectation of an updated Switch appearing relatively quickly which "fixes" this problem.
Other misconceptions are more focused around the business case for Switch; the most common of them being the
notion that the console is a merging of Nintendo’s home and handheld console lines. While portability is one of the
key features of Switch, it’s likely that the very versatile controllers are going to be an equal, if not more significant
part of the console’s marketing and appeal; portability is designed with quite a specific, albeit important, audience
in mind.
Crucially, that audience is not the 3DS audience, although there will doubtless be some overlap. Nintendo has been
careful to avoid suggesting that Switch will replace 3DS, either now or in the future; the company is almost certainly
still mulling over a ’real’ handheld device that would be the ultimate successor of 3DS. Why? Because 3DS addresses
a key market Switch is unlikely to fit very well: children and tweens being bought a handheld console (for Pokemon,
Yokai Watch, Animal Crossing or whatever else) by family members who respect Nintendo’s carefully-managed
reputation, and aren’t comfortable entrusting an ordinary smart device (with all the unfettered access to content
that that entails) to a youngster. That remains a big market; as long as it’s there, Nintendo will provide for it, which
makes an eventual 3DS replacement that isn’t Switch pretty much inevitable. (As a corollary, this also means that
the oft-repeated claim that Nintendo’s development efforts will now be focused on a single console is not the case.)
What, then, is actually reasonable to expect? It’s informative, I think, to look at Nintendo’s actual launch strategy
and work out what the company’s own internal expectations might be. Switch is the firm’s first global launch, and
it’s going out in what is traditionally a quiet quarter for the industry. That tells you that the firm is feeling relatively
confident about its supply chain (otherwise it would have staggered its release dates worldwide), but is also willing
to be supply-constrained in the early months if the console is more popular than anticipated. Given the [1]strong
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response of reviewers to both the system and its tentpole Zelda title, the chances of stock shortages for a while after
launch are high; that’s okay, in the firm’s mind, because the people buying Switch in the first quarter will be quite
dedicated to their purchase and will wait for new stock, unlike more casual purchasers who will likely spend their
money elsewhere if Switch isn’t available.
The decision to launch with Zelda is clearly aimed at that core market, and has the significant benefit that a lot of
Nintendo’s most devoted consumers will have a chance to get their hands on Switch before the rush at the end of
the year - which is when, if the gameplan works out, casual consumers will hop on board in large numbers. By then,
supply should be well-established, and core consumers won’t find themselves competing with casual consumers in
the case of shortages, which should ease stock issues (and frayed tempers) on all sides.
This assumes, of course, that Switch can repeat some aspects of Wii’s huge first Christmas in seven months’ time
or so, but the console is arguably well positioned for that; assuming software quality remains high, the system will
have an established base of core consumers to drive word of mouth, a pretty impressive line-up including Zelda,
Mario, Mario Kart and Splatoon titles (most Nintendo consoles have to wait years to complete that line-up), and with
powder being kept dry on marketing right now, we can only assume there’ll be a big budget at year-end.
One fly in the ointment, however, is 1-2-Switch - which looked very promising but has received fairly negative
feedback from reviewers so far. The decision not to bundle 1-2-Switch with the console was one of the major
departures from the Wii’s strategic playbook; it now seems possible that it was taken specifically to avoid console
purchasers ending up with an underwhelming mini-game collection and nothing else. This is a problem, because the
console really needs a Wii Sports style game that explains and explores the features of the system in an engrossing,
entertaining way. Wii U never got one of those; the DS got an embarrassment of them, with the Wii falling
somewhere in the middle (Wii Sports was an amazing demonstration, most other games rather less so). It bears
recalling how much of the early consumer interest in the Wii was entirely down to Wii Sports, and wondering how
realistic expectations of similar performance can be if Switch lacks a similar title to hook in that audience.

Of course, it also bears recalling that much of the response to Wii Sports from "core" media wasn’t exactly
hugely impressed; it remains possible that 1-2-Switch will pick up a lot of interest from consumers regardless of the
critical response. Certainly, Nintendo is pushing it hard in its marketing, at least in Japan; it’s just extremely odd, in
that case, that it’s not bundled with the hardware. That too may change; one possibility is that Switch isn’t being
bundled with 1-2-Switch now because the core market buying the console for Zelda won’t care about it, but that by
Christmas a 1-2-Switch bundle will be standard. It’s also plausible that Nintendo has decided it’s not so concerned
with that aspect of the Wii strategy, and views having a strong overall line-up by Christmas to be more than enough
to pull in the consumers needed for a successful first year. This could prove true; a Nintendo console with such a
strong line-up in its first Christmas on the market is uncharted territory.
Herein lies the heart of the matter; much of what happens with Switch from here on in really is uncharted territory.
It’s a totally new kind of console with a new set of features and a very different software launch approach, coming
from a new Nintendo under new leadership and highlighting new creative talent. We can compare it to the playbook
of the Wii and see parallels, but there are differences too; we can adjust our expectations to fit the facts, and not the
speculation, as best we possibly can, but that still gives us a very broad range of possibilities for the first year of this
intriguing new machine.
The only thing that’s certain is that Switch is going to disappoint some expectations it never intended to create, and
exceed some expectations it would rather have avoided - and vice versa. As with any risky new venture, keeping an
open mind until the picture is clearer is going to serve any observer of the industry well.

1. http://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/2017-03-02-nintendo-switch-critical-consensus

I’m too Old for Videgames, but I Still Play Them (2017-03-12 22:51)

We tend to be very critical of the video game industry here, and damn it, the industry deserves it. They charge more
per-copy of their product than any home entertainment medium, and are always looking to squeeze us for more. If
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they don’t like being held to a high standard, tough shit.

But ... a lot of the bitching I hear about games (some of which I hear out of my own mouth) isn’t really about
the games. It’s about us, and the fact that once you hit a certain age, you’re no longer the target audience game
makers have in mind. Here are some signs that, sadly, you might be outgrowing your favorite hobby.

5
You Think Multiplayer is Bullshit

Hey, remember when a game was a wondrous adventure you could totally get lost in for weeks on end? Alone?

Depending on your age, there’s a good bet that in your teens at least one Final Fantasy game sucked you in
with a force that no novel ever could. What happened to games like that, when the single player was a sweeping,
epic story rather than five hours you could blow through in a Friday night?

"Now let me tell you the entire history of the War of the Magi."

Of course, those games were created back when the main story was something other than a one-day crash
course intended to train you up for the multiplayer. These days, multiplayer is like a "get out of a bad game free"
card. Game makers don’t have to worry about AI or plot or progression or variety, because the real game is out there
on XBox Live, where it’s all about players shooting each other until the time limit expires or a point cap is reached.
Everything else on the disc is just window dressing for, "point, shoot, die, respawn."

Add in gamer shit-talk from emotionally stunted teenagers, and suddenly most modern gaming is about as
fun as being held down by a bully and repeatedly slapped with your own hand until you black out. And if you don’t
live up to your teammates’ expectations, it’s even worse – you have to get yelled at by some stranger who thinks
the veteran/n00b relationship is basically employer/employee. What I’m saying is, I’d rather fistfight a wolf than play
multiplayer.

But the Truth Is...

My complaint isn’t really with multiplayer. It’s with the fact that I can’t stand teenage dipshits. Of course mul-
tiplayer games don’t have to be random matchups with children and assholes – some of the best times you can have
in a game involve gathering friends and laughing your asses off as one guy ramps the Warthog off a cliff, sending
everybody flailing through the air. And the technology makes it easy to set up those gaming sessions...

... when you’re in high school.
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"You need your own computers, dipshits."

When you’re older, getting even four people your age together on the same night could take literally months,
and requires the construction of an intricate scaffold of babysitters, vacation days and placated spouses. And then,
when it finally all comes together, the novelty wears off after an hour or so and all that is left is the frustration of
being absolutely horrible at the game. These games are electronic sports, they require practice. That’s why my own
kids can head-shot me on the run while jumping off of a building and switching weapons in mid-air.

And you know what? Not once do I hear them complain about what a fuckjob move it was for the industry to
focus on multiplayer. I can whine right into their ear about how it’s bullshit to have to pay separately for an online
account, and how only an asshole would pay $15 for a pack of five recycled maps. They don’t listen. They’re too busy
sneaking up behind me and laughing wildly as they knife me in my old, arthritic back.

Assholes.

4
You Think Games Are Suddenly Too Long

Of course, not every game is "beat it in an afternoon" length. The very next notch up the scale of game length is
the "you will never fucking see everything even if you play it for three years" games. Skyrim is promising "over 300
hours of gameplay". Games like that have endless tricks to stretch out the game experience forever and ever – from
assloads of side quests, to the promise of a completely different experience if you go back and choose a different
character class or skill set (see: Borderlands) .

You can always spot these bloated games immediately, because you have to invest 10 hours in the intro mis-
sion that teaches you the menus ("What, you mean Fallout 3 isn’t about a dude who spends his entire life inside this
fucking underground vault?").

"Press X to party."

But more does not mean better. I didn’t have to skin too many coyotes in Red Dead Redemption before I re-
alized I was playing a time wasting simulator. Now please, somebody tell me if this letter icon on my map will actually
advance the fucking main story, or is just another side mission to earn $35 so I can buy bullets for the next side
mission. Since when is entertainment about making the audience wander around aimlessly so you can boast about
the sheer tonnage of hours you gave them?
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But the Truth Is...

Boredom is a young man’s disease. For me, every minute I spend playing, more shit is piling up in my work
inbox. No, I don’t need a game that will kill time. I need a game that will give me the most possible fun in the precious
few hours of spare time I get in a week. Trust me, if you ever see me reopen my World of Warcraft account, it means
I probably got fired from my job.

Thank you, hot mage chick. That money was really weighing me down.

And this is when I realize that these are the games I specifically asked the industry to make 15-20 years ago.
Back then, one of a game’s selling points was the amount of hours it took to beat it. A 40-hour RPG was a big deal,
and even after you beat it, you still wanted more. There are RPG’s I’ve beaten a dozen times. Grinding and leveling
was such a "rinse and repeat" set of motions, there were times when I’d snap out of a daze and realize that I had
been killing the same monsters for three hours, increasing ten levels on autopilot. I fantasized about endless games
that you could just get lost in.

Well, game developers listened to the 17 year-old me. It’s just that by the time they got around to figuring
out how to make a 300-hour game, I had a job and three kids, and 300 hours represents every minute of gaming time
I’ll have available to me in the next three years. In other words, selling me that game is the same as taunting me,
reminding me that the same obligations that let me afford to buy games also prevent me from playing them.

Photos.com

"And then you just hit the squat button to teabag him..."

3
You Miss Game Storylines That Were Actually Compelling

When’s the last time you actually cared about what happened in a video game? Between the stiffly-acted
cutscenes and bullshit recycled plots, you can’t help but wonder what happened after the golden age of Role Playing
Games in the 1990s and early 2000s.

I got absolutely hooked on a series of Nintendo games called Dragon Warrior in the 1980s. Jump ahead to
1994, and regardless of the day you arrive, you’ll find me camped out in front of a Final Fantasy III (or FF VI, for you
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purists) marathon that lasted five years. When we got a hand-me-down Playstation, the first thing I bought was Final
Fantasy 7. In 2000, it was The Legend of Dragoon, or the more aptly named "Final Fantasy with an Extra Button."

That’s Dragoon on top. FF7 on bottom.

And what modern game can possibly match that amazing 20 minute-long ending cinematic for FFIII that wrapped up
the storylines for each of the characters we’d come to know and love in the course of beating the game? And then
again while beating it eight more times?

Now, all of those deep, engrossing games are gone, replaced by "point and shoot" games for the kiddies who
could care less about story and just want action, action, action, hitting the "skip" button half a second into each cut
scene. If they’re playing Mass Effect, maybe they keep watching to see the fucking.

"It’s like you dicked down the whole town... even though you got dick to go ’round."

But the Truth Is...

Let’s go back and watch one of those cut scenes from Final Fantasy III/VI:

Huh. That seemed... way more powerful when I saw it as a teenager.

And even weirder, I watch my kids play games now that barely have a story at all, yet they’re transfixed. It’s
almost like they’re seeing something I’m not. For instance, I let my kids mess around in a Grand Theft Auto game
(supervised) and the first thing my son does is steal an ambulance. My youngest daughter then pretended to be
injured and dialed him on her pretend cellphone. He drove the ambulance around town until she told him, "I’m there
on that next block." He’d then pull over and pretend to pick her up... and drive her to the actual in-game hospital.
The whole trip, he’d bark out things he’d heard on medical dramas and pretend to save her.

"Be advised: incoming six year old female, acute myocardial infarction, BP steadily dropping..."

Wait a second. Is it possible that those old games didn’t do anything magical with their programming to cre-
ate "immersion," and that, like my kids with GTA, I "immersed" myself in those games because I was playing them at
a time before I was dead inside?
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I can play a zombie game now, and I just see a bunch of boring, repetitive enemies. My kids can’t even be in
the same room with me – they find those games terrifying because they’re imagining themselves in the game,
fighting the zombies.

"If I hear you scream ’motherfucker’ one more time, you’re grounded."

The older you get, the less elastic your imagination becomes, and the less able you are to fill in whatever
gaps the game leaves in the narrative. It’s why a toddler can open a birthday present and then immediately disregard
the toy in favor of spending the next three hours playing with the box. If you see an adult doing that, suddenly it’s
time for an intervention.

2
You Think Originality is Dead

The complaint is the same on every gaming message board: "Every goddamn game on the planet is a first per-
son shooter." They’re all Call of Duty (or before that, Halo) clones – same mechanics, different outfits. Every sports
game is exactly the same as the 15 versions of the series that came before it. Innovation is abandoned in favor of
tried and true brands that guarantee sales. Shelves are a blur of Mario and zombies.

And holy shit, do not get me started on the zombies. Forget the actual zombie genre games like Left 4 Dead
or Dead Rising or Dead Island or Dead Zombie Deathkill: the Dying. They even cram zombies into Call of Duty: Black
Ops and the Red Dead Redeption expansion "Undead Nightmare" (a fucking cowboy game).

It’s like being a real cowboy!

But the Truth Is...

From the first days of console gaming, and we’re talking Magnavox Odyssey here, each hit game spawned a
shelf full of clones. Tennis, Hockey, and Soccer were just modified versions of Pong. Track the top-ten best selling
games down through the decades after and you see these fads come and go in waves. In later years it was Mario-style
side scrollers, then Street Fighter-style fighting games, and so on.

The industry looked just as cookie cutter then as it does now. Which you don’t mind, if you’re young enough
that games themselves are new to you and your parents can only afford like three games a year anyway.

"Oh, mom, you really are too good to me!"
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Then you get a little older, and you obsess over games in the way that only a kid has time to do – buying all
the magazines and talking games with your friends, hunting down the cool stuff that isn’t on the shelf at Walmart.
It’s the same as getting into unsigned bands or indie films – you don’t just shop among the bestsellers. But that takes
time, and energy, and a willingness to try new things.

So now I’m approaching 40, and I often am surprised to find games I had been anticipating suddenly show up
on the shelf. Hell, I obsessed over Diablo II back in the day and somehow missed that they were all the way up to
doing a beta on Diablo III – and that’s a AAA, blockbuster game. Following that sort of thing takes time. And these
days, when it comes to the smaller, more innovative titles, you generally have to look to the PC. For instance, those
user-created mods for GTA IV look like the most ridiculously awesome things ever:

But me? The first time I spend two hours tweaking physics settings to make cars go shooting around the
game world, only to have it glitch out and freeze on me, I’m going to feel like I’ve been cheated. It’s the same if I
download some indie game that’s both innovative and impossible to play. It’s easy to forget that discovering great
new bands in college meant listening to a lot of shitty new bands in between.

So you reach that age when consuming entertainment becomes a passive rather than an active thing – you sit
back and say, "Bring me new, polished, original content. And feel free to take risks, but God fucking help you if I
don’t love it." Scroll up and skim all of the game titles I’ve mentioned owning in this article – can you find a single
one that isn’t a blockbuster, AAA mainstream game?

SHUT UP, A MAN HAS NEEDS !

1
You Miss When Games Used to be "All About Fun"

You know what the real problem with games today is? It’s all about graphics and technology and flash, rather
than fun. Whatever happened to simple, joyful games that you could just pick up and play? I remember playing
Donkey Kong Country until I could hit those jumps with my eyes closed, circling back through the old levels to collect
red 1-Up balloons. Over and over again, never getting tired of it.

And never questioning its logic or my own sanity.

Whatever happened to games like that? And why do people buy these new games by the millions? Do they
really not know what they’re missing? Are they that brainwashed, that they can be fooled into thinking they’re
having fun when they’re clearly not?

But the Truth Is...

And now that I think of it, when did they change the ingredients of Kool-Aid so that it started tasting like a
fist full of sugar painted with harsh red dye? Why were the Transformers cartoons I saw as a kid so amazing, but
today the huge-budget Michael Bay movies featuring the same characters and plotlines just punch IQ points out of
my brain? Why are toys today so lame compared to what I had as akid? Why do McDonalds cheeseburgers taste so
cheap and bland to me now, when as a kid that was the shit straight from the Five-Star restaurant where God himself
works the grill?
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"I said NO PICKLES, ASSHOLE!"

And why do my kids so happily consume all of this stuff? Don’t they know it’s bullshit?

They play Gears of War and laugh their asses off when they chainsaw an alien, and then proceed to do it over
and over and over again, never getting tired of it. I swear I watch them play these modern games and it’s almost like...
and this can’t possibly be true, but it’s almost like they’re having just as much fun as I had when I was their age.

higher Nintendo Switch cartridges costs affect third party game sales (2017-03-14 11:29)

This week, Eurogamer has published an interesting piece about why a few games are just flat-out more expensive on
the Switch than they are elsewhere.

They look at a pair of indie games Rime and Puyo Puyo Tetris, which cost £10 more than the same versions of
the game on other platforms. What they found is that the cost of manufacturing Switch cartridges increases costs
for these developers, particularly indie games with a smaller run, and that they can’t make their digital versions
cheaper because Nintendo demands price parity between its physical and digital media in a bid not to upset brick
and mortar stores. So even with no increase in production costs for digital, both versions of Rime cost £39.99 on
Switch as opposed to £29.99 elsewhere.

When discussing this story around the FORBES office, a few interesting points were made. The thought is that
this may not affect that many indie games because so many of them are digital only. This is true, and other games
have forgone releasing a physical version of their game entirely, some because they never had one, but others
because of the Switch demanding price parity between stores and the increased costs of cartridges.

It is a bit odd, however, that the Nintendo Switch, which has made a big point of courting indie games which
are a perfect fit for the new console/handheld, has created this situation where games can literally just cost more
than identical versions on its competition’s platforms. Even if this does not happen often, it’s not a great look,
certainly.

But my concern is about how the Switch’s use of cartridges could affect its third party support more gener-
ally.

I have been beating the drum for ages that the “NX,” whatever it ended up being, would have to do a lot to
court third parties to make games for the hardware. A console with the ability to have AAA blockbusters with
Nintendo’s own must-have first-party releases would be unstoppable. But to get there, there would have to be less
barriers in place for that to happen.
Rime costs more on the Nintendo Switch than it does anywhere else

The problem is, all the barriers are still in place, and then some. The Switch is not all that concerned with
power, which is the opposite of the direction the larger industry is moving with PC, the PS4 Pro and Xbox Scorpio.
The Switch also has unusual demands with its split functionality between running games in handheld and console
mode. The online functionality of the Switch is largely a complete unknown at this point, which is a core component
of many games. And now add to that the requirement of producing physical, expensive cartridges instead of Blu-rays.
Larger cartridges too, given the size of most AAA games.

Now, I don’t think any one of these individual issues is an insurmountable barrier to third party Switch sup-
port, but combine them all together, and you a number of reasons why catering to Nintendo’s hardware may not be
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worth the hassle.

This is not a new issue, per say. We saw this back with the Nintendo 64, which was still using costly cartridges long
after it was fashionable, and it did hurt third party support. But it’s a bit odd that once again we’re having this
conversation in 2017.

Cartridges have their advantages, of course. They’re technically easier to develop for, and there’s something
fantastic about popping in a game and having it ready to go instantly rather than waiting for length boot-ups and
updates. But I do worry that it’s another somewhat alienating decision made by Nintendo which is certainly not
winning them any third party support, though time will tell if it’s losing them any.

This issue occurs to me now more than ever because now that I own a Switch, I’ve found I actually quite like
it. And I constantly find myself thinking “Wouldn’t it be great if I could play Mass Effect: Andromeda or Ghost
Recon: Wildlands on my flight this weekend?” The idea of a Switch that could play all these big games is incredibly
appealing, but that reality does not seem to be taking shape. The Switch has only drawn cursory support from big
third party studios, and it’s been said outright that there are “no plans” for many of the biggest release of the year
to come to Switch. And yet finally, this is a piece of Nintendo hardware that really, really cries out for this kind of
support. Previously, few people wanted to play “worse” versions of games on Wii and Wii U, given their limited
power capabilities, but would I play a stripped down version of certain AAA games in order to be able to play them
on the fly via the Switch? Absolutely.

Is the cartridge issue a defining one? Perhaps not, but it’s another example of Nintendo doing whatever it
wants based on its own needs, rather than considering how that might affect its other partners. We’re seeing that
with these odd price spikes, and it’s yet another excuse for AAA publishers to avoid doing the work to port to the
system.

Hopefully this isn’t how things play out, and strong Switch sales will drive third party support regardless of
these obstacles, but we have seen zero signs of that happening yet, and the biggest third party “blockbuster” coming
to the Switch at this point remains the six year-old Skyrim this fall.

Death of Simple Technology, As Told Through the Fall of Nintendo (2017-03-20 14:14)

1 / 2

by Andrew Samuel

Technology has come to define how we live our lives. It constantly changes the way we talk with our friends, do
business, travel, and even wake up in the morning. A large part of technology’s influence is due to its kinetic growth.
Moore’s Law has accurately predicted that processing power, and thus technology, will exponentially grow every two
years. With this added power, tech companies have focused on making more machines to match this new potential.

These technological changes are not only affecting perceptions of products but also brands. For example, the
Galaxy has focused on appearing as the new, cool thing that is stronger than the iPhone, the same way the Mac did
with Windows PCs in the 2000s. Despite this pressure to constantly innovate, some brands have continued to make
simple technology, relying on brand recognition or accessibility to weather the storm. One of the most recognized
brands to do this is Nintendo, which has redefined the gaming industry time and again. However, Nintendo has done
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so not by making the best machines, but by making fun products. Unfortunately, Nintendo’s most recent foray into
console gaming can only be described as a total flop, and its brand has deteriorated as a result.

In 2013, the video game industry made over [1] $21 billion. Through the release of a new generation of con-
soles and the continued popularity of games from the previous generation, sales have grown faster than GDP,
[2]at a rate of nearly 10 percent from 2009 to 2012. As powerhouses Sony and Microsoft lead the charge into the
current console war, Nintendo has struggled with the Wii U, with [3]sales barely passing 10 million units since its
launch. While some attribute the failure of the Wii U to the lack of powerfully engaging games or the prominence of
consumer tablets, others blame its failure on its inability to perform in relation to the other gaming machines of the
generation, such as the market leader – the PS4. As a result, the overall brand for Nintendo has suffered over the
time period, lagging in comparison to Microsoft and Sony.

Figure 1 shows how Nintendo’s brand equity has changed over the life of the Wii U, in comparison to Sony’s
and Microsoft’s. From 2013 to 2015, Sony and Microsoft have remained fairly consistent. However, Nintendo has

fluctuated heavily in comparison, with a net drop in Brand Strength of nearly 10 points.[4] In addition, Figure 2
shows that Nintendo lags behind the other two companies in Energized Differentiation, Relevance, and Esteem, only
maintaining a lead in Knowledge.

[5]

While we must remember that Sony and Microsoft benefit from being diversified electronics companies that
work outside of gaming, Nintendo’s declining brand equity is apparent in other parts of the BAV Data. When looking
at the BAV’s 48 Brand Attributes, Nintendo outperforms by a wide margin when it comes to Fun, Social, and Simple;
however, it loses on vital metrics such as High Quality, Leader, and High Performance. This analysis raises important
questions about consumer perceptions of technology brands and their products. In the world of video games, and
possibly technology as a whole, it is important to consider the value in aiming to be a fun and social brand. While it
may generate a loyal consumer base and a unique industry position, which Nintendo has enjoyed for the majority of
its history, brand leadership is now determined by high quality, as shown by the Playstation 4 and the Xbox One.

1. http://www.theesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/Games_Economy-11-4-14.pdf
2. http://www.theesa.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/Games_Economy-11-4-14.pdf
3. http://www.nintendo.co.jp/ir/en/sales/hard_soft/
4. http://bavconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Nintendo-Power-Grid.png
5. http://bavconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Nintendo-Pillars.png
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MAME roms for free (2017-04-10 21:10)

[1]https://archive.org/details/messmame has a free archive of arcade roms like what I played in US in the 1990s and
2000s. It has disappeared from stores, but lives on in archive.org. My favorite arcade was Daytona USA 1 & 2. I also
played Sega Super GT, Marvel vs. Capcom, Area 51, Crusin USA, Time Crisis, Tekken, Hydro Thunder, NASCAR, and
Crazy Taxi,

1. https://archive.org/details/messmame
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MAJESTIC-12 (2017-04-12 22:24)

DISCLOSURE OF THIS INFORMATION IS AN ATTEMPT TO PROTECT AND PRESERVE THE
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. THE GROUP KNOWN AS MAJESTIC
TWELVE HAS ENGAGED IN A VILE CONSPIRACY THAT HAS IGNORED THE LAW OF THE LAND
AND THE PRINCIPLES OF FREEDOM THAT THE UNITED STATES WAS FOUNDED UPON. THEY
HAVE TAKEN IT UPON THEMSELVES TO INSTITUTE UNLAWFUL AND DANGEROUS PROJECTS
WHICH HAS ENDANGERED THE NATION AND THE HUMAN RACE. THE DISCLOSURE GROUP
CONSISTS OF INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE SWORN TO UPHOLD AND PROTECT T E CONSTITUTION
OF THE UNITED STATES. WE HOPE AND PRAY THAT THIS DISCLOSURE WILL ENCOURAGE
OTHERS CONNECTED WITH THIS CONSPIRACY TO MAKE SIMILAR DISCLOSURES. WE ASK
THAT THIS STATEMENT REMAIN ATTACHED TO THIS INFORMATION. WE SEEK NO REWARD OR
PUBLIC ACCLAIM. WE ONLY SEEK TO EXPOSE THIS ACT AS A CRIMINAL ASSAULT UPON
THE UNITED STATES AND THE HUMAN RACE.

MAJESTIC TWELVE (PROWORD) MAJIC

MAJESTIC TWELVE, MAJESTIC 12, MAJESTIC-12, MJ-12, MAJIC, are all forms of the
code name for the control group authorized by President Truman on 09/24/47.
The Director of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) is the Director of
Majestic Twelve, MJ-1. The control group was formed to oversee a TOP SECRET
Research and Development & Intelligence Operation and was responsible only to
the President. The need for this group was dictated by the finding of a
downed FLYING SAUCER scattered over 2 sites near the town of Roswell New
Mexico in July 1947. The dead bodys of 4 very small human like ALIENS were
also found. MAJESTIC TWELVE is the most highly classified secret in the
United States and its existance has never been divulged to Congress. The
funds for MJ-12 and Aquarius are CIA confidential (non-appropriated).

DOCUMENTS
MAJESTIC TWELVE documents can be identified by the following;

TOP SECRET/MAJIC/RESTRICTED DATA EYES ONLY COPY___OF___ TOP
SECRET/MAJIC/RESTRICTED EYES ONLY COPY___OF___ TOP SECRET/MAJIC
EYES ONLY COPY___OF___

One of the above will appear both at the top and bottom of each page. You
will never see one version in a document along with any other version. Also
on each page will appear; T52-EXEMPT (E) or just EXEMPT. T52 is the
publication outlining procedures for automatic downgrade of all security
classifications and the time period for declassification of each security
level. This information is never to be declassified. Each page of each
document will be numbered consecutively and the number of pages will appear
upon the cover sheet. Copys of MAJESTIC TWELVE beyond the original number
are forbidden.

PROJECTS under MAJESTIC TWELVE
The operations listed here were current as late as 1976 with absolute
certainty and are still operational to the best of our knowledge. The names
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of the original operations were changed several times over the years and
eventually evolved into those listed.

PROJECT SIGN (PROWORD) MAJIC
The first project under MAJESTIC TWELVE. The mission of project sign was
essentially the same as that which PROJECT AQUARIUS evolved into. PROJECT
SIGN referred to aliens as Extraterrestrial Biological Entities. The reasons
for the absorbtion of PROJECT SIGN by PROJECT AQUARIUS were mainly of a
political and security nature. PROJECT AQUARIUS stripped the Air Force and
Army Generals of their historic control of the UFO/IAC projects and placed
most of it under the Intelligence umbrella.

PROJECT AQUARIUS (PROWORD) MAJIC
Established in 1953 by President Eisenhower under control of MJ-12 and PROJECT
SIGN. The Project contains all information collected by the United States
since it began investigating UFO's (Unidentified Flying Objects) and IAC's
(Identified Alien Craft). At the time we saw this information it existed in
approximately 15 or 16 volumes. This project became an independent project
when PROJECT SIGN was eliminated in 1960. PROJECT AQUARIUS referred to aliens
as Alien Life Forms. The mission of PROJECT AQUARIUS was to gather all
scientific, technological, medical, and intelligence information from UFO &
IAC sightings and contacts with Alien Life Forms. The information was to be
used in the space program.

PROJECT SIGMA (PROWORD) AQUARIUS
Established in 1954 as part of PROJECT SIGN. The mission of PROJECT SIGMA was
to establish communication with the aliens. First communication was
established in 1959 through binary computer language. On April 25, 1964 a USAF
(OSI) officer met with aliens at a prearranged desert location in New Mexico.
Information was exchanged and a basic understanding was reached after several
hours. It was learned through this effort that several species of alien
life existed. Communication was eventually established with all of them.
Through communications it was determined that 3 catagorys existed. The three
catagorys are MALEVOLENT (DANGEROUS), BENEVOLENT (GOOD-HELPFUL), and NEUTRAL
(OBSERVERS ONLY) The project has been extremely successful.

PROJECT PLATO (PROWORD) AQUARIUS Established in 1960 after the United States
established communications with the aliens. The mission of PROJECT PLATO was
to establ ish diplomatic re lations with the aliens. Project Plato made
agreements in order to prevent hostilitys between the United States and the
aliens. An agreement was made with the MALEVOLENT aliens whereby they could
abduct humans. The purpose of these abductions were to provide blood and
other biological fluids as food for the aliens. The aliens agreed to furnish a
list periodically to MJ-12 of the names of those abducted. PROJECT PLATO took
whatever steps neccessary to prevent public disclosure.

* PROJECT PLUTO (PROWORD) AQUARIUS
Established in 1947 after the Roswell incident. The mission of PROJECT PLUTO
was to recover all crashed or downed alien craft, to recover all evidence of
alien presence or technology, and to recover all alien bodies (alive or dead).
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PROJECT PLUTO developed cover stories to satisfy press and civilian curiosity.
PROJECT PLUTO was authorized use of deadly force and/or relocation to insure
secrecy. PROJECT PLUTO was responsible for and biological intelligence of the
Alien Life Forms.

PROJECT POUNCE (PROWORD) AQUARIUS Established in 1968. The mission of
PROJECT POUNCE was to evaluate all UFO/IAC information pertaining to space
technology. The goal was to duplicate the technology and/or improve upon it.
Ultimate use of the technology would establish the United States as the
dominate world power and close the gap in any confrontation with the aliens.

PROJECT REDLIGHT (PROWORD) AQUARIUS Established in 1954. The mission
REDLIGHT was to test a recovered alien craft. The mission was accomplished in
part only. PROJECT REDLIGHT was terminated in 1963 after every (flyable)
recovered craft exploded during test flights. There were no survivors among
the human test pilots.

PROJECT SNOWBIRD (PROWORD) AQUARIUS Established in 1972. The mission of
PROJECT SNOWBIRD was to test fly a recovered alien craft. The project was on
going the last time I saw this information.

PROJECT ???????? (PROWORD) AQUARIUS (NOTE...We are recall the name of this
project nor have we been able to get response from anyone on it. At the time
we saw the information the project was ongoing. It cannot be determined if
this project is still in existence.) The mission of this project was to
develop a low frequency pulsed sound generator. The energy produced from this
generator was to be concentrated so that it could be aimed and used as a
weapon in order to destroy the alien craft and beam weapons. The alien beam
weapons were described as ange but able to incapacitate or destroy any weapons
system known to date (1972). The aliens also possess a beam weapon which is
described as being able to paralyse any human within range. Tests were
described as having shown that the alien craft and weapons were extremely
sensitive to low frequency pulsed sound waves. This weapon was to be used to
incapacitate the alien defenses in order to allow PROJECT EXCALIBUR to succeed
in its mission. The initial technology used in this project was capture the
Germans during WW- II. The German sound generators were described as being
able to knock down reinforced concrete buildings and shatter 4" thick armour
from a great range. This technology is believed to further substantiate that
Germany had recovered alien craft and had possibly had some dealings with the
aliens prior to or during WW-II. Documents captured during and after WW-II
indicated that an alien craft had been recovered by Germany in 1939. A German
built flying saucer was captured dur last few months of WW-II.

PROJECT EXCALIBUR (PROWORD) AQUARIUS Established in 1972. The mission of
PROJECT EXCALIBUR is to develop a weapons system capable of destroying the
alien underground base after the alien beam weapons have been incapacitated or
destroyed. The alien underground base is located beneath an indian
reservation near the small town of Dulce, New Mexico. The device must be
capable of penetrating 1,000 meters of tufa / hard pack soil and sustain no
operational damage. This typ is commonly found in New Mexico where the alien
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base is located. Missile apogee must not exceed 30,000 feet AGL. Impact
deviation will now exceed 50 meters. The device will carry a 1 megaton
warhead.

PROJECT BLUE BOOK A U.S. Air Force project establiahed to determine whether
UFO's pose a threat to the security of the United States and to determine
whether UFO's exhibit any unique scientific information or advanced technology
which could contribute to scientific or technical research. PROJECT was
successful in its primary mission outlined above. PROJECT BLUE BOOK was not
quite so successful in its secondary mission which was to publicly explain
away the UFO phenomenon as natural or known phenomenon in order to eleminate
public interest. To completely fulfill the secondary mission it was decided
that an outside commission of distinguished scientists would be convened in
order to permanantly lay the issue to rest. After this 'study' was completed
(Condon Commission) the Air Force state the continuation of Project Blue Book
cannot be justified, either on the ground of national security or in the
interest of science. PROJECT BLUE BOOK was abandoned and its mission and
information was consolidated under PROJECT AQUARIUS in 1969.

SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS Contracted to the University
of Colorado in 1966 and Chaired by Dr. Edward U. Condon. The results of the
panel were dictated before the first meeting. Despite objections of the other
panel members, Dr. Cond le to fulfill the mission. The general conclusion was
that "nothing has come from the study of UFOs in the past 21 years that has
added to scientific knowledge." A panel from the National Academy of Sciences
agreed. The press and the public were satisfied. Except for a hard core
element of UFO believers the issue died in the public forum.

OPERATION UFO (NSA OPERATION IN SUPPORT OF PROJECT PLUTO) The mission of
Operation UFO was to form intelligence teams versed in all of the knowledge
learned which would be the first on scene of any UFO crash site in order to
secure the technology and prevent it from falling into foreign hands. Several
teams existed over the world. The United States was specifically concerned
that it did not fall into Soviet hands. This mission was to be accomplished
no matter the country of occurrance. Many subsequent ALIEN CRAFT recoverys
would occur in foreign countrys as well as the United States. UFO was also
used to recover downed space hardware (especially So d to recover nuclear
weapons which became lost (usually by accident).

OPERATION MOONDUST (SUPPORTED SPACE PROGRAM & UFO) The mission of Operation
Moondust was to provide a cover which would neutralize public curiosity while
recovery of an ALIEN CRAFT was being conducted. The teams that made up the
compliment of Moondust were the same teams that made up UFO. Moondust was made
public and its mission (to the public) was to identify and recover United
States space hardware which might fall to earth. s a bonified mission when
circumstances dictated.

OPERATION BLUEFLY (SUPPORTED UFO & MOONDUST) The mission of operation Bluefly
was to provide QUICK REACTION COMBAT TEAMS known as ALPHA teams (fight for
technology if neccessary), mechanical and technological support in recovery,
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rapid and secure transport to secure storage and examination areas. There are
several of these storage and examination areas in order to limit distance
traveled and thus limit the possible chance of an accident that cou e cargo to
public knowledge. Several teams existed over the world. Recovery and
transport of both EBEs (dead or alive) and Alien craft were accomplished.
Bluefly was also utilized in event of recovery of space objects (of
terrestrial origin), and event of recovery of lost nuclear weapons (usually
due to accident).

NOTE....This account of the history and current status of MAJESTIC TWELVE and
the Alien Life Forms has been kept brief. We believe that the intent, however,
has been served with th on provided. The whole story would fill several
hundred volumes. We realize that even with the combined effort of several
memorys we have probably made some mistakes. We have tried to minimize the
mistakes and feel that what is represented is true and correct to the best of
our combined knowledge.

Why are Mensa top 10 picks 8-bit retro (2017-04-14 15:37)

Here are the top 10 video games as selected by Mensa members:

1. Asteroids

2. Donkey Kong

3. Tetris

4. Ms. Pac-Man

5. Call of Duty 4

6. Bioshock

7. Super Mario Bros.

8. Diablo II

9. Chrono Trigger

10. The Legend of Zelda

I have a bone to pick, there wasn’t Super Mario Galaxy, Super Mario 64, or Legend of Zelda Orcania of Time 3D on
there. I own 2,3,5, 6,7,8,9, and 10.

Here’s how I would shuffle their top ten since the order doesn’t seem right
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1. Chrono Trigger
2. Diablo 2
3. Call of Duty 4
4. Super Mario Bros.
5.Bioshock
6. Tetris
7. Legend of Zelda
8. Donkey Kong
9. Ms. Pac Man
10. Astroids.

Grey aliens clone themselves to survive and Humans have 6 billion. (2017-04-16 11:23)

According to Sitchin, and other researchers, the mysterious ‘bag’ is some sort of box where the ancient Anunnaki
deposited the so-called Water of Life”, something like a mobile Gene Bank used in their genetic experiments.
But the Ancient Anunnaki werent the only species that has visited Earth in the distant past. In addition to the Anunnaki,
aliens known as the ‘Greys’ also visited Earth in the past, and are said to visit us in the present as well.
The Grey Aliens are one of the most famous aliens species in the 21st century. There are two types of Grey Aliens.
The Small Greys are said to possess extremely large heads, almond-shaped eyes, and small bodies. The small greys
are said to be clones of the other species known as the Tall Greys. According to ufologists and researchers, their
population is in fact very small which is why they have numerous clones among them.
In the last couple of decades, researchers have come across a sheer number of evidence which points to several
interesting facts:
Many nations on Earth, among them the United States of America have made several agreements with the Greys. The
trade was simple: Alien technology was given to mankind and in return, governments agreed not to interfere with
alien operational plans on Earth. These agreements were made in 1934, 1964 and 1972.
The Grey Aliens are said to be responsible for most of the modern-day abductions on Earth.
However, just as the Ancient Anunnaki, Grey Aliens have been visiting Earth for thousands of years. Cave paintings in
the Kimberley region of nearly 5,000 years old could be the earliest depictions of the Greys ever discovered.

Greys are sophisticated biological robots created by an extraterrestrial civilization (2017-04-17 12:13)

• Reveals the Grey’s nature as sophisticated self-aware machines created by a long vanished extraterrestrial civiliza-
tion

• Explains how their quest to capture human souls appears in the historical record from biblical times

• Explains how the phenomenon of racism is a by-product of their genetic tampering

In 1997 Nigel Kerner first introduced the notion of aliens known as Greys coming to Earth, explaining that
Greys are sophisticated biological robots created by an extraterrestrial civilization they have long since outlived. In
this new book Kerner reveals that the Greys are seeking to master death by obtaining something humans possess
that they do not: souls. Through the manipulation of human DNA, these aliens hope to create their own souls and,
thereby, escape the entropic grip of the material universe in favor of the timeless realm of spirit.
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Kerner explains that genetic manipulation by the Greys has occurred since biblical times and has led to nu-
merous negative qualities that plague humanity, such as violence, greed, and maliciousness. Racism, he contends,
was developed by the aliens to prevent their genetic experiments from being compromised by breeding with others
outside their influence. Examining historical records, Kerner shows that Jesus, who represented an uncorrupted
genetic line, warned his disciples about the threat posed by these alien interlopers, while Hitler, a pure product of
this alien intelligence, waged genocide in an attempt to rid Earth of all those untouched by this genetic tampering.
Despite the powerful grip the Greys have on humanity, Kerner says that all hope is not lost. Greys exist wholly in the
material world, so if we follow the spiritual laws of reincarnation and karma, aiming for enlightenment and rising
above the material–a state the Greys are unable to reach–we can free ourselves from their grasp.

Los Angeles Air Raid (2017-04-17 12:18)

The Los Angeles Air Raid on February 24/25, 1942 opened an unprecedented chapter in the evolution of the U.S. Navy.
In response to this incident, a covert research program to investigate the feasibility of exotic antigravity propulsion
technologies was developed. In addition, Navy operatives were embedded in Nazi occupied Europe to learn about
the Germans’ advanced flying saucer programs, and they discovered the Nazis were receiving assistance from two
extraterrestrial groups with very different agendas. The debriefing of the operatives took place at Naval Air Station,
San Diego, led by Rear Admiral Rico Botta. He instructed a “Disseminator of Naval Research and Information”, William
Tompkins, to take confidential briefing packets to select think tanks, corporations and university departments around
the country. Later, Tompkins worked with a number of leading aerospace companies to design massive spacecraft
for a secret U.S. Navy space program, and was fatefully assisted by extraterrestrial visitors described as “Nordics”.

An extensive number of documents substantiate Tompkins’ claims of the existence of a covert Navy program
created to study, design and build deep space battle groups. They became operational in the 1980’s. Now the Navy
has a new goal to enact a plan to level the universal playing field, and the election of President Donald Trump may
just be the wild card they needed to reveal … everything!

Solar Warden class US Navy space carriers (2017-04-21 12:08)

SPACE WAR: Navy insider William Tompkins claims reptile aliens want to conquer earth

Fleets of Star Wars-style US Navy space fighters have been covertly protecting the human race from reptillian
attacks for decades, according to UFO author William Tompkins.
The 92-year-old writer claims to have worked in the aerospace industry for a think tank tasked with designing
kilometer-long anti-gravity spacecraft for the US Navy in the 1950s and 60s.
During this period, the former-Navy insider turned whistleblower claims to have personally designed five space ships
and 30 support ships.
In the new book, Selected by Extraterrestrials, he claims these massive Naval interplanetary craft were created to
fend off the invading lizard aliens, who want to enslave the human race.
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EXOPOLITICS

DESIGNS: Tompkins includes designs of Star Wars-style space crafts in his book These space wars, said to be very short,
have been happening for decades right under our noses, he claims.
However, in the book he warns that the lizard aliens are "becoming stronger" and urges the Navy to beef up their
defences – or face reptile rule.
Apparently the US Navy works closely with Nordic aliens, who have similar large, moon size spacecraft capable of
beating reptile attack ships.
The Nordics apparently came from the Orion Constellation and influenced the building of the pyramids.
Meanwhile, the reptilian enemies attack various planets, take them over, and put their inhabitants into slavery.
But humans and the Nordics, who works with the US Navy to develop advanced spaceship technology, have joined
forces to build a variety of Star Wars-style space fighters.
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TEAMWORK: The US Navy have been working with aliens for decades, Tompkins claims
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EXOPOLITICS

SKETCHES: Tompkins designed space craft for the Navy during the 50s and 60s

“The reptilians made a deal with the Third Reich SS giving them this big box full of toys in exchange for
letting Hitler enslave the rest of the planet.”

William Tompkins

Hand-picked by the Navy during high school to carry out research work, Tompkins regularly visited classified naval
facilities during World War Two.
He served at San Diego’s Naval Air Station, where he briefed Navy moles embedded within Nazi Germany’s most se-
cret aerospace facilities during the war.
In the book, Tompkins describes the intelligence the Navy spies had gathered: “The Navy agents in Germany discov-
ered what all those “out of this world” aliens gave Hitler: UFOs, anti-gravity propulsion, beam weapons, extended life
and plenty of mind-controlled willing girls programs.
”The reptilians made a deal with the Third Reich SS giving them this big box full of toys in exchange for letting Hitler
enslave the rest of the planet.”
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He was later hired by Douglas Aircraft Company in 1951, where he worked with the Nordics over a 12 year period to
create anti-gravity spacecraft.

• [1]

UNVEILED: Secret new planet discovered close to Earth may hold life

• [2]

REVEALED: Spaceship China will send to Mars – but US fear mission has sinister motives

• [3]

Shoe-FO: Outrageous claim ’lone shoe’ spotted on Mars ’proves ancient alien race existed’

EXOPOLITICS

WHISTLEBLOWER: Tompkins, age 92, claims to have designed 35 space ships for the US Navy Tompkins backs up his
claims with several declassified documents including designs he completed for space battle cruisers that apparently
went on to form the backbone of the US Navy’s space “Battle Groups”.
These designs include the 1.4km Naval Spacecraft Battle Cruiser and the 2.5km Naval Spacecraft Carrier.
However, the huge space ships weren’t built until the 1980s under a highly classified space program called Solar
Warden.
Eventually, there were eight space carrier battle groups that were built for the US Navy.

1. http://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/540429/new-alien-planet-discovered-proxima-b-bigger-than-eart
h-human-colonisation
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2. http://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/540686/China-Rover-Mars-mission-2020-first-photos-USA-war-rob
ot-space-programme-NASA
3. http://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/540812/lone-shoe-pictured-mars-alien-race-nasa-rover
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Dark Pyramid found in Alaska (2017-04-21 20:34)

"Farewell Airport could have been a forward staging area to bring in equipment and supplies by heli-
copters to the ’Square’ that you mentioned." - - Airline Pilot and Retired USAF Lt. Col.

[1]

© Earthfiles/Frank Flavin

September 26, 2012, aerial of anomalous “green square” (red circle) with surrounding creeks that includes Highpower
Creek and Mount McKinley to the southeast.

"The pilot told my dad the Alaska site was ’every bit as hush hush as the Manhattan Project.’ ...The pilot
also told him that it was not a nuclear device; it was notmade by man; nobody is supposed to know this
place even exists. ...This thing is some kind of power generator and it’s thousands of years old, it’s made
out of stone like a pyramid. They don’t know where it came from, who made it or how it works. But it can
generate enough power to power the whole North Slope, all of Alaska, and probably the whole country
of Canada!" - Bruce L. Pearson, New Jersey

In my ongoing efforts to understand if the alleged underground and ancient "dark pyramid" in Alaska could be true,
Earthfiles hired Alaskan aerial photographer Frank Flavin to fly in a helicopter on September 26, 2012, over the
"green square" latitude/longitude discovered in Google Earth by a retired Navy Captain and described in earlier
Earthfiles reports that include:

The alleged underground pyramid structure west of Mount McKinley has provoked a lot of email since
my original Earthfiles and Coast to Coast radio interview with Doug Mutschler, retired U. S. Army
Counterintelligence Warrant Officer, with information about an underground pyramid that was posted
on July 26, 2012.
See: [2]Updated Parts 1 - 3: 072712 Earthfiles.

On July 27, 2012, I received more email information about a "dark pyramid" underground in Alaska
west of Mount McKinley from the 46-year-old adopted son of a retired Western Electric engineer, who
allegedly worked between 1959, the year Alaska became a state, and 1961 on a powerful electrical
system emanating from a very large underground pyramid of unknown origin in Alaska.
See: [3]Updated Real X-File Parts 1 - 5: 082312 Earthfiles.

That latitude/longitude I wanted to investigate about fifty miles southwest of Mount McKinley is: Google Earth
Lat/Long: 63°17’51.40"N 152°31’24.49"W. The elevation there is 1,150 feet. The helicopter image below was taken
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from 3,000 feet altitude, but does not show a "green square." The Site is more like a ragged-edged circular area
about the size of a football field in which the black spruce trees do not grow thickly as the spruce do around the
Site. The marked Paths might be more related to animal traffic than historic, cleaned up terraforming, but there are
more questions in the rest of this Earthfiles report. The nearest flowing water is Fish River, and about five miles away
towards Mount McKinley is the unusually named Highpower Creek. An Alaskan geologist found in his 1998 edition
of Alaska Place Names Dictionary by Scarp Exploration, Inc., this listing for the Highpower Creek name reported by
USGS in 1958:

Highpower Creek: stream, head is in Mount McKinley National Park, flows NW, then SW 58 miles to Swift
Fork Kuskokwim River, 55 miles NE of Medfra, Kuskokwim Lowland; 63* 25’ N, 153* 07’ W; BGN 1964;
(map 89). Variant names: Black Creek, Hipower Creek, Slow Fork, Slow Fork Kuskokwim River, Slow Fork
Swift Fork Kuskokwim River. Local name reported in 1958 by USGS.

[4]

© Earthfiles/Frank Flavin

Aerial photograph of the “green square” Site at bottom of image is: Google Earth Lat/Long: 63°17’51.40"N
152°31’24.49"W
This helicopter image from 3000 feet in the air does not show a square, but more a ragged-edged circular area about
the size of a football field in which the black spruce do not grow thickly as the spruce do around the Site. The marked
Paths might be more related to animal traffic than historic, cleaned up terraforming. The nearest flowing water is Fish
River, and about five miles southeast toward Mount McKinley is the unusually named Highpower Creek.

I asked the retired Navy Captain why the darker green "square" he discovered in Google Earth wasn’t seen from
3,000 feet from the helicopter on September 26, 2012? The Navy Captain emailed on September 27, 2012:
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Linda -

Seasonal Variation of Flora - we don’t know when the Google Earth Image was taken with respect
to month or year. From the image in Google earth, the reason the square stands out is because there is
color differentiation between the four sides of the square and the surrounding flora. The area in general
has two shades of green. One darker green which outlines the square and several other abstract shapes
in the same general vicinity, and a lighter greenish, yellowish, tan color that seems to define the areas
adjacent to the numerous creeks/streams in the surrounding area. This color differentiation serves to
outline both the abstract dark green shapes as well as the square anomaly. However, since we have no
idea of the nature of the flora in the Google Earth map, we don’t know how it may vary in color with
the season in which sunlight duration and intensity, temperature and water flow in the creeks changes.
Therefore it may very well be that the color differentiation that we see is not there when the flora all
turns to a dry brown say as winter approaches. The elevation of the area around the square anomaly
was very flat. The slopes of the sides were very small % of the total length, with changes in the elevation
on the order of 10 to 15 ft over 1500 foot square.

It’s also worth noting that while we tried to study the anomalous "square" Site in Google Earth, we were frustrated
by out-of-focus blurring below a certain altitude, while other surrounding areas are clearly in focus down to tree sizes.
The same focus problem occurs at Highpower Creek - no low altitude images are in focus. Is the selective blurring
deliberate?

Further, I learned that in 1998, the Pacific Air Forces (PACAF) initiated "Operation Clean Sweep," in which
abandoned White Alice and DEW Line stations in Alaska were remediated and the land restored to its previous state.
Could the surface land above the alleged dark pyramid have been cleaned up, too?

1. https://www.sott.net/image/s6/123499/full/AlaskaLatLongMcKinleyRange0926.jpg
2. http://www.earthfiles.com/news.php?ID=2000&category=Environment
3. http://www.earthfiles.com/news.php?ID=2005&category=Real+X-Files
4. https://www.sott.net/image/s6/123501/full/AlaskaPyramidLabeledSite092612.jpg
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19 Pieces Of Non-Human DNA Found In Human Genome (2017-04-22 16:09)

Eight percent of your DNA is alien, in that it’s made up of non-human, viral fragments. In fact, viral fragments are
often hiding within the genome of anything on Earth that has a jaw and a spinal cord, which is a remarkable reminder
of how they’ve shaped evolution for hundreds of millions of years.
A new study, published in the [1]Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, reveals that we are even less
“human” than previously thought: Nineteen new pieces of ancient viral DNA have been uncovered within our own
genome. Perhaps most strikingly, the full genetic “recipe” for an entire virus was found within 2 percent of the people
examined.
Retroviruses of all kinds have their genetic code in the form of [2]RNA, often seen as the primitive precursor to DNA.
These viruses infect their host cells by inserting a DNA-based replica of their own RNA into the genome of their host,
which can include humans. The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is an example of a contemporary retrovirus that
infects humans in this way.
Ancient retroviruses have been infecting our ancestors for hundreds of thousands of years. Fragments of this virus-
manufactured DNA remained within our ancestors’ genomes, which has been copied and passed down from genera-
tion to generation. These fragments are known as human endogenous retroviruses, or [3]HERVs.
Previous estimates put our own DNA as being at least [4]eight percent HERV, and the authors of this study were search-
ing for signs of new HERVs within humans. They looked carefully at the genome of 2,500 people from all around the
world, and compared their genomes to a “[5]reference” type, a digitized genetic sequence assembled by scientists
that acts as a representative sample of our own species’ genome.

The newly discovered provirus could potentially behave like a fully working retrovirus. nobeastsofierce/Shutterstock

The researchers found 19 new HERVs, adding to the 17 previously identified by other studies. One of these new HERVs
(found within 50 of the study subjects) was not a mere fragment of a viral genome, but the entire genome itself. This
makes it a “[6]provirus,” and is only the second known to exist within humans. Although it has yet to be proven, this
provirus could potentially replicate and behave like a working virus, unlike the fragmented HERVs.
“This one looks like it is capable of making infectious virus, which would be very exciting if true, as it would allow us
to study a viral epidemic that took place long ago,” said the study’s coordinating author John Coffin, a virologist at the
Tufts University School of Medicine, in a [7]statement.
Some HERVs have been adopted by our own bodies to serve useful purposes, including one that aids pregnancy. This
particular HERV helps in constructing a protective cell layer around a fetus in order to stop toxins from the mother’s
blood infiltrating it.
As they are often an integral part of our biology, hunting down these HERVs is essential for medical research. This
study has added another bunch to the pack – as well as revealing how “alien” we truly are.

1. http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2016/03/16/1602336113.full.pdf
2. http://www.rnasociety.org/about/what-is-rna/
3. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK6235/
4. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC387345/
5. http://articles.extension.org/pages/67931/reference-genome-sequencing:-conifer-genomics-module-17#.Ui45QWR
gYXc
6. http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/provirus
7. http://phys.org/news/2016-03-ancient-viruses-lurk-dna-thought.html
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97% of non-coding sequences in the human DNA is Alien (2017-04-22 16:36)

According to mainstream scientists: Alien code found in our DNA. Extraterrestrial beings created our species.
Researchers who worked for 13 years in the Human Genome Project indicate that they came across an amazing
scientific discovery: They believe that the so-called 97 % of non-coding sequences in the human DNA is nothing less
than the genetic code of extraterrestrial life forms. Originally referred to as “Junk DNA” its functioned remained a
mystery for researchers. Now researchers believe that our DNA is extraterrestrial in origin.
After extensive analysis with the help of other researchers in diverse fields such as mathematics, chemistry and
programming, Maxim A. Makukov of the Fesenkov Astrophysical Institute have ventured out and asked if there
is a possibility that, what we call “junk DNA” is actually some sort of extraterrestrial code, created by an “Alien”
programmer.
According to researchers from Kazakhstan, “Our hypothesis is that a more advanced extraterrestrial civilization was
engaged in creating new life and planting it on various planets. Earth is just one of them.”
The researchers indicate that “What we see in our DNA is a program consisting of two versions, a giant structured
code and a simple or basic code.”
The team of researchers believe for a fact that the first part of our DNA code was not written on Earth and according
to them it is verifiable. Secondly and most importantly, genes alone are not enough to explain the evolution/abrupt
evolution process and there must be something more in ‘the game’.
According to Makukov “Sooner or later,” “we have to accept the fact that all life on Earth carries the genetic code of
our extraterrestrial cousins and that evolution is not what we think it is.”
The implications of these scientific findings reinforce claims by other individuals and observers that claim to have
had contact with aliens that look like humans. Human-like aliens could have provided some of the genetic material
necessary for human evolution.

Quote from News.Discovery: This interpretation leads them to a farfetched conclusion: that the genetic
code, “appears that it was invented outside the solar system already several billions years ago.” This
statement endorses the idea of panspermia, the hypothesis that Earth was seeded with interstellar life.
It’s certainly a novel and bold approach to galaxy conquest if we imagine this was a deliberate Johnny
Appleseed endeavor by super-beings

[1]
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Researchers in Kazakhstan believe that the human DNA was encoded with an alien signal for an ancient extraterrestrial
civilization, and they refer to it as “Biological SETI”. The mathematical code in the human DNA can not be explained
by evolution. Basically, we are living and breathing holders of some sort of alien message that can be used,in a much
more efficient way then using Radio-signals, to search for Extraterrestrial life.
Once the code had been set, it would remain unchanged in cosmological time-scales, in fact, researchers believe that
our DNA is the most durable “construction” known, and that is why it represents an exceptionally reliable and intelli-
gent storage for an alien signature, according to an article in the journal Icaurs.
[2]Writing in the journal [3]Icarus, they assert: “Once fixed, the code might stay unchanged over cosmological
timescales; in fact, it is the most durable construct known. Therefore it represents an exceptionally reliable stor-
age for an intelligent signature. Once the genome is appropriately rewritten the new code with a signature will stay
frozen in the cell and its progeny, which might then be delivered through space and time.”
Scientists believe that the human DNA is arranged in such a precise way that it reveals a “set of arithmetic patterns
and ideographic symbolic language”. These studies have led scientists to believe that we were literally invented “out-
side of Earth” several billions of years ago.
These ideas or beliefs are anything but accepted in the scientific community. Yet these studies have proven what
some researchers have talked about for decades, that evolution could not have happened on its own, and that there
is something extraterrestrial to our entire species. Is our entire history wrong?
One mystery that would remain as THE GREAT QUESTION is, if extraterrestrial beings did in fact create the human
race and life on planet Earth, then “who” or “what” created these extraterrestrial beings?

1. http://www.ancient-code.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/p.txt.jpeg
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2. http://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1303/1303.6739.pdf
3. http://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1303/1303.6739.pdf

People and Planes Are Vanishing in the Alaska Triangle (2017-04-23 12:11)

Cryptozoologist Ken Gerhard told [1]C2C about Alaska’s unsettling number of missing persons cases and strange in-
stances of plane disappearances in a region known as the Alaska Triangle.
In discussing his new History Channel program [2]Missing in Alaska, Gerhard marveled that an astounding 53,000
people have gone missing in the state since 1988.
The troubling average of 500 to a few thousand people disappearing each year is made all the more remarkable by
the fact that Alaska only has a population of around 600,000.
"That’s about four in every thousand people that go missing without a trace," Gerhard observed.
Although there are a number of possible natural explanations for why some people may disappear in Alaska, such
as the state’s vast wilderness and dangerous animals, he suggested that there may also be supernatural elements at
work behind the disappearances.
"Alaska does boast a number of fabulous legends that relate to all manner of really strange and somewhat menacing
creatures," Gerhard said, noting that the state also has a rich history of UFO events as well.
Connecting all of this together may be what is called the ’Alaska Triangle.’
Gerhard described it as a "large swath of land that ranges all the way from the very northern part of the state ... all
the way down to Juneau. It is an actual triangle."
"It is within this triangle area that most of these disappearances have occurred," he said, "very similar to the Bermuda
Triangle in that respect."
Beyond merely missing people, Gerhard revealed, the Alaska Triangle appears to have claimed a number of aircraft
as well.
To that end, he shared the story of a case from 1950 when "a military craft with 44 people aboard went missing. Com-
pletely vanished."
A subsequent search for the plane last 39 days, he said, and involved hundreds of aircraft and personnel.
"To this day," he said, "they’ve still not found a trace of this pretty sizable aircraft."
Gerhard acknowledged that one theory behind these strange disappearances could be that there are energy vortexes
which either release geomagnetic energy or serve as "wormholes to other dimensions."
The phenomenon of people disappearing in Alaska is so widespread that a tourist actually went missing while Gerhard
was in Juneau filming the series.
"It’s an amazing proposition," he said, "that so many people up there vanish without a trace and are never found."

1. http://www.coasttocoastam.com/show/2016/01/04
2. http://www.history.com/shows/missing-in-alaska

A programmer turned sci-fi author has predicted that robots could outnumber humans as early as 2040
(2017-04-23 12:27)

A sci-fi author is suggesting that humanity’s dominion over robots may dramatically shift in the next few decades as
automatons begin to outnumber people.
Based on his calculations, Logan Streondj believes that it is only a matter of time before humans are outnumbered
by robots.
He explains that, by comparing birth rates with robot production rates and then extrapolating forward, the number
of people and robots ’born’ per year will be the same in 2040.
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It’s all downhill from there as robots would overtake humans in population by the early 2050’s and outnumber
people 10 to 1 by around the year 2070.
While this may sound like a simple mathematical exercise, Streondj posits that a conflict between humans and robots
will ultimately arise due to this population parity.
Provided they have the sufficient artificial intelligence to do so, which seem likely, future robots will eventually
realize how vastly they outnumber humans and may decide to assert themselves over their creators.
And, thus, the robot apocalypse begins.
For more on the rise of robots, check out software developer Martin Ford’s appearance on [1]last night’s C2C where
he discussed how robots are poised to take a myriad of jobs from humans in the near future.

There will be as many robots as there are humans within the next 24 to 39 years, according to [2]a blog post
published yesterday by a writer who is penning a new science fiction novel.
Logan Streondj, a [3]software programmer and author, wanted to figure out when the population of robots will reach
that of humans for his book titled “A home for robots or-else artilect war.”
Streondj used a variety of sources to determine the date. First, he turned to statistics website [4]World Counts, which
states there are roughly 350 thousand humans born every day, the equivalent of 130 million a year. The growth rate
is around 1 %.
Then he turned to the International Federation of Robotics, which states there were about five million robots
produced in 2014 (when combining service and industrial robots), with a growth rate of around 15 %.
“Using a compound interest calculator and presuming rates stay relatively constant, [it’s possible to] figure out that
in around 25 years (2040) parity will be reached — the number of robots and humans being produced per year will
be the same,” wrote Streondj on the [5]Joyful Lifestyle Cooperative blog.
“However, while homo-sapiens live on average 70 years, according to [6]World Fact Book, robots have a life ex-
pectancy closer to 10 years, so would need to produce about seven times more robots per year in order to have the
same number as humans which will be reached in the early 2050s. If, however, there is no assistance from humans
fighting for the entitlements of robots, and the robots are forced to revolt by themselves, likely they would do so
when outnumbering humans 10 to 1, which would (assuming trends continue) be in 55 years, or around 2070.”
A robot can be defined as a machine capable of carrying out a complex series of actions automatically, especially one
programmable by a computer, [7]according to Oxford Dictionairies.
Streondj said he needed to come up with a realistic timeline for when a conflict could occur between humans and
robots.
“Intuitively it would seem to be around the time when there are as many or more robots than homo-sapiens on the
planet, at which point there may be enough sufficiently intelligent robots to demand a space for themselves,” he
said. “The most likely time-frame for an artilect war style conflict would be between 2040 and 2055.”
An artificial intellect (or “artilect”) is a computer intelligence superior to that of humans in one or more spheres of
knowledge, together with an implicit will to use the intelligence, [8]according to AI researcher Dr Hugo de Garis.
Renowned scientists, such as Stephen Hawking and Oxford University’s Nick Bostrom, have warned that machines
could outsmart humans within the next hundred years. Hawking told the BBC in 2014 that artificial intelligence
[9]could spell the end for humanity, while Bostrom agrees that the [10]future of the human race is likely to be shaped
by machines.
Billionaires like PayPal founder Elon Musk and Microsoft cofounder Bill Gates [11]have also expressed their concerns
over the uncontrolled development of AI. However, many other scientists in the field, such [12]Microsoft Research
chief Eric Horvitz, say AI fears have been greatly overblown.

1. http://www.coasttocoastam.com/show/2016/01/04
2. https://joylifecoop.wordpress.com/2016/01/03/robot-population-projection/
3. https://www.linkedin.com/in/weyounet
4. http://www.theworldcounts.com/stories/How-Many-Babies-Are-Born-Each-Day
5. https://joylifecoop.wordpress.com/2016/01/03/robot-population-projection/?utm_content=buffer9655a&utm_medi
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um=social&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer
6. https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/xx.html
7. http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/robot
8. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-cOipzmFhg
9. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-30290540
10. http://www.techworld.com/news/operating-systems/ai-guru-nick-bostrom-supports-stephen-hawkings-rising-rob
ot-predictions-3612024/
11. http://observer.com/2015/08/stephen-hawking-elon-musk-and-bill-gates-warn-about-artificial-intelligence/
12. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-31023741

Top 30 PS3 games (2017-04-25 10:15)

30. Puppeteer ([1]buy it here)

Platformers that aren’t from Nintendo or indies are in short supply these days, which is why it was so nice to see
Puppeteer come virtually out of nowhere. The player controls a boy named Kutaro, who has the misfortune of being
turned into a puppet and uh, having his head cut off soon after. Kutaro spends the game finding new heads to use,
and everything plays out as a wondrous puppet show, complete with curtains, stage and an audience. Though the
platforming itself is solid, the real draw here is the art design, which is endlessly creative and a joy to look at for the
duration of the game. It’s also one of the only games for the system to make a real case for 3D, as the puppet show
motif is perfectly suited for the limitations of those goofy movie theater sunglasses.

29. Killzone 2 ([2]buy it here)

Nothing could have lived up to that infamous (and extremely fradulent) E3 trailer, but what ended up in the package of
Killzone 2 was still worth celebrating. Remember, the original Killzone on PS2 was a soggy mess that was too ambitious
for the hardware. But KZ2 had the benefit of being on arguably the most powerful system of the generation, which
gave Guerilla Games the headroom for some stunning animation and impressive setpieces. Though the story itself
wasn’t super compelling, for the most part the campaign was a blast, and the multiplayer still holds a special place in
the heart of many fans.

28. 50 Cent: Blood on the Sand ([3]buy it here)

You would be correct in guessing that this is not a great game. Hell, 50 Cent: Blood on the Sand might not technically
be a good game. At heart, it’s a bog-standard third-person Gears of War-style shooter with your typical firefights,
upgrades and setpieces. But it’s important to note that this game is all about 50 Cent on a vendetta to retrieve the
jewel-encrusted skull that is rightfully his. And equally important is the "curse button," which lets you hurl insults
at people by clicking in the right stick. This extends your combo meter, along with the pleasure of hearing 50 Cent
tell a thug he’s "gonna kill your whole fucking generation!" Part of the joy of this game, which is best played in co-op
with a friend, is making your way through the game and unlocking new curse button dialogue. And isn’t that what
video games are all about?

27. 3D Dot Game Heroes ([4]buy it here)
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Playstation fans don’t really have a Zelda-like series to call their own (outside of maybe Darksiders), and they most
certainly didn’t have the benefit of a legacy of 8-bit action RPGs. From Software recognized the potential of filling
that niche, and what we got was 3D Dot Game Heroes. The Dark Souls developer basically made another Legend of
Zelda, albeit with 3D pixels commonly known as "voxels."While the animation was just as stiff as an NES games, the
3D look and neat depth of field tricks gave it a look all its own. And you know, it probably helped that it played like a
Zelda game.

26. Civilization Revolution ([5]buy it here)

Some might call it "Civ for Babies," but Civilization Revolution is actually a pretty elegant solution for playing the series
on a console. Everything is streamlined, from the movement to the building to character interaction. It doesn’t feel
dumbed down, rather carefully pruned to ensure the best parts of Civ games remained intact. Like any good entry
in the franchise, it’s easy to lose hours of sleep to that familiar mantra, "just one more turn." CivRev might not be as
complex as its PC counterparts, but rest assured: Gandhi is still a dick.

25. Heavy Rain ([6]buy it here)

Cinematic adventure games have come a ways since the days of "[7]Press X to Jason," but that doesn’t mean Heavy
Rain doesn’t deserve credit for pushing the subgenre forward. The mystery of the Origami Killer is legitimately in-
triguing, making Heavy Rain the equivalent of a video game page-turner. By today’s standards the dialogue is a little
hammy, but that doesn’t mean it’s not playable in 2015. In fact, it’s probably a [8]selling point.

24. Shadows of the Damned ([9]buy it here)

Though it sort of got lost when EA’s marketing team sent it out to die with little fanfare, Shadows of the Damned is

much more than its generic name implies. A team effort between former Capcom mastermind Shinji Mikami and No

More Heroes lunatic Suda 51, SotD plays like Resident Evil 4 in a Tim Burton nightmare. Having a solid gameplay

foundation makes it that much more enjoyable to ride along with Garcia Fucking Hotspur (yes, that’s his real name)

and his demon/gun sidekick, Johnson. It’s goofy and more than a little immature, but at least it’s not Resident Evil 6.

23. Infamous 2 ([10]buy it here)

There really should be more open world superhero games, but the corporations that own Superman and Thor are

more than content to keep their capes confined to crappy free-to-play mobile titles. Thankfully we’ve got Infamous

and its sequel, a pair of great games that do a fine job of making you feel like an entirely different kind of thunder

god. Choosing between the first and second game is really a matter of preference, but the improved depth of the

city gives part 2. Plus it has an ending where Zeke finally dies.
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22. BlazBlue Chrono Phantasma Extend ([11]buy it here)

The title makes one thing clear: This is indeed a relatively obscure Japanese series that has seen plenty of iterations.

But the franchise has stuck around so long because at its core, it’s a great fighting game. With dazzling 2D graphics

and an array of fantastical characters, it stands out among the Street Fighters and Mortal Kombats that dominate

the current fighting game scene. Blazblue games have always been a little dense, with combo-heavy systems that

are somewhat comparable to the Marvel Vs. Capcom games. Even so, it’s still easy to hop in with friends and mess

around.

21. LittleBigPlanet 2 ([12]buy it here)

Of all Sony’s new IP in the PS3 era, LittleBigPlanet might be the most innovative. Making and sharing your own

levels just wasn’t a thing on consoles before LBP, much less in the form of an adorable handcrafted world narrated

by Stephen Fry. Years before Mario Maker, LBP gave fans access to thousands upon thousands of hours worth of

user-created content. Series veterans weren’t too happy with the third installment of the series, which featured

some game-breaking bugs and the inability to carry over a substantial amount of DLC from the previous entry. For

now, LBP2 seems to be where the community is, at least until LittleBigGalaxy.

20. Yakuza 4 ([13]buy it here)

Diehard Sega acolytes have been clamoring for another Shenmue sequel for years, but in that time another series
has been chugging along that some believe is a fine substitute. Though admittedly more of a brawler, Yakuza 4 does
feature a smattering of Shenmuian minigames like fishing and pachinko. The story and characters are a bit more
robust than Shenmue too, with over six hours of cutscenes spread across its formidable length. Okay, so the Yakuza
games aren’t really that much like Shenmue, but they’re still a unique little slice of Japanese gaming that we don’t see
too often in the West these days. You could probably start anywhere in the series (3 is on PS3 as well, and 5 came out
at the end of 2015), but many fans agree that Yakuza 4 is probably the strongest entry on the system.

19. Tomb Raider ([14]buy it here)

The "cinematic gameplay" of the Uncharted series influenced scores of games, but that’s not always a bad thing. The
setpiece-driven nature of blockbuster-style video games can and has been used as a solid skeleton for multiple titles.
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In the case of Tomb Raider, the Nathan Drake-ish antics are used more as connective tissue between more open
levels and environments. It’s probably as close to Uncharted 4 as PlayStation fans will get until, well, Uncharted 4.

18. God of War 3 ([15]buy it here)

The God of War series has always hung its hat on spectacle, and this time around it’s 35-gallon cowboy hat filled with
blood and cow intestines. Storywise, it’s important because it finally closes the loop on Kratos’ path of destruction
leading all the way up to his ultimate revenge on his betrayer, Zeus. But really, you’re just here to see terrible things
happen, in quick and gory succession, to everyone but you. It does kind of peak early with the Poseidon fight, but the
rest of God of War III is still a damned good character action game.

17. Virtua Fighter 5 ([16]buy it here)

Street Fighter is more iconic and Tekken is more accessible, but it’s hard to match Virtua Fighter’s special brand of
precise and satisfying gameplay that relies a little less on button mashing. In the fifth (and if we’re being honest,
probably last) entry in the series, the roster has grown to a point where pretty much any playstyle is catered to. If you
don’t feel like tracking down a physical copy, you can always grab the superior VF5: Final Showdown on the cheap
through the PlayStation Network. Showdown has a more complete suite of features and is altogether better than
vanilla VF5, but taking that into consideration for the ranking would be cheating, and we couldn’t possibly do that.

16. Ratchet and Clank: A Crack in Time ([17]buy it here)

Much like superhero games, the once-thriving market for family-friendly platformers has all but dried up outside of
Nintendo. One of the few franchises to carry the torch over into the new generation is Ratchet and Clank, which
saw several entries on PS3. The vibrant, colorful worlds of R+C always looked great, but here they look even better.
Though Tools of Destruction and the downloadable Quest for Booty are by nomeans bad games, the consensus has
landed on A Crack in Time as the best mix of the series wonderful level and weapon designs on the console. Play
long enough and you might eventually forget that they’re making a movie out of the franchise for some reason.

15. Call of Duty: Black Ops II ([18]buy it here)

Advanced Warfare was fun and Call of Duty 4 was groundbreaking, but there can only be one zenith of the franchise.
Though it had a couple bumps here and there, the upward trajectory of the series peaks with BLOPS II, which has
equally memorable campaign and multiplayer suites. The storymode in particular experimentswith branching paths
and alternate endings, the first and so far only CoD to be so bold. The multiplayer managed to hit that crucial sweet
spot between tight gameplay and satisfying progression. These games might blur together for some, but taken on its
own, it’s hard to deny that BLOPS II isn’t a highlight of the generation.

14. Diablo III: Ultimate Evil Edition ([19]buy it here)

For all intents and purposes, Diablo shouldn’t work on a console. The series has been made for PC since day one, no
question. And yet, with the Ultimate Evil Edition of Diablo III, Blizzard somehowmanaged to turn those addictive and
endless clicks into addictive and endless button mashing. What’s more, after the impeccable console tradition you
still get to play Diablo III with the fantastic Reaper of Souls expansion, all from the comfort of your couch. Same-screen
co-op is also a great addition for those playing on TVs, at least before blood is shed over who gets the best loot.

13. MLB: The Show ([20]buy it here)
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Major League Baseball has kind of a funny history with games. For the longest time, no matter which developer had
an exclusive contract, the console makers had a special exception. Meaning that folks like Nintendo can and have
created their own official MLB games like the classic Ken Griffey Jr. series. Though the other two big-leaguers have
squandered this opportunity as of late, Sony has been constantly putting out what many consider to be the best
baseball series of all time. Granted, the MLB 2K series dropped off a couple years ago and made Sony’s franchise the
only game in town, but that doesn’t mean The Show is worth any less to sports fans.

12. Vanquish ([21]buy it here)

For a game that features a guy in a mech suit rocket boosting everywhere while shooting tons of robots, Vanquish
went relatively underplayed. It happens all too often to PlatinumGames; not only are they the mad geniuses behind
Bayonetta, but several key members of the staff worked on cult classics like Okami and Viewtiful Joe. That special
brand of polished but idiosyncratic gaming is all over Vanquish, which has a special move in which you toss a lit
cigarette over your shoulder to throw off heat-seeking robots. This is pure, uncut video games, something that’s
become less and less common in the age of Uncharted.

11. Sleeping Dogs ([22]buy it here)

As open-world games became more prevelant in the PS3/360 generation, they became cluttered with more and more
Stuff. So many GTA wannabes thought that the best idea to outdo the big competish was to plant a bunch of flags
down and create a ton of climbable towers everywhere. But Sleeping Dogs keeps it simple. It creates a place – in
this case, a beautiful rendition of Hong Kong – and sets its own tone. This is a world where hand-to-hand combat
is plentiful, and dropping a car’s engine on someone’s head is common. This is a world where you can jump out
of your car and onto the back of another car with the push of a button. This is a world where you can walk into
a nightclub and your character’s head will start nodding ever so slightly with the music. It’s like a lot of open-world
games you’ve probably already played, but in a way, unlike any other.

10. South Park: The Stick of Truth ([23]buy it here)

No one expected this game to be any good. Pretty much every South Park game up to the Stick of Truth had been,
speaking in technical terms, complete dogshit. But Matt Stone and Trey Parker were smart to choose Obsidian, the
developers behind Fallout: New Vegas, to see through their vision of a South Park game that didn’t completely suck.
But TSoT doesn’t just not suck, it’s in fact a tight Paper Mario-style RPG with a lot of creativity and very little filler.
Best of all is the presentation, which is a shockingly accurate facsimile of the cartoon. This might be the only game
where "it’s like playing the TV show" isn’t an exaggeration.

9. Dead Space 2 ([24]buy it here)

If Dead Space 1 was like the movie Alien, then Dead Space 2 is basically Aliens. Though the sequel still has plenty of
the wretched body horror of the original, DS2 has a bigger focus on action and variety in gameplay sequences. The
zero gravity sequences in particular are a blast, almost the opposite of[25] getting your eyeball stabbed with a giant
needle. It’s probably a matter of preference as to whether you like the first or second game better, but hopefully we
can all agree to ignore Dead Space 3.

8. Ni No Kuni: Wrath of the White Witch ([26]buy it here)
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This is a Studio Ghibli video game. If you know what those words mean, you should probably play Ni No Kuni if
you haven’t already. For those unfamiliar with the movie studio, Ghibli is known for creating the most fantastical,
wondrous and heartwarming animated films to ever come out of Japan. They collaborated with Level 5 to make Ni
No Kuni, which plays a bit like your typical Dragon Quest or Final Fantasy with a few tweaks. If a beautiful JRPG
with charming characters and a stellar soundtrack doesn’t sound like your thing, NNK probably isn’t for you. But you
should at least try out Spirited Away.

7. Batman: Arkham Asylum ([27]buy it here)

Arkham City might have better graphics, more refined combat and a host of other upgrades, but there’s something
about Arkham Asylum that was never matched in sequels. It might have to do with the setting itself; the grounds
of Arkham made for such a compelling but logical labyrinth. Every area you come across is meaningful, designed
with the idea that you’re actually going to see it, as opposed to briefly glide over it like you might in City. That sort
of close-quarters Metroid-like progression is still mostly unique to Asylum, which makes it essential for fans of the
series.

6. XCOM: Enemy Within ([28]buy it here)

Nobody was sure that a new XCOM could work. Hell, the original XCOM team had a hard time coming up with decent
sequels. But Firaxis not only pulled it off, but managed to make a turn-based strategy RPG resemble a horror game.
The locales and encounters are only occasionally spooky, but the real terror here lies in the consequences of making
a wrong move. Building up your squad and watching them grow over a dozen missions, only to have them killed
(permanently) is nothing short of terrifying. Those who have played the game might not admit it, but squealing aloud
when your leader is ambushed is not terribly uncommon. Only a game this great can be as stressful as buying a house.

5. Valkyria Chronicles ([29]buy it here)

Since its release on Steam, over half a million players have learned of the greatness that PS3 diehards have known for
a long time. Set in an alternate version of the mid-20th century, Valkyria Chronicles loosely follows the World War
battles between the totally-not-Allied nations and the definitely-not-Axis powers. Though it’s another strategy RPG,
it’s unlike XCOM in that there aren’t any rigid grids to follow, allowing for increased freedom in combat. All of this
is tied together with some of the best graphics on the system; it’s not cel shaded, but the faded framing and careful
placement of cross-stitching give it a hand-drawn look. Play it on PS3 or play it on Steam – just play it.

4. Metal Gear Solid 4: Guns of the Patriots ([30]buy it here)

Though MGSV came out years later, MGS4 is the real swan song for our hero Snake. It shows everywhere from
the bombastic cutscenes to the labyrinthine plots to the longwinded lectures about war, love and nanomachines.
Everything here is pure Metal Gear, distilled down to its most essential parts. Even if you’re not into director Hideo
Kojima’s trademark storytelling style, the finely-tuned stealth gameplay reaffirms why the series has always been at
the top of the genre. You probably know whether you want to play a Metal Gear game or not, but if you’re new to
this scene, well... bless you. And buckle up.

3. Uncharted 2 ([31]buy it here)
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Uncharted 2 was so good that it’s not that impressive in 2015. Since its release, so many games have cribbed from
every facet of UC2 that going back is like replaying a dozen other games from a dozen other developers. You can’t
really blame anyone for ripping off the setpiece driven action or the snarky dialogue or the seamless gameplay-to-
cutscene transitions. Uncharted 2 was the first of a new type of game, the blockbuster action title. While it’s true that
many have tried to replicate its success (including Naughty Dog themselves with Uncharted 3), none have managed
to capture that magic of sliding down that collapsing building, or jumping between those trucks in the epic car chase.
Even if you’ve played other games like it, UC2 is well worth playing, if only to pay your respects.

2. The Last of Us ([32]buy it here)

For those who played through The Last of Us, that image should make you cringe on the inside. Getting torn apart by
a clicker (one of the game’s brutal post-apocalyptic fungus zombies) only takes a couple seconds, but over the course
of the game you spend hours dreading that moment. While the game is the right kind of stressful when it comes
to combat (whether with zombies or humans), the story is what sets The Last of Us apart from the rest of the pack.
The basic plot – a man takes a girl across the country in the apocalypse – is pretty simple, but it’s the way that these
characters interact, and how they change (and maybe don’t change) throughout the course of the game that will
stick with you. TLOU even makes you ponder the ethical and moral implications of your trademark Video Game Man
murdering tons of people before hitting you with one of the biggest gut-punch endings in any game. It’s also available
on PS4, but the PS3 will emotionally cripple you just fine.

1. Demon’s Souls ([33]buy it here)

If someone asks you what Demons’ Souls is, you can say any number of things. It’s an action RPG. It’s a hardcore
medieval survival game. It’s a horror game with swords. It’s a Japanese torture device designed to wring the deter-
mination and will out of anyone foolish enough to play it. All of those are viable answers. But most of all, Demons’
Souls is a video game. When people first played it all that time ago, it rekindled something they hadn’t felt since they
were kids. Yes, it’s on a new console in 3D, but it has that same kind of harsh but fair difficulty that is rarely seen in
the handholdy movie-like games (like you know, Uncharted 2). Demon’s Souls isn’t for everyone; in fact, it’s one of
the least-accessible games on this list. But if you stick with it and play by the rules, it’s as rewarding as they come.
And that’s what we play games for.

1. http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0050SWNZW/ref=s9_simh_gw_g63_i1_r?ie=UTF8&fpl=fresh&pf_rd_m=ATVPDKIKX0DER
&pf_rd_s=&pf_rd_r=1MRVGQM1CMEV50DKN4E1&pf_rd_t=36701&
2. http://www.amazon.com/Killzone-2-Playstation-3/dp/B000FQBF1M?ie=UTF8&keywords=killzone%202&qid=1465322794
&ref_=sr_1_1&s=videogames&sr=1-1/?tag=colleg094-20
3. http://www.amazon.com/50-Cent-Blood-Sand-Playstation-3/dp/B0019VMGNS?ie=UTF8&keywords=50%20cent%20blood%2
0in%20the%20sand%20ps3&qid=1465322953&ref_=sr_1_3&s=vid
4. http://www.amazon.com/3D-Dot-Game-Heroes-Playstation-3/dp/B002I0J45C?ie=UTF8&keywords=3d%20dot%20game%20h
eroes&qid=1465323054&ref_=sr_1_1&sr=8-1/?tag=colleg094-
5. http://www.amazon.com/Sid-Meiers-Civilization-Revolution-Playstation-3/dp/B000WMEEBC?ie=UTF8&keywords=civ
ilization%20revolution&qid=1465323146&ref_=sr_1_2&sr=8-
6. http://www.amazon.com/Heavy-Rain-Directors-Cut-sony-playstation3/dp/B005YR308S?ie=UTF8&keywords=heavy%20r
ain%20ps3&qid=1465323268&ref_=sr_1_1&sr=8-1/?tag=colleg
7. https://youtu.be/efZ0n2jpPJw?t=2m55s
8. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0t0uCWjQ6Og
9. http://www.amazon.com/Shadows-Damned-Playstation-3/dp/B00432O50W?ie=UTF8&keywords=shadows%20of%20the%20da
mned&qid=1465323305&ref_=sr_1_1&sr=8-1/?tag=colleg094-2
10. http://www.amazon.com/Infamous-2-Playstation-3/dp/B002I0GX88?ie=UTF8&keywords=infamous%202&qid=1465323535
&ref_=sr_1_1&sr=8-1/?tag=colleg094-20
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17. http://www.amazon.com/Ratchet-Clank-Future-Crack-Time-Playstation/dp/B00275A7LI?ie=UTF8&keywords=ratchet%
20and%20clank%20ps3&qid=1465325621&ref_=sr_1_5&sr=8-5/?
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23. http://www.amazon.com/South-Park-Stick-Truth-Playstation-3/dp/B006IOAHPK?ie=UTF8&keywords=south%20park%20
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25. https://youtu.be/9crCGMh4j9g?t=1m41s
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Russia’s Hypersonic 7680MPH Nuclear Glider Armed With ICBMs Almost Ready (2017-04-26 09:15)

After launching initial tests on Russia’s first futuristic glider last year as part of Russia’s Project 4202, the aircraft
believed to be the Yu-74 is “ready for action” reports Britain’s Daily Star. The glider can travel at a speed of Mach 10
(7,680MPH or 12,3560kmh) and will reportedly be fit with RS-28 Sarmat intercontinental ballistic missiles although
details about the glider’s specifications remain top secret. In April, US military officials confirmed the existence of
Russia’s deadly hypersonic glider. Considered a first in a growing aviation arms race, both the US and China are now
hurrying to develop comparable hypersonic gliders equipped with nuclear intercontinental ballistic missiles increasing
the defense gap between the military superpowers and the rest of the world. Former U.S. National Security Agency
contractor Edward Snowden. The report on the development of Russia’s hypersonic glider comes at a time when
Moscow’s relations with the West approach a historic tipping point driven most recently by accusations that President
Vladimir Putin is attempting to intervene in the US political election after Hillary Clinton’s campaign hurled a desperate
allegation that the WikiLeaks file dump exposing her own bid, joined by the media and Democratic Party officials, to
subvert the 2016 presidential election was all a plot of the Russians. The splurge of Russophobia appears to have
spilled over into defense relations with feverish assaults on Moscow’s strategy in Syria of stabilizing the Assad regime
at least as long as necessary to root out Daesh and other jihadist elements in addition to renewed struggle in Crimea
after Ukrainian forces were thwarted in a terror plot, an incident that has brought Moscow and Kiev to the brink.
M142 High Mobility Artillery Rocket System (HIMARS), a multiple rocket launcher There does appear to be a bit of
opportunism in the reporting of Russia’s defense capabilities by Western media outlets with recent leaks claiming that
NATO would be outgunned by the Moscow military machine if a conflict were to ensue in a transparent effort to lobby
for increased defense appropriations to further subsidize the Western military-industrial complex. Although the latest
report by Britain’s Daily Star may be in line with this vein of exaggerating the threat of Russia, Moscow’s program of
hypersonic military capabilities has been an open secret and similar reports about the incredible capabilities of the
experimental Yu-74 have been detailed by defense analytics webspite Ostkraft.ru which determined that the aircraft’s
outstanding maneuverability and high speeds would render NATO’s missile defense systems and the US THAAD shield
useless.

NASA Under Fire Again for Editing Footage to ’Cover-Up’ Alien Cube (2017-04-26 09:21)

A distinct square shape much larger than the Earth was once again spotted on two different cameras 25 hours apart
earlier this week. UFO hunters spotted the mystery cube and uploaded it to the web leading many to speculate that
it was an unidentified flying object that latched onto the orbit of the solar system. The first video footage was shot on
NASA’s Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) cameras EIT 195 and EIT 171. Alien enthusiast and founder of UFO
Sightings Daily Scott C Waring said the pictures were absolute proof that the cube was more than a pixilation glitch
and are actually indicative of a floating celestial body.  "This is evidence that the cube is really there and is a large
skid object bigger than the earth," claims Waring. "The cube is in the same location in both photos." Still others claim
that the image of a black cube is actually a censor imposed by NASA to shield the presence of an orbiting UFO from
the knowledge of the general public. In this undated artist’s rendition released by the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) showing the Falcon Hypersonic Technology Vehicle 2 (HTV-2) Feeding into this controversy
is the fact that the downloadable images from SOHO’s website now exclude the black cube with some accusing NASA
of airbrushing the image to provide a clear background. This isn’t the first time this year that NASA has come under
fire from UFO hunters accusing the agency of doctoring images to conceal the truth from the public eye. One month
ago, NASA was forced to deny a cover up when they cut a live feed at the moment a strange object appeared near the
International Space Station, but several discerning UFO hunters were able to capture a picture of the blurry diamond-
shaped structure before the video feed broke.
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Lockheed Falcon Mach 6 hypersonic glide vehicle (2017-04-26 10:04)

Lockheed Announces It’s Going to Build a Mach 6 Warplane Lockheed Martin CEO Marillyn Hewson announced on
Tuesday that the aerospace company has made "several breakthroughs" on a hypersonic warplane that could reach
Mach 6, known as the Hypersonic Test Vehicle 3X, or HTV-3X. The growing research in hypersonic flight is part of the
DARPA Falcon Project, an effort to develop hypersonic vehicles capable of performing airstrikes anywhere in the world
within one hour, a military goal known as Prompt Global Strike (PGS). In her statement at Lockheed Martin’s annual
media day, Hewson discussed multiple hypersonic projects. Lockheed Martin has a legacy of making fast aircraft,
such as those in DARPA’s Hypersonic Test Vehicle programs. We accomplished several breakthroughs on HTV-3X. And
we’re now producing a controllable, low-drag, aerodynamic configuration capable of stable operation from take-off,
to sub-sonic, trans-sonic, super-sonic, and hypersonic to Mach 6. And most importantly, we’re proving a hypersonic
aircraft can be produced at an affordable price. We estimate it will cost less than $1 billion dollars to develop, build,
and fly a demonstrator aircraft the size of an F-22. The other DARPA program, the HTV-2, has demonstrated robust
and stable aerodynamically controlled flight at speeds greater than Mach 20. The HTV-2 and HTV-3X are proposed
unmanned transonic aircraft that could perform long-distance airstrikes. The HTV-2 has been part of two launch tests,
but the HTV-3X program was put on hold due to budget shortages in 2008. The HTV-2 is an experimental aircraft
that is capable of achieving Mach 20 speeds, or about 13,000 miles per hour, after being launched on a rocket. Two
HTV-2 launch tests were conducted, one in 2010 and one in 2011. After the second launch on a Minotaur IV rocket
in 2011, the HTV-2 successfully hit speeds between Mach 17 and Mach 22 before crashing into the Pacific as a safety
precaution. The HTV-3X, referred to as Blackswift before the project stalled out in 2008, differs from the HTV-2 in
that it would take off and land conventionally rather than be launched by rocket. The HTV-3X would be the size of
a conventional fighter jet. Lockheed is also working on a hypersonic spy plane that was announced in 2013. The
SR-72 is designed to fly at Mach 6, twice as fast as Lockheed’s famous SR-71 Blackbird which was retired from military
service in 1998. The 2013 announcement suggested that flight tests for the SR-72 could happen as soon as 2018.
It’s difficult to say when we might see flight tests for the HTV-3X, or what the "several breakthroughs" are that have
encouraged Lockheed to return to the project after an eight-year hiatus. But clearly the Pentagon is committed to
developing transonic flight for the military, and Lockheed has responded. Military Research Lockheed Martin HTV-2
HTV-3X Hypersonic Test Vehicle DARPA Lockheed to Build a Mach 20 Hypersonic Weapon System Lockheed Martin
to Build Orion Craft (CEV) Lockheed Is Using These Augmented Reality Glasses to Build Fighter Jets Sharp and JVC to
Build Blu-ray into TVs, Samsung Announces Wall-Mounted Blu-ray Uber Dreams of Flying Taxis, But Who’s Going to
Build Them? Porsche Is Really Going To Build This Stunning Electric Car

Scientists Claim To Have Found 234 Alien Civilizations (2017-04-30 13:32)

Aliens are like buses, you spend ages waiting for one and then 234 come along at once. Or at least, that’s what
two astronomers from the Laval University in Quebec are suggesting. Ermanno Borra and his graduate student Eric
Trottier have analyzed over 2.5 million stars and galaxies for pulses of light emitted at regular intervals and discovered
it in 234 stars similar in size to our Sun. The team believes that alien civilizations are behind those signals. The
researchers looked at the Fourier Transform (FT) of the light spectrum. The FT is a mathematical tool that allows us
to work out where the components of a signal come from. If the light is a milkshake, by using the FT you get the
recipe. The FT analysis has found periodic modulated components which, according to the scientists, are caused by
the super quick light pulses (less than a trillionth of a second) generated by Extraterrestrial Intelligence (ETI). In the
paper, available from the Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific, they discard every other explanation
such as instrumental effects, rotation of molecules, rapid stellar pulsations, and peculiar chemistry. “We find that
the detected signals have exactly the shape of an ETI signal predicted in the previous publication and are therefore
in agreement with this hypothesis,” the researchers wrote in the paper. “The fact that they are only found in a very
small fraction of stars within a narrow spectral range centered near the spectral type of the Sun is also in agreement
with the ETI hypothesis.” These superfast pulses will have to be generated by incredibly powerful lasers, like the one
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at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Interestingly, in previous publications Borra has stated that this area
of astronomy is the least explored, which raises the question on why these aliens would all decide to communicate
in such a complicated and energy-consuming way. The researchers admit that although they believe aliens is the
most likely explanation, this is yet to be confirmed. The Stephen Hawking-backed project Breakthrough Listen will
conduct follow-up observations of these 234 stars, but the team at UC Berkeley, where the project’s science program
is based, invite people to be skeptical. “The one in 10,000 objects with unusual spectra seen by Borra and Trottier
are certainly worthy of additional study. However, extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence. It is too early
to unequivocally attribute these purported signals to the activities of extraterrestrial civilizations,” the Breakthrough
Listen team said in a statement.

New Antarctica Pyramid location of spaceship station (2017-04-30 17:07)

From a pyramid created by a lost civilisation to a staircase built by aliens, Antarctica has been a hotspot for sightings
by UFO hunters in recent months.

Now, in their latest bizarre claim, alien enthusiasts claim they have spotted ET’s ship hidden in a cave in the South
Pole.

Their ’discovery’, made from what they claim are Google Earth satellite images, was described as ’final proof of secret
technology’ on Antarctica.

Scroll down for video
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From a pyramid created by a lost civilisation to a staircase built by aliens, Antarctica has been a hotspot for sightings
by UFO hunters. Now, in their latest bizarre claim, alien enthusiasts claim they have spotted ET’s ship hidden in a cave
in the South Pole

The claim has been made by a YouTube channel called Secure Team based in Cleveland, Ohio.

They zoomed in on a mountainous region of the South Pole and found what they believe to to be a disc in a cave.

RELATED ARTICLES
’This is a bombshell discovery and one of the most obvious unnatural and anomalous structures we have found at the
South Pole,’ Secure Team said.

This follows another claim earlier this month that there is a giant staircase in Antarctica.

[1]

The ’discovery’, made from what they claim are Google Earth satellite images, was described as ’final proof of secret
technology’ on Antarctica.

An image has surfaced which is alleged to be a satellite image of the Antarctic, and believers in extra-terrestrial life
claim it could prove aliens are visiting Earth.

The picture was posted on a UFO and conspiracy theory forum.

The image was posted online by an anonymous member on the forum [2]Godlike Productions, along with a message.

’This morning, in the work van, we were talking about conspiracies, and one of them were about so many big names
going to Antarctica out of the blue,’ the message read.

’I was bored so I pulled out Google Earth for a while, just exploring, when I came across something that looked like a
giant staircase.

’Anyone have an idea what it is? Just a glitch with satellite cameras? Or something more?’

Others offered more logical explanations, like an anomaly with the lens or snow dunes.
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The latest in a series of bizarre claims by conspiracy theorists says there is a giant staircase in Antarctica. An image has
surfaced which is alleged to be a satellite image of the Antarctic, and believers in extra-terrestrial life claim it could
prove aliens are visiting Earth

Some doubted the origin of the image, which the poster claimed was from Google Earth, because the user did not
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provide co-ordinates

A YouTube channel called SecureTeam10 found the co-ordinates of the image (pictured)

Another image of a ’dome’ in Antarctica sparked claims there was once a civilisation living in the frozen continent.

The picture, which was said to be from Google Earth, showed an oval-shaped structure that is believed be 400 foot
(121 metres) across.

Some claimed the structure is ’evidence’ that a human civilisation once lived in the South Pole, while others said it
may be a natural phenomenon.
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A Google Earth image of Antarctica has sparked claims of evidence there was once a civilisation living in the frozen
continent. The picture shows an oval-shaped structure that conspiracy theorists claim to be 400 foot (121 metres)
across

’What if, in the distant past, when Earth –and Antarctica— was much different then today, an ancient civilization
developed there, creating fascinating structures, monuments and temples there?’ a post on [3]Ancient Code says.

The post says scientists initially thought the discovery could be a sastrugi – a natural phenomenon formed by years of
battering by strong, freezing winds and heavy snowfalll.

The post says scientists initially thought the discovery could be a sastrugi – a natural phenomenon formed by years of
battering by strong, freezing winds and heavy snowfall. Pictured are sastrugi in a radar image around the south edge
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of Lake Vostok in Antarctica

Another strange theory surfaced last year, claiming that there is a mysterious pyramid in the Antarctic had emerged.

Conspiracy theorists have posted a video on YouTube, in which they claim that US Secretary of State, John Kerry, visited
Antarctica last week to visit an ’alien base’ within the pyramid.

The video suggests that the images have been taken from Google Earth, but it is unclear whether they have been
edited.

The [4]video was posted by Third Phase of the Moon, a YouTube channel that regularly posts conspiracy theories on
aliens.

It showed a pyramid-like structure in the snow, with a Google Earth-type label and pin.

The label reads ’Antartica Pyramid’ – a misspelling of Antarctica, which suggests that image might have been doctored.

Responses to the video were varied, with some users backing-up the claims, such as James Jason, who commented:
’Excellent report Third Phase, I also believe things are about to get very dramatic, and that is for everyone on our
planet.’

But others dismissed it, such as Gordon Anderson, who said: ’I have spent a LOT of time on snow covered mountains-
skiing down, and this looks natural to me - not man made anyway!’
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A strange theory claiming that there is a mysterious pyramid in the Antarctic emerged last year. Conspiracy theorists
posted a video on YouTube, in which they claimed US Secretary of State, John Kerry, visited Antarctica last week to
visit an ’alien base’ within the pyramid

Others joked John Kerry was there for other reasons, such as Daniel Schultz, who commented: ’ #27 on his bucket
list, fly to Antarctica and make ’snow angels’ where no man has gone before.’

It is unclear what the structure could be, but it looks similar to a nunatak – a natural mountain peak that juts up above
glaciers.

Nigel Watson, author of the UFO Investigations Manual, told MailOnline: ’Pictures of the pyramid structures are
either photoshopped, cropped pictures to make the mountains look more like pyramids or simply pictures of natural
formations called nunataks.

’They are mountainous formations created by shifting glaciers and erosion, not by laser zapping aliens.’

Pyramids are often an area of interest for conspiracy theorists.
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It is unclear what the structure could be, but it looks similar to a nunatak – a natural mountain peak that juts up above
glaciers
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It shows a pyramid-like structure in the snow, with a Google Maps-type label and pin. The label reads ’Antartica
Pyramid’ – a misspelling of Antarctica, which suggests that image might have been doctored

In October last year, a video posted on YouTube claimed there was a crystal pyramid beneath the Bermuda Triangle,
which was to blame for the disappearance of several planes and ships in the area.

Mr Watson added: ’There is always a mystique about pyramid structures.

’Back in the 1970s there were many claims that such objects could preserve food, generate health benefits and even
keep razors sharp.’

1. https://www.blogger.com/null
2. https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=5&ved=0ahUKEwj20tm5hbjRAhUdc1AKHfReA6UQFgg
xMAQ&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.godlikeproductions.com%2Ffor
3. http://www.ancient-code.com/evidence-of-ancient-civilization-on-antarctica-strange-oval-shaped-structure-
spotted-in-satellite-imagery/
4. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=okYATktqB5E

US Marines sent to explore Ancient Pyramids discovered in Antarctica !!! (2017-04-30 17:53)

April 25 2017

[1]

April 2017 - Antarctica, Canadian area. Leaked videos shows US Marines deplyed in Antarctica to explore ancient
pyramids discovered by US and european researchers in 2012.

Watch the VIDEO HERE !
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Three ancient pyramids have been discovered in the Antarctic in 2014 by a team of American and European scientists.

The only reliable information provided by the scientists was that they were planning an expedition to the pyramids to
research them more thoroughly and determine for sure whether the structures were artificial or natural. No details
about the time frame of the expedition were offered. But today we believe that US authorities lost contact with the
expedition. That would explain the use of military power in Antarctica...

What is hiding in the ancient pyramids of Antarctica ?

Who built them ? What is their secret ?

Can it be possible that Antarctica was once warm enough in the recent past to actually have had an ancient civilization
living there?

And even more perplexing is the question of if an advanced culture did develop there, are there any structures still
remaining that are buried underneath the ice ?

The shocking discovery of ancient man-made pyramids under the thick ice and snow of Antarctica would change our
perception of human history forever.

Scholars and Egyptologists have long suspected that the Sphynx is far older than first estimated, possibly over 10,000
years old.Scientists discovered that evidence of water erosion on the ancient statue, still the world’s largest, tells a
story of climate change from rainy hot jungle to desert in afew thousand short years.

If the climate in Egypt changed this quickly, is it not equally possible that the Antarctic climate could have also changed
drastically in the same time?Legends speak of pyramids in the Antarctica, of the lost city of Atlantis being covered not
just under water, but encased in ice.

[2]

[3]
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[4]

[5]
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Report shows US in danger of falling behind in hypersonics (2017-05-02 10:33)

Four years ago, the US was on the brink of developing a new family of hypersonic weapons, based on the X-51A. Now,
a classified report has come out that states the US is in very real danger of falling farther and farther behind in the
quest for hypersonic weapons systems. Both Russia and China have tested new hypersonic vehicles, multiple times,
and have others under development. Meanwhile the US doesn’t plan to fly another vehicle until 2019, if it stays on
schedule, and doesn’t plan full rate development until the 2030 timeframe.

Less than four years ago, it seemed that the U.S. Air Force was on the brink of developing the first
generation of air-breathing high-speed strike weapons following the success of the experimental
scramjet-powered Boeing X-51A. Now a classified report warns that the U.S. may be losing its lead in
hypersonics to China and Russia.

Although parallel research on hypersonic glide vehicles under DARPA’s HTV-2 program suffered
failures in 2010 and 2011, the Air Force by 2013 appeared enthusiastic about weaponizing the maturing
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air-breathing technology demonstrated in the X-51A flight tests. After more than five decades of
development and testing in high-speed flight, the U.S. finally looked set to become the undisputed
leader in hypersonics.

Fixing the Navy will take far more than money (2017-05-02 10:41)

While plans have been announced to increase the US Naval fleet to 350 ships, it will take a lot more than money to
fix what’s wrong with our current Navy. As it stands now, [1]almost 2/3rds of Navy F-18s are grounded, as many
as six submarines are facing decertification, maintenance is being canceled on ships, or is running long when it’s done.

As bad as that is, there’s a far bigger problem with the Navy. Ethics. The problem is being seen in all services,
but in the last 20 years, the Navy has taken its increasing lack of ethics to staggering new heights.

One only has to see how many commanders have been relieved in recent years to see something is going on.
But then the 7th Fleet, and Naval Surface Warfare Medical Institute cheating scandal truly drove home how bad the
situation has become.

During the cheating scandal, 31 students were kicked out of the school, 13 were discharged, and two leaders
were fired. Investigators uncovered text messages between students involved talking about corrupting students not
involved, to prevent them from blowing the whistle.

Until the Navy fixes their ethics problems fixing the fleet is like putting a band aid on a gunshot wound.

1. http://www.defensenews.com/articles/grounded-nearly-two-thirds-of-us-navys-strike-fighters-cant-fly

Donald Trump political views (2017-05-03 22:27)

Donald Trump is an American businessman, television personality, and the 45th President of the United States.

Trump’s proposals include elements from across the political spectrum. For example, he has proposed sizable
income tax cuts and deregulation consistent with conservative (Republican Party) policies, along with significant
infrastructure investment and protection for entitlements for the elderly, typically considered liberal (Democratic
Party) policies. His anti-globalization policies of trade protectionism and immigration reduction cross party lines.[1]
Trump has said that he is "totally flexible on very, very many issues."[2] Trump’s "signature issue" is illegal immigra-
tion,[3] and in particular building or expanding a border wall between the U.S. and Mexico.[4] As of October 2016,
Trump’s campaign had posted fourteen categories of policy proposals on his website.[5] During October 2016, Trump
outlined a series of steps for his first 100 days in office.[6]

Trump’s political positions, and his descriptions of his beliefs, have frequently changed.[13] Politico has described his
positions as "eclectic, improvisational and often contradictory."[14] According to an NBC News count, over the course
of his campaign Trump made "141 distinct shifts on 23 major issues."[15] Fact-checking organizations reported that
during the campaign, Trump made a record number of false statements compared to other candidates.[19]

Political affiliation and ideology
In his own words
Trump speaking at the Conservative Political Action Conference (CPAC) in 2015.
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Trump registered as a Republican in Manhattan in 1987 and since that time has changed his party affiliation
five times. In 1999, Trump changed his party affiliation to the Independence Party of New York. In August 2001,
Trump changed his party affiliation to Democratic. In September 2009, Trump changed his party affiliation back to
the Republican Party. In December 2011, Trump changed to "no party affiliation" (i.e., independent). In April 2012,
Trump again returned to the Republican Party.[20]

In a 2004 interview, Trump told CNN’s Wolf Blitzer: "In many cases, I probably identify more as Democrat," ex-
plaining: "It just seems that the economy does better under the Democrats than the Republicans. Now, it shouldn’t
be that way. But if you go back, I mean it just seems that the economy does better under the Democrats ... But
certainly we had some very good economies under Democrats, as well as Republicans. But we’ve had some pretty
bad disaster under the Republicans."[21] In a July 2015 interview, Trump said that he has a broad range of political
positions and that "I identify with some things as a Democrat."[20]

During his 2016 campaign for the presidency, Trump has consistently described the state of the United States
in bleak terms, referring to it as a nation in dire peril that is plagued by lawlessness, poverty, and violence, constantly
under threat, and at risk at having "nothing, absolutely nothing, left."[22][23] In accepting the Republican nomina-
tion for president, Trump said that "I alone can fix" the system,[24] and pledged that if elected, "Americanism, not
globalism, will be our credo."[23] He has described himself as a "law and order" candidate and "the voice" of "the
forgotten men and women."[25] Although Trump was the Republican nominee, he has signaled that the official party
platform, adopted at the 2016 Republican National Convention, diverges from his own views.[26]

According to a Washington Post tally, Trump made some 282 campaign promises over the course of his 2016
campaign.[27]
As described by others

Trump’s political positions are widely viewed as populist.[28][29] Among academics, political writers, and pun-
dits, Trump and his politics have been classified in greater detail, but in varying ways. Politicians and pundits alike
have referred to Trump’s populism, anti-free trade and anti-immigrant stances as "Trumpism".[30][31]

Liberal economist and columnist Paul Krugman disputes that Trump is a populist, arguing that his policies fa-
vor the rich over those less well off.[32] Harvard Kennedy School political scientist Pippa Norris has described Trump
as a "populist authoritarian" analogous to European parties such as the Swiss People’s Party, Austrian Freedom Party,
Swedish Democrats, and Danish People’s Party.[33] Columnist Walter Shapiro and political commentator Jonathan
Chait describe Trump as authoritarian.[34][35] Conservative commentator Mary Katharine Ham characterized Trump
as a "casual authoritarian," saying "he is a candidate who has happily and proudly spurned the entire idea of limits
on his power as an executive and doesn’t have any interest in the Constitution and what it allows him to do and what
does not allow him to do. That is concerning for people who are interested in limited government."[36] Charles C. W.
Cooke of the National Review has expressed similar views, terming Trump an "anti-constitutional authoritarian."[37]
Libertarian journalist Nick Gillespie, by contrast, calls Trump "populist rather than an authoritarian".[38]

Legal experts spanning the political spectrum, including many conservative and libertarian scholars, have sug-
gested that "Trump’s blustery attacks on the press, complaints about the judicial system and bold claims of
presidential power collectively sketch out a constitutional worldview that shows contempt for the First Amendment,
the separation of powers and the rule of law."[39] Law professors Randy E. Barnett, Richard Epstein, and David G.
Post, for example, suggest that Trump has little or no awareness of, or commitment to, the constitutional principles
of separation of powers and federalism.[39] Law professor Ilya Somin believes that Trump "poses a serious threat
to the press and the First Amendment," citing Trump’s proposal to expand defamation laws to make it easier to
sue journalists and his remark that Washington Post owner Jeff Bezos would "have problems" if Trump was elected
president.[39] Anthony D. Romero, the executive director of the American Civil Liberties Union, wrote in an op-ed
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published in the Washington Post in July 2016 that "Trump’s proposed policies, if carried out, would trigger a
constitutional crisis. By our reckoning, a Trump administration would violate the First, Fourth, Fifth and Eighth
amendments if it tried to implement his most controversial plans."[40]

Republican opinion journalist Josh Barro terms Trump a "moderate Republican," saying that except on immigration,
his views are "anything but ideologically rigid, and he certainly does not equate deal making with surrender."[41]
MSNBC host Joe Scarborough says Trump is essentially more like a "centrist Democrat" on social issues.[42] Journalist
and political analyst John Heilemann has characterized Trump as liberal on social issues,[43] while conservative talk
radio host and political commentator Rush Limbaugh says that Heilemann is seeing in Trump what he wants to see.[44]

John Cassidy of the New Yorker writes that Trump seeks to make the Republican Party "into a more populist,
nativist, avowedly protectionist, and semi-isolationist party that is skeptical of immigration, free trade, and military
interventionism."[45] Washington Post editorial page editor Fred Hiatt and College of the Holy Cross political scientist
Donald Brand describe Trump as a nativist.[46][47] Rich Lowry, the editor of National Review, instead calls Trump
an "immigration hawk" and supports Trump’s effort to return immigration levels to what Trump calls a "historically
average level".[48] Trump is a protectionist, according to free-market advocate Stephen Moore and conservative
economist Lawrence Kudlow.[49]

Historian Joshua M. Zeitz wrote in 2016 that Trump’s appeals to "law and order" and "the silent majority"
were comparable to the dog-whistle and racially-coded terminology of Richard Nixon.[50]
Scales and rankings
Crowdpac

In 2015, Crowdpac gave Trump a ranking of 0.4L out of 10L.[clarification needed] In 2016, Crowdpac gave
Trump a ranking of 5.1C out of 10C, shifting him more to the conservatism spectrum.[51]
On the Issues

The organization and website On the Issues has classified Trump in a variety of ways over time: as a "mod-
erate populist" (2003);[52] a "liberal-leaning populist" (2003–2011);[53] a "moderate populist conservative"
(2011–2012);[54] a "libertarian-leaning conservative" (2012–2013);[55] a "moderate conservative" (2013–2014);[56]
a "libertarian-leaning conservative" (2014–2015);[57] a "hard-core conservative" (2015);[58] a "libertarian-leaning
conservative" (2015–2016);[58][59] and a "moderate conservative" (2016–present).[60]
Domestic policy
Trump signs the Republican loyalty pledge: If Trump does not become the Republican Party nominee for the 2016
general election he pledges to support whomever the nominee may be, and to not run as a third-party candidate.
Trump and supporters at a rally in Muscatine, Iowa, January 2016. Multiple supporters hold up signs stating "The
silent majority stands with Trump."
Campaign finance

While Trump has repeatedly expressed support for "the idea of campaign finance reform,"[61][62] he has not
outlined specifics of his actual views on campaign-finance regulation.[61][63][64] For example, Trump has not
said whether he favors public financing of elections or caps on expenditures of campaigns, outside groups, and
individuals.[61]

During the Republican primary race, Trump on several occasions accused his Republican opponents of being
bound to their campaign financiers, and asserted that anyone (including Trump himself) could buy their policies
with donations.[65] He called super PACs a "scam" and "a horrible thing".[61][66] In October 2015, he said, "All
Presidential candidates should immediately disavow their Super PACs. They’re not only breaking the spirit of the law
but the law itself."[67]
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Having previously touted the self-funding of his campaign as a sign of his independence from the political es-
tablishment and big donors, Trump reversed course and started to fundraise in early May 2016.[68][69][70] While
Trump systematically disavowed pro-Trump super PACs earlier in the race, he stopped doing so from early May
2016.[67]
Civil servants

According to Chris Christie (leader of Trump’s White House transition team), Trump would, if elected President, seek
to purge the federal government of officials appointed by Obama and could ask Congress to pass legislation making
it easier to fire public workers.[71]
Disabled people

Trump has provided "little detail regarding his positions on disability-related policies," and his campaign web-
site makes no mention of disabled people.[72][73][74] As of June 1, 2016, Trump had not responded to the issue
questionnaire of the nonpartisan disability group RespectAbility.[72] Trump attracted criticism for mocking the
physical disability of New York Times investigative reporter Serge Kovaleski, who suffers from arthrogryposis.[75]
Trump has denied mocking Kovaleski’s disability and has claimed that he did not know of it; fact-checkers, however,
have found Trump’s claims to be implausible or false.[76][77][78]
District of Columbia statehood

In August 2015, Trump said that if he were president, he would consider the possibility of statehood for the
District of Columbia, and would favor "whatever’s best for them."[79] In an interview with the Washington Post in
March 2016, Trump said that though he didn’t yet have a position on statehood, it would be something that "I don’t
think I’d be inclined to do". He also said that "having representation would be okay".[80]
Education
2016 campaign

Trump has stated his support for school choice and local control for primary and secondary schools. On school choice
he’s commented, "Our public schools are capable of providing a more competitive product than they do today. Look
at some of the high school tests from earlier in this century and you’ll wonder if they weren’t college-level tests. And
we’ve got to bring on the competition—open the schoolhouse doors and let parents choose the best school for their
children. Education reformers call this school choice, charter schools, vouchers, even opportunity scholarships. I call
it competition—the American way."[81]

Trump has blasted the Common Core State Standards Initiative, calling it a "total disaster".[82][83] Trump has
asserted that Common Core is "education through Washington D.C.", a claim which Politifact and other journal-
ists have rated "false", since the adoption and implementation of Common Core is a state choice, not a federal
one.[82][83]

Trump has stated that Ben Carson will be "very much involved in education" under a Trump presidency.[84]
Carson rejects the theory of evolution, believes that "home-schoolers do the best, private schoolers next best,
charter schoolers next best, and public schoolers worst"; he said that he wanted to "take the federal bureaucracy out
of education."[85]

Trump has proposed redirecting $20 billion in existing federal spending to block grants to states to give poor
children vouchers to attend a school of their family’s choice (including a charter school, private school, or online
school).[86][87] Trump did not explain where the $20 billion in the federal budget would come from.[86] Trump
stated that "Distribution of this grant will favor states that have private school choice and charter laws."[86]
Presidency

As president, Trump chose Republican financier Betsy DeVos, a prominent Michigan charter school advocate,
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as Secretary of Education.[88] The nomination was highly controversial;[89] Washington Post education writer
Valerie Strauss wrote that "DeVos was considered the most controversial education nominee in the history of the
nearly 40-year-old Education Department."[90] On the confirmation vote the Senate split 50-50 (along party lines,
with two Republican senators joining all Democratic senators to vote against confirmation). Vice President Mike
Pence used his tie-breaking vote to confirm the nomination, the first time in U.S. history that this has occurred.[88]
Eminent domain

Trump has called eminent domain "wonderful" and repeatedly asked the government to invoke it on his be-
half during past development projects.[91][92]
Food safety

In September 2016, Trump posted a list on his web site of regulations that he would eliminate. The list in-
cluded what it called the "FDA Food Police" and mentioned the Food and Drug Administration’s rules governing
"farm and food production hygiene" and "food temperatures".[93] The factsheet provided by Trump mirrored a May
report by the conservative Heritage Foundation.[94] It was replaced later that month and the new factsheet did not
mention the FDA.[93]
Native Americans
Further information: Native Americans in the United States

Colman McCarthy of the Washington Post wrote in 1993 that in testimony given that year to the House Natu-
ral Resources subcommittee on Native American Affairs, Trump "devoted much of his testimony to bad-mouthing
Indians and their casinos," asserted that "organized crime is rampant on Indian reservations" and that "if it continues
it will be the biggest scandal ever." Trump offered no evidence in support of his claim, and testimony from the FBI’s
organized crime division, the Justice Department’s criminal division, and the IRS’s criminal investigation division
did not support Trump’s assertion.[95] Representative George Miller, a Democrat who was the chairman of the
Natural Resources Committee at the time, stated: "In my 19 years in Congress, I’ve never heard more irresponsible
testimony."[95]

Trump bankrolled in 2000 a set of anti-Indian gaming ads in upstate New York that featured "a dark photo-
graph showing hypodermic needles and drug paraphernalia," a warning that "violent criminals were coming to
town," and an accusation that the St. Regis Mohawks had a "record of criminal activity."[96] The ad—aimed at
stopping the construction of a casino in the Catskills that might hurt Trump’s own Atlantic City casinos[97]—was
viewed as "incendiary" and racially charged, and at the time local tribal leaders, in response, bought a newspaper ad
of their own to denounce the "smear" and "racist and inflammatory rhetoric" of the earlier ad.[96] The ads attracted
the attention of the New York Temporary State Commission on Lobbying because they failed to disclose Trump’s
sponsorship as required by state lobbying rules.[96][97][98] Trump acknowledged that he sponsored the ads and
reached a settlement with the state in which he and his associates agreed to issue a public apology and pay $250,000
(the largest civil penalty ever levied by the commission) for evading state disclosure rules.[96][97][98]

In 2015, Trump defended the controversial team name and mascot of the Washington Redskins, saying that
the NFL team should not change its name and he did not find the term to be offensive.[99][100] The "Change the
Mascot" campaign, led by the Oneida Indian Nation and National Congress of American Indians, condemned Trump’s
stance.[101]

While campaigning in 2016, Trump has repeatedly belittled Democratic Senator Elizabeth Warren of Massachusetts
by calling her "Pocahontas" (a reference to Warren’s claim, based on family lore, of Native American ancestry, which
she has been unable to document).[102] Trump’s comments were criticized by a number of public figures as racist and
inappropriate.[103][104] Gyasi Ross of the Blackfeet Nation, a Native American activist and author, criticized Trump’s
"badgering of Elizabeth Warren as ’Pocahontas’" as "simply the continuation of his pattern of racist bullying."[105]
Questioning Obama’s citizenship
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Trump speaking at a rally in Phoenix, Arizona, August 2016.

For several years Trump promoted "birther" conspiracy theories about Barack Obama’s citizenship.[106][107][108]

In March 2011, during an interview on Good Morning America, Trump said he was seriously considering run-
ning for president, that he was a "little" skeptical of Obama’s citizenship and that someone who shares this view
shouldn’t be so quickly dismissed as an "idiot." Trump added: "Growing up no one knew him"[109]—a claim ranked
"Pants on Fire" by Politifact.[110] Later, Trump appeared on The View repeating several times that "I want him
(Obama) to show his birth certificate" and speculating that "there’s something on that birth certificate that he doesn’t
like."[111] Although officials in Hawaii certified Obama’s citizenship, Trump said in April 2011 he would not let go of
the issue, because he was not satisfied that Obama had proved his citizenship.[112]

After Obama released his long-form birth certificate on April 27, 2011, Trump said: "I am really honored and I
am really proud, that I was able to do something that nobody else could do."[113] Trump continued to question
Obama’s birth certificate in the following years, as late as 2015.[114][115] In May 2012, Trump suggested that
Obama might have been born in Kenya.[116] In October 2012, Trump offered to donate five million dollars to the
charity of Obama’s choice in return for the publication of his college and passport applications before the end
of the month.[117] In a 2014 interview, Trump questioned whether Obama had produced his long-form birth
certificate.[114] When asked in December 2015 if he still questioned Obama’s legitimacy, Trump said that "I don’t
talk about that anymore."[118]

On September 14, 2016, Trump declined to acknowledge whether he believed Obama was born in the United
States.[119] On September 15, 2016, Trump for the first time acknowledged that Obama was born in the United
States.[119] He gave a terse statement, saying, "President Barack Obama was born in the United States, period."[119]
He falsely accused Hillary Clinton of having started the "Birther" movement.[119][120][121] He also asserted that
he ’finished’ the birther controversy, apparently referring to Obama’s 2011 release of his long-form birth certificate,
despite the fact that he continued to question Obama’s citizenship in the years that followed.[114][120][122] The
next day, Trump tweeted a Washington Post story with the headline "Donald Trump’s birther event is the greatest
trick he’s ever pulled".[123][124] The "greatest trick" of the headline referred to the fact that cable networks
aired the event live, waiting for a "birther" statement, while Trump touted his new hotel and supporters gave
testimonials.[125] In October 2016, Trump appeared to question the legitimacy of Barack Obama’s presidency,
referring to him at a rally as the “quote ‘president.”’[126]
Veterans

Trump has been critical of the ways in which veterans are treated in the United States, saying "the vets are
horribly treated in this country... they are living in hell."[127] Trump favors getting rid of backlogs and wait-lists
which are the focus of the Veterans Health Administration scandal. He has claimed that "over 300,000 veterans have
died waiting for care."[128] In a statement, he said he believes that Veterans Affairs facilities need to be upgraded
with recent technology, hire more veterans to treat other veterans, increase support of female veterans, and create
satellite clinics within hospitals in rural areas.[129] Trump’s proposed plan for reforming the U.S. Department of Vet-
eran’s Affairs includes provisions for allowing veterans to obtain care at any doctor or facility that accepts Medicare,
increasing funding for PTSD and suicide prevention services, and providing ob/gyn services at every VA hospital.[130]
Trump’s plan calls for greater privatization of veterans’ care.[131] Trump’s plan makes no reference directly to letting
veterans get health care outside the VA system but Trump adviser Sam Clovis in May said the candidate was looking
into such plans.[131] The Wall Street Journal notes that "such a plan is counter to recommendations from major
veterans groups, the VA itself and from the Commission on Care, an independent body established by Congress that
last week made recommendations for VA changes."[131] Trump’s plan calls "for legislation making it easier to fire
underperforming employees, increasing mental-health resources and adding a White House hotline so veterans can
bypass the VA and bring problems directly to the president."[131] Trump opposes the current G.I. Bill.[132][133]
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Trump skipped a televised Republican debate in January 2016 to host a rally to raise money for veterans. In
early February, the Wall Street Journal reported that many veterans’ groups began to get their checks only after the
Journal asked the Trump campaign why they had not.[134] In April, the Journal reported that the funds had yet to be
fully distributed.[135]

Trump caused a stir in July 2015 when he charged that Senator John McCain with having "done nothing to
help the vets," a statement ruled false by PolitiFact and the Chicago Tribune[127][136] Trump added that McCain is
"not a war hero. He was a war hero because he was captured. I like people who weren’t captured."[137]
Economy and trade
Main article: Economic policy of Donald Trump
Environment and energy
Main article: Environmental policy under the Trump administration

By March 2016, Trump had not released any plans to combat climate change or provided details regarding his
approach to energy issues more broadly.[138]

In May 2016, Trump asked U.S. Representative Kevin Cramer, Republican of North Dakota—described by Reuters
as "one of America’s most ardent drilling advocates and climate change skeptics"—to draft Trump’s energy pol-
icy.[139][140]
California drought

On May 2016, Trump said that he could solve the water crisis in California.[141] He declared that "there is no
drought," a statement which the Associated Press noted is incorrect.[141] Trump accused California state officials of
denying farmers of water so they can send it out to sea "to protect a certain kind of three-inch fish."[141] According
to the AP, Trump appeared to be referring to a dispute between Central Valley farming interests and environmental
interests; California farmers accuse water authorities of short-changing them of the water in their efforts to protect
endangered native fish species.[141]
Climate change and pollution

Trump rejects the scientific consensus on climate change,[142][143][144] repeatedly contending that global
warming is a "hoax."[145][146] He has said that "the concept of global warming was created by and for the Chinese
in order to make U.S. manufacturing non-competitive," a statement which Trump later said was a joke.[147] Trump
criticized President Obama’s description of climate change as "the greatest threat to future generations" for being
"naive" and "one of the dumbest statements I’ve ever heard."[148][149] According to a report by the Sierra Club,
Trump would, if elected President, be the only head of state in the world to contend that climate change is a
hoax.[150] In December 2009, Trump and his three adult children had signed a full-pager advertisement from
"business leaders" in the New York Times stating "If we fail to act now, it is scientifically irrefutable that there will be
catastrophic and irreversible consequences for humanity and our planet" and encouraging "investment in the clean
energy economy" to "create new energy jobs and increase our energy security".[151]

Although "not a believer in climate change," Trump has stated that "clean air is a pressing problem" and has
said: "There is still much that needs to be investigated in the field of climate change. Perhaps the best use of our
limited financial resources should be in dealing with making sure that every person in the world has clean water."[152]

In May 2016, during his presidential campaign, Trump issued an energy plan focused on promoting fossil fuels
and weakening environmental regulation.[142] Trump promised to "rescind" in his first 100 days in office a variety
of Environmental Protection Agency regulations established during the Obama administration to limit carbon
emissions from coal-fired power plants, which contribute to a warming global climate.[142] Trump has specifically
pledged to revoke the Climate Action Plan and the Waters of the United States rule, which he characterizes as two
"job-destroying Obama executive actions."[153]
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Trump has said "we’re practically not allowed to use coal any more," a statement rated "mostly false" by Poli-
tiFact.[154] Trump has criticized the Obama administration’s coal policies, describing the administration’s moves to
phase out the use of coal-fired power plants are "stupid."[142] Trump has criticized the Obama administration for
prohibiting "coal production on federal land" and states that it seeks to adopt "draconian climate rules that, unless
stopped, would effectively bypass Congress to impose job-killing cap-and-trade."[153] Trump has vowed to revive
the U.S. coal economy, a pledge that is viewed by experts as unlikely to be fulfilled because the decline of the coal
industry is driven by market forces, and specifically by the U.S. natural gas boom.[142] An analysis by Scientific
American found that Trump’s promise to bring back closed coal mines would be difficult to fulfill, both because
of environmental regulations and economic shifts.[155] An analysis by Bloomberg New Energy Finance dismissed
Trump’s claims of a "war on coal": "U.S. coal’s main problem has been cheap natural gas and renewable power, not
a politically driven ‘war on coal’... [coal] will continue being pushed out of the generating mix."[156]

Trump wrote in his 2011 book that he opposed a cap-and-trade system to control carbon emissions.[157]

According to FactCheck.org, over at least a five-year period, Trump has on several occasions made incorrect
claims about the use of hair spray and its role in ozone depletion. At a rally in May 2016, "Trump implied that the
regulations on hairspray and coal mining are both unwarranted" and incorrectly asserted that hairspray use in a
"sealed" apartment prevents the spray’s ozone-depleting substances from reaching the atmosphere.[158]
Opposition to international cooperation on climate change

Trump pledged in his May 2016 speech on energy policy to "cancel the Paris climate agreement"[142] adopted at
the 2015 United Nations Climate Change Conference (in which 170 countries committed to reductions in carbon
emissions).[159][142] Trump pledged to cancel the agreement in his first hundred days in office.[153][160] This
pledge followed earlier comments by Trump, in which he said that as president, he would "at a minimum" seek
to renegotiate the agreement and "at a maximum I may do something else."[161] Trump characterizes the Paris
Agreement "one-sided" and "bad for the United States,"[161] believing that the agreement is too favorable to China
and other countries.[159] In his May 2016 speech, Trump inaccurately said that the Paris Agreement "gives foreign
bureaucrats control over how much energy we use on our land, in our country"; in fact, the Paris Agreement is based
on voluntary government pledges, and no country controls the emissions-reduction plan of any other country.[142]

Once the agreement is ratified by 55 nations representing 55 percent of global emissions (which has not yet
occurred), a four-year waiting period goes into effect for any country wishing to withdraw from the agreement.[142]
A U.S. move to withdraw from the Paris Agreement as Trump proposes is viewed as likely to unravel the agree-
ment;[142] according to Reuters, such a move would spell "potential doom for an agreement many view as a last
chance to turn the tide on global warming."[161]

In Trump’s May 2016 speech on energy policy, he declared that if elected president, he would "stop all pay-
ment of U.S. tax dollars to global warming programs."[142] This would be a reversal of the U.S. pledge to commit
funds to developing countries to assist in climate change mitigation and could undermine the willingness of other
countries to take action against climate change.[142]

In August 2016, 375 members of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, including 30 Nobel laureates, issued
an open letter warning that Trump’s plan to unilaterally withdraw from the Paris Agreement would have dire effects
on the fight against climate change.[162][163] The scientists wrote, in part:

[I]t is of great concern that the Republican nominee for President has advocated U.S. withdrawal from the
Paris Accord. A "Parexit" would send a clear signal to the rest of the world: "The United States does not care about
the global problem of human-caused climate change. You are on your own." Such a decision would make it far more
difficult to develop effective global strategies for mitigating and adapting to climate change. The consequences
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of opting out of the global community would be severe and long-lasting – for our planet’s climate and for the
international credibility of the United States.[163]

Energy independence

In his May 2016 speech on energy policy, Trump stated : "Under my presidency, we will accomplish complete
American energy independence. We will become totally independent of the need to import energy from the oil
cartel or any nation hostile to our interest."[142] The New York Times reported that "experts say that such remarks
display a basic ignorance of the workings of the global oil markets."[142]
Environmental regulation

In January 2016, Trump vowed "tremendous cutting" of the budget for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency if
elected.[164] In an October 2015 interview with Chris Wallace, Trump explained, "what they do is a disgrace. Every
week they come out with new regulations."[165] When Wallace asked, "Who’s going to protect the environment?",
Trump answered "we’ll be fine with the environment. We can leave a little bit, but you can’t destroy businesses."[165]

Trump has charged that the "U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service abuses the Endangered Species Act to restrict oil
and gas exploration."[153] In 2011, Trump said that would permit drilling in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge in
northeastern Alaska.[166]

In July 2016, Trump suggested that he was in favor of state and local bans on hydraulic fracturing (fracking),
saying, "I’m in favor of fracking, but I think that voters should have a big say in it. I mean, there’s some areas, maybe,
they don’t want to have fracking. And I think if the voters are voting for it, that’s up to them... if a municipality or a
state wants to ban fracking, I can understand that."[167][168]
Pipelines
Keystone XL
Main article: Keystone Pipeline

Trump has promised to construct the Keystone XL pipeline, a proposed project to bring Canadian petroleum
to the U.S.[142] Trump pledged that if elected, he would ask TransCanada Corp. to renew its permit application for
the project within his first hundred days in office.[153] Trump has claimed that Keystone XL pipeline will have "no
impact on environment" and create "lots of jobs for U.S.,"[169] although in fact the pipeline is projected to create
only 35 permanent jobs.[170]

In his first days in office, Trump revived the Keystone XL project, signing a presidential memorandum revers-
ing the rejection of the proposed pipeline that President Obama had made. Trump "also signed a directive ordering
an end to protracted environmental reviews," pledging to make environmental review " a very short process."[171]
Dakota Access Pipeline
Main articles: Dakota Access Pipeline and Dakota Access Pipeline protests

Trump has financial ties to Energy Transfer Partners and Phillips 66 who are both directly involved in the con-
troversial project. The CEO of Energy Transfer Partners is a campaign donor for Donald Trump.[172]
Renewable energy

In his 2015 book Crippled America, Trump is highly critical of the "big push" to develop renewable energy, ar-
guing that the push is based on a mistaken belief that greenhouse gases contribute to climate change.[173] He
writes, "There has been a big push to develop alternative forms of energy–so-called green energy–from renewable
sources. That’s a big mistake. To begin with, the whole push for renewable energy is being driven by the wrong
motivation, the mistaken belief that global climate change is being caused by carbon emissions. If you don’t buy
that—and I don’t—then what we have is really just an expensive way of making the tree-huggers feel good about
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themselves."[173]

Despite criticizing wind farms in the past (calling them "ugly"), Trump has said that he does not oppose the
wind production tax credit, saying: "I’m okay with subsidies, to an extent."[174] Trump has criticized wind energy for
being expensive and for not working without "massive subsidies".[175] He added, "windmills are killing hundreds
and hundreds of eagles. One of the most beautiful, one of the most treasured birds — and they’re killing them by
the hundreds and nothing happens,"[175] a claim rated as "mostly false" by PolitiFact since best estimates indicate
that about one hundred golden eagles are killed each year by wind turbine blades.[176]

In his official platform, Trump claims that he will reduce bureaucracy which would then lead to greater innova-
tion.[153] His platform mentions "renewable energies", including "nuclear, wind and solar energy" in that regard but
adds that he would not support those "to the exclusion of other energy".[153]

Trump supports a higher ethanol mandate (the amount of ethanol required by federal regulation to be blended
into the U.S. gasoline supply).[177] Trump vowed to protect the government’s Renewable Fuel Standard and the
corn-based ethanol.[178]
Wildlife conservation and animal welfare

In October 2016, the Humane Society denounced Trump’s campaign, saying that a "Trump presidency would
be a threat to animals everywhere" and that he has "a team of advisors and financial supporters tied in with trophy
hunting, puppy mills, factory farming, horse slaughter, and other abusive industries."[179]

In February 2017, under the Trump administration, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) unexpectedly
removed from its public website "all enforcement records related to horse soring and to animal welfare at dog breed-
ing operations and other facilities."[180] The decision prompted criticism from animal welfare advocates (such as the
Animal Welfare Institute), investigative journalists, and some of the regulated industries (the Association of Zoos and
Aquariums and the group Speaking of Research said that the move created an impression of non-transparency).[180]
Foreign policy and defense
Main article: Foreign policy of Donald Trump
Health care
See also: Health care reform debate in the United States, Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, and American
Health Care Act

According to a report by the RAND Corporation, Trump’s proposed health-care policy proposals, depending on
specific elements implemented, would result in between 15 and 25 million fewer people with health insurance and
increase the federal deficit in a range from zero to $41 billion in 2018. This was in contrast to Clinton’s proposals,
which would expand health insurance coverage for between zero and 10 million people while increasing the deficit in
a range from zero to $90 billion in 2018.[181][182] According to the report, low-income individuals and sicker people
would be most adversely affected by his proposed policies, although it was pointed out that not all policy proposals
have been modeled.[182]
Affordable Care Act and health-care reform
This chart illustrates several aspects of the Affordable Care Act, including coverage, cost, and public opinion.
Coverage rate, employer market cost trends, budgetary impact, and income inequality aspects of the Affordable Care
Act.

As the 2016 campaign unfolded, Trump stated that he favors repealing the Affordable Care Act (ACA or
"Obamacare")—which Trump refers to as a "complete disaster"[183]—and replacing it with a "free-market sys-
tem."[184] On his campaign website, Trump says, "on day one of the Trump Administration, we will ask Congress to
immediately deliver a full repeal of Obamacare."[185][186] Trump’s campaign has insisted that the candidate has
"never supported socialized medicine."[184]
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Trump has cited the rising costs of premiums and deductibles as a motivation to repeal the Affordable Care
Act.[187] However, according to a study by the Kaiser Family Foundation, the after-subsidy premium costs to those
with insurance coverage via the Affordable Care Act’s exchanges did not change significantly on average from 2016
to 2017, as increases in the subsidies offset pre-subsidy insurance premium increases. For example, after-subsidy
costs for a popular "silver plan" remained around $200/month in 2016 and 2017.[188] An estimated 70 % of persons
on the exchanges could purchase a plan for $75/month after subsidies.[189] Further, in the employer market, health
insurance premium cost increases from 2015-2016 were an estimated 3 % on average, low by historical standards.
While deductibles rose 12 % on average from 2015-2016, more workers are pairing higher-deductible plans with
tax-preferred health savings accounts (HSAs), offsetting some of the deductible increase (i.e., lowering their effective
deductible).[190]

The Congressional Budget Office reported in March 2016 that there were approximately 23 million people
with insurance due to the law, with 12 million people covered by the exchanges (10 million of whom received
subsidies to help pay for insurance) and 11 million made eligible for Medicaid.[191] The CBO also reported in June
2015 that: "Including the budgetary effects of macroeconomic feedback, repealing the ACA would increase federal
budget deficits by $137 billion over the 2016–2025 period."[192] CBO also estimated that excluding the effects of
macroeconomic feedback, repeal of the ACA would increase the deficit by $353 billion over that same period.[192]

In the early part of his campaign, Trump responded to questions about his plan to replace the ACA by saying
that it would be "something terrific!"[183][193] Trump subsequently said at various points that he believes that the
government should have limited involvement of health care, but has also said that "at the lower end, where people
have no money, I want to try and help those people," by "work[ing] out some sort of a really smart deal with hospitals
across the country."[193] and has said "everybody’s got to be covered."[183] At a February 2016 town hall on CNN,
Trump said that he supported the individual health insurance mandate of the ACA, which requires all Americans to
have health insurance, saying "I like the mandate. So here’s where I’m a little bit different [from other Republican
candidates]."[194][195] In March 2016, Trump reversed himself, saying that "Our elected representatives must
eliminate the individual mandate. No person should be required to buy insurance unless he or she wants to."[196]

In March 2016, Trump released his health care plan, which called for allowing health-insurance companies to
compete across state lines and for making Medicaid into a block grant system for the states. He also called for elimi-
nation of the individual mandate for health insurance, for allowing health insurance premiums to be deducted on
tax returns, and for international competition in the drug market. In the same document, Trump acknowledged that
mental health care in the U.S. is often inadequate but offered no immediate solution to the problem, instead stating
that "there are promising reforms being developed in Congress."[196] Trump also emphasized the removal of market
entry barriers for drug providers and improved access to imported medication corresponding to safety standards.[197]

Explaining how he would address the problem of ensuring the people that would lose their insurance cover-
age if Obamacare were repealed, Trump said, "We have to come up, and we can come up with many different plans.
In fact, plans you don’t even know about will be devised because we’re going to come up with plans, – health care
plans – that will be so good. And so much less expensive both for the country and for the people. And so much
better."[198] His plan has been criticized by Republican health experts as “a jumbled hodgepodge of old Republican
ideas, randomly selected, that don’t fit together” (Robert Laszewski)[199] providing nothing that "would do anything
more than cover a couple million people,” (Gail R. Wilensky).[200]

In 1999, during his abortive 2000 Reform Party presidential campaign, Trump told TV interviewer Larry King, "I
believe in universal health care."[184] In his 2000 book, The America We Deserve, Trump reiterated his call for
universal health care and focused on a Canadian-style single-payer health care system as a means to achieve it.[184]
Though he characterized the Canadian health-care system as "catastrophic in certain ways" in October 2016 during
the second presidential debate, the Trump campaign website wrote in June 2015 about his support for "a system
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that would mirror Canada’s government-run healthcare service" under the title "What does Donald Trump believe?
Where the candidate stands on 10 issues".[201][202] In 2015, Trump also expressed admiration for the Scottish
health-care system, which is single payer.[184]
Public health
Ebola

In 2014, after a New York physician returned from treating Ebola patients in West Africa and showed symp-
toms of the disease, Trump tweeted that if the doctor had Ebola, "Obama should apologize to the American people
& resign!"[203] When the doctor was later confirmed to have developed ebola in New York, Trump tweeted that it
was "Obama’s fault" and "I have been saying for weeks for President Obama to stop the flights from West Africa. So
simple, but he refused. A TOTAL incompetent!"[204] Trump also criticized President Obama’s decision to send 3,000
U.S. troops to affected regions to help combat the outbreak (see Operation United Assistance).[205]

As Dr. Kent Brantly returned to the U.S. for treatment, Trump tweeted that U.S. doctors who went abroad to
treat Ebola were "great" but "must suffer the consequences" if they became infected and insisted that "the U.S.
must immediately stop all flights from EBOLA infected countries or the plague will start and spread inside our
’borders.’"[206] When an Ebola patient was scheduled to come to the U.S. for treatment, Trump tweeted, "now I
know for sure that our leaders are incompetent. KEEP THEM OUT OF HERE!"[207]

Trump’s suggestion on the Ebola crisis "would go against all the expert advice being offered," with doctors
warning "that isolating West Africa would only make the Ebola outbreak much worse, potentially denying help and
supplies from getting in," and possibly destabilizing the countries and contributing to the disease’s spread outside
West Africa.[205]
Zika

On August 3, 2016, Trump called the Zika virus outbreak in Florida "a big problem".[208] He expressed his
support for Florida Governor Rick Scott’s handling of the crisis, saying that he’s "doing a fantastic job".[208] When
asked if Congress should convene an emergency session to approve Zika funding, Trump answered, "I would say that
it’s up to Rick Scott."[208] On August 11, 2016, Trump said that he was in favor of Congress setting aside money to
combat the Zika virus.[209]
Vaccines

Trump believes that childhood vaccinations are related to autism, a hypothesis which has been repeatedly de-
bunked.[210][211] The American Academy of Pediatrics and the Autism Speaks patient-advocacy group have
"decried Trump’s remarks as false and potentially dangerous."[211]

In 2010, the Donald J. Trump Foundation donated $10,000 to Generation Rescue, Jenny McCarthy’s nonprofit
organization that advocates the incorrect view that autism and related disorders are primarily caused by vac-
cines.[212]
Immigration
Main article: Immigration policy of Donald Trump
Donald Trump speaking at a rally in Fountain Hills, Arizona, on March 19, 2016

Illegal immigration was a signature issue of Trump’s presidential campaign, and his proposed reforms and con-
troversial remarks about this issue have generated headlines.[3] Trump has also expressed support for a variety of
"limits on legal immigration and guest-worker visas,"[3][213] including a "pause" on granting green cards, which
Trump says will "allow record immigration levels to subside to more moderate historical averages."[214][215][216]
Law and order
Capital punishment
See also: Capital punishment in the United States
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Trump has long advocated for capital punishment in the United States.[217] In May 1989, shortly after the
Central Park jogger case received widespread media attention, Trump purchased a full-page ad in four New York
City newspapers with the title "BRING BACK THE DEATH PENALTY!" Five defendants (the "Central Park Five") were
wrongfully convicted in the case and were subsequently exonerated.[217][218][219][220] By October 2016, Trump
still maintained that "Central Park Five" were guilty.[221]

In December 2015, in a speech accepting the endorsement of the New England Police Benevolent Association,
Trump said that "One of the first things I do [if elected President] in terms of executive order if I win will be to
sign a strong, strong statement that will go out to the country, out to the world, that ... anybody killing a police
officer—death penalty. It’s going to happen, O.K.?"[222][223][224][225] However, under the current U.S. legal
system, these prosecutions usually take place in state court under state law, and the president has no authority over
such cases.[217][226] Furthermore, 19 states have abolished the death penalty, and mandatory death sentences are
unconstitutional, as held by the Supreme Court in Woodson v. North Carolina (1976).[217][226]
Criminal justice

As of May 2016, Trump’s campaign website makes no mention of criminal justice reform, and Trump rarely
talks specifics.[227][228] Trump has stated that he would be "tough on crime" and criticized Barack Obama’s and
Hillary Clinton’s criminal justice reform proposals.[229] When asked about specific criminal justice reforms, Trump
reportedly often changes the subject back to supporting police or vague answers about needing to be "tough."[228]
In January 2016, Trump said that along with veterans, "the most mistreated people in this country are police."[230]

Trump supports the use of "stop and frisk" tactics, of the kind once used in New York City.[231][232] In 2000,
Trump also rejected as elitist and naive the arguments of criminal justice reformers that the U.S. criminal justice
system puts too many criminals in jail.[227] Trump is in favor of at least one mandatory sentence, where using a gun
to commit a crime results in a five-year sentence.[228][233]

Trump has on several occasions asserted that crime is rising in the United States.[227][234][235][236][237][238]
Trump’s assertion that crime is rising is false; in fact, both violent crime and property crime have been consistently
declining in the U.S. since the early 1990s.[239] Trump’s claim that "inner-city crime is reaching record levels"
received a "pants-on-fire" rating from PolitiFact.[235] As President, Trump reiterated in February 2017 the false claim
that crime was rising, saying, “the murder rate in our country is the highest it’s been in 47 years."[240]

In May 2016, Trump stated that the cities of Oakland and Ferguson are "among the most dangerous in the
world".[241] In response, CBS News in San Francisco reported that the murder rates in Oakland and Baghdad are
comparable,[242] but PolitiFact rated Trump’s claim false given that "homicide rates alone are not enough to gauge
whether a city is dangerous or not".[243]

On November 22, 2015, Trump retweeted a graphic with purported statistics—cited to a nonexistent "Crime
Statistics Bureau"—which claimed that African Americans were responsible for 81 % of the homicides of White
Americans and that police were responsible for 1 % of black homicides compared to 4 % of white homicides. Trump’s
retweet earned PolitiFact’s "Pants on Fire" rating and was called "grossly inaccurate" by FactCheck.org the next
day.[244][245] Blacks were actually responsible for only 15 % of white homicides according to FBI data for 2014.[244]
The breakdown of the racial differences in police killings in Trump’s retweet was also inaccurate. Based on the
percentages, the number of whites killed by police would be almost 4 times greater than the number of blacks. Data
from the Washington Post for 2009 to 2013 showed a ratio of 1.5 white deaths by police for each black death.[244] A
separate estimate by Peter Moskos, associate professor at the John Jay College of Criminal Justice attributed 10 % of
white homicides to police and 4 % to police for blacks.[245] When asked about the statistics, Trump maintained that
the statistics came "from sources that are very credible."[245]
Drug policy
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See also: Federal drug policy of the United States

Trump’s views on drug policy have shifted dramatically over time.[246]

At a luncheon hosted by the Miami Herald in April 1990, Trump told a crowd of 700 people that U.S. drug en-
forcement policy was a "a joke," and that: "We’re losing badly the war on drugs. You have to legalize drugs to win
that war. You have to take the profit away from these drug czars."[247][248]

In his campaign for the presidency in 2015 and 2016, however, Trump adopted "drug warrior" positions[247]
and has sought advice on the issue from William J. Bennett, who served as the U.S. first "drug czar" in the 1980s "and
has remained a proponent of harsh 1980s-style drug war tactics."[249] Trump told Sean Hannity in June 2015 that he
opposes marijuana legalization and that "I feel strongly about that."[247] Trump also claims to have personally never
used controlled substances of any kind.[247]

Trump has voiced support for medical marijuana,[247] saying that he is "a hundred percent in favor" because
"I know people that have serious problems... and... it really, really does help them."[250] When asked about Col-
orado (where recreational use of marijuana is legal), Trump softened his previously expressed views and essentially
said that states should be able to decide on whether marijuana for recreational purposes should be legal.[247][251]
Gun regulation

In his 2000 book The America We Deserve, Trump wrote that he generally opposed gun control, but supported the
ban on assault weapons and supported a "slightly longer waiting period to purchase a gun."[252][253][254][255]
In his book, Trump also criticized the gun lobby, saying: "The Republicans walk the N.R.A. line and refuse even
limited restrictions."[255] In 2008, Trump opposed hunting-education classes in schools and called the "thought of
voluntarily putting guns in the classroom... a really bad plan."[256]

Trump has since reversed some of his positions on gun issues, and while campaigning for the presidency in
2015 and 2016 has called for the expansion of gun rights.[255] Trump has proposed eliminating prohibitions on
assault weapons, military-style weapons and high-capacity magazines (which Trump described as "scary sounding
phrases" used by gun control advocates "to confuse people"), as well as making concealed carry permits valid
nationwide, rather than on the current state-to-state basis.[252] Trump has said that concealed carry "is a right, not
a privilege."[252] He has called for an overhaul of the current federal background check system, arguing that "Too
many states are failing to put criminal and mental health records into the system."[252][257]

On the campaign trail, Trump has praised the National Rifle Association (NRA),[258] and received the group’s
endorsement after becoming the presumptive Republican nominee.[259] Trump has described himself as a staunch
advocate of the Second Amendment.[253][260] Trump has asserted that the presence of more guns in schools and
public places could have stopped mass shootings such as those in Paris, San Bernardino, California, and Umpqua
Community College.[258][261] In June 2016, Trump stated that, "it would have been a beautiful, beautiful sight" to
see Omar Mateen shot in the head by an armed patron in the Pulse nightclub shooting, reiterating his stance that
more people should be armed in public places.[262] A few days later, after two top officials of the NRA challenged
the notion that drinking clubgoers should be armed, Trump reversed his position, saying that he "obviously" meant
that additional guards or employees should have been armed in the nightclub.[263][264]

In January 2016, Trump said: "I will get rid of gun-free zones on schools, and — you have to — and on mili-
tary bases... My first day, it gets signed, okay? My first day. There’s no more gun-free zones."[265] Trump could not
eliminate gun-free school zones by executive order, however, since such zones were created by a federal law that can
only be reversed by Congress.[255] In May 2016, Trump made ambiguous comments on guns in classrooms, saying:
"I don’t want to have guns in classrooms. Although, in some cases, teachers should have guns in classrooms."[266] In
May 2016, Trump accused Hillary Clinton of lying when she claimed that "Donald Trump would force schools to allow
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guns in classrooms on his first day in office."[267] According to the Washington Post fact-checker, Clinton’s statement
was accurate.[268]

Trump supports barring people on the government’s terrorist watch list from purchasing weapons, saying in
2015: "If somebody is on a watch list and an enemy of state and we know it’s an enemy of state, I would keep them
away, absolutely."[255] This is one position where Trump departs from the position of gun-rights groups and most
of his Republican rivals for the presidency and supports a stance backed by Senate Democrats.[255]

In 2015, Trump said that he holds a New York concealed carry permit[252][269] and that "I carry on occasion,
sometimes a lot. I like to be unpredictable."[269] A 1987 Associated Press story said that he held a handgun permit
at that time.[252]

Security personnel and other staffers at a number of Trump’s hotels and golf courses told ABC News that pa-
trons are not permitted to carry guns on the property. A Trump spokesman denied this, saying that licensed persons
are permitted to carry guns on the premises.[270]

At a rally on August 9, 2016, Trump accused his opponent of wanting to "essentially abolish the Second Amendment",
and went on: "By the way, and if she gets to pick her judges, nothing you can do, folks. Although the Second Amend-
ment people, maybe there is, I don’t know." These comments were interpreted by critics as suggesting violence
against Clinton or her appointees, but Trump’s campaign stated that he was referring to gun rights advocates’ "great
political power" as a voting bloc.[271]
Judiciary

According to the New York Times, many of Trump’s statements on legal topics are "extemporaneous and resist
conventional legal analysis," with some appearing "to betray ignorance of fundamental legal concepts."[39]
Supreme Court

Trump has stated that he wants to replace Antonin Scalia on the U.S. Supreme Court with "a person of similar
views and principles".[272] He has released a list of eleven potential picks to replace Scalia.[273] The jurists are
widely considered to be conservative.[273][274][275][276] All are white, and eight of the eleven are men.[274]
The list includes five out of the eight individuals recommended by the Heritage Foundation, a conservative think
tank.[277] Trump had previously insisted that he would seek guidance from conservative groups such as the Federalist
Society and the Heritage Foundation when it came to picking Supreme Court candidates.[274] Several of the judges
listed by Trump have questioned abortion rights.[274] Six of the eleven judges have clerked for conservative Supreme
Court justices.[274]

Trump has claimed that he "would probably appoint" justices to the Supreme Court who "would look very se-
riously" at the Hillary Clinton email controversy "because it’s a criminal activity."[278] However, under the U.S.
Constitution, Supreme Court justices "are neither investigators nor prosecutors."[39]

Trump has criticized Chief Justice of the United States John Roberts, a George W. Bush appointee, as a "night-
mare for conservatives," citing Roberts’ vote in the 2015 decision in King v. Burwell, which upheld provisions of
the Affordable Care Act. He has also blamed Roberts for the June 2015 Supreme Court ruling legalizing same-sex
marriage, apparently in error, since in that case Roberts actually dissented from the majority opinion.

In February 2016, Trump called on the Senate to stop Obama from filling the vacant seat on the Supreme
Court.

An analysis by FiveThirtyEight shows that, under the assumption that Scalia’s vacant seat on the Court will not
be filled, and taking account of the advanced age of three of the sitting justices, that a Trump presidency would move
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the Supreme Court "rightward toward its most conservative position in recent memory".
Comments on judges and judicial decisions

Since taking office, Trump has made a series of "escalating attacks on the federal judiciary" in response to ju-
dicial decisions against him.[283] After a federal district judge issued a stay of Trump’s executive order on travel,
immigration, and refugees, Trump disparaged the judge on Twitter, referring to him as a "the so-called judge" and
writing: "[He] put our country in such peril. If something happens blame him and court system. People pouring in.
Bad!"

While presidents in the past have sometimes offer muted criticism of judicial opinions, Trump’s personal at-
tacks on individual judges are seen as unprecedented in American history.[285] Trump’s remarks prompted criticism
from his own Supreme Court nominee, Judge Neil Gorsuch, who told Senator Richard Blumenthal that Trump’s
statements were "disheartening" and "demoralizing" to the federal judiciary. A number of legal scholars feared that
Trump’s conduct could undermine public confidence in the courts and endanger the independence of the judiciary.
Term limits and ethics regulations

In October 2016, Trump said that he would push for a constitutional amendment to impose term limits on
members of Congress, so that members of the House of Representatives could serve for a maximum of six years
and Senators for a maximum of twelve years. Trump also pledged to re-institute a ban on executive branch officials
from lobbying for five years after leaving government service and said that he supported Congress instituting a
similar five-year lobbying ban of its own, applicable to former members and staff.[287][288][289][290] Under current
"cooling-off period" regulations, former U.S. Representatives are required to wait one year before they can lobby
Congress, former U.S. Senators are required to two years, and former executive-branch officials "must wait either
two years or one year before lobbying their former agency, depending on how senior they were."

Video game violence

Trump has voiced his opposition to video game violence. After it was erroneously reported that the Sandy
Hook shooter freque\ntly played violent video games, Trump tweeted, "Video game violence & glorification must be
stopped—it is creating monsters!"

Science and technology

See also Climate change and pollution, above.

A 2016 report in Scientific American graded Trump and three other top presidential candidates—Hillary Clinton, Gary
Johnson, and Jill Stein—on science policy, based on their responses to a twenty-question ScienceDebate.org survey.
Trump "came in last on all counts" in grading, with scientists and researchers faulting him for a lack of knowledge or
appreciation of scientific issues.
Space

As of October 2016, one of Trump’s policy advisors declared that, under Trump, NASA would recreate Na-
tional Space Council, pursue a goal of “human exploration of the solar system by the end of the century,” to drive
technology developments to a stronger degree than a manned mission to Mars. Other goals would include shifting
budget to deep space exploration from Earth science and climate research, pursuit of small satellites and hypersonic
technology.[294] A possibility of China joining the International Space Station program was also considered.[294] A
stronger role of manned Lunar exploration is possible in NASA’s quest for a manned mission to Mars.[294] Prior to
that statement, the Trump campaign appeared to have little to no space policy at all.[295]
Technology and net neutrality
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As of June 2016, Trump has published no tech policy proposals.[296] On the campaign trail, Trump has fre-
quently antagonized Silicon Valley figures,[297] using his Twitter account to lambast tech leaders such as Jeff Bezos
of Amazon, Tim Cook of Apple, and Brian Chesky of Airbnb over a series of months.[296] He is particularly concerned
about the social breakdown of American culture caused by technology, and said, "the Internet and the whole
computer age is really a mixed bag."

Trump is opposed to net neutrality, asserting that it is "Obama’s attack on the internet" and saying that it
"will target the conservative media."
The tech publication Recode reports that Trump has made no public statements on the issues of patent reform or
broadband access.

The Free Press Action Fund, a group of tech policy activists, rated Trump the worst 2016 presidential candi-
date for "citizens’ digital lives," citing his positions opposing reforming the Patriot Act, favoring Internet censorship,
and opposing net neutrality.

Legendary NASA Rocketman’s Deathbed Warning for Humanity (2017-05-03 23:03)

Dr. Wernher von Braun was a top ranking SS officer who was also the head of the Nazi rocket program during WWII.
Von Braun was brought to America after the war because our government considered his knowledge and expertise
too vital to fall into the hands of our enemies. Dr. von Braun and his colleagues brought with them a wealth of
information gleaned from other top Nazi scientists like his boss, SS General Hans Kammler. Von Braun may have
been privy to work on anti gravity propulsion vehicles reputedly under development during the last days of The Third
Reich. Over the years of his tenure, von Braun may also have enjoyed access to NASA’s secret programs. It certainly
does seem this way, as von Braun apparently began to see the “big picture” regarding the true goals of America’s
space program and how the military-industrial complex was manipulating it according to a secret, hidden agenda
during the latter years of his life

What’s the deal with UFO’s? Is there an imminent threat of an ‘alien attack?’ Let’s ask top Nazi-turned-NASA
rocket scientist, the late Wernher Von Braun, inventor of the V2 rocket and true all-around pioneer of aerospace
engineering as we know it. Dr. Carol Rosin, a former leading aerospace executive and space & missile defense
consultant with whom Von Braun became good friends late in his life, has testified before Congress that over the 4
years she knew him, up until his deathbed in 1977, Wernher had repeatedly warned that once all other methods of
control and manipulation through fear, or ‘threat cards,’ have been played by the powers that be, (communism, then
terrorism, then ‘crazy’ third world leaders, then asteroids,) “the alien card is the final card. We are going to have to
build space-based weapons against aliens and all of it is a lie.” Some of her key testimony can be viewed here

Source: [1]http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ALLUuvsVkM

This highly informative essay breaks down Walt Disney’s close friendship with Von Braun
[2]http://www.geschichteinchronologie.c...raun-ENGL.html

The author documents Walt’s political aspirations “to be King of America,” NASA’s need in the 50’s for space
propaganda via the media, their partnership on films and TV shows, and the direct impact those projects had on
public and government interest in space exploration.. not to mention paving the way for a space-based ‘star wars
defense system.’ It doesn’t, however, discuss the alien base depicted “at the 33rd degree” on the far side of the
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moon in their 1955 film “Man in Space.” (pic here [3]http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewphoto/10/

For what it’s worth, world renowned remote viewer and founder of the US government’s psychic remote
viewing program, Ingo Swann, has actually gone on record to say he ‘psychically viewed’ a moon base.
[4]http://paranormal.about.com/od/lunar...aa011507 _2.htm

Also, for you alien hunters, here’s one of the more mysterious videos I’ve ever seen: Disney’s 1995 UFO ex-
pose / shockumentary / theme park promo, “Alien Encounters,” hosted by Disney CEO Michael Eisner himself.

Runtime 45min.
[5]http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvi...unters _ _FULL _/

The possible motivations the company had in putting out this video are much blurrier than the footage it con-
tains. Parents, if you show this one to the youngens right before ny-nite, they might not sleep easy; unlike most
ET/UFO docs shown on TV, this one doesn’t exactly end with a question mark of possibilities… More like an
authoritative exclamation mark of certainty, followed by a ‘P.S. go to Disneyworld.’ The narrator totally tries to
scare the $ #** out of the viewer with his exaggerated tone of voice and presumptuous assessments of evidence…
He basically comes out and says ‘they’re here.. [cue saucer..] they’re not here to help.. [cue mutilated cow..] and
their next guinea pig….. [cue surgical drill and screams…] …could be you.’ The biggest question it leaves in my
mind is: Why does Disney want us to believe in and fear aliens so badly? Just to promote their new space-coaster?
I doubt it. Seems we’re being conditioned to accept ETs as the new mother of all boogiemen. If you saw and
heard a UFO in the sky, would you be sure it was alien? These days, between projectable holographs and ELF
radio frequencies (extremely low frequencies only heard by your brain, not ears) I’d have to wonder if it was
even an object at all. Wernher reportedly admitted late in life that humans have possessed anti-gravity / beam-
energy technology since WWII, so even if it skimmed shingles off my roof, I wouldn’t assume ET was behind the wheel.

[6]http://trooth.info/troomla/component...ion-from-space
As a related aside, Von Braun also pointed out in the 70’s that fossil fuels had been obsolete for decades, as humanity
could now easily convert to a long-supressed, free-energy technology at any time, but just like presidents always
say regarding that subject - I’m looking into that for the future. Wernher Von Braun and Walt Disney, partners in
propaganda.

Thank you, Mr. Von Braun, for trying to give us the heads-up on the “Star Wars” program. Weather or not
you were personally a war criminal, I don’t know, but it seems like you were at least an ok guy as a geezer! These type
of confessionals from top insiders of the system are something big media always does their damnedest to bury, but
when I catch wind of one, I hear it out, dig deeper, and encourage others to at least think about it for a minute. While
there is always that possibility of a ‘coerced/falsified deathbed confession,’ in this case, I strongly doubt that while
battling terminal cancer, Von Braun was misquoted or coerced into repeatedly making these warning statements
against space militarization in the name of ‘international security.’

1. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ALLUuvsVkM
2. http://www.geschichteinchronologie.ch/atmosphaerenfahrt/11_Walt-Disney-Wernher-von-Braun-ENGL.html
3. http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewphoto/10/
4. http://paranormal.about.com/od/lunaranomalies/a/aa011507_2.htm
5. http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/74979/Disney_s_Ufo_Documentary__Alien_Encounters__FULL_/
6. http://trooth.info/troomla/component/content/article/1753-werner-von-braun-and-the-hoaxed-alien-invasion-
from-space
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Betz Sphere remains a scientific mystery (2017-05-05 20:32)

he so-called ‘Alien sphere’ was discovered in 1974. After several tests, experts concluded that the object was a
magnetic sphere sensitive to magnetic fields, numerous sound emissions, and mechanical stimulation. The sphere
was able to withstand a pressure of 120,000 pounds per square inch, concluding that it was composed out of
stainless steel, specifically magnetic ferrous alloy #431.
Have you heard about the Betz sphere? It is just one of the many objects that have been discovered on Earth
completely defying explanation and reason.
Since time immemorial, people on Earth have stumbled across mysterious objects which according to many, are
conclusive proof that extraterrestrial civilizations, time travelers or lost civilizations have existed on Earth.
Many times, history has proven that our ancestors were far more advanced than what we credit them for. However,
on many different occasions, we have been left perplexed by the mystery and intrigue of these perplexing and often
strange discoveries, most of which cannot be explained by modern science.
Among the many strange objects discovered on Earth is the so-called Betz Sphere. Found in 1974, a strange metallic
sphere became the center of attention in the US.
The Betz sphere or Betz Orb, the object has never been fully explained by experts, even though countless theories
have been proposed. Among many theories, there are some who suggest –hat given the peculiar characteristic
behind the artifact—it may be an extraterrestrial object.
The sphere was discovered in 1974 when Terry Mathew Betz, –thus the Betz sphere— a medical student discovered
the object after a great fire had destroyed a large area of a nearby forest near his home in Jacksonville.
The object, of approximately 20 cm in diameter, was in perfect condition and had a mysterious triangle depicted on
its surface.
The Betz family concluded that it was probably the remains of a satellite or military equipment, however, there was
no crater caused by the impact or any other sign of damage to the surroundings. Just a massive fire.
Then strange things started happening. According to reports from the family, the metallic sphere seems to react to
certain musical notes. Weird right?
There’s more.
The Betz family reported strange behavior from the family dog. May believe that this behavior was attributed to a
high-frequency wave originating from the object, outside the hearing range of humans.
As if all of that wasn’t strange enough, the family reported that if the orb was placed on the floor and pushed, it
changed direction by its own, and returned to the starting point.
The Jacksonville Journal sent a photographer, Lou Egner. Mrs. Betz told him to put the sphere on the floor:
“It rolled a ways then stopped. So what? She said, ‘Just wait a minute.’ It turned by itself and rolled to the right about
four feet. It stopped. Then it turned again and rolled to the left about eight feet, made a big arc and came right back
to my feet.”
Furthermore, a strange sound could be heard coming from inside the sphere. All of these statements were corrobo-
rated by a reporter from the Tampa Bay Times.
However, the media wasn’t the only one interested in the sphere.
The United States Navy as well as NASA are said to have shown interest when the sphere was found, and even though
the family refused to give the sphere to the Navy or NASA at the beginning, they ended up delivering the orb to the
Navy due to the many unexplainable phenomena surrounding the sphere.
Chris Berninger, spokesman for the US Navy, after receiving the sphere said: “Our first X-ray attempts got us nowhere.
We’re going to use a more powerful machine on it and also run spectrograph tests to determine what metal it’s made
of… There’s certainly something odd about it.”

Loading...

The more tests that were performed, the more perplexed were people left.
Further tests revealed that the ‘space balls’ shell was around one-half inch thick and that the sphere was able to
withstand a pressure of 120,000 pounds per square inch, concluding that it was composed out of stainless steel,
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specifically magnetic ferrous alloy #431.
Stainless 431 is a machinable and workable steel with added nickel that toughens it while eliminating unwelcome
delta ferrite.
Interestingly, this alloy displays improved corrosion resistance and toughness as a quench-hardenable stainless steel.
Its corrosion resistance makes it ideal for marine and aircraft applications. This alloy is used for aircraft fasteners and
fittings and should be considered for structural parts in marine atmospheres.
Dr. James Albert Harder — a professor emeritus of civil and hydraulic engineering at the University of California at
Berkeley showed interest in the mystery sphere.
“He [Dr. Harder] asserted, based on his X-ray studies, that the two internal spheres aremade of elements far heavier
than anything known to science. While the heaviest element yet produced in any atomic reactor here on Earth has
an atomic number of 105, and the heaviest element occurring naturally on Earth is uranium, with an atomic number
of 92, Harder claims to have determined that the Betz sphere has atomic numbers higher than 140. If one were to
drill into the sphere, he asserted, ‘perhaps the masses would go critical’ and explode like an atomic bomb.”
IN addition to numerous tests, the so-called “ball from space” was also examined by Dr. Carl Williston of Omega Minus
One, an institution located in the state of Louisiana at the time.
In his six hours of testing, Dr. Williston found that the sphere contained three magnetic poles and a possible fourth.
Dr. Carl Williston stated that the aspect of the magnetic field was a mind bender, the flux density of the field appeared
to vary in strength based on an unknown pattern.
Simply stated, the power of the magnetic portion varied up and down. Back in 1974, this phenomenon was not part
of our known physics. The same applied to the multiple poles.
X-Ray tests revealed more mysteries. It’s as if the Betz sphere was a Russian Matryoshka doll, only from outer space.
One mystery was hidden in another, and another mystery hidden in yet another one.
X-Ray revealed 3 similar spheroid shapes within the ball. Curiously, these 3 shapes had a “halo” surrounding them, as
though they were surrounded by a material with a different density. The metal was similar to stainless steel but had
some unknown content making it slightly different.
Left perplexed by its composition and characteristics, experts concluded that this unusual ‘ball’ was a magnetic sphere
sensitive to magnetic fields, numerous sound emissions, and mechanical stimulation. It was both passive and active.
If it was an extraterrestrial probe, it might possibly be in a damaged state.

super-Earth with atmosphere just ’39-light-years’ away (2017-05-05 20:56)

For the first time ever, astronomers have detected an atmosphere engulfing a low-mass super-Earth located
around 39 light-years away from Earth.

The planet—dubbed GJ 1132b—is located around thirty-nine light years from our planet and experts made the
groundbreaking discovery at the Max Planck Institute for Astronomy (MPIA) using the 2.2-meter (7.2 foot) ESO/MPG
telescope in Chile.
“It’s a great proof of concept that we can observe atmospheres on these small, rocky planets even from the ground,”
said Laura Schaefer, a planetary scientist at [1]Arizona State University who was not involved in the paper. “That’s
really exciting and that means that we’ll be able to do it with more planets down the line as we find more planets of
this size.”
As noted by [2]Phys.org, “while it’s not the detection of life on another planet, it’s an important step in the right
direction: the detection of an atmosphere around the super-Earth GJ 1132b marks the first time an atmosphere has
been detected around a planet with a mass and radius close to Earth’s mass and radius (1.6 Earth masses, 1.4 Earth
radii).”
The planet—which was discovered for the first time in 2015 orbits a small, dim, red dwarf about one-quarter of our
sun’s radius.
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At the time of the discovery, scientists considered the planet uninhabitable as they calculated that the surface
temperature is around 620 degrees celsius.
Using the ESO/MPG telescope in Chile, astronomers observed a slight decrease in brightness as they imaged the star
as it passed in front of its sun, which allowed scientists do deduce an atmosphere was absorbing part of the light,
possibly containing both water and methane.
Furthermore, when astronomers observed GJ 1132b it appeared to be larger in one of the infrared wavelength bands
than in others, which means that it has an atmosphere which is transparent to some wavelengths but visible to others.

Loading...

“This suggests the presence of an atmosphere that is opaque to this specific infrared light (making the planet appear
larger), but transparent at all the others,” a [3]statement from the MPIA read.
According to scientists, GJ 1132b is approximately 1.4 times the size and 1.6 times the mass of our planet. GJ 1132b
orbits its sun in just 1.6 days.
Experts believe that—given our current understanding of exoplanets—GJ 1132b is unlikely to be habitable, mostly
because it is located too close to its sun, which means that there are small chances of liquid water existing on its
surface.
However, this doesn’t make the planet uninteresting. In fact, experts were surprised as they observed what seemed
to be an atmosphere around it. This is because red dwarfs—also known as M Dwarfs—are prone to bursts of solar
activity that tends to blast away atmospheres of planets orbiting it.
However, for some reason, the atmosphere around GJ 1132b seems to have survived for billions of years, which
indicates that such alien worlds may not be so barren and lifeless after all.

1. http://www.latimes.com/topic/education/colleges-universities/arizona-state-university-OREDU0000567-topic.
html
2. https://phys.org/news/2017-04-atmosphere-super-earth.html
3. http://www.mpia.de/news/science/2017-03-GJ1132b

Donald Trump on the issues (2017-05-11 12:23)

Donald Trump on Abortion

Click here for [1]14 full quotes on Abortion OR [2]other candidates on Abortion OR [3]background on Abortion.

• Not acceptable to rip baby from womb in 9th month. (Oct 2016)

• Overturn Roe v, Wade and return abortion laws to the states. (Oct 2016)

• Millions are helped by Planned Parenthood, but defund it. (Feb 2016)

• Planned Parenthood does great work on women’s health. (Feb 2016)

• Defund Planned Parenthood. (Oct 2015)

• Planned Parenthood is important, but abortions must stop. (Aug 2015)

• I have evolved on abortion issue, like Reagan evolved. (Aug 2015)

• Ban late abortions; exceptions for rape, incest or health. (Jun 2015)
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• Undecided on embryonic stem cell research. (Apr 2011)

• I am now pro-life; after years of being pro-choice. (Apr 2011)

• I changed my views to pro-life based on personal stories. (Apr 2011)

• I am pro-life; fight ObamaCare abortion funding. (Feb 2011)

• Pro-choice, but ban partial birth abortion. (Jul 2000)

• Favors abortion rights but respects opposition. (Dec 1999)

Donald Trump on Budget & Economy Click here for [4]28 full quotes on Budget & Economy OR [5]other
candidates on Budget & Economy OR [6]background on Budget & Economy.

• We’re dying at 1 % GDP growth; we don’t make things anymore. (Oct 2016)

• Economic machine to increase US growth rate to 5 % or 6 %. (Oct 2016)

• U.S. 1 % growth is almost no growth, and due to high taxes. (Oct 2016)

• FactCheck: Fed keeps interest rates low, but apolitically. (Sep 2016)

• Our jobs are fleeing to Mexico; China uses us as piggy bank. (Sep 2016)

• Worst recovery since Great Depression; we’re in a bubble. (Sep 2016)

• The Fed should refinance debt to reduce interest payments. (May 2016)

• Make economy dynamic; bring back jobs from China & Mexico. (Oct 2015)

• Use increasing debt ceiling as bargaining chip. (Oct 2015)

• Strong on debt limit; ask for a pound of flesh. (Oct 2015)

• Grow the economy at 6 % annually by ending inversions. (Oct 2015)

• Cut defense budget, & entire EPA & Dept. of Education. (Oct 2015)

• If debt reaches $24T, that’s the point of no return. (Jun 2015)

• We prospered after 9/11; we’ll prosper after Great Recession. (Apr 2010)

• 2006: Warned about impending implosion of financial sector. (Apr 2010)

• Prepare for upcoming crash, bigger than 1929. (Jul 2000)

• Rent control only benefits a privileged minority. (Jul 1987)

• One-time 14.25 % tax on wealth, to erase national debt. (Nov 1999)

• Predicts 35 % boost to economy from eliminating national debt. (Nov 1999) [7]

Personal Finance

• FactCheck: Paid income taxes for 3 years out of 5 in 1970s. (Sep 2016)

• Not paying income taxes makes me smart. (Sep 2016)
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• Keep mortgage interest deduction; knock out carried interest. (Nov 2015)

• Sought NYC deal with $4M property tax break. (Sep 2015)

• We owe $19T and we need a businessman to bring us back. (Sep 2015)

• Known for "You’re Fired!" but it’s unpleasant & disruptive. (Oct 2006)

• Money is part of your reward for succeeding. (Oct 2006)

• In early 1990s, I was $9B in debt; but I never went bankrupt. (Oct 2006)

• Optimistic about future of Atlantic City. (Jul 1990)

Donald Trump on Civil Rights Click here for [8]19 full quotes on Civil Rights OR [9]other candidates on Civil
Rights OR [10]background on Civil Rights.

• Sued in 1970s for racist rental policy, but same as everyone. (Sep 2016)

• Respectfully check mosques; we have to look at profiling. (Jun 2016)

• Put the Confederate flag in a museum, not on statehouses. (Jun 2016)

• Sexual orientation is invalid reason for firing workers. (Jun 2016)

• Promoted gender equality in a male-dominated industry. (Nov 2015)

• I’m "fine" with affirmative action, for now. (Oct 2015)

• Well-educated blacks have advantage over whites. (Sep 2015)

• After Supreme Court vote, gay marriage is a reality. (Aug 2015)

• I’m no misogynist; I put women in charge of construction. (Aug 2015)

• I’m no misogynist; I put women in charge of construction. (Aug 2015)

• Disinvited from RedState gathering for misogynistic comments. (Aug 2015)

• Political correctness is country’s problem, not my problem. (Aug 2015)

• Obama’s presidency has done nothing for African Americans. (Aug 2015)

• Same-sex marriage is a state issue. (Jun 2015)

• No gay marriage; no same-sex partner benefits. (Mar 2011)

• Tolerate diversity; prosecute hate crimes against gays. (Jul 2000)

• Created first club in Palm Beach open to blacks & Jews. (Oct 1997)

• Women are far stronger than men; don’t believe "weaker sex". (Oct 1997)

• Created first club in Palm Beach open to blacks & Jews. (Oct 1997)

Donald Trump on Corporations Click here for [11]26 full quotes on Corporations OR [12]other candidates on
Corporations OR [13]background on Corporations.
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• Reducing taxes from 35 % to 15 % will be a job creator. (Sep 2016)

• Get U.S. money back into U.S.: address corporate inversion. (Nov 2015)

• 2002: Participated in development boom of Jersey City. (Apr 2012)

• 0 % corporate tax would create millions of jobs. (Dec 2011)

• Fight crony capitalism with a level playing field. (Dec 2011)

• Wealthy move assets around globally based on tax incentives. (Apr 2011)

• First real estate deal: 1,200-unit residential foreclosure. (Oct 2006)

• Vulture lawyers look for businesses known to settle cases. (Oct 1997)

• Litigation system is abused to force deal negotiations. (Oct 1997)

• Any business of any size will pay no more than 15 % tax. (Nov 2015) [14]

Business Advice
• I’ve used bankruptcy laws to do a great job for my companies. (Aug 2015)

• Business is an acquired skill based on discipline & focus. (Apr 2010)

• Pragmatic positive: be positive, but be realistic. (Apr 2010)

• Being a know-it-all shuts the door on new ideas. (Apr 2010)

• In the game of life, money is how you score. (Sep 2008)

• A great deal when both sides win? That’s a bunch of crap. (Sep 2008)

• I trust my instinct on business deals as well as personal. (Sep 2008)

• Recuperated from debt with hard work and intelligence. (Sep 2008)

• How big you think determines how big a success you become. (Sep 2008)

• Look below the daily news to identify big sweeping changes. (Sep 2008)

• Learning to be spontaneous takes preparation & practice. (Oct 2006)

• Move quickly from seeing problems to seeing solutions. (Oct 2006)

• 12-hour working days are my norm, not an exception. (Oct 2006)

• Do your research, but then trust your instincts. (Oct 2006)

• Personal bankruptcy is a negotiating tool; I’d never do it. (Oct 1997)

• We’ve all been victims of herd mentality on Wall Street. (Oct 1997)

Donald Trump on Crime Click here for [15]12 full quotes on Crime OR [16]other candidates on Crime OR
[17]background on Crime.

• FactCheck: Stop- &-frisk unconstitutional but NYPD disagrees. (Sep 2016)
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• Stop-and-frisk worked very well in NYC. (Sep 2016)

• Without law and order, we don’t have a country. (Sep 2016)

• Considers stop-and-frisk useful and tremendous beyond belief. (Sep 2016)

• Police can’t act due to disrespect; but weed out bad ones. (Feb 2016)

• The police are the most mistreated people in America. (Jan 2016)

• 1989 full-page newspaper ads: "Bring Back the Death Penalty. (Sep 2015)

• Black lives matter, but we need strong police presence. (Aug 2015)

• Capital punishment isn’t uncivilized; murderers living is. (Jul 2000)

• Death penalty deters like violent TV leads kids astray. (Jul 2000)

• Hold judges accountable; don’t reduce sentences. (Jul 2000)

• For tough anti-crime policies; not criminals’ rights. (Jul 2000)

Donald Trump on Drugs Click here for [18]12 full quotes on Drugs OR [19]other candidates on Drugs OR
[20]background on Drugs.

• Apply resources to stop the inflow of opioids into America. (Oct 2016)

• Agrees with Hillary on cautious approach to legalizing pot. (May 2016)

• Brother died of alcoholism; so Donald never touched alcohol. (Jan 2016)

• Study legalization, but don’t legalize now. (Nov 2015)

• Yes to medical marijuana; otherwise, decide state by state. (Oct 2015)

• 1990: Drug enforcement is a joke; 2015: only medical pot. (Oct 2015)

• 1991: Illicit drugs should be decriminalized. (Sep 2015)

• Legalize drugs and use tax revenue to fund drug education. (Apr 2011)

• Never drinks, smokes, nor does drugs. (Feb 2011)

• Gave second chance to Miss USA who got caught with drugs. (Sep 2008)

• Fired Miss USA crown winner due to drug over-indulgence. (Dec 2006)

• Never touched drugs, nor alcohol, tobacco, or coffee. (Jul 2000)

Donald Trump on Education Click here for [21]18 full quotes on Education OR [22]other candidates on
Education OR [23]background on Education.

• FactCheck: More than figurehead at Trump U. (Jun 2016)

• No federal government profit from student loans. (Nov 2015)

• Let schools compete: charters, vouchers, and magnets. (Nov 2015)
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• Dept. of Education runs top-down one-size-fits-all system. (Nov 2015)

• Cut Department of Education and Common Core. (Oct 2015)

• We spend more per student than any other nation. (Jun 2015)

• Common Core is a disaster. (Jun 2015)

• Cut the Department of Education way, way down. (Jun 2015)

• Founded Trump University to teach the art of deal-making. (Jun 2015)

• Opposes Common Core. (Feb 2015)

• Common Core means Washington tells you what to study. (Feb 2015)

• Americans don’t know their roots: study your ancestry. (Apr 2010)

• Comprehensive education instead of limiting subjects. (Apr 2010)

• I’m deeply and actively involved in Trump University. (Oct 2006)

• Teach citizenship; stop “dumbing down”. (Jul 2000)

• End “creative spelling,” “estimating,” & “empowerment”. (Jul 2000)

• Bring on the competition; tear down the union walls. (Jul 2000)

• School choice will improve public schools. (Jul 2000)

Donald Trump on Energy & Oil Click here for [24]19 full quotes on Energy & Oil OR [25]other candidates on
Energy & Oil OR [26]background on Energy & Oil.

• EPA is killing energy companies; 1,000 years of clean coal. (Oct 2016)

• Focus on disease & clean water, not "climate change". (Oct 2016)

• America invested in solar panels and it was a disaster. (Sep 2016)

• Green energy is just an expensive feel-good for tree-huggers. (Nov 2015)

• We have 2 trillion barrels of oil; enough for 283 years. (Nov 2015)

• Offered to oversee response to 2010 Gulf of Mexico oil spill. (Sep 2015)

• Wind energy projects are industrial monstrosities. (Sep 2015)

• Windmills are destroying shorelines all over the world. (Aug 2015)

• Solar hasn’t caught on because it has a 32-year payback. (Aug 2015)

• Maybe some climate change is manmade, but not all. (Jun 2015)

• Climate change is a hoax. (Jun 2015)

• No Cap-and-Tax: oil is this country’s lifeblood. (Dec 2011)

• Jobs will slump until our lifeblood–oil–is cheap again. (Dec 2011)
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• Enough natural gas in Marcellus Shale for 110 year supply. (Dec 2011)

• Libya: No oil, no support; no exceptions. (Dec 2011)

• It’s incredible how slowly we’re drilling for oil. (Mar 2011)

• We need nuclear energy, and we need a lot of it fast. (Mar 2011)

• Oil is the lifeblood of all economies. (Apr 2010)

• Green buildings take 40 years to get investment back. (Sep 2008)

Donald Trump on Environment Click here for [27]14 full quotes on Environment OR [28]other candidates on
Environment OR [29]background on Environment.

• Regulations by unelected officials reward special interests. (Oct 2016)

• Eminent domain is something you need very strongly. (Feb 2016)

• Cut the EPA; what they do is a disgrace. (Oct 2015)

• Eminent domain pays more than fair market value. (Oct 2015)

• Eminent domain is a very useful tool for job creation. (Oct 2015)

• My sons love trophy hunting, but I’m not a believer. (Sep 2015)

• Won’t go to circuses that cut elephants due to animal rights. (Mar 2015)

• Partner with environmentalists when undertaking projects. (Apr 2010)

• Good development enhances the environment. (Jan 2008)

• Asbestos got a bad rap from miners & mob-led movement. (Oct 1997)

• Asbestos got a bad rap from miners & mob-led movement. (Oct 1997)

• Humiliated NYC Mayor by finishing ice rink on time on budget. (Oct 1997)

• Bureaucratic land use reviews make projects unbuildable. (Oct 1997)

• FactCheck: Yes, hybrid family vehicles are available in US. ()

Donald Trump on Families & Children Click here for [30]10 full quotes on Families & Children OR [31]other
candidates on Families & Children OR [32]background on Families & Children.

• I have great respect for women; despite locker-room talk. (Oct 2016)

• Hillary and I agree on paid family leave. (Sep 2016)

• Federal tax breaks to support child care costs. (Aug 2016)

• Happiest people have great families & God in their lives. (Nov 2015)

• Stress importance of a strong family, & a culture of Life. (Jun 2015)

• Everyone getting married should have a prenuptial agreement. (Sep 2008)
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• Too many hollow compliments are not healthy for kids. (Sep 2008)

• I would rather live a married life than be single. (Sep 2008)

• Be cocky & confident & get all the women you want. (Sep 2008)

• I seem to bring out either the best or worst in women. (Oct 1997)

Donald Trump on Foreign Policy Click here for [33]43 full quotes on Foreign Policy OR [34]other candidates
on Foreign Policy OR [35]background on Foreign Policy.

• US cannot afford to be world’s police; let NATO allies pay. (Sep 2016)

• Brexit vote means people want to see borders. (Jun 2016)

• U.S. has become dumping ground for everybody else’s problems. (Feb 2016)

• Ignore career diplomats who insist on nuance. (Nov 2015)

• Reimbursement for US military bases in rich countries abroad. (Sep 2015)

• Offered himself as Cold War nuclear-arms-treaty negotiator. (Sep 2015)

• Support NATO, but it’s not us against Russia. (Aug 2015)

• When you love America, you protect it with no apologies. (Dec 2011)

• Things change; empires come and go. (Apr 2010)

• Use tough negotiators instead of naive academic people. (Sep 2008)

• Persuasion, not power, is diplomacy at its best. (Oct 2006)

• Countries and corporations must both evolve, or fade away. (Oct 2006)

• Criticized Buchanan’s view on Hitler as appeasement. (Jul 2000)

• Post-Cold War: switch from chess player to dealmaker. (Jul 2000) [36]

Mideast
• Don’t take sides with Israel, so we can lead negotiations. (Feb 2016)

• I could negotiate a deal with Israel and Palestinians. (Feb 2016)

• Figure out who our allies are. (Feb 2016)

• Iran deal is one of the worst I’ve ever seen. (Feb 2016)

• Let Russia bash ISIS; let Germany defend Ukraine. (Nov 2015)

• Opening gates to Syrian refugees invites in ISIS. (Nov 2015)

• Provide economic assistance to create a safe zone in Syria. (Oct 2015)

• US should not train rebels it does not know or control. (Oct 2015)

• Better to have Mideast strongmen than Mideast chaos. (Oct 2015)
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• Good that Russia is involved in Syria. (Oct 2015)

• Stop sending aid to countries that hate us. (Sep 2015)

• More sanctions on Iran; more support of Israel. (Jun 2015) [37]

Political Hotspots
• Condemn Russian & any country’s involvement in our elections. (Oct 2016)

• FactCheck: Japan should defend itself, including with nukes. (Oct 2016)

• FactCheck: No, Iran is not a trading partner of North Korea. (Sep 2016)

• Iran has power over North Korea, as their trading partner. (Sep 2016)

• Russia wants to defeat ISIS as badly as we do; work together. (Sep 2016)

• Develop nukes in South Korea & Japan to counter North Korea. (Apr 2016)

• China should make Kim Jong Un disappear. (Feb 2016)

• China totally controls North Korea; they’re just taunting us. (Jan 2016)

• Diplomacy & respect crucial to our relationship with Russia. (Sep 2015)

• Putin has no respect for America; I will get along with him. (Sep 2015)

• We must deal with the maniac in North Korea with nukes. (Sep 2015)

• Cuban embargo: 50 years is enough. (Sep 2015)

• China is our enemy; they’re bilking us for billions. (Dec 2011)

• By 2027, tsunami as China overtakes US as largest economy. (Dec 2011)

• Support Russia, but with strings attached. (Jul 2000)

• China: lack of human rights prevents consumer development. (Jul 2000)

• Be tougher on China-we’re too eager to please. (Jul 2000)

Donald Trump on Free Trade Click here for [38]29 full quotes on Free Trade OR [39]other candidates on Free
Trade OR [40]background on Free Trade.

• I disagreed with Ronald Reagan on trade; we need better. (Oct 2016)

• FactCheck: yes, Ford plant in Mexico, but no U.S. job cuts. (Sep 2016)

• FactCheck: NAFTA reduced U.S. jobs by 1 %, not 30 % or 50 %. (Sep 2016)

• FactCheck: No, VATs are not tariffs against US exports. (Sep 2016)

• Renegotiate NAFTA; they charge us 16 %; we charge nothing. (Sep 2016)

• Tax imports when U.S. companies manufacture abroad. (Sep 2016)

• With a $58 billion trade deficit, Mexico will pay for wall. (Feb 2016)
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• Trade pacts are no good for us and no good for our workers. (Feb 2016)

• Restrict free trade to keep jobs in US. (Oct 2015)

• Disastrous deals because we don’t have smart negotiators. (Jun 2015)

• 35 % import tax on Mexican border. (Jun 2015)

• Stupid people negotiate our trade bills, & trade won’t work. (Jun 2015)

• 20 % tax on all imported goods. (Dec 2011)

• Fair trade instead of embarrassing deal with South Korea. (Dec 2011)

• Embrace globalization and international markets. (Jan 2008)

• Renegotiate tougher & fairer trade agreements. (Jul 2000)

• NAFTA was worst trade deal ever; TPP is a close second. (Sep 2016)

• President should be nation’s trade representative. (Dec 1999)

• World views US trade officials as ‘saps’. (Dec 1999) [41]

Pacific Trade
• China is dumping steel all over & killing steel companies. (Oct 2016)

• I take advantage of devalued Chinese currency; but stop them. (Mar 2016)

• It’s not free trade with China; it’s stupid trade. (Mar 2016)

• It’s not free trade with China; it’s stupid trade. (Mar 2016)

• I’ve been moving clothing-making from China to U.S. (Mar 2016)

• TPP is a horrible deal; no one has read its 5,600 pages. (Nov 2015)

• Chinese are savvy businesspeople: our enemy who need us. (Nov 2015)

• We don’t beat China or Japan or Mexico in trade. (Aug 2015)

• China and Japan are beating us; I can beat China. (Jun 2015)

• Repatriate jobs that China has been stealing. (Dec 2011)

Donald Trump on Government Reform Click here for [42]21 full quotes on Government Reform OR [43]other
candidates on Government Reform OR [44]background on Government Reform.

• There are millions who should not be registered to vote. (Oct 2016)

• Maximum representation & maximum voter participation. (Apr 2016)

• Reject the elite election system; infuse popular will. (Apr 2016)

• Get rid of waste, fraud, & abuse in every single agency. (Mar 2016)

• I wouldn’t nominate my sister to Supreme Court. (Feb 2016)
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• Delay, delay, delay on Supreme Court appointment. (Feb 2016)

• I would build consensus, not use Executive Orders. (Feb 2016)

• Hug ’em & kiss ’em & make deals, instead of executive orders. (Feb 2016)

• Mutually profitable 2-way relationship with the media. (Nov 2015)

• SuperPACs are a disaster and cause dishonesty. (Oct 2015)

• Candidates should disavow PACs. (Oct 2015)

• I’m not accepting any money from anybody. (Sep 2015)

• Get rid of the regulations that are just destroying us. (Sep 2015)

• I give to politicians; and they give back: that’s broken!. (Aug 2015)

• Two-term limit on NYC mayor is a terrible idea. (Sep 2010)

• Speak simply & clearly, even when addressing Congress. (Oct 2006)

• Government scrutiny is greatest threat to American Dream. (Jul 2000)

• Ban soft money; but allow unlimited personal contributions. (Jul 2000)

• Government should do public works & safety & little else. (Jul 2000)

• Loser pays all costs, and over-litigiousness stops. (Oct 1997)

• Rebuilt Wollman Rink in 4 months; city failed for 6 years. (Jul 1987)

Donald Trump on Gun Control Click here for [45]19 full quotes on Gun Control OR [46]other candidates on
Gun Control OR [47]background on Gun Control.

• We need Supreme Court to stand up for the 2nd Amendment. (Oct 2016)

• Appoint Supreme Court judges who respect 2nd amendment. (Oct 2016)

• No guns for people on terrorist watch-list. (Sep 2016)

• Buying lots of ammunition & body armor should be a red flag. (Jun 2016)

• Mass shootings are due to a huge mental health problem. (Jan 2016)

• No limits on guns; they save lives. (Jan 2016)

• Keep enemies of the state away from guns. (Nov 2015)

• Make concealed-carry permits valid across all states. (Nov 2015)

• Gun-free zones are target practice for sickos. (Oct 2015)

• Gun ownership makes US safer, not more dangerous. (Oct 2015)

• Mental health more important than gun control. (Oct 2015)

• Laws are ineffective in preventing gun violence. (Oct 2015)
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• Gun violence is inevitable; regulations won’t help. (Oct 2015)

• Protect the Second Amendment, but address mental health. (Sep 2015)

• Take guns from good people & bad people have target practice. (Jul 2015)

• A very strong person on the Second Amendment. (Jun 2015)

• I am against gun control. (Feb 2011)

• Dems and Reps are both wrong on guns. (Jul 2000)

• For assault weapon ban, waiting period, & background check. (Jul 2000)

Donald Trump on Health Care Click here for [48]28 full quotes on Health Care OR [49]other candidates on
Health Care OR [50]background on Health Care.

• ObamaCare collapses under its own weight if we don’t repeal. (Oct 2016)

• The whole of ObamaCare was a fraud. (Oct 2016)

• Educate public on value of comprehensive vaccinations. (Oct 2016)

• Lack of mental healthcare is greatest tragedy today. (Oct 2016)

• Focus on greatest bang for the buck, not public health. (Oct 2016)

• Let vets see private doctors or VA: that’s not privatization. (Sep 2016)

• Create V.A. mental health division to reduce veteran suicide. (Sep 2016)

• Keep pre-existing condition coverage; not individual mandate. (Feb 2016)

• Removing cross-state barriers solves many insurance issues. (Feb 2016)

• Taking care of poor sick people isn’t single-payer. (Feb 2016)

• Insurance companies love a lack of competition. (Nov 2015)

• Stockpile treatments against future pandemics & bioterrorism. (Sep 2015)

• Ebola virus in America is Obama’s fault. (Sep 2015)

• I’m for vaccines, but in smaller quantities to avoid autism. (Sep 2015)

• The insurance companies have total control over politicians. (Aug 2015)

• Don’t cut Medicare; grow the economy to keep benefits. (Jun 2015)

• Make health insurance premiums tax-deductible. (Mar 2015)

• Save Medicare & Medicaid without cutting them to the bone. (Jan 2015)

• Increase insurance competition across state lines. (Dec 2011)

• 1988: Flew sick kids cross-country on his private jet. (Apr 2010)
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• We must have universal health care. (Jul 2000) [51]

ObamaCare
• ObamaCare will never work; repeal it and replace it. (Oct 2016)

• Chief Justice Roberts: a disaster who gave us ObamaCare. (Feb 2016)

• Replace Obamacare with Health Savings Accounts. (Oct 2015)

• We didn’t have a free market before ObamaCare. (Jun 2015)

• ObamaCare is a catastrophe that must be repealed & replaced. (Jun 2015)

• ObamaCare deductibles are so high that it’s useless. (Jun 2015)

• Kill ObamaCare before it becomes a trillion-ton weight. (Dec 2011)

Donald Trump on Homeland Security Click here for [52]41 full quotes on Homeland Security OR [53]other
candidates on Homeland Security OR [54]background on Homeland Security.

• Replace a Muslim ban with an extreme vetting of Muslims. (Oct 2016)

• Muslims have to report terrorist problems when they see them. (Oct 2016)

• FactCheck: US spends more than NATO, but only 22 % on NATO. (Sep 2016)

• We defend Germany, Japan, Saudi Arabia: they need to pay. (Sep 2016)

• Create a military court system to deal with sexual assaults. (Sep 2016)

• I don’t want to be politically correct: Islam hates us. (Mar 2016)

• Snowden was a spy; if Russia respected us, they’d deport him. (Mar 2016)

• Charge rich countries like Germany more to defend them. (Feb 2016)

• Keep Gitmo open, and load it up with bad dudes. (Feb 2016)

• How did W keep us safe? WTC came down during his watch. (Feb 2016)

• Bring back waterboarding and a hell of a lot worse. (Feb 2016)

• Benghazi was a disaster; Gadhafi couldn’t have been worse. (Dec 2015)

• Err on the side of security: restore the PATRIOT Act. (Dec 2015)

• Bring back waterboarding and other interrogation methods. (Nov 2015)

• Surveil mosques but don’t close mosques. (Nov 2015)

• We worry about Iranian nukes but why not North Korean nukes? (Nov 2015)

• Building up military is cheap when you consider alternative. (Nov 2015)

• VA is one of the most incompetently-run agencies. (Nov 2015)

• Fix veteran’s hospitals, and pay private doctors for them. (Sep 2015)
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• Enhanced interrogation a non-issue, compared to terrorism. (Aug 2015)

• Our nuclear arsenal doesn’t work; it’s 30 years old. (Jun 2015)

• Increased Veterans Day parade audience from 100 to 1 million. (Jun 2015)

• Defeat ISIS and stop Islamic terrorists. (Jan 2015)

• American interests come first; no apologies. (Dec 2011)

• All freedoms flow from national security. (Dec 2011)

• Business students should read Sun Tzu’s "The Art of War". (Apr 2010)

• Focus & discipline are habits I learned in military school. (Sep 2008)

• 3 % of GNP for military is too low. (Jul 2000)

• Missile defense is inappropriate; focus on terrorism. (Jul 2000)

• Prepare for bio-terrorism attack. (Jul 2000)

• 1994 Veteran’s parade: Such high-quality people led military. (Oct 1997) [55]

September 11
• 9/11 was horrific, but New York handled it beautifully. (Jan 2016)

• People saw New Jersey Muslims celebrating after 9/11. (Nov 2015)

• New Jersey Muslims cheered on 9/11. (Nov 2015)

• Bush should have caught Osama bin Laden. (Sep 2015)

• We have a problem with radical Muslims. (Sep 2015) [56]

Vietnam
• 1965: opposed Vietnam War but never joined protests. (Sep 2015)

• 1969: Drew high draft lottery number, and never got drafted. (Sep 2015)

• Vietnam war was mistake; I’m grateful that I stayed civilian. (Sep 2015)

• 1964: Deferred Vietnam draft for four years while in college. (Jul 2015)

• 1968: Classified 1-Y, medically disqualified for Vietnam. (Jul 2015)

Donald Trump on Immigration Click here for [57]43 full quotes on Immigration OR [58]other candidates on
Immigration OR [59]background on Immigration.

• Amnesty is unfair to people waiting on line for years. (Oct 2016)

• We have some bad hombres here; I’ll get them out. (Oct 2016)

• Border agents endorsed me because I understand the border. (Oct 2016)

• Let college grads stay but H1-B only if jobs can’t be filled. (Oct 2016)
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• People pour into US and citizens lose jobs. (Sep 2016)

• I take advantage of H1-B visas; but stop them. (Mar 2016)

• Let the good ones come back in; that’s not amnesty. (Feb 2016)

• No apology for banning Muslims from entering America. (Jan 2016)

• It’s not fear of terrorist refugees; it’s reality. (Jan 2016)

• Need to keep database of Muslim refugees. (Nov 2015)

• We must stop illegal immigration; it hurts us economically. (Nov 2015)

• 351,000 criminal illegal aliens in our prisons. (Nov 2015)

• Cut off federal funds to sanctuary cities. (Nov 2015)

• I don’t care how they come in, if they come in legally. (Oct 2015)

• Syrian refugees are a Trojan Horse. (Oct 2015)

• Syrian refugee crisis partly our fault; but don’t take any. (Oct 2015)

• We’re only country dumb enough for birthright citizenship. (Sep 2015)

• Illegal immigrants populate many criminal gangs. (Sep 2015)

• This is a country where we speak English, not Spanish. (Sep 2015)

• Half of the undocumented residents in America are criminals. (Jun 2015)

• We need strong borders; we need a wall. (Feb 2015)

• Citizenship for illegal immigrants is a GOP suicide mission. (Mar 2013)

• 351,000 illegal aliens are in our prisons; costing $1.1B. (Dec 2011)

• Anchor babies were NEVER the intent of the 14th Amendment. (Dec 2011)

• Invite foreigners graduating from college to stay in US. (Dec 2011)

• Control borders; even legal immigration should be difficult. (Jul 2000)

• Limit new immigration; focus on people already here. (Dec 1999) [60]

Mexico
• We’ve been badly hurt by Mexico both at the border & on jobs. (Sep 2016)

• We have no borders; and yes, I am angry. (Jan 2016)

• Ship millions back to Mexico, like Eisenhower did. (Nov 2015)

• Walls on borders work; just ask Israel. (Nov 2015)

• Mexico will pay for wall, but not through tariffs. (Nov 2015)

• Building 1,000-mile wall is possible, if we make commitment. (Nov 2015)

• I can get Mexico to pay for border wall; politicians can’t. (Oct 2015)
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• The border wall will be well-managed and built correctly. (Aug 2015)

• We need wall on Mexican border, but ok to have a door in it. (Aug 2015)

• Mexican government is sending criminals across the border. (Aug 2015)

• Building a wall will save money because it stops bad dudes. (Jul 2015)

• OpEd: businesses & Republicans condemn anti-Mexico terms. (Jul 2015)

• Make Mexico pay for wall with severe economics. (Jun 2015)

• Mexico & Latin America send us drugs, crime, and rapists. (Jun 2015)

• Build great wall on southern border; have Mexico pay for it. (Jun 2015)

• Triple-layered fence & Predator drones on Mexican border. (Dec 2011)

Donald Trump on Jobs Click here for [61]15 full quotes on Jobs OR [62]other candidates on Jobs OR
[63]background on Jobs.

• How do people make it on $7.25? Raise state minimum wage. (May 2016)

• I’m the only one on this stage who’s hired people. (Feb 2016)

• Bring jobs back from China, Mexico, Japan, and Vietnam. (Feb 2016)

• Don’t raise minimum wage; it makes us non-competitive. (Nov 2015)

• I have relevant experience by creating jobs and assets. (Nov 2015)

• Teachers unions are obstacles to improving schools. (Nov 2015)

• Rebuilding America will create 13 million jobs. (Nov 2015)

• FactCheck: Yes, Trump wanted a casino, and Jeb opposed it. (Sep 2015)

• 2013: Failed to persuade Florida legislators on large casino. (Sep 2015)

• Don’t raise minimum wage, but create more opportunities. (Aug 2015)

• Take jobs back from foreign countries to lower unemployment. (Aug 2015)

• Real unemployment rate is 20 %; don’t believe 5.6 %. (Jun 2015)

• Raising business tax causes businesses to move jobs overseas. (Dec 2011)

• Unions fight for pay; managers fight for less; consumers win. (Jul 2000)

• Foreign companies are taking jobs from US. (Dec 1999)

Donald Trump on Principles & Values Click here for [64]81 full quotes on Principles & Values OR [65]other
candidates on Principles & Values OR [66]background on Principles & Values.

• Electing Hillary means four more years of Obama. (Oct 2016)

• Get a special prosecutor for email scandal to jail Hillary. (Oct 2016)
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• Hillary does not have the stamina to be president. (Sep 2016)

• I beat 16 very talented people in the primary. (Sep 2016)

• OpEd: Trump’s rise analogous to Hitler’s in 1930s Germany. (Jun 2016)

• Agrees with Hillary on marijuana, campaign finance, trade. (Feb 2016)

• Make America great again. (Feb 2016)

• Our flag represents equality, hope, fairness, & courage. (Nov 2015)

• Who in the world is offended by "Merry Christmas"? (Nov 2015)

• I give people what they need and don’t get: The Truth. (Nov 2015)

• I will negotiate until American is great again. (Oct 2015)

• OpEd: Obama doesn’t have the psychology of a winner. (Sep 2015)

• Keep the word ’Christmas’ in the holiday. (Aug 2015)

• My old liberal political views evolved like Reagan’s did. (Aug 2015)

• I want to win as a Republican, but might run as Independent. (Aug 2015)

• In NYC almost everyone is Democrat, but I’m Republican. (Aug 2015)

• No more morning in America; we’ll be mourning FOR America. (Dec 2011)

• 5-point plan to return America to her former greatness. (Dec 2011)

• USA is the greatest force for freedom world has ever known. (Dec 2011)

• Bad students (like Obama) shouldn’t go to Harvard. (Apr 2011)

• If I run & win, our country will be great again. (Feb 2011)

• Greatest fear? I don’t have any; I only have "concerns". (Apr 2010)

• I’m more humble than people might think. (Apr 2010)

• 3 principles: One term, two-fisted policies, zero excuses. (Jul 2000)

• Non-politicians are the wave of the future. (Jul 2000)

• I’m a clean-hands freak; and dislike shaking hands. (Oct 1997)

• Prefers short, formal bows to shaking hands. (Oct 1997)

• I’m too honest & too controversial to be a politician. (Oct 1997)

• People who inherit don’t know how to earn back losses. (Oct 1997)

• Toughness is equally strength, intelligence, & self-respect. (Jul 1990) [67]

Birtherism
• I did a good job getting Obama to produce birth certificate. (Sep 2016)

• 2011: Obama’s birth certificate is hiding something. (Sep 2015)
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• OpEd: Obama’s grandmother never said he was born in Kenya. (Sep 2015)

• Birtherism: demanded that Obama produce birth certificate. (Sep 2015)

• Stoked Tea Party suspicions about Obama’s legitimacy. (Jan 2012)

• One hour to produce my birth certificate; Obama should too. (Feb 2011) [68]

Business Principles
• A businessman, not a lifelong politician. (Oct 2016)

• I never forgive people who deceive me. (Oct 2015)

• People want positive inspiration. (Sep 2015)

• I believe in the toot-your-own-horn theory. (Apr 2010)

• Build your reputation as "responsible, professional & loyal". (Apr 2010)

• When someone crosses you, get even!. (Sep 2008)

• Never forgive someone who is bad; always strike back. (Sep 2008)

• The harder I work, the luckier I get. (Sep 2008)

• Get used to hearing the word "no" and ignoring it. (Sep 2008)

• Never give up; look at the solution, not the problem. (Jan 2008)

• To negotiate well, prepare and know as much as possible. (Jan 2008)

• In the best negotiations, everyone wins. (Jan 2008)

• Failure is not permanent. (Jan 2008)

• Beauty and elegance are my signature and my brand. (Oct 2006)

• Think on "Trump scale" and make a BIG statement. (Oct 2006)

• Change isn’t an admission that you were wrong. (Oct 2006)

• Look at people non-judgmentally, without right or wrong. (Oct 2006)

• Give others a fair chance, but eliminate scoundrels. (Oct 2006)

• Passion overcomes many difficult impossibilities. (Oct 2006)

• Many people are afraid to fail, so they don’t try. (Oct 2006)

• Tell people you’re successful or they won’t know it. (Mar 2004)

• Good management requires hiring good people. (Mar 2004)

• Lessons: stay focused on big picture. (Mar 2004)

• Surround yourself with people you can trust. (Mar 2004)

• In business & politics, stands for getting things done. (Jul 2000)

• Appealing to middle Americans leery of political elite. (Nov 1999)
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• Learned about myself, from adversity in hard times. (Oct 1997)

• Feeling cocky & invincible can be destructive. (Oct 1997)

• For bad investment advice, you get blame; if good, no credit. (Oct 1997)

• Measure success in happiness, not just in dollars. (Oct 1997)

• Rules for surviving the perils of success. (Jul 1990) [69]

Personal Background
• I have a daughter and son-in-law who are Jewish. (Mar 2016)

• I love God, and I love having a relationship with Him. (Nov 2015)

• OpEd: Lifelong dance of mutual manipulation with the press. (Sep 2015)

• Sent to military academy because of childhood rebelliousness. (Sep 2015)

• I’ve always been rebellious and very set in my ways. (Sep 2015)

• A germophobe: constantly washes hands; dislikes handshakes. (Sep 2015)

• Attended military academy & Wharton Business School. (Jun 2015)

• Separated from Ivana after long less-than-perfect marriage. (Jul 1990) [70]

Scandals
• Debunked women fictionalized stories about sexual harassment. (Oct 2016)

• Hillary & Obama criminally paid people to start riots. (Oct 2016)

• I filed a 104-page disclosure form; I earned $609M last year. (Sep 2016)

• Clinton’s private email server was on purpose & no "mistake". (Sep 2016)

• We should have impeached George W. Bush for Iraq War lies. (Feb 2016)

• Burned by press too often to be available any more. (Jul 1990)

Donald Trump on Social Security Click here for [71]9 full quotes on Social Security OR [72]other candidates
on Social Security OR [73]background on Social Security.

• FactCheck: Yes, "privatization would be good for all of us". (Oct 2016)

• I will save Social Security with more jobs, less waste. (Feb 2016)

• I’ll give up my Social Security; leave it to each person. (Sep 2015)

• Cannot change Medicare or Soc.Sec. and still win elections. (Mar 2013)

• Social Security isn’t an "entitlement"; it’s honoring a deal. (Dec 2011)

• Disability Racket: $25B in fraudulent disability filings. (Dec 2011)

• Pay off debt; put $3T interest savings into Trust Fund. (Jul 2000)
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• Let people invest their own retirement funds. (Jul 2000)

• No government investment of retirement funds. (Jul 2000)

Donald Trump on Tax Reform Click here for [74]26 full quotes on Tax Reform OR [75]other candidates on Tax
Reform OR [76]background on Tax Reform.

• FactCheck: Cutting carried interest gains $18B in revenue. (Oct 2016)

• Get rid of carried interest and cut taxes big league. (Oct 2016)

• OpEd: Can’t release tax returns while under audit? Nixon did. (Oct 2016)

• I’m gonna cut taxes and regulations big league. (Sep 2016)

• Tax cuts for the wealthy, who will create tremendous jobs. (Sep 2016)

• Cut taxes by $10T but don’t increase deficit. (Oct 2015)

• Repeal estate tax; it’s double taxation. (Oct 2015)

• Estate tax is unfair double taxation. (Oct 2015)

• Do away with carried interest; it’s unfair. (Oct 2015)

• OpEd AdWatch: Trump more liberal on taxes than Democrats. (Sep 2015)

• FactCheck: Proposed 14 % tax on wealthy in 2000, but not now. (Sep 2015)

• No net increase in taxes, but increases on wealthy. (Sep 2015)

• OpEd: One-time wealth tax could cause stock market collapse. (Sep 2015)

• Raise graduated taxes on hedge fund managers. (Sep 2015)

• One-time 14 % tax on wealthy to pay down national debt. (Jun 2015)

• 4 brackets; 1-5-10-15 %; kill death tax & corporate tax. (Dec 2011)

• Cutting tax rates incentivizes a strong national work ethic. (Dec 2011)

• Previously supported wealth tax; now supports Bush tax cuts. (Apr 2011)

• Repeal the inheritance tax to offset one-time wealth tax. (Jul 2000)

• Simplify tax code; end marriage penalty & other hidden taxes. (Jul 2000)

• Opposes flat tax; benefits wealthy too much. (Jul 2000)

• 1986 tax laws destroyed incentives retroactively. (Oct 1997)

• High tax rate encourages investment risk. (Oct 1997)

• Personally avoids sales tax, but knows many people like it. (Dec 1999)

• One-time 14.25 % tax on wealth, to erase national debt. (Nov 1999)

• Tax assets over $10 million, paid over 10 years. (Nov 1999)
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Donald Trump on Technology Click here for [77]15 full quotes on Technology OR [78]other candidates on
Technology OR [79]background on Technology.

• All humankind benefits from reaching into the stars. (Oct 2016)

• Make desalinization affordable; rebuild water infrastructure. (Oct 2016)

• Proportional response to eliminate cyberattacks. (Oct 2016)

• Encourage innovation in the areas of space exploration. (Oct 2016)

• Can’t fix infrastructure because politicians squander money. (Sep 2016)

• We invented Internet but ISIS is beating us at our own game. (Sep 2016)

• Close our Internet up, to fight ISIS terrorist recruitment. (Dec 2015)

• Crumbling infrastructure costs $200B in reduced productivity. (Nov 2015)

• Net neutrality is top down power grab of the Internet. (Sep 2015)

• FactCheck: 24 % of our bridges are in trouble, not 59 %. (Aug 2015)

• Rebuild our infrastructure on time & on budget. (Jun 2015)

• Emmy award & Hollywood Walk of Fame for "The Apprentice". (Jun 2015)

• China threatens US with cyber warfare & industrial espionage. (Dec 2011)

• Took chance by starting Clear Channel radio program. (Apr 2010)

• Computer industry is overheated. (Oct 1997)

Donald Trump on War & Peace Click here for [80]39 full quotes on War & Peace OR [81]other candidates on
War & Peace OR [82]background on War & Peace.

• We need element of surprise; stop saying where we’ll attack. (Oct 2016)

• 2011: Knock out Ghadafi; 2016: Libya war was a mistake. (Sep 2016)

• I would be slower to go to war than Hillary. (Sep 2016)

• We would be better off if Gadhafi were in charge right now. (Feb 2016)

• Blunder to announce withdrawal timetable from Afghanistan. (Nov 2015)

• Afghanistan war made a mess, but troops need to stay. (Oct 2015)

• Strengthen military, but act defensively. (Oct 2015)

• Radical violent Islam that must be feared, not Islam itself. (Sep 2015)

• John McCain’s actions in Vietnam were not "heroic". (Sep 2000)

• Use force to stop North Korean nuke development. (Jul 2000)
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• No humanitarian intervention; only to direct threats. (Jul 2000) [83]

Middle East

• If we overthrow Assad, we could end up with worse than Assad. (Oct 2016)

• Iran is taking over Iraq. (Oct 2016)

• Unbelievable stupidity in our Mideast policy. (Oct 2016)

• FactCheck: Would shoot Iranian warships too near US warships. (Sep 2016)

• I have a plan to defeat ISIS, but I won’t broadcast it. (Sep 2016)

• I opposed Iraq War in 2004; it destabilized entire Mideast. (Sep 2016)

• When we defeated Iraq, we didn’t know what to do after that. (Sep 2016)

• Current leadership hurts military; need change to beat ISIS. (Sep 2016)

• Cease-fire in Syria only if all parties involved. (Feb 2016)

• FactCheck: Supported Iraq invasion in 2002; opposed in 2003. (Feb 2016)

• We’ve spent $5T in the Mideast and gotten nothing. (Feb 2016)

• Get rid of ISIS, quickly: dry up their oil & their money. (Feb 2016)

• Assad is a bad guy, but his replacement could be worse. (Nov 2015)

• Let Russia make moves in Syria; it’s a quagmire. (Nov 2015)

• We should have demanded a deal with Kuwait to liberate them. (Nov 2015)

• Good that Russia has entered Syrian conflict. (Oct 2015)

• I’m pro-military but I opposed invading Iraq in 2003. (Sep 2015)

• If Obama had attacked Syria, we wouldn’t have refugees now. (Sep 2015)

• Opposed Iraq war in 2004 & predicted Mideast destabilization. (Aug 2015)

• Disgraceful deal gives Iran a lot & gets nothing for us. (Aug 2015)

• Bomb the oil fields in Iraq to take on ISIS. (Jun 2015)

• Boots on the ground to fight ISIS. (Jun 2015)

• I said "don’t hit Iraq," because it destabilized Middle East. (Jun 2015)

• Hit ISIS hard and fast. (Feb 2015)

• Take $1.5T in oil from Iraq to pay for US victims. (Mar 2013)

• Iraq should pick up the tab for their own liberation. (Dec 2011)

• Stop Iran’s nuclear programs by any & all means necessary. (Dec 2011)

• Support Israel, our unsinkable Mideast aircraft carrier. (Jul 2000)
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Donald Trump on Welfare & Poverty Click here for [84]7 full quotes on Welfare & Poverty OR [85]other
candidates on Welfare & Poverty OR [86]background on Welfare & Poverty.

• Sought to exclude welfare recipients from his residences. (Sep 2015)

• Opposed to casinos on Indian reservations. (Sep 2015)

• I don’t like firing people; work makes people better. (Dec 2011)

• Food stamps should be temporary; not a decade on the dole. (Dec 2011)

• Apply welfare-to-work to 76 other welfare programs. (Dec 2011)

• I give a lot of money away to charity. (Sep 2008)

• Let “saints” help teen moms; restrict public assistance. (Jul 2000)

VoteMatch Responses
[87] (Click here for VoteMatch quiz) VoteMatch Question & Answer
(Click on question for explanation and background) Based on these stances:

(Click on topic for excerpt & citation) [88]Opposes topic 1:
[89]Abortion is a woman’s unrestricted right

(-3 points on Social scale) Not acceptable to rip baby from womb in 9th month: [90] Strongly Opposes topic 1

Overturn Roe v, Wade and return abortion laws to the states: [91] Strongly Opposes topic 1

Millions are helped by Planned Parenthood, but defund it: [92] Opposes topic 1

Defund Planned Parenthood: [93] Strongly Opposes topic 1

Planned Parenthood is important, but abortions must stop: [94] Opposes topic 1

Ban late abortions; exceptions for rape, incest or health: [95] Strongly Opposes topic 1

Stress importance of a strong family, & a culture of Life: [96] Opposes topic 1

Undecided on embryonic stem cell research: [97] Neutral on topic 1

I am now pro-life; after years of being pro-choice: [98] Strongly Opposes topic 1

I changed my views to pro-life based on personal stories: [99] Opposes topic 1

I am pro-life; fight ObamaCare abortion funding: [100] Opposes topic 1

Pro-choice, but ban partial birth abortion: [101] Favors topic 1

Favors abortion rights but respects opposition: [102] Favors topic 1 [103]Opposes topic 2:
[104]Legally require hiring women & minorities

(+2 points on Economic scale) Sued in 1970s for racist rental policy, but same as everyone: [105] Opposes topic 2

Create a military court system to deal with sexual assaults: [106] Favors topic 2

Promoted gender equality in a male-dominated industry: [107] Favors topic 2

I’m "fine" with affirmative action, for now: [108] Strongly Favors topic 2

Well-educated blacks have advantage over whites: [109] Opposes topic 2

I’m no misogynist; I put women in charge of construction: [110] Favors topic 2

I’m no misogynist; I put women in charge of construction: [111] Favors topic 2

Political correctness is country’s problem, not my problem: [112] Strongly Opposes topic 2

Obama’s presidency has done nothing for African Americans: [113] Opposes topic 2

Bad students (like Obama) shouldn’t go to Harvard: [114] Opposes topic 2

Created first club in Palm Beach open to blacks & Jews: [115] Strongly Favors topic 2

Women are far stronger than men; don’t believe "weaker sex": [116] Opposes topic 2

I seem to bring out either the best or worst in women: [117] Opposes topic 2

I did a good job getting Obama to produce birth certificate: [118] Strongly Opposes topic 2 [119]Favors topic 3:
[120]Comfortable with same-sex marriage
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(+2 points on Social scale) Put the Confederate flag in a museum, not on statehouses: [121] Strongly Favors topic 3

Sexual orientation is invalid reason for firing workers: [122] Strongly Favors topic 3

After Supreme Court vote, gay marriage is a reality: [123] Favors topic 3

Same-sex marriage is a state issue: [124] Opposes topic 3

No gay marriage; no same-sex partner benefits: [125] Strongly Opposes topic 3

Tolerate diversity; prosecute hate crimes against gays: [126] Favors topic 3 [127]Strongly Favors topic 4:
[128]Keep God in the public sphere

(-5 points on Social scale) Happiest people have great families & God in their lives: [129] Favors topic 4

Who in the world is offended by "Merry Christmas"?: [130] Strongly Favors topic 4

Teach citizenship; stop “dumbing down”: [131] Favors topic 4

End “creative spelling,” “estimating,” & “empowerment”: [132] Favors topic 4

Let “saints” help teen moms; restrict public assistance: [133] Strongly Favors topic 4

I love God, and I love having a relationship with Him: [134] Favors topic 4 [135]Opposes topic 5:
[136]Expand ObamaCare

(+2 points on Economic scale) ObamaCare collapses under its own weight if we don’t repeal: [137] Strongly Opposes topic 5

The whole of ObamaCare was a fraud: [138] Strongly Opposes topic 5

Lack of mental healthcare is greatest tragedy today: [139] Favors topic 5

Focus on greatest bang for the buck, not public health: [140] Strongly Opposes topic 5

Create V.A. mental health division to reduce veteran suicide: [141] Favors topic 5

Keep pre-existing condition coverage; not individual mandate: [142] Opposes topic 5

Removing cross-state barriers solves many insurance issues: [143] Opposes topic 5

Insurance companies love a lack of competition: [144] Opposes topic 5

Don’t cut Medicare; grow the economy to keep benefits: [145] Favors topic 5

Make health insurance premiums tax-deductible: [146] Opposes topic 5

Save Medicare & Medicaid without cutting them to the bone: [147] Favors topic 5

Increase insurance competition across state lines: [148] Strongly Opposes topic 5

We must have universal health care: [149] Strongly Favors topic 5

ObamaCare will never work; repeal it and replace it: [150] Strongly Opposes topic 5

Chief Justice Roberts: a disaster who gave us ObamaCare: [151] Strongly Opposes topic 5

Replace Obamacare with Health Savings Accounts: [152] Strongly Opposes topic 5

We didn’t have a free market before ObamaCare: [153] Opposes topic 5

ObamaCare is a catastrophe that must be repealed & replaced: [154] Strongly Opposes topic 5

ObamaCare deductibles are so high that it’s useless: [155] Strongly Opposes topic 5

Kill ObamaCare before it becomes a trillion-ton weight: [156] Strongly Opposes topic 5 [157]Favors topic 6:
[158]Privatize Social Security

(+2 points on Economic scale) FactCheck: Yes, "privatization would be good for all of us": [159] Strongly Favors topic 6

I’ll give up my Social Security; leave it to each person: [160] Favors topic 6

Cannot change Medicare or Soc.Sec. and still win elections: [161] Opposes topic 6

Social Security isn’t an "entitlement"; it’s honoring a deal: [162] Opposes topic 6

Pay off debt; put $3T interest savings into Trust Fund: [163] Opposes topic 6

Let people invest their own retirement funds: [164] Strongly Favors topic 6

No government investment of retirement funds: [165] Strongly Favors topic 6 [166]Strongly Favors topic 7:
[167]Vouchers for school choice

(+5 points on Economic scale) Let schools compete: charters, vouchers, and magnets: [168] Strongly Favors topic 7

Dept. of Education runs top-down one-size-fits-all system: [169] Opposes topic 7

Cut Department of Education and Common Core: [170] Strongly Favors topic 7

We spend more per student than any other nation: [171] Favors topic 7

Common Core is a disaster: [172] Strongly Favors topic 7

Opposes Common Core: [173] Favors topic 7

Common Core means Washington tells you what to study: [174] Favors topic 7
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Bring on the competition; tear down the union walls: [175] Favors topic 7

School choice will improve public schools: [176] Strongly Favors topic 7 [177]Strongly Favors topic 8:
[178]Society bears cost of pollution

(-5 points on Social scale) Regulations by unelected officials reward special interests: [179] Strongly Favors topic 8

Make desalinization affordable; rebuild water infrastructure: [180] Strongly Opposes topic 8

Green energy is just an expensive feel-good for tree-huggers: [181] Strongly Favors topic 8

Cut the EPA; what they do is a disgrace: [182] Strongly Favors topic 8

Cut defense budget, & entire EPA & Dept. of Education: [183] Favors topic 8

Get rid of the regulations that are just destroying us: [184] Favors topic 8

Won’t go to circuses that cut elephants due to animal rights: [185] Strongly Favors topic 8

Good development enhances the environment: [186] Favors topic 8

Asbestos got a bad rap from miners & mob-led movement: [187] Strongly Favors topic 8

Asbestos got a bad rap from miners & mob-led movement: [188] Strongly Favors topic 8

Bureaucratic land use reviews make projects unbuildable: [189] Favors topic 8 [190]Strongly Favors topic 9:
[191]Stricter punishment reduces crime

(-5 points on Social scale) FactCheck: Stop- &-frisk unconstitutional but NYPD disagrees: [192] Strongly Favors topic 9

Stop-and-frisk worked very well in NYC: [193] Strongly Favors topic 9

Without law and order, we don’t have a country: [194] Strongly Favors topic 9

Considers stop-and-frisk useful and tremendous beyond belief: [195] Strongly Favors topic 9

Police can’t act due to disrespect; but weed out bad ones: [196] Favors topic 9

The police are the most mistreated people in America: [197] Favors topic 9

Black lives matter, but we need strong police presence: [198] Favors topic 9

Capital punishment isn’t uncivilized; murderers living is: [199] Strongly Favors topic 9

Death penalty deters like violent TV leads kids astray: [200] Favors topic 9

Hold judges accountable; don’t reduce sentences: [201] Favors topic 9

For tough anti-crime policies; not criminals’ rights: [202] Favors topic 9 [203]Strongly Favors topic 10:
[204]Absolute right to gun ownership

(+5 points on Economic scale) We need Supreme Court to stand up for the 2nd Amendment: [205] Strongly Favors topic 10

Appoint Supreme Court judges who respect 2nd amendment: [206] Strongly Favors topic 10

No guns for people on terrorist watch-list: [207] Opposes topic 10

Buying lots of ammunition & body armor should be a red flag: [208] Opposes topic 10

No limits on guns; they save lives: [209] Strongly Favors topic 10

Keep enemies of the state away from guns: [210] Favors topic 10

Make concealed-carry permits valid across all states: [211] Strongly Favors topic 10

Gun-free zones are target practice for sickos: [212] Strongly Favors topic 10

Gun ownership makes US safer, not more dangerous: [213] Strongly Favors topic 10

Laws are ineffective in preventing gun violence: [214] Favors topic 10

Gun violence is inevitable; regulations won’t help: [215] Strongly Favors topic 10

Protect the Second Amendment, but address mental health: [216] Favors topic 10

A very strong person on the Second Amendment: [217] Strongly Favors topic 10

I am against gun control: [218] Strongly Favors topic 10

Dems and Reps are both wrong on guns: [219] Neutral on topic 10

For assault weapon ban, waiting period, & background check: [220] Opposes topic 10 [221]Opposes topic 11:
[222]Higher taxes on the wealthy

(+2 points on Economic scale) U.S. 1 % growth is almost no growth, and due to high taxes: [223] Strongly Opposes topic 11

Get rid of carried interest and cut taxes big league: [224] Favors topic 11

Reducing taxes from 35 % to 15 % will be a job creator: [225] Strongly Opposes topic 11

I’m gonna cut taxes and regulations big league: [226] Strongly Opposes topic 11

Tax cuts for the wealthy, who will create tremendous jobs: [227] Strongly Opposes topic 11

Repeal estate tax; it’s double taxation: [228] Strongly Opposes topic 11
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Estate tax is unfair double taxation: [229] Strongly Opposes topic 11

Do away with carried interest; it’s unfair: [230] Favors topic 11

OpEd AdWatch: Trump more liberal on taxes than Democrats: [231] Favors topic 11

FactCheck: Proposed 14 % tax on wealthy in 2000, but not now: [232] Neutral on topic 11

No net increase in taxes, but increases on wealthy: [233] Strongly Favors topic 11

Raise graduated taxes on hedge fund managers: [234] Strongly Favors topic 11

One-time 14 % tax on wealthy to pay down national debt: [235] Strongly Favors topic 11

Raising business tax causes businesses to move jobs overseas: [236] Strongly Opposes topic 11

4 brackets; 1-5-10-15 %; kill death tax & corporate tax: [237] Strongly Opposes topic 11

Repeal the inheritance tax to offset one-time wealth tax: [238] Opposes topic 11

Simplify tax code; end marriage penalty & other hidden taxes: [239] Opposes topic 11

Opposes flat tax; benefits wealthy too much: [240] Strongly Favors topic 11

High tax rate encourages investment risk: [241] Strongly Favors topic 11

Any business of any size will pay no more than 15 % tax: [242] Strongly Opposes topic 11

Personally avoids sales tax, but knows many people like it: [243] Opposes topic 11

One-time 14.25 % tax on wealth, to erase national debt: [244] Strongly Favors topic 11

Predicts 35 % boost to economy from eliminating national debt: [245] Favors topic 11

Tax assets over $10 million, paid over 10 years: [246] Strongly Favors topic 11

FactCheck: Paid income taxes for 3 years out of 5 in 1970s: [247] Opposes topic 11 [248]Strongly Opposes topic 12:
[249]Pathway to citizenship for illegal aliens

(-5 points on Social scale) Amnesty is unfair to people waiting on line for years: [250] Strongly Opposes topic 12

We have some bad hombres here; I’ll get them out: [251] Opposes topic 12

Border agents endorsed me because I understand the border: [252] Strongly Opposes topic 12

Let college grads stay but H1-B only if jobs can’t be filled: [253] Favors topic 12

People pour into US and citizens lose jobs: [254] Strongly Opposes topic 12

I take advantage of H1-B visas; but stop them: [255] Opposes topic 12

Let the good ones come back in; that’s not amnesty: [256] Favors topic 12

We must stop illegal immigration; it hurts us economically: [257] Strongly Opposes topic 12

351,000 criminal illegal aliens in our prisons: [258] Strongly Opposes topic 12

Cut off federal funds to sanctuary cities: [259] Strongly Opposes topic 12

Illegal immigrants populate many criminal gangs: [260] Opposes topic 12

This is a country where we speak English, not Spanish: [261] Opposes topic 12

We need strong borders; we need a wall: [262] Strongly Opposes topic 12

Citizenship for illegal immigrants is a GOP suicide mission: [263] Strongly Opposes topic 12

351,000 illegal aliens are in our prisons; costing $1.1B: [264] Strongly Opposes topic 12

Anchor babies were NEVER the intent of the 14th Amendment: [265] Strongly Opposes topic 12

Invite foreigners graduating from college to stay in US: [266] Favors topic 12

Control borders; even legal immigration should be difficult: [267] Strongly Opposes topic 12

Limit new immigration; focus on people already here: [268] Strongly Opposes topic 12

We’ve been badly hurt by Mexico both at the border & on jobs: [269] Strongly Opposes topic 12

Mexico will pay for wall, but not through tariffs: [270] Opposes topic 12

Building 1,000-mile wall is possible, if we make commitment: [271] Strongly Opposes topic 12

I can get Mexico to pay for border wall; politicians can’t: [272] Opposes topic 12

The border wall will be well-managed and built correctly: [273] Strongly Opposes topic 12

Building a wall will save money because it stops bad dudes: [274] Strongly Opposes topic 12

Make Mexico pay for wall with severe economics: [275] Opposes topic 12

Mexico & Latin America send us drugs, crime, and rapists: [276] Strongly Opposes topic 12

Triple-layered fence & Predator drones on Mexican border: [277] Strongly Opposes topic 12 [278]Strongly Opposes topic 13:
[279]Support & expand free trade

(-5 points on Economic scale) We’re dying at 1 % GDP growth; we don’t make things anymore: [280] Opposes topic 13
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I disagreed with Ronald Reagan on trade; we need better: [281] Strongly Opposes topic 13

Our jobs are fleeing to Mexico; China uses us as piggy bank: [282] Strongly Opposes topic 13

Renegotiate NAFTA; they charge us 16 %; we charge nothing: [283] Strongly Opposes topic 13

Tax imports when U.S. companies manufacture abroad: [284] Strongly Opposes topic 13

Trade pacts are no good for us and no good for our workers: [285] Strongly Opposes topic 13

Restrict free trade to keep jobs in US: [286] Strongly Opposes topic 13

35 % import tax on Mexican border: [287] Strongly Opposes topic 13

20 % tax on all imported goods: [288] Strongly Opposes topic 13

Embrace globalization and international markets: [289] Strongly Favors topic 13

Renegotiate tougher & fairer trade agreements: [290] Opposes topic 13

NAFTA was worst trade deal ever; TPP is a close second: [291] Strongly Opposes topic 13

President should be nation’s trade representative: [292] Favors topic 13

World views US trade officials as ‘saps’: [293] Opposes topic 13

Foreign companies are taking jobs from US: [294] Strongly Opposes topic 13

China is dumping steel all over & killing steel companies: [295] Strongly Opposes topic 13

It’s not free trade with China; it’s stupid trade: [296] Strongly Opposes topic 13

It’s not free trade with China; it’s stupid trade: [297] Strongly Opposes topic 13

TPP is a horrible deal; no one has read its 5,600 pages: [298] Strongly Opposes topic 13

Repatriate jobs that China has been stealing: [299] Opposes topic 13 [300]Favors topic 14:
[301]Support American Exceptionalism

(+2 points on Economic scale) Replace a Muslim ban with an extreme vetting of Muslims: [302] Strongly Favors topic 14

Respectfully check mosques; we have to look at profiling: [303] Strongly Favors topic 14

I don’t want to be politically correct: Islam hates us: [304] Strongly Favors topic 14

Make America great again: [305] Favors topic 14

U.S. has become dumping ground for everybody else’s problems: [306] Strongly Favors topic 14

No apology for banning Muslims from entering America: [307] Strongly Favors topic 14

Ignore career diplomats who insist on nuance: [308] Favors topic 14

Syrian refugees are a Trojan Horse: [309] Strongly Favors topic 14

Radical violent Islam that must be feared, not Islam itself: [310] Neutral on topic 14

American interests come first; no apologies: [311] Strongly Favors topic 14

Things change; empires come and go: [312] Opposes topic 14

Use force to stop North Korean nuke development: [313] Strongly Favors topic 14

Opening gates to Syrian refugees invites in ISIS: [314] Favors topic 14

Provide economic assistance to create a safe zone in Syria: [315] Opposes topic 14

Stop sending aid to countries that hate us: [316] Favors topic 14

More sanctions on Iran; more support of Israel: [317] Favors topic 14

Russia wants to defeat ISIS as badly as we do; work together: [318] Opposes topic 14

China should make Kim Jong Un disappear: [319] Strongly Favors topic 14

Diplomacy & respect crucial to our relationship with Russia: [320] Opposes topic 14

We have a problem with radical Muslims: [321] Favors topic 14 [322]Favors topic 15:
[323]Expand the military

(-3 points on Social scale) FactCheck: US spends more than NATO, but only 22 % on NATO: [324] Favors topic 15

US cannot afford to be world’s police; let NATO allies pay: [325] Opposes topic 15

We defend Germany, Japan, Saudi Arabia: they need to pay: [326] Strongly Opposes topic 15

Let vets see private doctors or VA: that’s not privatization: [327] Opposes topic 15

Charge rich countries like Germany more to defend them: [328] Opposes topic 15

Building up military is cheap when you consider alternative: [329] Strongly Favors topic 15

Strengthen military, but act defensively: [330] Strongly Favors topic 15

Fix veteran’s hospitals, and pay private doctors for them: [331] Favors topic 15

Our nuclear arsenal doesn’t work; it’s 30 years old: [332] Strongly Favors topic 15
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All freedoms flow from national security: [333] Strongly Favors topic 15

3 % of GNP for military is too low: [334] Strongly Favors topic 15

We’ve spent $5T in the Mideast and gotten nothing: [335] Strongly Opposes topic 15 [336]Favors topic 16:
[337]Make voter registration easier

(+2 points on Social scale) There are millions who should not be registered to vote: [338] Strongly Opposes topic 16

Maximum representation & maximum voter participation: [339] Strongly Favors topic 16

Reject the elite election system; infuse popular will: [340] Strongly Favors topic 16

SuperPACs are a disaster and cause dishonesty: [341] Favors topic 16

Candidates should disavow PACs: [342] Favors topic 16

Afghanistan war made a mess, but troops need to stay: [343] Opposes topic 16 [344]Favors topic 17:
[345]Avoid foreign entanglements

(+2 points on Social scale) 2011: Knock out Ghadafi; 2016: Libya war was a mistake: [346] Favors topic 17

I would be slower to go to war than Hillary: [347] Favors topic 17

Blunder to announce withdrawal timetable from Afghanistan: [348] Opposes topic 17

Defeat ISIS and stop Islamic terrorists: [349] Opposes topic 17

Criticized Buchanan’s view on Hitler as appeasement: [350] Favors topic 17

Post-Cold War: switch from chess player to dealmaker: [351] Strongly Favors topic 17

No humanitarian intervention; only to direct threats: [352] Opposes topic 17

If we overthrow Assad, we could end up with worse than Assad: [353] Strongly Favors topic 17

FactCheck: Would shoot Iranian warships too near US warships: [354] Strongly Opposes topic 17

I have a plan to defeat ISIS, but I won’t broadcast it: [355] Opposes topic 17

I opposed Iraq War in 2004; it destabilized entire Mideast: [356] Favors topic 17

When we defeated Iraq, we didn’t know what to do after that: [357] Favors topic 17

Current leadership hurts military; need change to beat ISIS: [358] Opposes topic 17

Get rid of ISIS, quickly: dry up their oil & their money: [359] Strongly Opposes topic 17

Assad is a bad guy, but his replacement could be worse: [360] Strongly Favors topic 17

Let Russia make moves in Syria; it’s a quagmire: [361] Strongly Favors topic 17

I’m pro-military but I opposed invading Iraq in 2003: [362] Favors topic 17

Opposed Iraq war in 2004 & predicted Mideast destabilization: [363] Strongly Favors topic 17

Bomb the oil fields in Iraq to take on ISIS: [364] Strongly Opposes topic 17

I said "don’t hit Iraq," because it destabilized Middle East: [365] Strongly Favors topic 17

Hit ISIS hard and fast: [366] Strongly Opposes topic 17

Take $1.5T in oil from Iraq to pay for US victims: [367] Strongly Opposes topic 17

Iraq should pick up the tab for their own liberation: [368] Strongly Opposes topic 17

Support Israel, our unsinkable Mideast aircraft carrier: [369] Strongly Favors topic 17

Let Russia bash ISIS; let Germany defend Ukraine: [370] Favors topic 17

Better to have Mideast strongmen than Mideast chaos: [371] Favors topic 17

Iran has power over North Korea, as their trading partner: [372] Opposes topic 17

Support Russia, but with strings attached: [373] Favors topic 17 [374]Strongly Opposes topic 18:
[375]Prioritize green energy

(+5 points on Economic scale) EPA is killing energy companies; 1,000 years of clean coal: [376] Strongly Opposes topic 18

Focus on disease & clean water, not "climate change": [377] Strongly Opposes topic 18

America invested in solar panels and it was a disaster: [378] Strongly Opposes topic 18

We have 2 trillion barrels of oil; enough for 283 years: [379] Strongly Opposes topic 18

Wind energy projects are industrial monstrosities: [380] Strongly Opposes topic 18

Windmills are destroying shorelines all over the world: [381] Strongly Opposes topic 18

Solar hasn’t caught on because it has a 32-year payback: [382] Strongly Opposes topic 18

Maybe some climate change is manmade, but not all: [383] Opposes topic 18

Climate change is a hoax: [384] Strongly Opposes topic 18

No Cap-and-Tax: oil is this country’s lifeblood: [385] Strongly Opposes topic 18
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It’s incredible how slowly we’re drilling for oil: [386] Strongly Opposes topic 18

We need nuclear energy, and we need a lot of it fast: [387] Opposes topic 18

Green buildings take 40 years to get investment back: [388] Opposes topic 18 [389]Opposes topic 19:
[390]Marijuana is a gateway drug

(+2 points on Social scale) Apply resources to stop the inflow of opioids into America: [391] Strongly Favors topic 19

Study legalization, but don’t legalize now: [392] Favors topic 19

Yes to medical marijuana; otherwise, decide state by state: [393] Opposes topic 19

1990: Drug enforcement is a joke; 2015: only medical pot: [394] Opposes topic 19

1991: Illicit drugs should be decriminalized: [395] Strongly Opposes topic 19

Legalize drugs and use tax revenue to fund drug education: [396] Strongly Opposes topic 19

Never drinks, smokes, nor does drugs: [397] Favors topic 19

Fired Miss USA crown winner due to drug over-indulgence: [398] Favors topic 19 [399]Strongly Opposes topic 20:
[400]Stimulus better than market-led recovery

(+5 points on Economic scale) Worst recovery since Great Depression; we’re in a bubble: [401] Strongly Opposes topic 20

Strong on debt limit; ask for a pound of flesh: [402] Strongly Opposes topic 20

Grow the economy at 6 % annually by ending inversions: [403] Opposes topic 20

0 % corporate tax would create millions of jobs: [404] Strongly Opposes topic 20

Cutting tax rates incentivizes a strong national work ethic: [405] Strongly Opposes topic 20

Previously supported wealth tax; now supports Bush tax cuts: [406] Strongly Opposes topic 20

One-time 14.25 % tax on wealth, to erase national debt: [407] Favors topic 20
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Technologies recovered from Roswell crash, 1947 (2017-05-13 11:16)

There are other technologies supposedly derived from Roswell:

aerodynamics to some extent,
ergonomics,
human/machine interfacing
liquid crystal and touch display
lasers and holographics

there are others related technologies rumored to come from the Roswell Crash.

Titanium, 1950
Sometimes called the "space age metal", Titanium was discovered in 1791, but it was not until the early 1950s
titanium began to be used extensively for military aviation purposes, particularly in high-performance jets, starting
with aircraft such as the F100 Super Sabres and Lockheed A-12.

In the USA, the Department of Defense realized the strategic importance of the metal and supported early ef-
forts of commercialization. Throughout the period of the Cold War, titanium was considered a Strategic Material by
the U.S. government, and a large stockpile of titanium sponge was maintained by the Defense National Stockpile
Center. the dark-grey titanium-based shape memory alloy known as nickel-titanium (NiTi)?

In case you didn’t know, NiTi is actually the world’s most powerful shape-memory alloy, the lightest titanium-
based shape-memory alloy in existence, and one of the toughest in terms of resisting the high temperatures of a
blow torch as well as garnering the high hardness characteristics with regular bending of the alloy to resist cutting
and ripping. Surely an ideal material for use in the aerospace industry. Well, apparently that’s what the witnesses
allegedly observed in the Roswell metallic foil (ie. dark-grey, returns to its original shape, and tough too). Now,
according to [1]http://www.sunrisepage.com, the alloy was studied by USAF at Wright-Patterson AFB after 1947, but
not in 1947 for some reason. And it wasn’t the only shape-memory alloy studied by the USAF at the time too. Did
the USAF get it from the Germans? I doubt it. the latest research from SUNRISE is telling us the technology to make
a high purity NITi or other titanium-based shape-memory alloy was not available in 1947 or earlier. Might be worth
your time to read the book from the SUNRISE web site.

 

Bullet proof vest 1951
Bullet proof vest have been around since WWII but they were not really understood or did much good until the early
1950s. During the Korean War several new vests were produced for the United States military, including the M-1951,
which made use of fibre-reinforced plastic or aluminium segments woven into a nylon vest. These vests represented
"a vast improvement on weight, but the armor failed to stop bullets and fragments very successfully," although
officially they were claimed to be able to stop 7.62x25mm Tokarev pistol rounds at the muzzle. Developed by Natick
Laboratories and introduced in 1967, T65-2 plate carriers were the first vests designed to hold hard ceramic plates,
making them capable of stopping 7 mm rifle rounds. It is widely speculated that the aliens that were discovered at
Roswell were wearing indestructible fabric. Philip Corso describes this in great detail!
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Transistor, 1953
Pottering around the garden to the sounds of the Ashes; lying back in the bath with The Archers on; blocking out the
office din with a chart hit; all simple pleasures made possible by the transistor radio. Until their introduction, radios
were bulky affairs hooked up to the mains, but that changed in the early 1950s when the transistor manufacturer
Texas Instruments commissioned the Indianapolis firm IDEA to develop the Regency TR1, which cost almost $500 in
today’s money when it went on sale in 1954. TI was certainly one of the companies that had government contracts
and the transistor literally changed the world!

 

Remote control, 1955
1955—TV REMOTE CONTROL It marks the official end of humanity’s struggle for survival and the beginning of its
quest for a really relaxing afternoon. The wireless remote, designed by Zenith’s Eugene Polley, is essentially a
flashlight. When Zenith discovers that direct sunlight also can change channels on the remote-receptive TVs, the
company comes out with a model that uses ultrasound; it lasts into the 1980s, to the chagrin of many a family dog.
The industry then switches to infrared. Zenith is another company would not have been in business if it were not for
government contracts and the short term startling breakthroughs they made!

 

Laser Technology, 1958
1958/LASER BEAM Whitens teeth, removes tattoos, corrects vision, scans groceries, tracks missiles. Man has been
trying to find a way to contain a laser beam technology magically arrives on the scene in the 1950s. This technology
was the one the military wanted the most, it was rightfully viewed to have many military applications.

 

Fiber Optics 1958
Fiber optic has been around for a hundred years but it was not until late 1958 that it was understood how it could be
used for commercial and military purposes. Oddly enough the laser and fiber optics pretty much developed at the
same time. Philip Corso told of finding fiber optics in the Roswell craft that was wrapped in material which allowed
the light to actually turn corners. It was not until this knowledge became available that fiber optics became a usable
product.

 

Microchip, 1958
It is impossible to sum up how much these tiny slivers of silicon and metal have transformed our lives. They feature
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in everything from toys to tanks and motorbikes to microwaves but when, in 1952, the engineer Geoffrey Dummer
proposed using a block of silicon, whose layers would provide the components of electronic systems, nobody took
him seriously and he never built a working prototype. Six years later, US engineer Jack Kilby took the baton and built
the world’s first monolithic integrated circuit, or microchip.

 

Integrated Circuit, 1959
The first general-purpose computer, the nearly 30-ton ENIAC (1947), contains 18,000 vacuum tubes, 70,000 resistors
and 10,000 capacitors. In 1959, the INTEGRATED CIRCUIT puts those innards on one tiny chip. Before the entire world
is networked, there is the ARPANET—four computers linked in 1969. Even with the biggest skeptics among us this
technology seem to happen overnight and changed the world in ways that we are still just beginning to understand.

 

Night Vision Device 1963
First generation passive devices, introduced during the Vietnam War, were an adaptation of earlier active GEN 0
technology, and rely on ambient light instead of an infrared light source. Using an S-20 photocathode, their image
intensifiers produce a light amplifier 1000X but also require moonlight to operate. The craft found in Roswell were
said to have windows that allowed the occupants to see out at night without the aid of light! An eye lens from one of
the aliens was also removed which gave the being the ability to see at night without the aid of artificial light.

1. http://www.sunrisepage.com/

The Book of Enoch on Extraterrestrials (2017-05-15 11:55)

The Book of Enoch is one of those books that almost made it into the Bible but was then rejected as "apocryphal",
even though Enoch and the book itself are mentioned and referred to several times in the Bible. The only people who
accept the book as an official part of their holy scriptures are Ethiopian Jews and the Ethiopian Orthodox Church and
a few more obscure religious groups around the world. Official sources say the book was written 300 B.C. but since
it is ascribed to Enoch, the great-grandfather of Noah, some speculate that it was written before the great flood

The first part of the book is about "The Watchers", a group of "angel"s sent to earth to watch over humans.
200 of those angels committed transgression by having sex with humans, creating a hybrid race called the Nephilim.
Of the Nephilim it is said that they were giants and savages that endagered and pillaged humanity. It is said that the
"Watchers" taught humans reading, writing, weaponry, cosmetics, sorcery, about the stars, meteorology, and many
other arts and that this was problematic because it robbed humans the opportunity to discover the arts by themselves.
They "revealed the eternal secrets whichwere preserved for heaven, whichmenwere striving to learn.” the book says.

"The Gods" were not pleased about the intervention of "The Watchers" in human affairs. (The same story of
interventionists vs. non-interventionists is told in Greek Mythology, Sumerian Mythology as well as various Asian
myths about the old days of mankind). Apparently there were also experiments in cross-breeding between animals
and humans going on.
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"And they became pregnant, and they bare great giants, whose height was three thousand ells: Who con-
sumed all the acquisitions of men. And when men could no longer sustain them, the giants turned against them
and devoured mankind. And they began to sin against birds, and beasts, and reptiles, and fish, and to devour one
another’s flesh, and drink the blood."

[ And then Michael, Uriel, Raphael, and Gabriel looked down from heaven and saw much blood being shed
upon the earth, and all lawlessness being wrought upon the earth. … And they have gone to the daughters of men
upon the earth, and have slept with the women, and have defiled themselves, and revealed to them all kinds of
sins. And the women have borne giants, and the whole earth has thereby been filled with blood and unrighteousness.

Disgusted by all this, "the Gods" decided to have a Great Flood to rid the earth of the Nephilim and other
ghastly creatures (according to the Book of Enoch. The Bible says that the Nephilim are bound "in the valleys of
earth" - beneath the earth?- until Judgement day).

Then said the Most High, the Holy and Great One spoke, and sent Uriel to the son of Lamech, and said to him:
Go to Noah and tell him in my name "Hide thyself!" and reveal to him the end that is approaching: that the whole
earth will be destroyed, and a deluge is about to come upon the whole earth, and will destroy all that is on it. And
now instruct him that he may escape and his seed may be preserved for all the generations of the world."

Another book in which the angels, sent by God, are referred to as "The Watchers" is the pseudepigraphic
"Book of Jubilees", the biblical book of Daniel and throughout ancient Jewish legend and folklore. In the Book of
Enoch "The Watchers" only became fallen angels after mating with humans and teaching them forbidden and secret
knowledge which they, according to Enoch, were not ready for.

In Genesis we read the following about the Nephilim:

When men began to multiply on earth and daughters were born to them, the sons of God saw how beautiful
the daughters of man were, and so they took for their wives as many of them as they chose. Then the Lord said: "My
spirit shall not remain in man forever, since he is but flesh. His days shall comprise one hundred and twenty years."
At that time the Nephilim appeared on earth, after the sons of God had intercourse with the daughters of man, who
bore them sons. They were the heroes of old, the men of renown. (Genesis 6:1-4)

The relevance of the first Book of Enoch was recently strengthened when, among the Dead Sea Scrolls the
"Book of Giants" was found, dated to 200 B.C. and talking about a time before the great worldwide flood when giants
and dragons fought each other. Some of the names mentioned in "The Book of Giants" are also mentioned in the
Talmud.
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The ancient Gods were often depicted as flying chariots and dragons

So in summary a group of angels were sent to earth as watchers. Since they had sex with humans we must
assume that they had bodies, that they were present in physical form. Possibly the "higher ups" were non-physical
or celestial or ultraterrestrial whereas the "Watchers" were what we would call humanoids, extraterrestrials.A part
of those angels became "fallen angels" because they intermixed with humans, intervened in their affairs and taught
them things they were supposed to learn by themselves. As a result of the sins a race of savage cannibalistic beasts
that ate flesh and drank blood arose and turned paradise into a nightmarish place. Whoever had created earth
decided to have it destroyed with a Giant Flood which only a few species should survive. Some beings fled or were
locked into the "Underworld" which would either be hell on the astral-planes or dwellings below the surface of
the earth or both. Apparently humankind are like children that need to be watched over by "The Watchers" but
without too much intervention because it would stifle their maturity. Today, many thousands of years later, the
non-intervention policy is apparently still ongoing (this time more successfully) with a few ocassional interferences
happening.

The Book of Enoch answers several mysteries. The age old question "why didn’t the Gods leave evidence of
their stay" is answered by the very policy of non-interference. The question of why certain knowledge is kept secret
is answered by the "so that you can discover it out of your own power". The book also somewhat confirms legends
and tales of an advanced people that existed before a great flood that were destroyed because things went bad. Of
course, the entire tale is indirectly confirmed by other ancient sources...Sumeran, Chinese and Pre-Columbian to
name a few...

Ken (2017-06-24 21:40:06)
FYI, in case it may be of interest: new book "In Consideration of the Book(s) of Enoch" by Ken Ammi
A review of the issues which encircle the Book(s) of Enoch, including: textual issues, the early church’s opinions, relationship
with the Bible, was it inspired?, does it belong in the Bible?, is it end times revelation?, that which is stated therein regarding
Cherubim, Seraphim, Satan, Angels, giants and the Nephilim, etc., etc., etc.
http://www.truefreethinker.com/articles/new-book-consideration-books-enoch-ke n-ammi
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Solar Warden class space carriers part 2 (2017-05-15 14:15)

General L.M. Chassin, NATO coordinator of Allied Air Service, warning that “The number of thoughtful, intelligent,

educated people in full possession of their faculties who have “seen something” and described it, grows every day.

We can say categorically that mysterious objects have indeed appeared and continue to appear in the sky that

surrounds us.”

“If we persist in refusing to recognize the existence of the UFOs, we will end up, one fine day, by mistaking them

for the guided missiles of an enemy – and the worst will be upon us.”

These concerns were taken seriously enough to be incorporated into the 1971 US-Soviet “Agreement on Measures

to Reduce the Outbreak of Nuclear War.” Note: Direct communication was set up from the Pentagon to the Soviet

Command Headquarters to prevent nuclear war. US and Soviet aircraft jointly would track and chase UFOs.

Solar Warden – The Secret Space Program

US Naval Network and Space Operations Command photo

[1]UK News Darren Perks reports since 1980, a secret space fleet code named ‘Solar Warden’ has been in operation
unknown to the public that allegedly includes key world governments. While conducting an FOI (freedom of
information) request with the DOD (department of defense) in 2010, I had a very unexpected response by email
from them which read:
“About an hour ago I spoke to a NASA rep who confirmed this was their program and that it was terminated by the
President Obama. He also informed me that it was not a joint program with the DOD. The NASA rep informed me
that you should be directed to the Johnson Space Center FOIA Manager.
The program not only operates classified under the US Government but also under the United Nations authority.
So you might be wondering, how do I know this information? Well there are a few people and many others that
have tried hard to find out the truth, and have succeeded by leaked information or simply asking questions and have
government departments slip up and give away information freely, just like what happened when Darren Perks asked
the DOD. One notable contributor is [2]Gary Mckinnon.

When Gary McKinnon hacked into U.S. Space Command computers several years ago and learned of the existence

of “non-terrestrial officers” and “fleet-to-fleet transfers” and a secret program called “Solar Warden”, he was

charged by the Bush Justice Department with having committed “the biggest military computer hack of all time”,

and stood to face prison time of up to 70 years after extradition from UK. But trying earnest McKinnon in open

court would involve his testifying to the above classified facts, and his attorney would be able to subpoena

government officers to testify under oath about the Navy’s Space Fleet. McKinnon also found out about the ships

or craft within Solar Warden. It is said that there are about eight cigar-shaped Motherships (each longer than two

football fields end-to-end) and 43 small “scout ships. The Solar Warden Space Fleet operates under the US Naval
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Network and Space Operations Command (NNSOC) [formerly Naval Space Command]. There are approximately

300 personnel involved at that facility, with the figure rising.

Since approximately 1980, a secret space fleet code named ‘Solar Warden’ has been
covertly operating in our skies. In fact, this has been the testimony shared by various
whistleblowers and reporters all over the world.

Here is one report:

“When Gary McKinnon hacked into U.S. Space Command computers several years ago and learned of
the existence of ’non-terrestrial officers’ and ’fleet-to-fleet transfers’ and a secret program called ’Solar
Warden’, he was charged by the Bush Justice Department with having committed ’the biggest military
computer hack of all time’, and stood to face prison time of up to 70 years after extradition from UK. But
trying earnest McKinnon in open court would involve his testifying to the above classified facts, and his
attorney would be able to subpoena government officers to testify under oath about the Navy’s Space
Fleet.

McKinnon also found out about the ships or craft within Solar Warden. It is said that there are approx-
imately eight cigar-shaped mother ships (each longer than two football fields end-to-end) and 43 small
“scout” ships. The Solar Warden Space Fleet operates under the US Naval Network and Space Operations
Command (NNSOC) [formerly Naval Space Command]. There are approximately 300 personnel involved
at that facility, with the figure rising.

Solar Warden is said to be made up from U.S. aerospace Black Projects contractors, but with some con-
tributions of parts and systems by Canada, United Kingdom, Italy, Austria, Russia, and Australia. It is also
said that the program is tested and operated from secret military bases such as Area 51 in Nevada, USA.”
([3]source)

Reagan Learns of Solar Warden
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President Ronald Reagan came by his knowledge of Solar Warden first hand, according to his published diaries:
The entry for Tuesday, June 11, 1985 (page 334) reads:

“Lunch with 5 top space scientist. It was fascinating. Space truly is the last frontier and some of the
developments there in astronomy etc. are like science fiction, except they are real. I learned that our
shuttle capacity is such that we could orbit 300 people.

This is curious since the Space Shuttle holds a maximum of eight people and only five were built for space
flight.

Even if all five took off fully loaded it would be impossible to place and maintain 300 astronauts in orbit.”
([4]source)

"Was Reagan revealing the existence of a highly classified space program that could accommodate hun-
dreds of astronauts in orbit?
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Apparently so according to dozens of military and corporate whistleblowers. Hidden within one of the
ten unified combatant commands of the U.S. military, Strategic Command, is a highly classified fleet of
aircraft carrier sized antigravity vehicles that operate in outer space.

The United States has organized its military forces into ten unified combatant commands respectively led
by a single four star General or Admiral who reports directly to the Secretary of Defense. Six of the unified
commands span the globe in terms of different geographical areas. In addition, there are four functional
commands where specialized military activities are run by a single ‘Combatant Commander.’

From 1985 to 2002 Space Command was responsible for outer space operations by the U.S. military. In
June 2002, Space Command merged with another of the functional commands - Strategic Command
which is responsible for a range of space, satellite, missile, nuclear and intelligence activities.

Rumors that the U.S. has a highly classified fleet of antigravity vehicles have circulated for years.”
([5]source)

On March 23, 1993, at an engineering conference in Los Angeles, Dr. Ben Rich former CEO
of [6]Lockheed’s Skunkworks , showed a slide with a black disk headed for space and said:
Solar warden spacecraft near the sun?

In October of 2015, this report was published on the Very Top Secret Information site, showing this image taken by
the SOHO satellite. (*Note that the large blue sphere is placed over the lens to block the sun):

“Is this massive spacecraft part of the secret program Solar Warden?"
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“I do not think this is a glitch on the camera lens. The detail on this object is fantastic even without close
up, if they are aware of the SOHO Satellite then maybe this is their way of saying hello. The craft is maybe
a couple of miles from the Camera.” [7]Street Cap 1 ([8]source)

1. http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/uk
2. http://www.freegary.org.uk/
3. http://in5d.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/solar-warden-blue-sphere.jpg
4. http://sitsshow.blogspot.com/2015/05/solar-warden-secret-space-program.html
5. http://sitsshow.blogspot.com/2015/05/solar-warden-secret-space-program.html
6. http://www.lockheedmartin.com/us/aeronautics/skunkworks/origin.html
7. https://www.youtube.com/user/Streetcap1
8. http://www.verytopsecret.info/solar-warden-spacecraft-near-the-sun/

Are the mysterious metallic spheres of Siberia really of Extraterrestrial origin? (2017-05-20 11:10)

It is very well-known that since ancient times, Siberia has been a very mysterious place. Numerous incredible find-
ings are connected to that part of Russia. One of those mysterious places in Siberia is the area of Yakutia, virtually
unexplored and very inhospitable, full of swamps, it is a place that locals avoid at all costs since, according to them,
anyone that enters the Valley of Death never returns.
There, in the enigmatic and mysterious area of Russia, people have found strange metallic objects whose purpose and
origin are as controversial as inexplicable to science.
[1]
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The area of land is known by locals as Uliuiu Cherkechek, the Valley of Death, in Siberia. There, you can find a
“disturbing” number of metallic spheres believed to be of extraterrestrial origin. Mysteriously, according to those
few who have ventured out and studied these strange “alien spheres”, these objects are strategically positioned to
protect against asteroids and “hostile energies.” Local legends support this theory.
Beyond any speculation, the truth is that this mysterious area of land has been a protagonist of several catastrophic
events such as the great Tunguska explosion in 1908, Chulum in 1984, and Vitim, in 2002.
People who live in the vicinity of this hazardous place believe there is no mystery to it: the Death Valley owes its
name to countless deaths and illness that marked the fate of anyone who dared to roam the vicinity of any of these
metal spheres which are, according to rumours of extraterrestrial origin.
Legends state that here, in this inhospitable landscape live to old demons of the “Taiga.”
The last scientific expedition, consisting of three geologists, an astrophysicist, a mechanical engineer and several
assistants, investigated the site, they found huge metal formations, such as domes, half-buried in the swamps.

[2]

An area of land showing the remains of where these mysterious metal spheres once stood? – The image needs source.

In their short time investigating the metallic spheres, they managed to find five of these metallic spheres, but
scientists could not continue their expedition and investigate further since serious illness afflicted several of the
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members of the expedition. It is believed that these metallic spheres give off some sort of radiation and because of
it, anyone who ventures near them falls ill.
Lone hunters who have ventured into the area where the metallic spheres are found say that there are many metallic
spheres found in the area, some of them are submerged under water while other spheres are half-buried in the
ground. Locals refer to these structures as “olguis” and these are said to be forged out of an unknown metal, believed
to be “copper-like” in nature. The metal of these spheres is said to be extremely resistant and hard, no one has been
able to analyse them since many fear approaching these spheres. The few tests that were made were ignored by
laboratories who have failed to identify their composition and origin.

[3]

Expedition into the Mysterious Death valley

Local hunters say that over time, these metallic spheres sink into the ground and disappear from sight. They leave
behind strange stains where vegetation cannot thrive again. It is said that tribal elders have declared the area as
cursed.
Strangely, we have failed to find any images of these mysterious metallic spheres which leaves us wondering where
these actually exist or are just legends as many skeptics suggest.
In a letter, Mikhail Koretsky from Vladivostok who visited the mysterious area wrote:

“I was there three times. The first time was in 1933, when I was ten – I travelled with my father when he
went there to earn some money – then in 1937, without my father. And the last time was in 1947 as part
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of a group of youngsters.
“The ’Valley of Death’ extends along a right-hand tributary of the Viliuy River. In point of fact it is a whole
chain of valleys along its flood lands. All three times I was there with a guide, a Yakut. We didn’t go there
because life was good, but because there, in the back of beyond, you could pan for gold without the
threat that at the end of the season you’d be robbed or get a bullet in the back of your head.
“As for mysterious objects, there are probably a lot of them there, as in three seasons I saw seven of those
’cauldrons’. They all struck me as totally perplexing: for one thing, there was their size – between six and
nine meters in diameter.
“Secondly, they were made of some strange metal. Everyone has written that they were made of copper,
but I’m sure it isn’t copper. The thing is that even a sharpened cold chisel will not mark the ’cauldrons’
(we tried more than once). The metal doesn’t break off and can’t be hammered. On copper, a hammer
would definitely have left noticeable dents. But this ’copper’ is covered over with a layer of some un-
known material resembling emery. Yet it’s not an oxidation layer and not scale – it can’t be chipped or
scratched, either.
“We didn’t come across shafts going down into the ground with chambers. But I did note that the veg-
etation around the ’cauldrons’ is anomalous – totally different from what’s growing around. It’s more
opulent: large-leaved burdock; very long withes; strange grass, one and a half or two times the height
of a man. In one of the ’cauldrons’, the whole group of us (six people) spent the night. We didn’t sense
anything bad, and we calmly left without any sort of unpleasant occurrences. Nobody fell seriously ill
afterwards. Except that three months later, one of my friends lost all his hair. And on the left side of my
head (the side I slept on), three small sore spots the size of match-heads appeared. I’ve tried to get rid
of them all my life, but they’re still with me today.
“None of our efforts to break off even a small piece from the strange ’cauldrons’ was successful. The only
thing I did manage to bring away was a stone. Not an ordinary one, though: half of a perfect sphere, six
centimeters in diameter. It was black in colour and bore no visible signs of having been worked, yet was
very smooth as if polished. I picked it up from the ground inside one of those cauldrons.
“I took my souvenir of Yakutia with me to the village of Samarka, Chuguyevka district, Primorsky region
(the Soviet Far East), where my parents were living in 1933. I was laid up with nothing to do until my
grandmother decided to build a house. We needed to put glass in the windows and there wasn’t a glass-
cutter in the entire village. I tried scoring it with the edge of that half of a stone sphere, and it turned
out to cut with amazing ease. After that, my find was often used like a diamond by all our relatives and
friends. In 1937 I gave the stone to my grandfather, but that autumn he was arrested and taken to Mag-
adan where he lived on without trial until 1968 and then died. Now no-one knows where my stone got
to…”
In his letter, Koretsky stresses that in 1933 his Yakut guide told him that:
“…five or ten years before, he had discovered several spherical cauldrons (they were absolutely round)
that protruded high (higher than a man) out of the ground. They looked brand new. Later the hunter had
seen them again, now broken and scattered.”

Russia’s death valley remains a mystery for scientists, researchers and adventurers and while many suggest that these
stories are exaggerated, some believe that there is truth in them. Extensive research has not been done in the area,
and the little research that has been performed has remained classified, far away from the eyes of society.

1. http://www.ancient-code.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/siberia.esferas.jpg
2. http://www.ancient-code.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/22.jpg
3. http://www.ancient-code.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/Foto-Jirka-Z%C3%ADtka-202.jpg
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Desert Glass Formed by Ancient Atomic Bombs? (2017-05-20 12:58)

Libyan Desert Glass, gem quality piece with very rare and interesting dark inclusions, 19.5 g (www.marmet-
meteorites.com/id37.html) Archaeologists say the desert of north Sudan holds mysteries to rival ancient Egypt. Un-
usual islands of chalk mark the outcrop with the morning light 02 September 2007 in the Egyptian White Desert,
an estimated area of 1,800 square kilometers worldwide known for its unusual wind eroded rock formations in
the Farafra Depression. (CRIS BOURONCLE/AFP/Getty Images) Unusual islands of chalk mark the outcrop with the
morning light 02 September 2007 in the Egyptian White Desert, an estimated area of 1,800 square kilometers world-
wide known for its unusual wind eroded rock formations in the Farafra Depression. (CRIS BOURONCLE/AFP/Getty
Images) Libyan Desert Glass: Several pieces show these kind of marks. How did they form? (http://www.marmet-
meteorites.com/id37.html) Libyan Desert Glass: Several pieces show these kind of marks. How did they form?
(http://www.marmet-meteorites.com/id37.html) An acacia tree stands on a sand dune next to a mushroom-shaped
chalk Inselberg glowing as the sun sets, 01 September 2007, over the Farafra Depression. (CRIS BOURON-
CLE/AFP/Getty Images) An acacia tree stands on a sand dune next to a mushroom-shaped chalk Inselberg glowing as
the sun sets, 01 September 2007, over the Farafra Depression. (CRIS BOURONCLE/AFP/Getty Images) Libyan Desert
Glass, gem quality with interesting dark inclusions, 26.6 g (http://www.marmet-meteorites.com/id37.html) Libyan
Desert Glass, gem quality with interesting dark inclusions, 26.6 g (http://www.marmet-meteorites.com/id37.html)
Sand dunes in the Egyptian desert. What phenomenon could be capable of raising the temperature of desert sand to at
least 3,300 degrees Fahrenheit, casting it into great sheets of solid yellow-green glass? (Wael Abed/AFP/Getty Images)
Sand dunes in the Egyptian desert. What phenomenon could be capable of raising the temperature of desert sand
to at least 3,300 degrees Fahrenheit, casting it into great sheets of solid yellow-green glass? (Wael Abed/AFP/Getty
Images) A man stands on a chalk Inselberg and looks out over a sea of smaller chalk domes glowing as the sun sets, in
2007What phenomenon could be capable of raising the temperature of desert sand to at least 3,300 degrees Fahren-
heit, casting it into great sheets of solid yellow-green glass? (Chris BouroncleAFP/Getty Images) A man stands on a
chalk Inselberg and looks out over a sea of smaller chalk domes glowing as the sun sets, in 2007What phenomenon
could be capable of raising the temperature of desert sand to at least 3,300 degrees Fahrenheit, casting it into great
sheets of solid yellow-green glass? (Chris BouroncleAFP/Getty Images) In Beyond Science, Epoch Times explores re-
search and accounts related to phenomena and theories that challenge our current knowledge. We delve into ideas
that stimulate the imagination and open up new possibilities. Share your thoughts with us on these sometimes con-
troversial topics in the comments section below. “Now I am become Death, the destroyer of worlds.” —The Bhagavad
Gita Seven years after the nuclear tests in Alamogordo, New Mexico, Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer, the father of the
atomic bomb, was lecturing at a college when a student asked if it was the first atomic test conducted. “Yes, in mod-
ern times,” he replied. The sentence, enigmatic and incomprehensible at the time, was actually an allusion to ancient
Hindu texts that describe an apocalyptic catastrophe that doesn’t correlate with volcanic eruptions or other known
phenomena. Oppenheimer, who avidly studied ancient Sanskrit, was undoubtedly referring to a passage in “The Bha-
gavad Gita” that describes a global disaster caused by “an unknown weapon, a ray of iron.” While it may be alarming
to the scientific community to speak of the existence of atomic weapons before the present cycle of civilization, ev-
idence of this phenomenon seems to whisper its verses in every corner of the planet. Desert Glass This evidence
comes not only from the Hindu verses but also from ample extensions of fused glass fragments scattered throughout
many deserts of the world. Silicon crystals, curiously cast, resemble remarkably the same fragments found after the
nuclear explosions in Alamogordo’s White Sands atomic testing site. In December 1932, Patrick Clayton, a surveyor
from the Egyptian Geological Survey, drove between the dunes of the Great Sand Sea, close to the Saad Plateau in
Egypt, when he heard crunching under the wheels. When he examined what was causing the sound, he found great
chunks of glass in the sand. The find caught the attention of geologists around the world and planted the seed for
one of the biggest modern scientific enigmas. What phenomenon could be capable of raising the temperature of
desert sand to at least 3,300 degrees Fahrenheit, casting it into great sheets of solid yellow-green glass? While pass-
ing through Alamogordo’s White Sands missile range, Albion W. Hart, one of the first engineers to graduate from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, observed that the chunks of glass left by nuclear tests were identical to the
formations that he observed in the African desert 50 years earlier. However, the extension of the cast in the desert
would require that the explosion be 10,000 times more powerful than that observed in New Mexico. Many scientists
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have sought to explain the dispersion of large glass rocks in the deserts of Libya, the Sahara, Mojave, and many other
places in the world, as products of gigantic meteorite impacts. However, due to the absence of accompanying craters
in the desert, the theory doesn’t hold up. Neither satellite imagery nor sonar has been able to find any holes. Fur-
thermore, the glass rocks found in the Libyan Desert present a grade of transparency and purity (99 percent) that is
not typical in the fusions of fallen meteorites, in which iron and other materials are mixed in with the cast silicon after
the impact. Even so, scientists have proposed that the meteorites causing the glass rocks could have exploded several
miles above the surface of Earth, similar to the Tunguska Event, or simply rebounded in such a way that they carried
with it the evidence of the impact, but leaving the heat from the friction. However, this doesn’t explain how two
of the areas found in close proximity in the Libyan Desert show the same pattern—the probability of two meteorite
impacts so close is very low. Nor does it explain the absence of water in the tektite specimens when these areas of
impact were thought to be covered in it some 14,000 years ago. Mohenjo Daro’s Ancient Catastrophe The city where
culture emerged in the present-day Indus Valley is a great enigma. The rocks of the ruins have partially crystallized,
along with its hazy inhabitants. Moreover, mysterious local texts speak of a period of seven days of gratitude toward
flying cars called Vimana for saving the lives of 30,000 inhabitants from a horrific episode. In 1927, years after the
discovery of the Mohenjo Daro ruins, 44 human skeletons were found on the outskirts of the city. The majority were
found face down, lying in the street and holding hands as if a serious catastrophe had suddenly engulfed the town.
In addition, some bodies present signs of unexplainable radiation. Many experts believe that Mohenjo Daro is an
unequivocal sign of nuclear catastrophe two millennia before Christ. Nevertheless, the city is the not the only ancient
locale suspected to have gone nuclear. Dozens of buildings from the ancient world present bricks with fused rocks,
like the heat test that modern scientists cannot explain: Ancient forts and towers in Scotland, Ireland, and England
The city of Catal Huyuk in Turkey Alalakh in northern Syria The ruins of the Seven Cities, near Ecuador Cities between
the Ganges River in India and the Hills of Rajmahal Areas of the Mojave Desert in the United States In whatever place
of the world, the presence of an abysmal temperature and vivid descriptions of a terrible cataclysm suggest that there
may have been an earlier epoch in which possibly nuclear technology was already known—an epoch in which atomic
technology was turned against man. To purchase unique glass pieces that were found in the Libyan dessert along
with other rare rocks please visit www.marmet-meteorites.com http://twitter.com/jpoirier587 Justin Poirier This en-
tire article can be replaced with “We don’t know, therefore ancient aliens.” Combining hearsay and speculation isn’t
evidence of anything but how misleading and untrustworthy this author can be. PghBob I think he’s suggesting this as
an alternative view of history. Personally, I think there could have been an advanced human civilization in existence
a one time that has been lost. I am not real keen on the kind of boosterism the cable show “Ancient Aliens” repre-
sents. Not every anomaly is automatically ancient aliens. http://www.sevenstarhand.org Seven Star Hand Though
there is some evidence of visitation by so-called ancient aliens, it appears that most of these assertions have been
designed to misdirect from the growing evidence that there were ancient human civilizations that were in many ways
more advanced than we are. This then opens the door to questions of why they were destroyed and why western
religions are so clueless (and deceptive) about what really occurred in ancient times. Rich Moore If you cannot offer
an explanation that makes sense, don’t lambast the prople who offer what few possible causes there are for what is
seen. The presumed dates and conditions of humanity are totally wrong in almost all academia…archeological finds
have disproven the assumption that man was crawling out of caves and using stone implements in prehistory…the
monuments in Peru and Bolivia, as well as elsewhere, have shown that in eons past, mankind devoted vast resources
to building extremely detailed monuments, many that are so precise that it is impossible to construct with crude in-
struments. Puma Punku alone has proof of immense stoneworks that we would be hard pressed to build with todays
technology, and it only takes a glimpse at scientists work in ‘ forbidden archeology” to see that the entire date line
is bogus…so why are documented discoveries ignored and covered up in colleges? Because the dating of remains
of advanced civilizations would destroy the theory of evolution, and anyone who dares to question the ” monkey to
man ” nonsense is automatically silenced or ignored by academics, who rely on grants and what they were taught
to exist…stepping out of line is not permitted, despite the evidence. Calling evidence ” anomalies ” and relegating
them to the hidden closet is what the mainstream does…and until the so called experts are willing to examine and
discuss the undeniable fact that humans have been around and accomplishing advanced technological feats for eons
and in prehistory in present form, we will continue to have naysayers smugly denying reality….when the truth is at last
admitted, these self righteous ” intellectuals ‘ will have to swallow their pride and admit they were wrong all along.
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Religious leaders have far more to fear from proof of ancient advanced civilizations than proponents of evolution. In
fact, such evidence has zero impact on the conclusions associated with evolution, where on the other hand, archeol-
ogists and religious leaders and followers would be forced to admit that they have been wrong and have undertaken
efforts to hide the truth about the ancient world. What I see as most disturbing is how so many archeologists seem to
be afraid of evidence that would actually open up a whole new avenue of research and opportunities for them. Sadly,
too many of them are toeing the line that protects assertions put forth by western religions, which are easily shown
to be false and purposely misleading.

Pakistan city destroyed 4000 years ago by Atomic Bomb (2017-05-20 13:25)

An ancient, heavily populated city in Pakistan was instantly destroyed 2,000 years before Christ by an incredible ex-
plosion that could only been caused by an atomic bomb. That’s the mind bogging conclusion of a British researcher,
David Davenport, who spent 12 years studying ancient Hindu scripts and evidence at the site where the great city
- Mohenjo Daro once stood. For David Davenport, an English of Indian origins, expert of Sanskrit, a thermonuclear
explosion isn’t a far hypothesis at all. The description of the immense power of such a weapon were contained in
the Mahabharata, section Drona Parva, describing a weapon called "Agneya": it was like a shiny rocket whose heat
burned the world like a fever. Then, cold winds, cardinal points became clear and lightful. Looking at the burned
walls, the second possibility seems the right one. In fact, Indra lead a cruel invasion. . In the Rigveda, it’s written:
"devast the strong ones like time tears the clothes." Everybody was slaughtered in loco. The final touch was a sudden
holocaust of fire. Davenport came back from Pakistan with some sample remains from the city. The CNR lead a seri-
ous analysis that amazed the researchers: the objects brought by him appeared to be fused, glassified by a heat as
high as 1500°C, followed by a sudden cooling. . Let’s say that no natural phenomena can do the same. For Davenport,
the destruction described in the Ramayana of the Danda Kingdom were nothing but the end of Mohenjodaro, also
identified as Lanka, meaning "isle", which Mohenjodaro was built on. Lord David William Davenport (left) with Ettore
Vicenti (right), in Pakistan. What was found at the site of Mohenjo Daro corresponds exactly to Nagasaki, declared
Davenport, who published his startling findings in an amazing book, "Atomic Destruction in 2000 B.C.", Milan, Italy,
1979. There was an epicenter about 50 yards wide where everything was crystallized, fused or melted, he said. Sixty
yards from the center the bricks are melted on one side indicating a blast. the horrible, mysterious event of 4,000
years ago that leveled Mohenjo Daro was recorded in an old Hindu manuscript called the Mahabharata, which has
been guarded by holy men for centuries: White hot smoke that was a thousand times brighter than the sun rose
in infinite brilliance and reduced the city to ashes, the account reads. Water boiled...horses and war chariots were
burned by the thousands.. . the corpses of the fallen were mutilated by the terrible heat so that they no longer
looked like human beings... The description concludes: it was a terrible sight to see ... never before have we seen
such a ghastly weapon. Based on his study of many ancient manuscripts, Davenport believes that the end of Mohenjo
Daro was tied to a state of war between the aryans and the mongols. Aryans controlled regions where space aliens
were mining minerals and exploiting other natural resources, he believes. Because it was a Mongol city, the aliens
had agreed to destroy Mohenjo Daro on behalf of the Aryans. The aliens needed the friendship of the Aryan kings
so that they could continue their prospecting and research, explained Davenport. Mohenjo Daro ruins The texts tell
us that 30,000 inhabitants of the city were given seven days to get out - a clear warning that everything was about
to be destroyed. Obviously, some people didn’t heed the warning, because 44 human skeletons were found there
in 1927, just a few years after the city was discovered. All the skeletons were flattened to the ground. For example,
a father, mother and child were found flattened in the street, facedown and still holding hands. Interestingly, the
ancient texts refer repeatedly to the Vimanas, or the flying cars, which fly under their own power, he added. Daven-
port’s intriguing theory has met with intense interest in the scientific community. Nationally known expert William
Sturm said: the melting of bricks at Mohenjo Daro could not have been caused by a normal fire... Added professor
Antonio Castellani, a space engineer in Rome: it’s possible that what happened at Mohenjo Daro was not a natural
phenomenon Brief Note Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa, Pakistan: David Davenport (1996), who spent 12 years studying
ancient Hindu scripts and evidence at the ancient site of Mohenjo-Daro, declared in 1996 that the city was instantly
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destroyed around 2,000 BC. The city ruins reveal the explosion’s epicenter which measures 50 yards wide. At that
location everything was crystallized, fused or melted. Sixty yards from the center the bricks were melted on one side
indicating a blast… the horrible mysterious event of 4000 years ago was recorded in the Mahabharata. According to
that text, “white hot smoke that was a thousand times brighter than the sun rose in infinite brilliance and reduced
the city to ashes. Water boiled…horses and war chariots were burned by the thousands… the corpses of the fallen
were mutilated by the terrible heat so that they no longer looked like human beings…”

Humans With Blood Type Rh Negative Belong To Anunnaki linage (2017-05-20 15:04)

This post is a continuation of prior posts that claim a linkage between modern homo sapiens and an extraterrestrial
creator that modified human DNA millennia ago from what was then Neanderthal man, and created what we know
as modern man. For those new to the significance of people who have a RH Neg Blood Type, first let’s give a brief
overview before I introduce the video below. Recent studies have shown that this rare blood group may indicate
non-human traits in your makeup which set you apart from the conventional DNA of other homo sapiens. Many
ancient astronaut theorists have made the claim that this unique blood anomaly helps to explain mankind’s alleged
connection to extraterrestrial ancestors often referred to as the Annunaki, a species who we’re told came from the
planet Nibiru, and who manipulated our DNA millennia ago. The ancient astronaut version is the result of work
done by Zacharia Sitchen who translated ancient Sumerian Cuneiform Clay Tablets. Wikipedia states: According to
Sitchin’s interpretation of Mesopotamian iconography and symbolism, outlined in his 1976 book The 12th Planet and
its sequels, there is an undiscovered planet beyond Neptune that follows a long, elliptical orbit, reaching the inner
solar system roughly every 3,600 years. This planet is called Nibiru (although Jupiter was the planet associated with
the god Marduk in Babylonian cosmology).According to Sitchin, Nibiru (whose name was replaced with MARDUK in
original legends by the Babylonian ruler of the same name in an attempt to co-opt the creation for himself, leading
to some confusion among readers) collided catastrophically with Tiamat (a goddess in the Babylonian creation myth
the Enûma Eliš), which he considers to be another planet once located between Mars and Jupiter. This collision
supposedly formed the planet Earth, the asteroid belt, and the comets. Sitchin states that when struck by one of
planet Nibiru’s moons, Tiamat split in two, and then on a second pass Nibiru itself struck the broken fragments and
one half of Tiamat became the asteroid belt. The second half, struck again by one of Nibiru’s moons, was pushed into
a new orbit and became today’s planet Earth. PART OF WHAT MAKES THIS STORY SO FASCINATING RIGHT NOW, IS
ALL THE ALLEGED SITINGS OF NIBIRU AS YOU CAN SEE IN THE EXAMPLES BELOW: Mysterious Planet X Visible Every
Day of 2016 So Far Only Using Naked Eyes (Videos) Mysterious Planet X Seen and Filmed From ISS, Feb 9th and 10th,
2016 (Video) According to Sitchin, Nibiru (called "the twelfth planet" because, Sitchin claimed, the Sumerians’ gods-
given conception of the Solar System counted all eight planets, plus Pluto, the Sun and the Moon) was the home
of a technologically advanced human-like extraterrestrial race called the Anunnaki in Sumerian myth, who Sitchin
states are called the Nephilim in Genesis. He wrote that they evolved after Nibiru entered the solar system and first
arrived on Earth probably 450,000 years ago, looking for minerals, especially gold, which they found and mined in
Africa. Sitchin states that these "gods" were the rank-and-file workers of the colonial expedition to Earth from planet
Nibiru. In a recent post titled, Scientists Discover that Human DNA Bears a Message from Extraterrestrials, a concept
known as “Biological SETI” is explored. Biological SETI hopes to answer to two most fundamental human questions:
1) How did we come into being; and 2) Are we alone? Their theory is that DNA is one of the most durable constructs
in the universe, so if alien life were tying to give us a message, or if they created us as Kitchen and others claim, they
likely would have done so long ago by coding it into our genes. The following examines the ideas of both the ancient
astronaut theory and the biblical perspective and looks at whether the RH Neg Blood Type anomaly could be tied to
those origins.
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Nintendo could have a huge install platform leading into the big holiday season rush (2017-05-20 16:52)

The Nintendo Switch is continuing to make waves in the industry by becoming a trendsetting device in the world of
interactive entertainment. Ahead of the official NPD Group sales figures for the month of April, Nintendo revealed
that the Nintendo Switch has already managed to break a record. According to Gamespot, the Nintendo Switch is
the first ever hybrid home console and portable gaming device to top the NPD charts two months in a row. Nintendo
confirmed that the Nintendo Switch has managed to sell more than 280,000 units in the U.S., alone, making it the
top selling home console and portable gaming device in the United States. This is the second month in a row where
the Switch managed to top the charts, originally managing to move 500,000 units in the first half of March in the
Americas and then another 500,000 in Japan as well. The system has been extremely popular, managing to move
more than 2.74 million units in March alone, according to USA Today. Another 280,000 added on to the 2.74 million
would put the Nintendo Switch well over the 3 million SKU threshold, which means it’s definitely trending faster in the
sales department than the Wii U. Back in 2012 the Wii U managed to move 3 million SKUs from November through
to the end of December. That means it was moving at a rate of 1 million SKUs a month. However, those sales tapered
off rather quickly and the Wii U ended up languishing in sales hell for the better part of 2013. The Nintendo Switch,
alternatively, has already surpassed the Wii U’s sales within half that time frame, managing 3 million SKUs from March
to April. The really impressive part about it is that they managed to do so during an off-season in terms of big sales.
The Wii U launched during the holiday season, and it didn’t have much competition at the time since it wasn’t until
a year later that the Xbox One and PS4 launched. Even then the Wii U got off to a rocky start and stayed that way
throughout the rest of its lifespan, barely being able to come close to a 15 million install base. A large part of the
problem was with marketing. Many people (including hardcore gamers) didn’t know if the Wii U was a new system
or just an add-on. The design of the Wii U’s base console looked like a slightly larger version of the Wii, and the tablet
screen ended up confusing people into thinking that it was just an accessory for the Wii. Epic fail on Nintendo’s part.
For the Nintendo Switch things switched around (pun intended) quite auspiciously for Nintendo. They managed to
market the thing right the first time around, giving gamers a look at how you can easily pick it up and play it on the
go, or plug it in and play it while at home. All throughout March and April supply shortages hampered the intense
demand, and the supply is still constrained even well into the middle of May as we prep for the big hype season of
June. Nintendo even had to pay out of their own pocket to air-ship the Nintendo Switch into America to meet demand.
If the console continues to sell at this rate, Nintendo could have a huge install platform leading into the big holiday
season rush at the end of 2017.

Solar Waren space carrier fleet part 3 (2017-05-20 20:23)

We now have the technology to take ET home.” – Ben Rich, CEO of Lockheed Skunk Works, 1993

The story behind this quote is an interesting one. At a lecture held in 1993 at the UCLA alumni center, Ben Rich, the
former CEO of Lockheed Martin Skunk Works held a speech about the advancements in space engineering during the
previous 40 years. He concluded with the quote about taking ET home while the final image in his slide presentation
showed a “black disk zipping out into outer space.”

Was this merely a joke or was he hinting at something?
Over the years, the Skunk Works division of Lockheed has designed and built a number of high-tech aircraft such as
the U-2, the SR-71 Blackbird, the F-22 Raptor and the F-117 Nighthawk. Taking this into account, some have drawn
the conclusion that Rich alluded to advanced technology being secretly developed and it might be responsible for
some of the flying disks we see today.
Seems too far-fetched? We’re on the same page but wait, it gets better.
In 2001, British systems administrator Gary McKinnon hacked his way into 97 U.S. military and NASA computers.
He intended to find top-secret files regarding free energy but stumbled upon something bigger. McKinnon claimed
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to have uncovered a spreadsheet containing names and information about “non-terrestrial officers” and transfers
between fleets. He cross referenced these names with a database of all U.S. Navy and military personnel but was
unable to find any of the officers. McKinnon therefore concluded they were not of this world and labeled them as
“Space Marines”.
In an interview with the BBC, he said he had been motivated by The Disclosure Project because “they are some very
credible, relied-upon people, all saying yes, there is UFO technology, there’s anti-gravity, there’s free energy, and it’s
extraterrestrial in origin and they’ve captured spacecraft and reverse engineered them.”
McKinnon was discovered just as he was examining the image of a UFO stored in a NASA computer in Johnson
Space Center’s Building 8. Caught in 2002, he was facing up to 70 years in prison and several million dollars in fines.
However, the U.K. never extradited him to the U.S. and McKinnon managed to avoid prison. Some say that he was
able to do so because he had amassed sensitive information that he used as leverage.
He maintains his claim that extraterrestrial spacecraft have been captured and reverse-engineered and now the alien
technology is being used by entities in our own figurative backyard.
This brings us to Solar Warden. According to conspiracy theorists, Solar Warden is an ultra-secret project that
maintains a fleet (or several fleets) of spaceships that are operating within our solar system. Some say they’re
defending us against alien threats. Others say they’re involved in the covert colonization of space.

[1]

Shh, nobody on Earth has to know!

Such a fleet would require technology way ahead of what we’ve currently got. In order to send manned missions
into the far reaches of our solar system we’d need exotic materials and propulsion systems. But there are some who
claim we already do.

I suspect that in the last 60 years or so, that there has been some back-engineering and the creation of
this type of equipment, that is not nearly as sophisticated yet as what the apparent visitors have.” -Dr.
Edgar Mitchell, the sixth astronaut to walk on the Moon

Even so, who would have the coin required to fund such a venture?
The United States’ black budget for 2014 amounted to some $52.6 billion and they plan on spending around $58.7
B this year. But even this astronomical sum isn’t enough to fund or maintain a secret space fleet. And that’s when
conspiracy voices start mentioning the deep black budgets. Whether these programs are myth or reality is hard to
tell.
As it turns out, there might be UFOs that were built on Earth, based on technology that originated elsewhere in the
universe. And we might have a space fleet without knowing it. Leave a comment telling us what you think about this
idea.

1. http://locklip.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/solar_warden_secret_space_program_6-e1424344835170.jpg

Solar Waren space carrier fleet part 4 (2017-05-20 20:54)

When Space Shuttle Atlantis landed at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in Florida on July 21, 2011 and headed to a
museum, we were told that the U.S. Government no longer had any space-capable vehicles, and that we would have
to rely on other countries and private companies to get into orbit and service the Space Station.
That was a deception.
In actuality, since the late 1980s, the U.S. has joined with a handful of other nations to create a secret international
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Space Fleet operating with antigravity technology adapted from Star Visitors technology.
This program, code-named ’Solar Warden’, has now grown to 85 small disc-shaped "scout ships" and 10 elongated-
delta-shaped motherships [each longer than three football fields joined end to end]. There are also additional
intermediate-length deltoid spacecraft as well.
The Solar Warden Space Fleet is operated by Naval Network Warfare Command’s subcomponent Naval Network and
Space Operations Command (NNSOC), headquartered at Naval Support Facility Dahlgren, VA. The Solar Warden Fleet
utilizes launch facilities at Vandenberg AFB, Lompoc, California and the Utah Test and Training Range in the desert
west of Ogden, Utah.
The existence of the ’Solar Warden’ Fleet is not meant to imply that all or even most UFO sightings are of Human
antigravity craft. Most sightings of actual antigravity crafts are of extraterrestrial vehicles.
NNSOC has approximately 365 personnel on Earth and in space. NNSOC operates in cooperation with the Central
Security Service-Operations Division and its work to protect Star Visitors in near-space and on the ground.
The Solar Warden Space Fleet’s vessels are staffed by Naval Space Cadre and Marine Space Cadre officers, whose
training has earned them the prestigious 6206-P Space Operations specialty designation, awarded after they have
graduated from the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California with a Master of Science degree in Space Sys-
tems Operations. Space Cadre Officers receive space operations training at NASA, and after graduating and a space
flight are awarded the Naval Astronaut or Naval Flight Officer Astronaut insignia.
Other member countries’ Navies and Marines furnish men and women officers to this program also.
This space-security mission is two-fold.
One part of the Space Fleet’s mission is to prevent rogue countries or terrorist groups from using near space to
conduct warfare against other countries, or to fire from space on Earth-bound targets. Star Nations has made it quite
clear that space is to be used for peaceful purposes only.
A second part of Earth’s Space Fleet’s mission is to prevent the rogue global-elite control group, the Cabal, from
using its orbital weapons systems, including nuclear missiles and directed-energy beam weapons, to intimidate or
attack anyone or any group on Earth it decides to target or extort.
Because the Space Fleet has the job of being Space Policeman within our solar system, its program has been named
Solar Warden.
The Space Fleet operates under authority granted by secret Resolution of the UN Security Council. The U.S. com-
ponent is so highly classified that when British civilian Gary McKinnon hacked into U.S. Space Command computers
during 2001-2002 and learned of the existence of "non-terrestrial officers", "fleet-to-fleet transfers", and a secret
program called "Solar Warden", he was charged by the Bush Justice Department with having committed "the biggest
military computer hack of all time."
The Solar Warden Space Fleet also operates with the approval of Star Nations, the organization of advanced intelli-
gent civilizations in our galaxy. Star Nations has the policy that the citizens of a planet have the responsibility to work
out the operation and regulation of their societies as best they can.
Lest anyone think that Solar Warden is an errant flight of fancy, important corroboration of this information is found in
the National Defense Authorization Act for FY 2012. Section 912 of that Defense Bill refers to the Secretary of Defense
being authorized to purchase and take delivery of "space vehicles". (Relevant Section 912 reproduced below*.)
Further confirmation of this Program is provided by the House Armed Services Committee’s Hearing on July 22, 2004
on the "Space Cadre Program and Space Professionals".
’Solar Warden’ Space Fleet’s vehicles were constructed by international black-project aerospace contractors, with
contributions of parts and systems by the U.S., Canada, United Kingdom, Italy, Austria, Russia, and Australia.
And while the U.S. contributes the most people to staff the Solar Warden Space Fleet, there are also crew members
from UK, Italy, Canada, Russia, Austria, and Australia.
It is to be noted that the mandate and jurisdiction of the Solar Warden Space Fleet is our Solar System, and that space
security patrol function is shared jointly with Star Nations. Our Space Fleet does not have jurisdiction on and does
not meddle in Human affairs on the ground, nor Human activity occurring within Earth’s atmosphere. Those are the
jurisdictions of the respective governments in each country and the air space above their territories.
Solar Warden Space Fleet’s mandate is to keep our Solar System peaceful and free from misuse by any Earth country
trying to conduct war-like, illegal or environmentally-harmful activities in space. Solar Warden does not replace the
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responsibility of Earth governments to conduct their own law enforcement and policing on the ground or in the air
space over their countries.
And so, humankind has not only gone to the Moon (and, secretly, to Mars also), but human spaceships regularly
patrol near space. Earth has thus taken preliminary steps towards eventually becoming a full-fledged space-faring
civilization.

Ley Lines (2017-05-21 21:48)

Is there an invisible “Energy Grid” surrounding the planet? A grid which may hold the secret to obtaining power that

can be used for good … or evil?

Nikola Tesla once said: “If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy, frequency and

vibration.”

Today we know that Tesla was right. Quantum physics has demonstrated that all matter, at its sub-atomic core, is

actually energy. This includes both sentient life, inanimate objects and the particles of space. Matter is, in fact, more

energy than it is “stuff”.

In its (seemingly) solid form, matter also emits energy, as countless studies have shown. And when it comes to

matter which emits energy, none may be more important for us to understand than that of an energetic grid. A grid,

many argue, which surrounds the Earth.

Why is this important? Because if the Earth emits energy along specific lines and cross-point which can be harnessed

by humans, those aware of this power are at a distinct advantage over those who remain ignorant.

More than Meets the Eye

As with many “unsolved mysteries”, the notion of a grid which surrounds the Earth has polarized theorists and experts

into two distinct camps: Proponents and Dismissers. While proponents argue that ample evidence exists to prove

an energetic grid’s existence, dismissers categorize the theory as another fringe element popular with Conspiracy

Theorists.

But even if mainstream thinkers dismiss the very existence of a grid, a closer examination indicates there could be

much more here than meets the eye.

“Ley” Lines and Pre-Historic Power Centers

The lines which comprise this grid (in theory or in fact) are often referred to as “Ley Lines,” and when we study them

closely, we see that humans throughout recorded history appear to have been well aware of their existence, thanks
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to the many ancient sites found along them.

The term “Ley” itself comes from the Anglo-Saxon, meaning ‘cleared strips of ground’ or ‘meadows’. But these lines

we are referring to are primarily energetic, and exist whether the land is stripped of its ground cover or not.

All Ley Lines meet at intersecting points, forming a matrix or grid across the body of the planet. These grid points,

according to proponents, are the strongest “power spots” on Earth. Apparently many of our ancestors thought so

too, since sacred sites such as henges, mounds, megaliths, pyramids, famous energy vortexes, and even cathedrals

are frequently located directly atop these cross-hair power spots.

In fact, mapping the grid shows us that many of the world’s most renowned sites sit atop Ley Line meeting points.

Machu Picchu, the Pyramids of Giza, Easter Island, Puma Punku, Lhasa Tibet, the ancient ruins of Mohenjo Daro,

Findhorn in Scotland, the Bermuda Triangle, the Arizona vortices, Angkor Wat, the Nazca Lines, numerous obelisks,

and sacred domed structures around the globe all attest to the very real possibility that something beyond the visible

world is involved here.

Exactly how our ancestors knew about these lines may forever remain a mystery, but what we can deduce today

from our own knowledge, reveals information that can powerfully aid the planet – or deeply harm it – during these

all too critical times.

Pseudoscience or Solid Platonic Fact?

According to mainstream thinking, the study of a planetary grid is considered a “pseudoscience.” However, when we

look to the precise mathematics connected with this grid, then refer to the patterns and themes reflected in Sacred

Geometry, a meaning beyond materialist scientific thought begins to emerge.

Plato acknowledged grids and formulated a theory of the Earth which states that the base structure of the planet

evolved geometrically: from the most simple shapes to increasingly complex ones.

It’s no surprise that these shapes are today known as the “Platonic Solids” and include the following: the cube, the

tetrahedron, the octahedron, the dodecahedron, and the icosahedron.

According to Plato’s theory, these energy grids around the Earth evolved through each of the shapes over time,

with the more complex superimposed over its predecessor. The result is an all encompassing field which forms the

energetic basis of Earth. An energy, according to Plato, which literally holds the Earth together.

Early Ley Line Identification

In 1921, Alfred Watkins, an English pioneer of photography had something he called a “Flood of Ancestral Memory”

while looking at a map of the Herefordshire countryside.
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Watkins noticed that numerous prehistoric places, such as standing stones, earthen burial mounds, prehistoric

earthen hills, and other features fell into straight lines which stretched for miles across the country. Watkins spent

many years studying these alignments, both on the ground and on maps.

He took photographs, wrote books and gave lectures. In response to his work, especially to his most important book,

The Old Straight Track (1925), a group of people from across Britain formed what they called the “Straight Track

Club”. This group conducted field research throughout Britain, looking for alignments of sites, and remnants of old

straight tracks lying along them.

It wasn’t until the 1960s that Alfred’s research was furthered and modified by others. One of these was Tony Wedd, a

former Royal Air Force Pilot. Wedd believed the Lines served an entirely different function. Namely: the “cross-hairs”

of line intersections were used as UFO landing sites. Wedd’s hypothesis inspired other investigations, throughout

the 1960s and on a global scale, examining the energy output along Ley Lines.

“Bucky Balls” and Vile Vortices
As it turns out, there are several different Ley Line grid maps. The variety can be attributed to different researchers

throughout the 20th century. All of them, however, draw their conclusions from the fundamental geometries of the

Platonic solids.

Bill Becker and Bethe Hagens, for example, have conducted extensive research on Ley Lines. Their review of the code

of the Platonic Solids’ Earthly positions was based on the work of Ivan P. Sanderson. Sanderson was the first to argue

that the icosahedron form was evident and at work across the planet.

Sanderson identified what he called “Vile Vortices” distributed geometrically at 12 key locations across the globe. All

of these sites shared similar, mostly negative, qualities. Most famous among them are the Bermuda Triangle and the

Devil’s Sea.

Becker and Hagens supported, for the most part, the planetary grid map as initially outlined by the Russian team

Goncharov, Morozov and Makarov. The Team organized the grid differently than Sanderson, basing it instead on the

relationship between the Great Pyramid at Giza, and the north and south axial poles.

However, Becker and Hagens believed the Russian version was incomplete. This led them to theorize and map

out a new, more complex variation of an Earth grid, based on R. Buckminster Fuller’s icosahedral-based, spherical

polyhedron.

Official Dismissal of Ley Lines
Even though experts like Dan Shaw, Nassim Haramein, Becker and Hagens, Sanderson and the Russians have all
conducted research on Ley Lines, mainstream science does not formally acknowledge their existence or influence.
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Could this be due to a more hidden agenda? One seeking to keep such knowledge from the public?
Since research into such arenas is unsupported by mainstream funding, it will be difficult to determine the full
potential of Ley Lines. If indeed there are subtle energies along the Earth’s Ley Line grid, what possible ways might a
conscious humanity harness this power for the greater good? Until support and research funding become available,
we may never know.

Nintendo Switch is Nintendo’s fastest selling console (2017-05-21 22:03)

Just hours after announcing the [1]discontinuation of the hit NES Classic Edition console, Nintendo is trumpeting
record sales of its new Switch video game console. Selling more than 906,000 units in the United States in March,
the Switch “has sold faster in its launch month than any other video game system in Nintendo history,” according to
Nintendo. From the press release:

The Nintendo Switch system sold more than 906,000 units in March, according to the NPD Group, which
tracks video game sales in the United States. That makes Nintendo Switch one of the fastest-selling video
game systems of all time. Notably, this sales surge was accomplished in a nontraditional month for a
console launch.

The [2]Nintendo Switch was released on March 3, meaning it sold nearly 1 million units in its first 29 days of availability.
For context, Microsoft moved more than 2 million Xbox One units in its first 18 days of availability while Sony moved
2.1 million PlayStation 4 units in that console’s first 14 days, [3]according to CNBC.

Meanwhile, the console’s biggest launch title — The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild — sold over 925,000 units
for Nintendo Switch, somehow outselling the console itself, and nearly 460,000 units for the older Wii U console.
Nintendo acknowledged the more-than-100-percent attach rate, speculating, “This may be attributed to people who
purchased both a limited edition of the game to collect and a second version to play.” Or it may be attributed to
imprecise data collection methods, or a continued shortage of Nintendo Switch consoles.

“This was all enough to make The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild the fastest-selling Nintendo launch game of all
time, as well as the fastest-selling game ever in The Legend of Zelda series,” the press release says.

Nintendo notes that a “full accounting of worldwide Nintendo Switch sales” will be made available on April 27 when
it issues its fiscal-year earnings.

1. http://www.polygon.com/2017/4/13/15293030/nes-classic-edition-discontinued
2. https://www.polygon.com/nintendo-switch
3. http://www.cnbc.com/2013/12/11/xbox-one-playstation-4-sales-total-18b-first-three-weeks.html

Mayan civilisation experienced Close Encounters of the Third Kind! (2017-05-26 12:49)

Around the year 900BC, something new had appeared in the jungles and wilderness of what is now Guatemala and

southern Mexico. Civilisation.

For about the next 2,000 years that civilisation flourished. The Maya built cities, invested in farming and in trade, and

created a calendar. The population soared, with some estimates suggesting that there were, at one time, as many as
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22 million Mayans.

There were farmers, merchants, performers, students, artists, musicians… And then, somewhere between it seemed

as if the whole Mayan civilisation simply vanished.

Mayan cities were abandoned, the people’s traditions forgotten and their languages lost forever.

What made them leave? And where did they go?

Some experts think the Maya were victims of a natural disaster – perhaps a massive earthquake or a volcanic

eruption.

But the cities left behind by the Maya were intact. None of the temples or stone buildings had any mark of damage.

Other historians blame drought and famine. The Maya were good farmers but, as their population grew, it became

harder to feed everyone. And so, the theory goes, they left their cities behind in search of food.

Other research suggests that the Maya destroyed themselves – perhaps through civil war. But there are no records

of such a conflict in the records they left behind.

Strange artifacts

In 2012, the Mexican government released some never-seen-before Mayan artefacts – statues, masks, plaques and

documents found in the inner spaces of a temple in Mexico.

They claimed, rather startlingly, that the Maya had apparently had contact with extraterrestrials.

‘We believe for certain that aliens worked with the Mayans,’ said Luis Augusto Garcia Rosado, the minister of tourism

for the Mexican state of Campeche.

Was it possible that the Maya were themselves were space travellers and that, when they disappeared, they’d quite

simply gone back to their home planet?

King of the stars?
Creative Commons

Throughout Mayan history, its rulers often claimed to be descended from the stars and the planets.

One such king was K’inich Janaab’Pakal, of Palenque. He came to the throne when he was 12, and ruled for the next

68 years until his death at the age of 80.
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In a time without modern medicines, the very fact he lived to such an age is surprising in itself. In humans, at least…

But even more surprising is the ruler’s tomb. When K’inich Janaab’Pakal was buried, a unique design was carved into

the lid of his sarcophagus (shown above).

It appears to show the king sitting in a type of cockpit. Could that be an oxygen mask on his face, levers in his hands

and pedals at his feet? Outside the cockpit is a flame shooting from an exhaust?

Was this very detailed illustration meant to depict the king returning to the ‘mother planet’?

What’s perhaps most startling is that this is a tomb that was carved over a thousand years ago. How could Mayan

people have created images of space travel if they hadn’t seen it?

Others believe that the Mayans’ huge temples, aligned with solar and lunar activity, were in fact some sort of ancient

landing pads for spaceships, or a way of communicating with beings on other planets.

For believers, this explains how the Mayans had such advanced knowledge for their time. Was extra terrestrial

intelligence the reason for their advanced farming techniques?

And why did they appear to have such in-depth understanding of the solar system, including planets yet to be

‘discovered?’

An expert view

Astrophysicist Carl Sagan argues that while many legends, artefacts, and purported out-of-place artefacts were cited

in support of this ancient astronaut idea, ‘very few require more than a passing mention’ and can easily be explained

more conventionally.

Still, there has yet to be a definitive answer – it seems this vanished along with the Maya, thousands of years ago…

Doomsday that wasn’t
[1]

Using the Mayan calendar, doomsday theorists predicted the end of the world was scheduled for 21 December 2012.
Those who believed that the calendar gave the date of the end of the world had theories as to how we would meet
our doom – such as a mysterious planet on a collision course with Earth, or a reverse in the Earth’s rotation.
Some gathered at ancient Mayan sites to await the end, others stocked up on water and canned goods, hoping to
survive.
The day passed without incident and it seems we’re still here…

1. https://keyassets-p2.timeincuk.net/wp/prod/wp-content/uploads/sites/29/2015/03/Dommsday.jpg
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Antimatter and Fusion Drives Could Power Future Spaceships (2017-05-26 17:35)

Engineers around the globe aim to develop new propulsion systems that could open up the cosmos to exploration.

Credit: NASA/Glenn Research Center Nuclear fusion reactions sparked by beams of antimatter could be propelling
ultra-fast spaceships on long journeys before the end of the century, researchers say.
A fusion-powered spacecraft could reach Jupiter within four months, potentially opening up parts of the outer solar
system to [1]manned exploration, according to a 2010 NASA report.
A number of hurdles would have to be overcome ― particularly in the production and storage of antimatter ― to
make the technology feasible, but some experts imagine it could be ready to go in a half-century or so.
It’s "probably not a 40-year technology, but 50, 60? Quite possible, and something that would have a significant
impact on exploration by changing the mass-power-finance calculus when planning," Jason Hay, a senior aerospace
technology analyst for consulting firm The Tauri Group, said during an Aug. 29 presentation with NASA’s Future
In-Space Operations working group. [[2]Future Visions of Human Spaceflight]

The power of fusion
The fuel for such a fusion-driven spaceship would likely consist of many small pellets containing deuterium and
tritium — heavy isotopes of hydrogen that harbor one or two neutrons, respectively, in their nuclei. (The common
hydrogen atom has no neutrons.)
Inside each pellet, this fuel would be surrounded by another material, perhaps uranium. A beam of antiprotons —
the [3]antimatter equivalent of protons, sporting a net electrical charge of minus-1 rather than plus-1 — would be
directed at the pellets.
When the antiprotons slammed into uranium nuclei, they would annihilate, generating high-energy fission products
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that ignite fusion reactions in the fuel.
Such reactions — for example, deuterium and tritium nuclei merging to create one helium-4 atom and one neutron
— throw off huge amounts of energy that could be harnessed to propel a spacecraft in several different ways.
"The energy from these reactions could be used to heat a propellant or provide thrust through magnetic confinement
and a magnetic nozzle," states the 2010 report, called "Technology Frontiers: Breakthrough Capabilities for Space
Exploration," which NASA produced with the help of The Tauri Group and other experts.
The basic idea is not new: Project Daedalus, a study conducted by the British Interplanetary Society in the 1970s,
proposed using a fusion rocket to power an [4]interstellar spacecraft. Daedalus’ fusion reactions would be sparked
by electron beams rather than antiproton beams, however.

The Daedalus spacecraft’s spherical tanks contain the fuel pellets for the nuclear fusion engine.

Credit: Adrian Mann Not there yet
While antiproton-driven fusion is a promising technology, several obstacles must be overcome to make it feasible,
Hay said.
Perhaps the biggest challenge is obtaining enough antiprotons — which can be produced in particle accelerators —
and storing them for long enough to make a far-flung space journey feasible.
According to the "Technology Frontiers" report, about 1.16 grams of antiprotons would be required for a trip to
[5]Jupiter. That may not sound like much, but production levels are currently measured in the billionths of a gram.
"Antiprotons are extremely expensive; a few grams would cost multi-trillions of dollars," Hay said. "I believe the total
production so far since the 1950s is on the order of like 10 nanograms."
But antiproton production is ticking upward at a fairly fast rate, he added. So perhaps the technology could be the
next big breakthrough in space propulsion systems — in the year 2060 or so.
"With a steady supply of antiprotons and nuclear fuel, antiproton-driven fusion can provide abundant energy for large
space stations, outposts, and extended exploration missions with relatively small power systems," the "Technology
Frontiers" report states.

1. https://www.space.com/11364-human-space-exploration-future-50-years-spaceflight.html
2. https://www.space.com/10911-photos-future-human-spaceflight-space-exploration.html
3. https://www.space.com/12457-physicists-weigh-antimatter-amazing-accuracy.html
4. https://www.space.com/17498-100-year-starship-president-bill-clinton.html
5. https://www.space.com/7-jupiter-largest-planet-solar-system.html

Secratary Kerry visited UFO bases in Antarctica (2017-05-27 09:10)

Kerry visited the frozen continent last month, officially to highlight the effects of climate change, but [1]conspiracy
theorists bizarrely claim it was to examine “Nazi UFO bases.”
The madcap claim stems back to earlier conspiracy theories, one being that Adolf Hitler did not commit suicide in his
Berlin bunker in May 1945, but escaped in a submarine to a secret base in Antarctica.
The other is astonishingly that the Nazis shared secret Antarctic [2]UFO bases with reptilian alien species in the run
up to WWII, where they experimented with flying saucer technology.
Now, after the Kerry visit, which conspiracy theorists suggest was to view these bases, it is being claimed that a Nazi
UFO base is visible in images of the Antarctic taken by NASA.
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GETTY

Did Hitler really have a secret base for UFOs in Antarctica?

Conspiracists believe a number of the images – which have resurfaced online after being taken in 2006 – prove the
German fascist party built massive bases for alien ships during World War II.
YouTube channel SecureTeam10 has claimed the 2006 images from the US space agency show a weird anomaly in the
ice.
This area stretches around 150 miles, with scientists previously saying it is a crater from asteroid impact.
Tyler Glockner, who narrates the outlandish SecureTeam10 videos said in the new one: “To this day, scientists have
no idea or way to discover exactly what is buried deep under this thick ice shelf.
"This continent has been shrouded in a mystery of its own for years now."

• [3]

[4][5][6].

Nigel Watson, author of the UFOs: The Nazi Connection by Unexplained Rapid Reads, said: "The idea of alien or flying
saucer bases in Antarctica is nothing new. In 1962, Albert Bender who ran the International Flying Saucer Bureau
(IFSB) in Bridgeport, Connecticut, claimed that alien beings took him to their underground HQ in Antarctica.
"At the base, he saw beautiful female aliens and aliens in the form of men.
"The purpose of the base was to extract chemicals from seawater to send back to their home planet. They told him
that if we attacked them they could detonate all of our atomic weapons.
"Such stories are used to support the idea that flying saucers are of Nazi origin and that they established an
underground base at Antarctica after World War II.
"Sceptics think such stories are the product of malicious disinformation or fantasies, yet that doesn’t stop people
continuing to believing in their existence." A few months ago, the internet got itself all worked up over a rumored
discovery buried deep within the ice of Antarctica. Conspiracy theories and rumors flew like mad paranoid spitballs
all over the inter-webs as people went to town over this peculiar discovery. Today, we revisit this strange tale of the
Nazi UFO base under the ice caps of Antarctica.
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In May of 1945, with the Russian Army bearing down on Berlin, Adolf Hitler and his inner circle were entombed in
their bunker below the city. Above the bombs and shells exploded. With no way out it is believed that Hitler and his
men, as well as their families, committed suicide rather than be taken by the Russians. Since the fall of Berlin and
the end of World War 2, many theories have circulated about what actually happened during the final days of the
Third Reich. Did top Nazi scientists cut off Hitler’s head and preserve it in a glass jar which they sent to Argentina for
cloning? Did Hitler dress like a woman, flee the city, and live out the rest of his days as the wife of a Dutch banker?
Or did he escape in a submarine to a secret base beneath Antarctica?
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During World War 2, there was a massive race between the Allies and Axis powers to innovate new ways of killing
each other. During the later days of the war, the Nazis developed rockets and jets many believed were inspired by
stolen alien technology. There are also many who believe that the Nazis were developing flying saucer technology
and would have been successful in building one had they not been defeated. And just where were they creating all
this futuristic technology? According to conspiracy theories, it was at a secret base built in conjunction with lizard
people from another planet beneath Antarctica. Which begs the question, what’s scarier- The fact that the Nazis
were close to developing space age technology or that the lizard people are just as racist as Nazis?
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The theory of a military base beneath Antarctica has been around for years. In 1962, Albert Bender wrote FLYING
SAUCERS AND THE THREE MEN. An Air Force veteran during World War 2 and founder of the International Flying
Saucer Bureau, Bender believed that he was abducted by aliens on several occasions during the 1950s. During one
abduction, Bender claimed he was taken to a secret underground facility in Antarctica. There he saw giant landing
strips for UFO’s and met with the base commander, a descendant of the reptilians who built the base. The base was
carved out by machines incorporating metal structures into the ice. Bender claimed he was cold at first, but with the
help of alien technology his body quickly acclimated. While there, he was told about the history of this base that had
been there for nearly 200 years.
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Albert Bender (Image: Wikipedia)Bender learned that he wasn’t the first to visit the reptilians and their icy lair. In the
months leading up to World War 2, a German vessel called the Schwabenland carried out an expedition to Antarctica.
During this expedition, it is said that the Nazis first met the aliens that would help them develop new technologies
for war. It is unclear whether or not the reptilians knew the true intentions of the people they were working with.
It should be noted that there are actual historical accounts of the Schwabenland traveling to Antarctica, however,
most historians believe that they were protecting German whaling rights in the region by establishing a base for their
whaling fleet…not so much lizard alien public relations.
The frozen tundra of Antarctica, in modern times, has held a strategic importance. After World War 2, it is believed
that the American military launched one more secret mission to Antarctica to defeat the last of the Nazi Party as
well as the Reptilians who sided with them. From that point on, all alien technology and research has been under
the control of the American military. In 1959, the region was declared a safe zone by The Antarctic Treaty which
stated it was a zone of scientific cooperation and research. This meant that no nuclear missiles or bombs could target
Antarctica. So in the event of nuclear war, we can all sleep comfortably in whatever passes for a bed in our dystopian
wasteland knowing that our scientists are hard at work building flying saucers from a secret Nazi/Reptilian base deep
beneath the ice.
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1. http://www.express.co.uk/latest/conspiracy-theory
2. http://www.express.co.uk/latest/ufo
3. http://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/586176/Conspiracists-odd-cloud-sightings-PROOF-secret-earthquake-weat
her-tests-HAARP-read-minds
4. http://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/586176/Conspiracists-odd-cloud-sightings-PROOF-secret-earthquake-weat
her-tests-HAARP-read-minds
5. http://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/586176/Conspiracists-odd-cloud-sightings-PROOF-secret-earthquake-weat
her-tests-HAARP-read-minds
6. http://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/589775/leaked-UFO-photos-US-submarine-1971-prove-aliens-Antarctic-Nav
y-stealth-airship-spy-plane

Is Traditional ’gaming’ is sloughing off, culturally and economically? (2017-05-27 23:06)

I often say I’m a video game culture writer, but lately I don’t know exactly what that means. ‘Game culture’ as
we know it is kind of embarrassing – it’s not even culture. It’s buying things, spackling over memes and in-jokes
repeatedly, and it’s getting mad on the internet.

It’s young men queuing with plush mushroom hats and backpacks and jutting promo poster rolls. Queuing
passionately for hours, at events around the world, to see the things that marketers want them to see. To find out
whether they should buy things or not. They don’t know how to dress or behave. Television cameras pan across
these listless queues, and often catch the expressions of people who don’t quite know why they themselves are
standing there.

‘Games culture’ is a petri dish of people who know so little about how human social interaction and profes-
sional life works that they can concoct online ‘wars’ about social justice or ‘game journalism ethics,’ straight-faced,
and cause genuine human consequences. Because of video games.

Lately, I often find myself wondering what I’m even doing here. And I know I’m not alone.

All of us should be better than this. You should be deeply questioning your life choices if [1]this and [2]this
and [3]this are the [4]prominent public face your business presents to the [5]rest of the world.

"When you decline to create or to curate a culture in your spaces, you’re responsible for what spawns in
the vacuum."

This is what the rest of the world knows about your industry – this, and headlines about billion-dollar war simulators
or those junkies with the touchscreen candies. That’s it. You should absolutely be better than this.

You don’t want to ‘be divisive?’ Who’s being divided, except for people who are okay with an infantilized cul-
tural desert of shitty behavior and people who aren’t? What is there to ‘debate’?

Right, let’s say it’s a vocal minority that’s not representative of most people. Most people, from indies to in-
dustry leaders, are mortified, furious, disheartened at the direction industry conversation has taken in the past few
weeks. It’s not like there are reputable outlets publishing rational articles in favor of the trolls’ ‘side’. Don’t give press
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to the harassers. Don’t blame an entire industry for a few bad apples.

Yet disclaiming liability is clearly no help. Game websites with huge community hubs whose fans are often as-
sociated with blunt Twitter hate mobs sort of shrug, they say things like ‘we delete the really bad stuff, what else can
we do’ and ‘those people don’t represent our community’ – but actually, those people do represent your community.
That’s what your community is known for, whether you like it or not.

When you decline to create or to curate a culture in your spaces, you’re responsible for what spawns in the
vacuum. That’s what’s been happening to games.

That’s not super surprising, actually. While video games themselves were discovered by strange, bright out-
cast pioneers – they thought arcades would make pub games more fun, or that MUDs would make for amazing
cross-cultural meeting spaces – the commercial arm of the form sprung up from marketing high-end tech products
to ‘early adopters’. You know, young white dudes with disposable income who like to Get Stuff.

Suddenly a generation of lonely basement kids had marketers whispering in their ears that they were the
most important commercial demographic of all time. Suddenly they started wearing shiny blouses and pinning bikini
babes onto everything they made, started making games that sold the promise of high-octane masculinity to kids
just like them.

By the turn of the millennium those were games’ only main cultural signposts: Have money. Have women.
Get a gun and then a bigger gun. Be an outcast. Celebrate that. Defeat anyone who threatens you. You don’t need
cultural references. You don’t need anything but gaming. Public conversation was led by a games press whose role
was primarily to tell people what to buy, to score products competitively against one another, to gleefully fuel the
“team sports” atmosphere around creators and companies.

It makes a strange sort of sense that video games of that time would become scapegoats for moral panic, for
atrocities committed by young white teen boys in hypercapitalist America – not that the games themselves had
anything to do with tragedies, but they had an anxiety in common, an amorphous cultural shape that was dark and
loud on the outside, hollow on the inside.

"Traditional ’gaming’ is sloughing off, culturally and economically, like the carapace of a bug."

Yet in 2014, the industry has changed. We still think angry young men are the primary demographic for commercial
video games – yet average software revenues from the commercial space have contracted massively year on year,
with only a few sterling brands enjoying predictable success.

It’s clear that most of the people who drove those revenues in the past have grown up – either out of games,
or into more fertile spaces, where small and diverse titles can flourish, where communities can quickly spring up
around creativity, self-expression and mutual support, rather than consumerism. There are new audiences and
new creators alike there. Traditional “gaming” is sloughing off, culturally and economically, like the carapace of a bug.

This is hard for people who’ve drank the kool aid about how their identity depends on the aging cultural sign-
posts of a rapidly-evolving, increasingly broad and complex medium. It’s hard for them to hear they don’t own
anything, anymore, that they aren’t the world’s most special-est consumer demographic, that they have to share.

We also have to scrutinize, closely, the baffling, stubborn silence of many content creators amid these scan-
dals, or the fact lots of stubborn, myopic internet comments happen on business and industry sites. This is hard for
old-school developers who are being made redundant, both culturally and literally, in their unwillingness to address
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new audiences or reference points outside of blockbuster movies and comic books as their traditional domain falls
into the sea around them. Of course it’s hard. It’s probably intense, painful stuff for some young kids, some older men.

But it’s unstoppable. A new generation of fans and creators is finally aiming to instate a healthy cultural vo-
cabulary, a language of community that was missing in the days of “gamer pride” and special interest groups led by
a product-guide approach to conversation with a single presumed demographic.

This means that over just the last few years, writing on games focuses on personal experiences and indepen-
dent creators, not approval-hungry obeisance to the demands of powerful corporations. It’s not about ‘being a
reviewer’ anymore. It’s not about telling people what to buy, it’s about providing spaces for people to discuss what
(and whom) they support.

"’Gamer’ isn’t just a dated demographic label that most people increasingly prefer not to use. Gamers
are over. That’s why they’re so mad."

These straw man ‘game journalism ethics’ conversations people have been having are largely the domain of a prior
age, when all we did was negotiate ad deals and review scores and scraped to be called ‘reporters’, because we had
the same powerlessness complex as our audience had. Now part of a writer’s job in a creative, human medium is to
help curate a creative community and an inclusive culture – and a lack of commitment to that just looks out-of-step,
like a [6]partial compromise with the howling trolls who’ve latched onto ‘ethics’ as the latest flag in their onslaught
against evolution and inclusion.

Developers and writers alike want games about more things, and games by more people. We want – and we
are getting, and will keep getting – tragicomedy, vignette, musicals, dream worlds, family tales, ethnographies,
abstract art. We will get this, because we’re creating culture now. We are refusing to let anyone feel prohibited from
participating.

“Gamer” isn’t just a dated demographic label that most people [7]increasingly prefer not to use. Gamers are
over. That’s why they’re so mad.

These obtuse shitslingers, these wailing hyper-consumers, these childish internet-arguers – they are not my
audience. They don’t have to be yours. There is no ‘side’ to be on, there is no ‘debate’ to be had.

There is what’s past and there is what’s now. There is the role you choose to play in what’s ahead.

1. http://motherboard.vice.com/blog/zoe-quinn-slut-shaming-the-feminist-conspiracy-and-depression-quest
2. http://www.theverge.com/2014/8/27/6075179/anita-sarkeesian-says-she-was-driven-out-of-house-by-threats
3. http://www.vice.com/read/meet-the-female-gamer-mascot-created-by-anti-feminists-828?utm_source=vicetwitte
rus
4. https://twitter.com/josswhedon/status/504508687722250240
5. http://www.theglobeandmail.com/technology/digital-culture/dont-believe-the-conspiracy-gaming-has-bigger-p
roblems-than-corruption/article20230850/#dashboard/foll
6. http://kotaku.com/a-brief-note-about-the-continued-discussion-about-kotak-1627041269
7. http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/192107/Opinion_Lets_retire_the_word_gamer.php

Democrats bleeding white working class (2017-05-28 12:54)

Considering that Barack Obama is a trained Allinsky community organizer, and that this technique of turning political
and social institutions into weapons to use against your enemies is exactly what Alinsky advocated, why does this
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surprise anyone.

When you recognize that both Obama and Hillary Clinton are Alinsky-ites, you start understanding how evil
and corrupt the modern DNC is. Of course they cheat at debates. Of course they enlist the media to cover their lies.
Of course the subvert the legitimate purposes of Government to their own rotten anti-Democracy ends. It is who
they are, philosophically.
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UN climate treaty will cost $100 trillion – To Have No Impact (2017-06-02 10:51)

pfft....I’m not sad....pretty happy about it actually/ It was a money pit. A scam to vacuum up more money to the top
and pass it out to their buddies. projected 100 trillion dollars in costs to "slow" the warming by 8 months....8 months!
less than a degree in temperature changes.....for 100 trillion dollars. are you a complete dolt? IF man made global
warming was actually real....there is not a damn thing you are going to do to stop it short of exterminating the third
world countries and reducing the global population by 2/3rds. That’s not going to happen so...

Was This Hammer Made 100 Million Years Ago? (2017-06-02 20:29)

[1]

Replica of the London Hammer as presented in a slide by Dr. Doug Newton of the non-profit organization Trinity
Creation Studies. (Screenshot/YouTube)

In Beyond Science, Epoch Times explores research and accounts related to phenomena and theories that challenge
our current knowledge. We delve into ideas that stimulate the imagination and open up new possibilities. Share your
thoughts with us on these sometimes controversial topics in the comments section below.
Oopart (out of place artifact) is a term applied to dozens of prehistoric objects found in various places around the
world that seem to show a level of technological advancement incongruous with the times in which they were made.
Ooparts often frustrate conventional scientists, delight adventurous investigators open to alternative theories, and
spark debate.
A hammer was found in London, Texas, in 1934 encased in stone that had formed around it. The rock surrounding
the hammer is said to be more than 100 million years old, suggesting the hammer was made well before humans
who could have made such an object are thought to have existed.
Much mystery surrounds the so-called “London Hammer.” Many have contested claims that the hammer is so old.
Carl Baugh, who is in possession of the artifact, announced that it was tested by Battelle Laboratory in Columbus,
Ohio, a lab that has tested moon rocks for NASA. According to Baugh, the tests found the hammer to have unusual
metallurgy—96.6 percent iron, 2.6 percent chlorine, 0.74 percent sulfur, and no carbon.
Carbon is usually what strengthens brittle iron, so it is strange that carbon is absent. Chlorine is not usually found
in iron. The iron shows a high degree of craftsmanship without bubbles in the metal. Furthermore, it is said to be
coated in an iron oxide that would not readily form under natural conditions and which prevents rust.

Glen J. Kuban, a vocal skeptic of Baugh’s hammer claims, wrote in a 1997 paper titled “The London Hammer:
An Alleged Out-of-Place Artifact,” that the tests were conducted privately rather than at Battelle Laboratory. He
cites a 1985 issue of the magazine Creation Ex Nihilo. Epoch Times contacted Battelle Laboratory to verify. A
spokeswoman said she had not heard of the hammer in her 15 years at the lab, but she would check into it.
Kuban said the stone may contain materials that are more than 100 million years old, but that doesn’t mean the rock
formed around the hammer so long ago. Some limestone has formed around artifacts known to be from the 20th
century, so concretions can form fairly quickly around objects. Concretions are masses of hardened mineral matter.
Baugh’s website says, however, that the fossils in the stone surrounding the hammer “retain fine detail, indicating
that they were not reworked, but [are] part of the original formation.” This would suggest the fossils and the hammer
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are from the same time period, that the fossils did not just get mixed up in materials that formed rock around the
hammer at a later date.
“Even if Baugh’s statements were true about the fossils retaining fine detail, it would not at all preclude the nodule
being a relatively recent concretion, since the [reworking] … would not require any significant amount of abrasion or
transport,” wrote Kuban in an email. Kuban also questioned Baugh’s claims, since they had not been published in a
peer-reviewed journal or other authoritative literature.
Carbon dating performed in the late 1990s “showed inconclusive dates ranging from the present to 700 years ago,”
Baugh supporter David Lines reported at the time. According to Kuban, Lines said the test had been contaminated
by more recent organic substances. Such contamination is one of the reasons Baugh is said to have delayed having
the artifact carbon dated (skeptics say he delayed because he feared being proven wrong). Dating is often called into
question on both sides—by skeptics and proponents—for various reasons when it comes to ooparts.
The object was found by a hiker, and it seems it was not found embedded in the original layer of rock, which would
have made a stronger case for an ancient origin. It was a chunk of rock found resting on a ledge, perhaps having
tumbled there from within a larger formation.
As evidence of the hammer’s age, Baugh said part of the wooden handle had turned to coal. The photos of the
hammer show a black part of the hammer that looks like it could be coal.

The debate surrounding the hammer’s origin has become bound up with the creationism versus evolutionism debate.
Baugh is a creationist. Kuban is a creationist-turned-skeptic (or a much more moderate creationist). Creationist take
various stances on this artifact, and many evolutionists dismiss it as a creationist hoax. Kuban wrote in an email that
“not a single major creationist group has endorsed or his claims about the hammer.”

1. http://img.theepochtimes.com/n3/eet-content/uploads/2014/04/London-hammer-2-21.jpg

Aliens Could Attack Earth to End Global Warming, NASA Scientist Frets (2017-06-04 23:46)

We’ve all heard of the ravaged rain forests and the plight of the polar bear. But as far as reasons for saving the planet
go, the one offered by scientists Thursday is truly out of this world.
A team of American researchers have produced a range of scenarios in which aliens could attack the earth, and curi-
ously, one revolves around climate change.
They speculate that extraterrestrial environmentalists could be so appalled by our planet-polluting ways that they
view us as a threat to the intergalactic ecosystem and decide to destroy us.
The thought-provoking scenario is one of many envisaged in a joint study by Penn State and the [1]NASA [2]Planetary
Science Division, entitled "Would Contact with Extraterrestrials Benefit or Harm Humanity? A Scenario Analysis."
It divides projected close encounters into "neutral," those that cause mankind "unintentional harm" and, more wor-
ryingly, those in which aliens do us "intentional harm."
Extraterrestrial intelligence (ETI) "could attack and kill us, enslave us, or potentially even eat us. ETI could attack us
out of selfishness or out of a more altruistic desire to protect the galaxy from us. We might be a threat to the galaxy
just as we are a threat to our home planet," it warns.
One such scenario is the stuff of many a [3]Hollywood blockbuster, a "standard fight-to-win conflict: a war of the
worlds." But another might resonate more with fans of Al Gore’s documentary film "An Inconvenient truth."
It speculates that aliens, worried we might inflict the damage done to our own planet on others, might "seek to pre-
emptively destroy our civilization in order to protect other civilizations from us."
"Humanity may just now be entering the period in which its rapid civilizational expansion could be detected by an ETI
because our expansion is changing the composition of Earth’s atmosphere (e.g. via greenhouse gas emissions), which
therefore changes the spectral signature of Earth," the study says.
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"While it is difficult to estimate the likelihood of this scenario, it should at a minimum give us pause as we evaluate
our expansive tendencies."
But before we brace ourselves for alien annihilation, the report suggests things could turn in humanity’s favor.
"As we continue the search for extraterrestrials into the future, perhaps our thinking about the different modes of
contact will help human civilization to avoid collapse and achieve long-term survival," it suggests.

1. http://www.foxnews.com/topics/space/nasa.htm#r_src=ramp
2. http://www.foxnews.com/topics/space/planetary-science.htm#r_src=ramp
3. http://www.foxnews.com/topics/entertainment/movies/hollywood.htm#r_src=ramp

New information about Great Pyramid (2017-06-06 20:08)

Today’s story is one of those confusing textual problems that most of you probably won’t care much about but which
drive me up the wall as I’m trying to trace back fringe history claims to their source. As most of you know, I’m working
on a book of ancient texts used by fringe historians, and many, including Erich von Däniken, have cited al-Mas‘udi,
the Islamic historian of the tenth century CE, as supporting their claim that the pyramids of Giza were built before
the Great Flood and contained fabulous treasure. Here’s how von Däniken put it in Chariots of the Gods:

In the Bodleian Library at Oxford there is a manuscript in which the Coptic author Mas-Udi asserts that
the Egyptian King Surid had the Great Pyramid built. Oddly enough, this Surid ruled in Egypt before the
Flood. And this wise King Surid ordered his priests to write down the sum total of their wisdom and
conceal the writings inside the pyramid. So, according to Coptic tradition, the pyramid was built before
the Flood.

Most of you probably also know that a version of the story under consideration was included in al-Maqrizi’s Al Khitat,
which I translated some time ago. The story begins with the mythical king Surid (also: Sourid or Saurid) dreaming of
disaster:

Here is what was the cause of the erection of the two pyramids: Three hundred years before the flood,
Surid had a dream in which it seemed that the earth overturned, and the men fled straight ahead, and the
stars fell and collided the against each other with a terrible crash; Surid, scared, never spoke to anyone
about this dream, but he was convinced that a major event would occur in the world.

His priests then told him that the world would end also in a fire and flood, so Surid had the Pyramids erected and
covered in hieroglyphs to preserve all scientific knowledge. This story, as I have [1]pointed out in the past, is derived
from or parallel to a Judeo-Christian myth that Adam had predicted that the world would end in fire and flood, so his
grandsons, Seth’s children, built a pillar of brick and a pillar of stone in Egypt to preserve all knowledge (Josephus,
Antiquities [2]1.2.3). Surid, in turn, is most likely Khufu, likely derived from an Arabic transliteration of the Greek
name Suphis given to Khufu in the surviving fragments of Manetho, possibly via a Syriac version of Manetho used by
the early Arabic historians. The association with sacred wisdom comes from Manetho, who wrote that Suphis had
built the Great Pyramid and had composed “the Sacred Book” (as preserved in both Eusebius and Syncellus).

This, in turn, fed into a Greco-Roman myth given in Ammianus Marcellinus’ Roman History 25.15.30, where the
author writes that in Egypt there are “subterranean passages, and winding retreats, which, it is said, men skilful, in
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the ancient mysteries, by means of which they divined the coming of a flood, constructed in different places lest the
memory of all their sacred ceremonies should be lost” (trans. C. D. Yonge).

Combine Manetho and Marcellinus with Josephus and you have all the ingredients for the Surid myth. (There’s an
additional minor contribution from the story of Shaddad bin ’Ad, but that’s too much to get into.) Interesting, though,
this doesn’t all come together at once. That’s where the trouble comes in. In putting together my book, however,
I wanted to try to trace the Arabic story back to its textual roots. That’s where things got dicey—not to mention
confusing. There’s no really clear way to explain this, so I’ll do my best.

Al-Maqrizi cites the story to Ibrahim ibn Wasif Shah, a historian who apparently lived sometime after 950 CE and
before 1300 CE. He wrote a book called the History of Egypt and ItsWonderswhich may or may not survive depending
on whom you believe. This is as far back as this line of inquiry can take us, especially since ibn Wasif Shah does not
exist outside of later historians’ citation of him. Therefore, I turned to von Däniken’s alleged source, al-Mas‘udi (also
transliterated as El Masoudi), which turned out to be no source at all.

Of course Erich von Däniken did not known al-Mas‘udi in the original. Only one of al-Mas‘udi’s works, the Meadows
of Gold, survives in full, and I have read the book in its standard French translation. Nowhere therein does it describe
a pre-Flood origin for the pyramids; indeed, al-Mas’udi describes how the pyramids were built as a giant staircase
and polished from the top down in the time of the Pharaohs, given to him on the authority of the Copts. So where
did von Däniken get his story?

It came from Col. Richard William Howard Vyse in his Operations Carried on at the Pyramids of Gizeh in 1837
(1840), vol. 2, where the story is given in partial translation from the Arabic and attributed to a translation by a “Dr.
Sprenger,” who must have been Aloys Sprenger, later the translator of the first volume of al-Mas‘udi’s Meadows of
Gold into English. In Vyse, Sprenger describes the story as having come from Bodleian Library MS. 9973, which as I
understand it is today MS. Bruce 28. This manuscript he gave as Akbar Ezzeman, but today it is transliterated as the
Akhbar al-zaman. Sprenger explained that in consulting the manuscript, he discovered that it was damaged quite
heavily, so he restored the story from the parallel text in al-Maqrizi, having determined that much of the material
was nearly word-for-word identical. The Akhbar al-zaman is today known from several additional manuscripts, which
provide the original wording. The oldest dated manuscript is from the 1200s, but a damaged manuscript is believed
to have been copied in the late 1100s.

So far, so good. Sprenger knew that in the Meadows of Gold al-Mas‘udi had made reference to another work of his,
a universal history of time called the Akhbār al-zamān, a work of thirty volumes, and Sprenger assumed that the
short manuscript he consulted was either a part of the same or an abridgement of it by another hand. Therefore, he
attributed the “restored” texts to al-Mas‘udi. This is how it shows up in the partial English translation in Operations
(he translates most of the text but summarizes connecting thoughts), and it is from this edition that nearly all fringe
historians take their information, unenlightened by modern scholarship. And it isn’t just fringe historians—most
Victorian pyramid theorists relied on the same, attributing the story of Surid and the pyramids to Mas‘udi.

This is not the end of the story, though. In 1898 B. Carra de Vaux published a French translation of the whole of the
extant Akhbar al-zaman, from a more complete manuscript (though not perfectly; scholars complained of errors and
omissions), but was unable to determine the authorship. Because many of the passages in the Akhbar al-zaman
paralleled those in al-Maqrizi attributed to Ibrahim ibn Wasif Shah, Carra de Vaux said that there was a reasonable
case to be made that the Akhbar al-zaman was in fact the work of ibn Wasif Shah, though he personally favored
al-Mas‘udi. J. F. P. Hopkins and N. Levtzion in the Corpus of Early Arabic Sources for West Africa History (1981) argue
for ibn Wasif Shah on the grounds that the text matches that quoted by al-Maqrizi. So far as I can tell, among scholars
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with an opinion, the attribution to ibn Wasif Shah is preferred. To make things worse: The earliest references suggest
ibn Wasif Shah was a fictional or mythic creation, expanded from an earlier figure called Wasifi, who is cited as the
source in Idrisi’s account in his Anwar of the same legend.

Here’s the ridiculous part: The Akhbar al-zaman has been published as the work of ibn Wasif Shah and as the work
of al-Mas‘udi and has been dated anywhere from the tenth century to the twelfth, and various authors have used it
as evidence for either (a) the source of al-Maqrizi’s version or (b) independent proof that al-Maqrizi’s version was
widespread in the Arab world, and not a local Coptic legend. But no one knows for sure. The best evidence is that
the legend of Surid emerged in the early eleventh century, derived from the earlier tale that Hermes Trismegistus
built the pyramids in anticipation of the Flood. This brings us back around to the Late Antique form of the story
described above, where Suphis wrote a sacred book, underground passages were filled with science writing, and
Seth’s children built pillars to protect knowledge from the Flood. The early Arabs subsumed all of this under the
category of Hermes Trismegistus, the Egyptian Thoth, who was also the author of sacred books. This they compared
to the sacred books composed by Enoch, who gave them to Methuselah to prophesy the Flood and record the
wisdom of the stars ([3]1 Enoch 82:1 etc.). Therefore, Enoch was Hermes and both were Idris, the prophet alluded
to in the Qur’an, since folklore (recorded in early commentaries on the Qur’an from the ninth century) said that Idris,
like the other two, wrote sacred books about the stars. Enoch, of course, was a descendant of Seth and therefore
qualified to be identified with the children of Seth who built the two pillars.

The earliest version of the full Hermetic history of the pyramids, later ascribed to Surid, occurs in the astrologer Abu
Maʿsar’s Book of Thousands, written before 886 CE, which of course is lost. What we have instead is an account of
what it said in Ibn Juljul’s Tabaqat al-atibbaʾ (5-10) from the tenth century, but this work has not been translated as
best I can tell into any language know. The relevant passage was translated by Kevin van Bladel in The Arabic Hermes
(2009), but he combined several documents to produce his composite translation of what he believes Abu Maʿsar
said. Not reading Arabic, I’m not sure which parts are from which authors.

The same text appears in almost the same words in Saʿid al-Andalusi’s Al�tarif bi-tabaqat al-umm (39.7-16) of 1068
CE, which is quoted by al-Maqrizi in his Al-Khitat in addition to existing in full on its own. Here is what he said (in my
translation), with corrections to al-Maqrizi from von Bladel’s translation of Saʿid’s original:

A group of scholars have reported that all the sciences known before the Flood were first taught by Her-
mes, who lived in Upper Egypt. This Hermes was the first to ponder celestial substances [misreading for
“events”] and the movement of the stars. This Hermes is the one the Hebrews named Enoch, son of Jared,
son of Mahalalel, son of Kenan, son of Enos, son of Seth, son of Adam, peace be upon him. He is the same
as the prophet Idris, peace be upon him. He was the first to build temples to worship God the Exalted.
He occupied himself with science and medicine, and he wrote well-measured poems for his contempo-
raries about things terrestrial and celestial. It is also said that he was the first to predict the Flood and
anticipate that a celestial cataclysm would befall the earth in the form of fire or water, so, fearing the
destruction of knowledge and the disappearance of the arts, he built the pyramids and temples of Upper
Egypt. Within these, he included representations of the arts and instruments, including engraved expla-
nations of science, in order to pass them on to those who come after him, lest he see them disappear
from the world.

From the parallel passages of Ibn Juljul we know Ṣāʿid has misread Abu Maʿsar’s “events” as “substances” in the
above text (which should refer to astrology), and he omitted a reference to building clay cities found in Ibn Juljul,
paralleling the pillar of (mud) brick from Josephus. The scholars that Saʿid refers to are those who have also copied
their material from the Thousands of Abu Maʿsar.
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The final act of these millennia of interpretation occurred recently, when fringe historians ascribed to Surid and/or
Hermes a connection first to Atlantis and then to extraterrestrials. These interpretations were simply the latest
update in a story that emerged from an attempt to impose Judeo-Christian mythology on Egypt and then took on a
life of its own.

It took me this long to provide a commentary on a single reference in Chariots of the Gods. Can you think of a single
fringe theorist who has ever done this much work to actually understand the history of the texts they plunder for
“proof”?

[4]26 Comments

[5]

1. http://www.jasoncolavito.com/1/post/2012/11/the-pyramids-and-the-flood-in-near-eastern-myth.html
2. http://www.ccel.org/j/josephus/works/ant-1.htm
3. http://www.jasoncolavito.com/the-book-of-enoch.html
4. http://www.jasoncolavito.com/blog/looking-for-the-ultimate-origin-of-the-myth-of-the-alien-origin-of-the-
pyramids#comments
5. https://www.blogger.com/null

Zealandia, the 8th continent (2017-06-06 20:23)

G eologists claim to have discovered a new continent to the east of Australia: Zealandia. At 4.9 million square
kilometres of land mass, 94 per cent of which is under water, Zealandia would be the world’s smallest continent.
The 11 scientists behind the claim presented their findings in the study "Zealandia: Earth’s Hidden Continent" in Geo-
logical Society of America, making a case for Zealandia to be recognised as the world’s eighth continent in its own right.

According to their study, the land mass comprises all the four attributes needed to be considered a continent,
including the presence of different rock types and crucially "the high elevation relative to regions floored by oceanic
crust."
"It was not a sudden discovery but a gradual realization," the scientists wrote.
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An elevation map of Zealandia and nearby Australia

Credit: GSA Today

T he term Zealandia was coined by geophysicist Bruce Luyendyk in 1995, at which time it was believed to possess
three of the four necessary qualities required for continent status. A recent discovery using satellite technology and
gravity maps of the sea floor have revealed that Zealandia is a large unified area, fulfilling all four requirements.
The political and economic implications of a new continent would be manifold, with the question of clearly defining
what belongs to New Zealand and Australia particularly salient in light of offshore mining in the area.
A six-year study by the GNS Science research institute in New Zealand has revealed that there could be tens of billions
of dollars worth of fossil fuels located off-shore in the region.
According to the study, the 94 per cent of Zealandia currently submerged broke away from Australia and sank 60-85
million years ago.

New Xbox One X tech specs (2017-06-12 22:15)

Xbox One X PS4 Pro US price $499 $399 Release Date November 7, 2017 Available now CPU Eight custom x86 cores
clocked at 2.3GHz 2.1GHz 8-core AMD custom "Jaguar" CPU GPU Integrated AMD graphics with 6 teraflops of per-
formance Integrated AMD Polaris graphics with 4.2 teraflops of performance RAM 12GB GDDR5 8GB GDDR5 Storage
1TB 1TB Dimensions 11.8 x 9.4 x 2.4 inches, the "smallest Xbox ever" 12.8 x 11.6 x 2.1 inches Weight 8.4 pounds 7.2
pounds Color Black Black Optical Drive 4K/HDR Blu-ray drive Blu-ray/DVD 4K Support Yes Yes HDR Support Yes Yes

Michael Crichton advanced the hypothesis that aliens cause global warming. (2017-06-14 16:23)

t’s been over 11 years since the late novelist Michael Crichton advanced the hypothesis that [1]aliens cause global
warming.
I decided it was time to test his claim with real data.
Well, sure enough, the monthly UFO reports in recent decades are highly correlated with the increase in global ocean
heat content. In fact, the relationship is so strong, if this was an epidemiological study it would be time to regulate
UFOs.
Between 1979 and 2011 the number of UFO reports has been increasing right along with the average temperature
of the upper 700 meters of ocean:

[2]
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Fig. 1. Time series of monthly UFO reports and global average ocean temperature anomalies from the surface to 700
m depth. Trailing 12-month averages are also shown.

The correlation between UFO reports and ocean temperature is over 0.95, clearly better than the correlation
between that boring old carbon dioxide and ocean warming:

[3]
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Fig. 2. Lag correlations between UFO reports vs. upper ocean temperature, and CO2 versus upper ocean temperature.

In fact, note the tendency for CO2 to follow ocean temperature , suggesting a weak tendency for warming ocean
water to outgas CO2 (or reduce the uptake of atmospheric CO2). In other words, warming causes a CO2 increase,
versus the common view that CO2 causes warming. In contrast, the peak correlation between UFO reports and
ocean temperature is at zero time lag. UFOs visit, the ocean warms.
(And for you alien deniers out there, here’s the [4]spreadsheet with the data and links.)
But correlation isn’t necessarily causation. We need some sort of hypothesized mechanism for how — any maybe
why — aliens cause global warming.
My hypothesis is that the extraterrestrials’ spaceships have some sort of powerful heat generators which are
dumping energy into the ocean. Maybe an antigravity-based thermogenic flux capacitor technology (that’s just a
guess…I’m only a rocket scientist, not a nuclear physicist or movie star).
But why? Why are the aliens trying to warm our oceans?
Do they come from a warm waterworld? Do they want to colonize our ocean after it is sufficiently heated up? Or are
we just the proverbial frogs in a pot of water on the stove?
Clearly, aliens like warmer weather, because there is a strong annual cycle in UFO reports, with the peak number of
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visitations in July, which is when global average temperatures also peak:

[5]

Fig. 3. Average number of UFO reports by calendar month, illustrating aliens’ affinity for warmer weather.

This is also consistent with the fact that aliens are known to not have any fur, let alone any clothes, probably because
their home planets are so warm:

[6]
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Fig. 4. Famous aliens have no fur or clothes, suggesting their home planet(s) are quite warm.

Or, maybe they just like to people-watch. More people are out and about in the summer. That would make abductions
easier, too. A two-fer.
On an unrelated matter, I’ve also been working on a new generalized theory of where straight lines come from. Since
they are all perfectly correlated with one another, I believe they have a common origin…maybe a super line that
extends to infinity and beyond, which generates all other, lesser lines. But the linear algebra is proving to be kinda
messy. Stay tuned.
Finally, I’d like to conclude with a quote from Mark Twain:
“There is something fascinating about science. One gets such wholesale returns of conjecture out of such a trifling
investment of fact.”
A Closing Thought I talked with Michael Crichton before his death about his experiences getting involved in the global
warming debate through his lectures, his book State of Fear (in which John Christy and I were represented by a lady
scientist), and his congressional testimony on the subject of climate change. I think he believed he was doing a public
service, but the politicization of the issue (and the way he was treated in congress) took him totally by surprise. That
left a bad taste in his mouth, and he said he would no longer be involved in the climate issue. This is a crazy business
we work in, and most sane people choose not to get involved in the public debate.

1. https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/%7Escranmer/SPD/crichton.html
2. http://www.drroyspencer.com/wp-content/uploads/UFO-and-OHC-time-series.png
3. http://www.drroyspencer.com/wp-content/uploads/UFO-and-CO2-vs-Ocean-temp-lag-corr.png
4. http://www.drroyspencer.com/wp-content/uploads/UFO-reports-vs-Levitus-ocean-temps-and-MLO-CO2.xlsx
5. http://www.drroyspencer.com/wp-content/uploads/UFO-reports-by-calendar-month1.png
6. http://www.drroyspencer.com/wp-content/uploads/famous-aliens.jpg

Is the United States multicultural or is it a melting pot? (2017-06-15 13:14)

The US isn’t a multicultural country at all. Some of the bigger cities are diverse but for as long as America has existed,
immigrants were forced to assimilate and to adopt the cultural norms of the Anglo saxon descended majority or face
social ostracism and racism like Black Americans faced.

You could argue that America has become a more diverse society now however you need to realise that racism is
covert now and the pressure to conform is intense. British names and surnames continue to dominate and other
names are mocked for example. Basically what I’m trying to say is that the mainstream culture expects immigrants to
conform and adopt their Anglo ideals otherwise they won’t be considered true Americans.
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Americans like to view themselves as an individualistic group of people that accept everyone for who they are, how-
ever this simply isn’t true. If you don’t conform to the mainstream culture you’ll be seen as a foreigner that doesn’t
belong. Multiculturalism was not tolerated by the settler colonists who built America and they made sure that the
waves of European migrants assimilated into their cultural ideals. Hence why English names are considered normal
for Americans.

In cities like New York and Los Angeles you see a lot of different immigrants but ultimately all of these people and
their children will probably American however due to racism, many of them may unfortunately abandon their own
cultures and adopt the anglo-american values. I must admit, the US is really good at turning immigrants into patriotic
Americans however they still have problems with racism unfortunately and for this reason I don’t think America is
multiracial.

You’ll find that most countries in Africa and Asia are far more multicultural than the United States. This isn’t even
an opinion it’s a fact supported by academics. You see a lot of different races and groups in America but theyre all
pressured into conforming into anglo-american cultural norms or face being treated as foreigners in their own country.

Dalnegorsk UFO Crash (Russian Roswell) (2017-06-26 09:23)

This internationally famous UFO incident took place in 1986, on January 29, at 7:55 p.m. Some have called it the
Roswell Incident of the Soviet Union. The information concerning this incident was sent to us by a number of Russian
ufologists.

Dalnegorsk is a small mining town in the Far East of Russia. That cold January day a reddish sphere flew into this town
from the southeastern direction, crossed part of Dalnegorsk, and crashed at the Izvestkovaya Mountain (also known
as Height or Hill 611, because of its size). The object flew noiselessly, and parallel to the ground; it was approximately
three meters in diameter, of a near-perfect round shape, with no projections or cavities, its colour similar to that of
burning stainless steel. One eyewitness, V. Kandakov, said that the speed of the UFO was close to 15 meters per hour.
The object slowly ascended and descended, and its glow would heat up every time it rose up. On its approach to Hill
611 the object "jerked", and fell down like a rock.

All witnesses reported that the object “jerked” or “jumped”. Most of them recall two “jumps”. Two girls remember
that the object actually “jumped” four times. The witnesses heard a weak, muted thump. It burned intensively at
the cliff’s edge for an hour. A geological expedition to the site, led by V. Skavinsky of the Institute of Geology and
Geophysics of the Siberian Branch of the Soviet Academy of Sciences (1988), had confirmed the object’s movements
through a series of chemical and physical tests of the rocks collected from the site. Valeri Dvuzhilni, head of the Far
Eastern Committee for Anomalous Phenomena, was the first to investigate the crash. With the help of our colleagues
in Russia this is the most accurate account of the incident to date.

[1]Tweet

• [2]Print version

• [3] [4] Font Size

•

Dr. Dvuzhilni arrived at the site two days after the crash. Deep snow was covered the area at the time. The site of the
crash, located on a rocky ledge, was devoid of snow. All around the site remnants of silica splintered rocks were found:
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(due to exposure to high temperatures), and "smoky" looking. Many pieces, and a nearby rock, contained particles
of silvery metal, some "sprayed"-like, some in the form of solidified balls. At the edge of the site a tree-stump was
found. It was burnt and emitted a chemical smell. The objects collected at the site were later dubbed as "tiny nets",
"little balls", "lead balls", "and glass pieces" (that is what each resembled).

Closer examination revealed very unusual properties. One of the "tiny nets" contained torn and very thin (17 microm-
eters) threads. Each of the threads consisted of even thinner fibers, tied up in plaits. Intertwined with the fibers were
very thin gold wires. Soviet scientists, at such facilities as the Omsk branch of the Academy of Sciences, analyzed all
collected pieces. Without going into specific details suffice it to say that the technology to produce such materials
was not yet available on Earth...except for one disturbing account.

To give an idea of the complexity of the composition of the pieces, let us look at the "iron balls". Each of them had
its own chemical composition: iron, and a large mixture of aluminum, manganese, nickel, chromium, tungsten, and
cobalt.

Such differences indicate that the object was not just a piece of lead and iron, but some heterogeneous construction
made from heterogeneous alloys with definite significance. When melted in a vacuum, some pieces would spread
over a base, while at another base they would form into balls. Half of the balls were covered with convex glass-like
structures. Neither the physicists nor physical metallurgists can say what these structures are, what their composition
is. The "tiny nets" (or "mesh") have confused many researchers. It is impossible to understand their structure and
nature of the formation.

A. Kulikov, an expert on carbon at the Chemistry Institute of the Far Eastern Department of the Academy of Sciences,
USSR, wrote that it was not possible to get an idea what the "mesh" is. It resembles glass carbon, but conditions
leading to such formation are unknown. Definitely a common fire could not produce such glass carbon. The most
mysterious aspect of the collected items was the disappearance, after vacuum melting, of gold, silver, and nickel, and
the appearance-from nowhere-of molybdenum, that was not in the chamber to begin with.

The only thing that could be more or less easily explained was the ash found on site. Something biological was burned
during the crash. A flock of birds, perhaps, or a stray dog; or someone who was inside the crashed object?

The southwesterly trajectory of the object just about coincides with the Xichang Cosmodrome of People’s Republic
of China, where satellites are launched into geo synchronous orbit with the help of the Great March-2 carrier rockets.
There is no data of any rocket launches in the PRC at the end of January. At the same time, Sinxua Agency reported on
January 25, 1988, that there was a sighting of a glowing red sphere not far from the Cosmodrome, where it hovered
for 30 minutes. Possibly, UFOs had shown interest toward the Chinese Cosmodrome in the years 1989 and 1988.

There is another curious detail: at the site of the Height 611 small pieces of light gray color were discovered, but only
in the area of the contact. These specimens did not match any of the local varieties of soil. What is amazing, the
spectroscopic analysis of the specimens matched them to the Yaroslavl tuffs of the polymetalic deposits (i.e. the spec-
imens possessed some characteristic elements of the Yaroslavl, but not the Dalnegorsk, tuffs). There is a possibility
that the object obtain pieces of tuff in the Yaroslavl area. Tuffs experience metamorphosis under the effect of high
temperatures .

The site of the crash itself was something like an anomalous zone. It was "active" for three years after the crash. Insects
avoid the place. The zone affects mechanical and electronic equipment. Some people, including a local chemist,
actually got very sick.

[5]Tweet

• [6]Print version

• [7] [8] Font Size
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This Hill 611 is located in the area of numerous anomalies; according to an article in the Soviet digest Tainy XX Veka
(Moscow, 1990, CP Vsya Moskva Publishing House). Even photos taken at the site, when developed, failed to show
the hill, but did clearly show other locations. Members of an expedition to the site reported later that their flashlights
stopped working at the same time. They checked the flashlights upon returning home, and discovered burned wires.

Eight days after the UFO crash at Hill 611, on February 8, 1986, at 8:30 p.m., two more yellowish spheres flew from
the north, in the southward direction. Reaching the site of the crash, they circled it four times, then turned back to
the north and flew away. Then on November 28, 1987 (Saturday night, 11:24 p.m.), 32 flying objects had appeared
from nowhere. There were hundreds of witnesses, including the military and civilians.

The objects flew over 12 different settlements, and 13 of them flew to Dalnegorsk and the site. Three of the UFOs
hovered over the settlement, and five of them illuminated the nearby mountain. The objects moved noiselessly, at
an altitude between 150 to 800 meters. None of the eyewitnesses actually thoughts they were UFOs. Those who
observed the objects assumed they were aircraft involved in some disaster, or falling meteorites. As the objects flew
over houses, they created interference (television, telegraph functions).

The Ministry of Internal Affairs officers, who were present, testified later that they observed the objects from a street,
at 23:30 (precise time). They saw a fiery object, flying in from the direction of Gorely settlement. In front of the fiery
“flame” was a lusterless sphere, and in the middle of the object was a red sphere. Another group of eyewitnesses
included workers from the Bor quarry. They observed an object at 11:00 pm. A giant cylindrical object was flying
straight at the quarry. Its size was like that of a five-story building, its length around 200 or 300 hundred meters. The
front part of the object was lit up, like a burning metal. The workers were afraid that the object would crash on them.
One of the managers of the quarry observed an object at 11:30 pm.

The object was slowly moving at an altitude of 300 meters. It was huge, and cigar-shaped. The manager, whose
last name was Levakov, stated that he was well acquainted with aerodynamics, knew theory and practice of flight,
but never knew that a body could fly noiselessly without any wings or engines. Another eyewitness, a kindergarten
teacher, saw something else. It was a bright, blinding sphere at an altitude of a nine-story building. It moved noise-
lessly. In front of the sphere Ms. Markina observed a dark, metallic-looking elongated object of about 10 to 12 meters
long. It hovered over a school. There the object emitted a ray (its diameter about half a meter). The colour of the ray
was violet-bluish. The ground below illuminated, but there were no shadows from objects below. Then the object
in the sky approached a mountain and hovered over it. It illuminated the mountain, emitted a reddish projector-like
light, as if searching for something, and then departed, flying over the mountain.

No rocket launches took place at any of the Soviet cosmodromes either on January 29, 1986, or November 28, 1987.

Dr. Dvuzhilni’s conclusion is that it was a malfunctioning alien space probe that crashed into the Hill 611. Another
hypothesis has it that the object managed to ascend, and escape (almost in one piece) in the north-easterly direction
and probably crashed in the dense taiga.

1. http://twitter.com/share
2. http://www.pravdareport.com/society/anomal/05-02-2010/112049-dalnegorsk_ufo_crash-0/
3. https://www.blogger.com/null
4. https://www.blogger.com/null
5. http://twitter.com/share
6. http://www.pravdareport.com/society/anomal/05-02-2010/112049-dalnegorsk_ufo_crash-1/
7. https://www.blogger.com/null
8. https://www.blogger.com/null
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SNES Mini games confirmed (2017-06-28 13:47)

I write about video games and science-fiction movies and TV shows.

Opinions expressed by Forbes Contributors are their own.

[1]

Credit: Nintendo

21 games are coming to the SNES Classic Edition this September.

Nintendo announced the mini retro SNES Classic Edition console today. It’s the follow-up to the wildly popular,
impossible to actually purchase NES Classic Edition that came out last year and has already been discontinued.
The system comes with two controllers and 21 games, and retails for $79.99. Let’s take a look at the games the
system is launching with. There’s fewer this time around than with the NES Classic Edition, but these are Super
Nintendo games so they’re bigger, better and 16-bit. That’s twice as many bits!
Here are all the games in alphabetical order:
Contra III: The Alien Wars - Contra III was the first game in the series to launch with a futuristic setting in the U.S., as
alien hordes invade and heroes Jimbo and Sully have to fight them off. It was also the first game in the series to look
more like the arcade versions, and featured more complex level design and boss fights. It’s been released a couple
times on the Virtual Console already.
Donkey Kong Country - I still consider Donkey Kong Country to be one of the greatest platformers of all time, with
one of the most ridiculously catchy soundtracks of all time. It was tough, but not as hard as later entries in the series
(which is kind of the opposite of many retro games) and remains one of my favorite SNES titles. Just a charming
platformer from start to finish.
EarthBound - Known as Mother 2 in Japan, EarthBound took a while to build steam in the U.S. before becoming
something of a cult classic. The game was re-released on the Wii U virtual console not long ago, but it’s still fun to
see one of gaming’s classic RPGs make its way to the SNES Classic Edition.
Final Fantasy III - Speaking of classic RPGs, Final Fantasy III remains my most beloved entry in that long-running
series from Square. I played many, many hours of this game back in junior high. I remember playing it while my kid
brother would sit around and watch. I guess in many ways it was my first experience streaming a game for a live
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audience. Truly a masterpiece of the JRPG genre.

[2]

Credit: Square Enix

Final Fantasy III

F-ZERO - Fast, futuristic racing, F-Zero is a classic in the genre, and along withMario Kart, one of the Super Nintendo’s
finest racing games. Quite frankly, Nintendo needs to make a new F-Zero for the Switch, but it’s nice to see it here in
the SNES Classic Edition catalog.
Kirby Super Star - Before he died and became Boo, Kirby was Nintendo’s go-to pink floaty platformer hero. I have to
admit, I never really got into the Kirby games as a kid, so this will be a good opportunity to go back and check them
out. Kirby can float and inhale enemies (he and Yoshi share this ability, though it works differently.) Super Star came
with some mini-games as well.
Kirby’s Dream Course - A Kirby-themed mini-golf game that I also never played as a kid. But hey, mini-golf is always
good times.
The Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past - One of the best games ever made, A Link To The Past ditched the weird
side-scrolling of the second Zelda game and went back to the formula that made the original so great, only this time
with much better graphics. It’s funny to remember just how much better games appeared going from 8-bit to 16-bit,
but back in the day it really was a huge leap forward. It was like having an arcade machine in your house! I haven’t
played this game since I was a kid.
MegaMan X - The first of theMegaMan games to land on the SNES, X added a bunch of new movement and combat
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mechanics to the series, and made it possible to pretty much play through the entire game with just the starting
weapon. A classic that’s been remade for mobile devices and had two Virtual Console releases.
Secret of Mana - Yet another classic top-down JRPG, Secret of Mana used action combat mechanics rather than
turn-based ones. I haven’t played this game in such a long time, but I have really fond memories of it and its beautiful
soundtrack, composed by Hiroki Kikuta.

Star Fox - Still one of my favorite games of all time, I also really hated Star Fox as a kid. It was just too challenging.
You’d get so far and then run out of lives and have to start over. That’s just punishing game design using the
antiquated pay-as-you-go arcade model. Still, it was such a unique game and learning to shoot and spin and avoid
incoming obstacles and time everything just so—I tell you, we had to work a lot harder at our games back in the day,
for better or worse.
Star Fox 2 - [3]This is the true star of the show. Star Fox 2 was never released on any system before, having been
bizarrely cancelled by Nintendo after the game was completed. Finally, after all these long years, we’ll be able to die
frustrating death after frustrating death in the sequel. Many thought this day would never come.
Street Fighter II Turbo: Hyper Fighting - It gets a little confusing trying to keep track of all the different Street Fighter
II games which are basically a sub-franchise within the larger Street Fighter series. This one introduced faster play
and some new moves and should not be confused with Ultra Street Fighter II: The Final Challengers which just came
out on the Nintendo Switch.
Super Castlevania IV - I love the original Castlevania games. I played the first three on the NES as a kid and then
graduated to IV when I was a bit older. It was in many ways a re-imagining of the original Castlevania, with better
graphics, expanded gameplay and lots of other new-and-improved content.

[4]
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Credit: Capcom

Super Ghouls n Ghosts.

Super Ghouls ’n Ghosts - The original Demon’s Souls, Super Ghouls ’n Ghosts is like that game if, after being hit once
by an enemy, your armor all fell off and you were left to face the demon hordes wearing only your underwear. Good
grief these games were tough.
Super Mario Kart - Super Mario Kart was such a great game. I’m not sure any other game of the SNES era occupied
so much of my time—or at least my gaming time with friends and family. We’ve come along ways since then with the
release of Mario Kart 8 (and the Deluxe Switch version) but the original, however limited compared to later releases,
still holds a special place in my heart. That’s not just nostalgia, though. The game was truly spectacular and unique.
Super Mario RPG: Legend of the Seven Stars - The first Mario RPG got off to a rocky start, launching on the SNES just
four months before the release of the Nintendo 64. Still, it’s a classic worth playing. Developed by the same company
behind Final Fantasy III and Secret of Mana (Square, now Square Enix) it was the first of many Mario RPGs over the
years on many different systems.
Super Mario World - As cool as Super Mario Bros. 3 was, Super Mario World was something even more amazing.
That’s partly due to the new graphical power of the SNES, but also because it was just such a huge step forward in
terms of world design and introduced so many cool things—like Yoshi!—to the mix. One of the greatest SNES games,
and truly one of the greatest platformers, ever made.
Super Metroid - Often described as one of the best games ever made, Super Metroid is the third in the Metroid
franchise. If you weren’t too intimidated by the first two games, you probably enjoyed just how great and innovative
this game was. Along with Castlevania: Symphony of the Night, the game provides the foundation for a genre of
games referred to as "Metroidvania" that feature unique gameplay elements like exploration, power-ups used to
unlock gated areas in maps that are often retraced many times and serve as elaborate, unlockable mazes.

[5]
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Credit: Nintendo

Super Metroid

Super Punch-Out!! - The fourth game in the Punch-Out series, this is another on the list I never actually played
because, quite frankly, while I’ve always enjoyed fighting games like Street Fighter and Mortal Kombat, I simply can’t
say the same for boxing games. Still, the game was well-received at the time and I’m sure it’s perfectly fine if that’s
your thing.
Yoshi’s Island - Released at the end of the SNES lifecycle, Yoshi’s Island is at once a sequel to Super Mario World and
a prequel to the entire Mario franchise. It featured a new hand-drawn artstyle and was the first, and one of the only,
games to use Argonaut Games’s Super FX2 microchip which was designed to improve graphics capabilities on the
Super Nintendo. Doom was another SuperFX 2 game, as was the never-released Star Fox 2.
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1950
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1951
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A Walk in the Sun
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1945
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An American Werewolf in London
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1981
16

The Aviator

7.5
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6.8

1960
24

Broken Arrow

6

1996
25
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Cat on a Hot Tin Roof

8.1

1958
26

Centennial

8.5

1978
27

The Changeling

7.3

1980
28

Collateral

7.5

2004
29

The Changeling

6.9

2006
30

The Curse of Frankenstein

7.2

1957
31

Night of the Demon

7.6

1957
32

Daybreakers

6.5

2009
33

Death Hunt

7

1981
34

Defiance

7.2
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2008
35

Dirty Harry

7.8

1971
36

Magnum Force

7.2

1973
37

Sudden Impact

6.6

1983
38

The Dead Pool

6.3

1988
39

How the Grinch Stole Christmas

6.1

2000
40

Dracula

6.5

1979
41

Dracula Has Risen from the Grave

6.6

1968
42

Dracula A.D. 1972

6

1972
43

Dracula: Prince of Darkness

6.8

1966
44

256



East of Eden

8

1955
45

Enemy at the Gates

7.6

2001
46

Eight Below

7.3

2006
47

Final Fantasy: The Spirits Within

6.4

2001
48

Firefox

5.9

1982
49

Fright Night

7.1

1985
50

Halloween

7.8

1978
51

Hidalgo

6.7

2004
52

Hide and Seek

5.9

2005
53

Dracula

7.4
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1958
54

How the West Was Won

7.1

1962
55

Independence Day

7

1996
56

Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom

7.6

1984
57

Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade

8.3

1989
58

Raiders of the Lost Ark

8.5

1981
59

Iron Man 2

7

2010
60

Iron Man

7.9

2008
61

It’s a Wonderful Life

8.6

1946
62

Jurassic Park

8.1

1993
63

258



K-19: The Widowmaker

6.7

2002
64

The War

9.1

2007
65

Kiss of the Dragon

6.6

2001
66

Live Free or Die Hard

7.1

2007
67

The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring

8.8

2001
68

The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King

8.9

2003
69

The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers

8.7

2002
70

The Matrix

8.7

1999
71

The Matrix Reloaded

7.2

2003
72

The Matrix Revolutions

6.7
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2003
73

This Is It

7.3

2009
74

Minority Report

7.7

2002
75

Mirrors

6.2

2008
76

The Mummy

7

1999
77

The Mummy Returns

6.3

2001
78

My Fair Lady

7.9

1964
79

National Lampoon’s Christmas Vacation

7.6

1989
80

The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes

7.1

1970
81

Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl

8

2003
82
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Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest

7.3

2006
83

Pirates of the Caribbean: At World’s End

7.1

2007
84

Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides

6.6

2011
85

Premonition

5.9

2007
86

Rat Race

6.4

2001
87

Rebel Without a Cause

7.8

1955
88

Robin Hood

6.7

2010
89

The Satanic Rites of Dracula

5.6

1973
90

Saving Private Ryan

8.6

1998
91

Scars of Dracula

6.2
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1970
92

Seabiscuit

7.3

2003
93

The Pearl of Death

7.4

1944
94

The Fatal Hour

5.5

1940
95

Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon

6.8

1942
96

Sherlock Holmes and the Voice of Terror

6.8

1942
97

Shutter Island

8.1

2010
98

Sleepy Hollow

7.4

1999
99

Fainaru fantajî sebun adobento chirudoren

7.3

2005
100

Spider-Man

7.3

2002
101
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Spider-Man 2

7.3

2004
102

Spider-Man 3

6.2

2007
103

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

6.8

1990
104

South Pacific

6.9

1958
105

TMNT

6.3

2007
106

Star Trek: The Next Generation

8.6

1987
107

Star Trek: Generations

6.6

1994
108

Star Trek: The Motion Picture

6.4

1979
109

Star Trek: First Contact

7.6

1996
110

Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan

7.7
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1982
111

Star Trek III: The Search for Spock

6.7

1984
112

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine

7.9

1993
113

Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home

7.3

1986
114

Dracula

7.6

1931
115

Son of Dracula

6.2

1943
116

Star Trek V: The Final Frontier

5.4

1989
117

Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country

7.2

1991
118

Star Trek: Insurrection

6.4

1998
119

Star Trek: Nemesis

6.4

2002
120

264



Star Wars: Episode I - The Phantom Menace

6.5

1999
121

Star Wars: Episode II - Attack of the Clones

6.6

2002
122

Star Wars: Episode III - Revenge of the Sith

7.6

2005
123

Star Wars

8.6

1977
124

Star Wars: Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back

8.8

1980
125

Star Wars: Episode VI - Return of the Jedi

8.3

1983
126

State of Play

7.1

2009
127

It

6.9

1990
128

Rose Red

6.8

2002
129

Silver Bullet

6.4
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1985
130

Taken

7.8

2008
131

The Terminator

8

1984
132

Terminator 2: Judgment Day

8.5

1991
133

Terminator 3: Rise of the Machines

6.3

2003
134

Terminator Salvation

6.6

2009
135

Omen IV: The Awakening

3.9

1991
136

The Blue and the Gray

7.7

1982
137

The Bourne Supremacy

7.8

2004
138

The Diary of Ellen Rimbauer

5.5

2003
139

266



The Exorcist

8

1973
140

The Final Countdown

6.7

1980
141

The Ghost Writer

7.2

2010
142

The Great Outdoors

6.6

1988
143

The Hound of the Baskervilles

7.6

1939
144

The Hound of the Baskervilles

7

1959
145

The Hound of the Baskervilles

6.6

2002
146

The Hustler

8

1961
147

The Long, Hot Summer

7.5

1958
148

Per qualche dollaro in più

8.3
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1965
149

Il buono, il brutto, il cattivo

8.9

1966
150

Per un pugno di dollari

8

1964
151

North and South

8.1

1985
152

The One

5.9

2001
153

The Pacific

8.3

2010
154

The Phantom of the Opera

7.3

2004
155

The Relic

5.7

1997
156

The Thing

8.1

1982
157

Meet the Fockers

6.3

2004
158
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The Thin Red Line

7.6

1998
159

The Three Burials of Melquiades Estrada

7.4

2005
160

The Verdict

7.8

1982
161

The Watcher

5.3

2000
162

They Were Expendable

7.3

1945
163

To Kill a Mockingbird

8.3

1962
164

Lara Croft Tomb Raider: The Cradle of Life

5.5

2003
165

Trailer Park Boys

8.4

2001
166

Valkyrie

7.1

2008
167

Van Helsing

6.1
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2004
168

Von Ryan’s Express

7.1

1965
169

Wall Street

7.4

1987
170

Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps

6.2

2010
171

War and Remembrance

8.3

1988
172

War of the Worlds

6.5

2005
173

White Christmas

7.6

1954
174

Without a Clue

7

1988
175

The Winds of War

8.2

1983
176

WWII in HD

8.7

2009
177

270



X2

7.5

2003
178

The X Files

8.7

1993
179

X-Men

7.4

2000
180

X-Men: The Last Stand

6.7

2006
181

Lawrence of Arabia

8.3

1962
182

Dumb and Dumber

7.3

1994
183

The Hangover

7.7

2009
184

El laberinto del fauno

8.2

2006
185

Resident Evil

6.7

2002
186

Resident Evil: Apocalypse

6.2
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2004
187

Resident Evil: Afterlife

5.9

2010
188

Resident Evil: Extinction

6.3

2007
189

The Wolfman

5.8

2010
190

Mortal Kombat

5.8

1995
191

Doctor Zhivago

8

1965
192

The Searchers

8

1956
193

The Guns of Navarone

7.6

1961
194

Monty Python and the Holy Grail

8.3

1975
195

The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance

8.1

1962
196

272



Rio Bravo

8

1959
197

The Quiet Man

7.8

1952
198

The Shootist

7.7

1976
199

Rooster Cogburn

6.9

1975
200

True Grit

7.4

1969
201

The Undefeated

6.7

1969
202

Hellfighters

6.6

1968
203

The Green Berets

5.7

1968
204

El Dorado

7.6

1967
205

The Sons of Katie Elder

7.2
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1965
206

Donovan’s Reef

6.9

1963
207

The Longest Day

7.8

1962
208

The Comancheros

6.9

1961
209

North to Alaska

7

1960
210

The Alamo

6.9

1960
211

The Horse Soldiers

7.2

1959
212

Island in the Sky

7

1953
213

The High and the Mighty

6.9

1954
214

Gran Torino

8.1

2008
215

274



Blood Work

6.4

2002
216

Space Cowboys

6.4

2000
217

True Crime

6.6

1999
218

Absolute Power

6.7

1997
219

Ef: A Tale of Melodies.

7.6

2008
220

Kureimoa

8.1

2007
221

Angel Beats!

7.8

2010
222

The Bridges of Madison County

7.6

1995
223

A Perfect World

7.5

1993
224

Unforgiven

8.2
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1992
225

Pink Cadillac

5.3

1989
226

Pale Rider

7.3

1985
227

High Plains Drifter

7.6

1973
228

Joe Kidd

6.5

1972
229

Back to the Future

8.5

1985
230

Back to the Future Part II

7.8

1989
231

Back to the Future Part III

7.4

1990
232

Kelly’s Heroes

7.7

1970
233

Where Eagles Dare

7.7

1968
234

276



Batman

7.5

1989
235

Batman Returns

7

1992
236

Batman & Robin

3.7

1997
237

The Dark Knight

9

2008
238

Batman Begins

8.3

2005
239

Batman Forever

5.4

1995
240

Gung Ho

6.2

1986
241

Beetlejuice

7.5

1988
242

Chinatown

8.2

1974
243

The Shining

8.4
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1980
244

Reds

7.4

1981
245

The Two Jakes

6.1

1990
246

A Few Good Men

7.7

1992
247

Wolf

6.2

1994
248

About Schmidt

7.2

2002
249

The Departed

8.5

2006
250

The Fugitive

7.8

1993
251

Lonesome Dove

8.7

1989
252

Volcano

5.4

1997
253

278



Men in Black

7.3

1997
254

Men in Black II

6.1

2002
255

Rules of Engagement

6.4

2000
256

No Country for Old Men

8.1

2007
257

Real Genius

7

1985
258

Top Gun

6.9

1986
259

Thunderheart

6.8

1992
260

Heat

8.2

1995
261

Days of Thunder

5.9

1990
262

Far and Away

6.6
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1992
263

Australia

6.6

2008
264

American Graffiti

7.5

1973
265

Blade Runner

8.2

1982
266

Working Girl

6.8

1988
267

Patriot Games

6.9

1992
268

Air Force One

6.5

1997
269

Six Days Seven Nights

5.8

1998
270

Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull

6.2

2008
271

Firewall

5.8

2006
272

280



Hollywood Homicide

5.3

2003
273

The Godfather

9.2

1972
274

The Godfather: Part III

7.6

1990
275

The Godfather: Part II

9

1974
276

Invasion of the Body Snatchers

7.4

1978
277

Apocalypse Now

8.5

1979
278

Sling Blade

8

1996
279

Deep Impact

6.2

1998
280

Gods and Generals

6.3

2003
281

Gone in Sixty Seconds

6.5

281



2000
282

Open Range

7.5

2003
283

Crazy Heart

7.3

2009
284

The Color of Money

7

1986
285

Born on the Fourth of July

7.2

1989
286

The Firm

6.8

1993
287

Mission: Impossible

7.1

1996
288

Jerry Maguire

7.3

1996
289

Rain Man

8

1988
290

Mission: Impossible II

6.1

2000
291

282



Vanilla Sky

6.9

2001
292

Austin Powers: International Man of Mystery

7

1997
293

Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me

6.6

1999
294

Austin Powers in Goldmember

6.2

2002
295

The Last Samurai

7.7

2003
296

Tropic Thunder

7

2008
297

Mission: Impossible III

6.9

2006
298

Hud

7.9

1963
299

Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid

8.1

1969
300

The Sting

8.3
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1973
301

Three Days of the Condor

7.5

1975
302

All the President’s Men

8

1976
303

The Horse Whisperer

6.6

1998
304

28 Days Later...

7.6

2002
305

Halloween II

6.6

1981
306

Halloween 4: The Return of Michael Myers

5.9

1988
307

Halloween III: Season of the Witch

4.8

1982
308

Halloween 5

5.2

1989
309

Halloween H20: 20 Years Later

5.7

1998
310
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Halloween: Resurrection

4.1

2002
311

Virus

4.9

1999
312

Escape from New York

7.2

1981
313

Big Trouble in Little China

7.3

1986
314

Tequila Sunrise

6

1988
315

Backdraft

6.7

1991
316

Tombstone

7.8

1993
317

Stargate

7.1

1994
318

Escape from L.A.

5.7

1996
319

Mad Max

7
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1979
320

Mad Max 2

7.6

1981
321

Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome

6.3

1985
322

Lethal Weapon

7.6

1987
323

Lethal Weapon 2

7.2

1989
324

Lethal Weapon 3

6.7

1992
325

Lethal Weapon 4

6.6

1998
326

The Man Without a Face

6.7

1993
327

Braveheart

8.4

1995
328

Ransom

6.6

1996
329

286



The Patriot

7.2

2000
330

We Were Soldiers

7.2

2002
331

Signs

6.7

2002
332

Superman

7.3

1978
333

Superman Returns

6.1

2006
334

Superman II

6.8

1980
335

Superman III

4.9

1983
336

Superman IV: The Quest for Peace

3.7

1987
337

The Pelican Brief

6.6

1993
338

The Hunt for Red October

7.6

287



1990
339

Erin Brockovich

7.3

2000
340

Steel Magnolias

7.2

1989
341

Mystic Pizza

6.2

1988
342

Courage Under Fire

6.6

1996
343

Crimson Tide

7.3

1995
344

The Siege

6.3

1998
345

The Bone Collector

6.7

1999
346

The Taking of Pelham 123

6.4

2009
347

Ghost Busters

7.8

1984
348
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Ghostbusters II

6.5

1989
349

Animal House

7.6

1978
350

The Blues Brothers

7.9

1980
351

Blues Brothers 2000

4.8

1998
352

American Pie

7

1999
353

American Pie 2

6.4

2001
354

American Wedding

6.3

2003
355

Pitch Black

7.1

2000
356

The Chronicles of Riddick

6.7

2004
357

Hannibal

6.8
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2001
358

Manhunter

7.2

1986
359

Red Dragon

7.2

2002
360

The Silence of the Lambs

8.6

1991
361

Inception

8.8

2010
362

Transformers

7.1

2007
363

Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen

6

2009
364

Fargo

8.1

1996
365

Avatar

7.8

2009
366

Marley & Me

7.1

2008
367
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The Money Pit

6.3

1986
368

Turner & Hooch

6.1

1989
369

A League of Their Own

7.2

1992
370

Forrest Gump

8.8

1994
371

From the Earth to the Moon

8.7

1998
372

You’ve Got Mail

6.6

1998
373

Cast Away

7.8

2000
374

The Running Man

6.7

1987
375

Road to Perdition

7.7

2002
376

Catch Me If You Can

8.1
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2002
377

The Terminal

7.3

2004
378

The Da Vinci Code

6.6

2006
379

Angels & Demons

6.7

2009
380

Young Frankenstein

8

1974
381

Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man

6.6

1943
382

The Curse of Frankenstein

7.2

1957
383

The Revenge of Frankenstein

6.9

1958
384

The Mummy

6.8

1959
385

The Evil of Frankenstein

6.1

1964
386
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Frankenstein Created Woman

6.6

1967
387

The Gorgon

6.5

1964
388

Frankenstein Must Be Destroyed

6.9

1969
389

Frankenstein and the Monster from Hell

6.4

1974
390

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone

7.6

2001
391

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets

7.4

2002
392

Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban

7.9

2004
393

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire

7.7

2005
394

Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix

7.5

2007
395

Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince

7.6
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2009
396

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2

8.1

2011
397

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1

7.7

2010
398

Rocky

8.1

1976
399

Rocky II

7.2

1979
400

Rocky III

6.8

1982
401

Rocky IV

6.8

1985
402

Rocky V

5.2

1990
403

First Blood

7.7

1982
404

Rambo: First Blood Part II

6.4

1985
405
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Rambo III

5.8

1988
406

Cliffhanger

6.4

1993
407

Demolition Man

6.6

1993
408

Judge Dredd

5.5

1995
409

Cop Land

6.9

1997
410

Antz

6.6

1998
411

Driven

4.6

2001
412

Rocky Balboa

7.2

2006
413

Rambo

7

2008
414

The Forbidden Kingdom

6.6
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2008
415

The Arrival

6.3

1996
416

The Lost World: Jurassic Park

6.5

1997
417

Jurassic Park III

5.9

2001
418

The Fly

7.5

1986
419

Event Horizon

6.7

1997
420

Wall Street

7.4

1987
421

Red Dawn

6.4

1984
422

Platoon

8.1

1986
423

Uncommon Valor

6.4

1983
424
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Ghost

7

1990
425

Dirty Dancing

6.9

1987
426

Road House

6.5

1989
427

Point Break

7.2

1991
428

Dracula

7.5

1992
429

Speed

7.2

1994
430

Chain Reaction

5.6

1996
431

The Devil’s Advocate

7.5

1997
432

The Day the Earth Stood Still

5.5

2008
433

Bat*21

6.4
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1988
434

Mississippi Burning

7.8

1988
435

Wyatt Earp

6.7

1994
436

The Quick and the Dead

6.4

1995
437

Enemy of the State

7.3

1998
438

Fong sai yuk

7.3

1993
439

The French Connection

7.8

1971
440

The Princess Bride

8.1

1987
441

Twister

6.3

1996
442

Liar Liar

6.9

1997
443
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Shadow of the Vampire

6.9

2000
444

Legends of the Fall

7.5

1994
445

Nixon

7.1

1995
446

The Mask of Zorro

6.7

1998
447

Instinct

6.6

1999
448

Little Fockers

5.5

2010
449

Ace Ventura: Pet Detective

6.9

1994
450

Ace Ventura: When Nature Calls

6.3

1995
451

The Cable Guy

6.1

1996
452

The Mask

6.9
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1994
453

Man on the Moon

7.4

1999
454

Bruce Almighty

6.7

2003
455

Entrapment

6.3

1999
456

The Legend of Zorro

5.9

2005
457

Titanic

7.8

1997
458

Interview with the Vampire: The Vampire Chronicles

7.6

1994
459

Se7en

8.6

1995
460

Twelve Monkeys

8

1995
461

Meet Joe Black

7.2

1998
462
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Ocean’s Eleven

7.8

2001
463

Ocean’s Twelve

6.5

2004
464

Ocean’s Thirteen

6.9

2007
465

The Curious Case of Benjamin Button

7.8

2008
466

Inglourious Basterds

8.3

2009
467

Die Hard

8.2

1988
468

Die Hard 2

7.1

1990
469

Die Hard with a Vengeance

7.6

1995
470

Le cinquième élément

7.7

1997
471

The Jackal

6.4
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1997
472

Mercury Rising

6.1

1998
473

The Siege

6.3

1998
474

Surrogates

6.3

2009
475

Solaris

6.2

2002
476

Leatherheads

6

2008
477

Michael Clayton

7.3

2007
478

Up in the Air

7.4

2009
479

Shrek

7.9

2001
480

King Kong

7.2

2005
481

302



King Kong

5.9

1976
482

Tucker: The Man and His Dream

6.9

1988
483

The Big Lebowski

8.1

1998
484

K-PAX

7.4

2001
485

Seabiscuit

7.3

2003
486

Crazy Heart

7.3

2009
487

The Rainmaker

7.1

1997
488

Good Will Hunting

8.3

1997
489

The Talented Mr. Ripley

7.4

1999
490

Titan A.E.

6.6
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2000
491

The Bourne Identity

7.9

2002
492

The Bourne Supremacy

7.8

2004
493

The Good Shepherd

6.7

2006
494

The Bourne Ultimatum

8

2007
495

Invictus

7.3

2009
496

Green Zone

6.8

2010
497

O Brother, Where Art Thou?

7.8

2000
498

Starship Troopers

7.2

1997
499

Starship Troopers 2: Hero of the Federation

3.5

2004
500
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Starship Troopers 3: Marauder

4.3

2008
501

Casablanca

8.5

1942
502

Mrs. Miniver

7.6

1942
503

To the Shores of Tripoli

6.1

1942
504

Mission to Moscow

5.4

1943
505

The Fighting Seabees

6.6

1944
506

They Were Expendable

7.3

1945
507

The Best Years of Our Lives

8.1

1946
508

Sands of Iwo Jima

7.2

1949
509

Twelve O’Clock High

7.8
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1949
510

Flying Leathernecks

6.5

1951
511

To Hell and Back

7.4

1955
512

The Bridge on the River Kwai

8.2

1957
513

The Longest Day

7.8

1962
514

The Great Escape

8.2

1963
515

Battle of the Bulge

6.8

1965
516

The Dirty Dozen

7.8

1967
517

The Devil’s Brigade

6.8

1968
518

MacArthur

6.6

1977
519
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Das Boot

8.4

1981
520

Memphis Belle

6.9

1990
521

When Trumpets Fade

7.2

1998
522

Patton

8

1970
523

U-571

6.6

2000
524

The Wild Bunch

8

1969
525

The Alamo

6.9

1960
526

D-Day the Sixth of June

6

1956
527

Midway

6.8

1976
528

Stalag 17

8
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1953
529

Windtalkers

6

2002
530

On the Beach

7.3

1959
531

Missing in Action

5.4

1984
532

Missing in Action 2: The Beginning

5.2

1985
533

Full Metal Jacket

8.3

1987
534

Good Morning, Vietnam

7.3

1987
535

Hamburger Hill

6.7

1987
536

The Manchurian Candidate

8

1962
537

The Manchurian Candidate

6.6

2004
538
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Dr. No

7.3

1962
539

From Russia with Love

7.5

1963
540

Goldfinger

7.7

1964
541

Thunderball

7

1965
542

You Only Live Twice

6.9

1967
543

Diamonds Are Forever

6.7

1971
544

The Man with the Golden Gun

6.8

1974
545

The Spy Who Loved Me

7.1

1977
546

Moonraker

6.3

1979
547

For Your Eyes Only

6.8
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1981
548

Octopussy

6.6

1983
549

A View to a Kill

6.3

1985
550

The Living Daylights

6.7

1987
551

Licence to Kill

6.6

1989
552

GoldenEye

7.2

1995
553

Tomorrow Never Dies

6.5

1997
554

The World Is Not Enough

6.4

1999
555

Die Another Day

6.1

2002
556

Casino Royale

8

2006
557
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Quantum of Solace

6.6

2008
558

Never Say Never Again

6.2

1983
559

Ben-Hur

8.1

1959
560

House on Haunted Hill

6.9

1959
561

House on Haunted Hill

5.6

1999
562

13 Ghosts

6.1

1960
563

Thir13en Ghosts

5.6

2001
564

Quatermass and the Pit

7.1

1967
565

Damien: Omen II

6.3

1978
566

The Final Conflict

5.6
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1981
567

Psycho

8.5

1960
568

Psycho II

6.4

1983
569

The Birds

7.7

1963
570

A Nightmare on Elm Street

7.5

1984
571

Poltergeist

7.4

1982
572

Poltergeist II: The Other Side

5.7

1986
573

Poltergeist III

4.6

1988
574

Jaws

8

1975
575

Jaws 2

5.7

1978
576
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Jaws: The Revenge

2.9

1987
577

Children of the Corn II: The Final Sacrifice

4.3

1992
578

Pet Sematary

6.6

1989
579

Pet Sematary II

4.8

1992
580

The Ninth Gate

6.7

1999
581

Scream

7.2

1996
582

Scream 2

6.1

1997
583

Scream 3

5.5

2000
584

Scream 4

6.2

2011
585

Supernova

4.8
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2000
586

The Ring

7.1

2002
587

Underworld

7

2003
588

Blade

7.1

1998
589

A Clockwork Orange

8.3

1971
590

The Grudge 2

5

2006
591

Underworld: Evolution

6.7

2006
592

The Hills Have Eyes II

5.1

2007
593

The Hills Have Eyes

6.4

2006
594

Zombieland

7.7

2009
595
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Army of Darkness

7.6

1992
596

The Grudge

5.9

2004
597

The Grudge 2

5

2006
598

Mighty Morphin Power Rangers: The Movie

5.1

1995
599

Easter Parade

7.5

1948
600

Perry Mason: The Case of the Avenging Ace

7

1988
601

Perry Mason Returns

7.2

1985
602

Perry Mason: The Case of the Silenced Singer

7.2

1990
603

Perry Mason: The Case of the Defiant Daughter

7.2

1990
604

Perry Mason: The Case of the Desperate Deception

7.5
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1990
605

Perry Mason: The Case of the Fatal Fashion

7

1991
606

Perry Mason: The Case of the Glass Coffin

7.1

1991
607

Perry Mason: The Case of the Killer Kiss

7.3

1993
608

Perry Mason: The Case of the Lady in the Lake

6.8

1988
609

Perry Mason: The Case of the Lethal Lesson

7.3

1989
610

Perry Mason: The Case of the Lost Love

6.9

1987
611

Perry Mason: The Case of the Murdered Madam

7

1987
612

Perry Mason: The Case of the Musical Murder

7

1989
613

Perry Mason: The Case of the Poisoned Pen

7

1990
614
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Perry Mason: The Case of the Reckless Romeo

7.2

1992
615

Perry Mason: The Case of the Sinister Spirit

7.1

1987
616

Perry Mason: The Case of the Skin-Deep Scandal

6.8

1993
617

Perry Mason: The Case of the All-Star Assassin

6.7

1989
618

Perry Mason: The Case of the Fatal Framing

7

1992
619

Perry Mason: The Case of the Heartbroken Bride

6.8

1992
620

Perry Mason: The Case of the Fatal Framing

7

1992
621

Perry Mason: The Case of the Maligned Mobster

7

1991
622

Perry Mason: The Case of the Ruthless Reporter

7.2

1991
623

Perry Mason: The Case of the Scandalous Scoundrel

7
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1987
624

Perry Mason: The Case of the Telltale Talk Show Host

6.9

1993
625

A Perry Mason Mystery: The Case of the Grimacing Governor

6.8

1994
626

A Perry Mason Mystery: The Case of the Jealous Jokester

6.4

1995
627

A Perry Mason Mystery: The Case of the Lethal Lifestyle

7.1

1994
628

A Perry Mason Mystery: The Case of the Wicked Wives

6.7

1993
629

X-Men Origins: Wolverine

6.6

2009
630

Old Dogs

5.4

2009
631

Wild Hogs

5.9

2007
632

Grease

7.2

1978
633
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Phenomenon

6.4

1996
634

Battlefield Earth

2.4

2000
635

Michael

5.7

1996
636

Saturday Night Fever

6.8

1977
637

The General’s Daughter

6.3

1999
638

Hook

6.7

1991
639

Jumanji

6.9

1995
640

The Peacemaker

5.9

1997
641

The Perfect Storm

6.4

2000
642

Solaris

6.2
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2002
643

Michael Clayton

7.3

2007
644

Leatherheads

6

2008
645

Up in the Air

7.4

2009
646

The Men Who Stare at Goats

6.2

2009
647

Conan the Barbarian

6.9

1982
648

Kull the Conqueror

4.8

1997
649

Conan the Destroyer

5.9

1984
650

Commando

6.7

1985
651

Iron Eagle

5.4

1986
652
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Predator

7.8

1987
653

Red Heat

6.1

1988
654

Total Recall

7.5

1990
655

True Lies

7.2

1994
656

Jingle All the Way

5.5

1996
657

End of Days

5.7

1999
658

The 6th Day

5.9

2000
659

Collateral Damage

5.5

2002
660

Jennifer Eight

6.3

1992
661

Kill Bill: Vol. 1

8.1
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2003
662

Kill Bill: Vol. 2

8

2004
663

Ging chaat goo si III: Chiu kup ging chaat

6.9

1992
664

Chao ji ji hua

6.2

1993
665

Revenge of the Drunken Master

4.7

1984
666

Pik lik foh

6.4

1995
667

Ging chaat goo si 4: Ji gaan daan yam mo

6.6

1996
668

Rush Hour

7

1998
669

Shanghai Noon

6.6

2000
670

Rush Hour 2

6.6

2001
671
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Shanghai Knights

6.2

2003
672

The Tuxedo

5.4

2002
673

The Medallion

5.2

2003
674

Rush Hour 3

6.2

2007
675

Armageddon

6.6

1998
676

Zoolander

6.6

2001
677

Night at the Museum

6.4

2006
678

Night at the Museum: Battle of the Smithsonian

5.9

2009
679

Marley & Me

7.1

2008
680

Dodgeball: A True Underdog Story

6.7
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2004
681

Starsky & Hutch

6.1

2004
682

Blades of Glory

6.3

2007
683

A Night at the Roxbury

6.2

1998
684

Talladega Nights: The Ballad of Ricky Bobby

6.6

2006
685

Semi-Pro

5.8

2008
686

Step Brothers

6.9

2008
687

Event Horizon

6.7

1997
688

Predators

6.4

2010
689

Apollo 13

7.6

1995
690
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Mission to Mars

5.6

2000
691

Red Planet

5.7

2000
692

Ghosts of Mars

4.9

2001
693

The Fast and the Furious

6.8

2001
694

Fast & Furious

6.6

2009
695

Fast Five

7.3

2011
696

2 Fast 2 Furious

5.9

2003
697

Babylon A.D.

5.6

2008
698

xXx

5.9

2002
699

2001: A Space Odyssey

8.3
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1968
700

2010

6.8

1984
701

The Invisible Woman

6.1

1940
702

Flying Disc Man from Mars

5.8

1950
703

Destination Moon

6.4

1950
704

The Day the Earth Stood Still

7.8

1951
705

The Day the Earth Stood Still

5.5

2008
706

Bud Abbott Lou Costello Meet the Invisible Man

7

1951
707

Duck Soup

8

1933
708

The Cocoanuts

7.2

1929
709
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Animal Crackers

7.7

1930
710

Monkey Business

7.6

1931
711

Horse Feathers

7.7

1932
712

A Night at the Opera

8

1935
713

A Day at the Races

7.7

1937
714

Room Service

6.7

1938
715

At the Circus

6.9

1939
716

A Night in Casablanca

7.1

1946
717

Love Happy

5.8

1949
718

The Thing from Another World

7.2
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1951
719

When Worlds Collide

6.7

1951
720

Abbott and Costello Meet Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde

6.7

1953
721

Invaders from Mars

6.5

1953
722

It Came from Outer Space

6.6

1953
723

Creature from the Black Lagoon

7

1954
724

Them!

7.3

1954
725

Earth vs. the Flying Saucers

6.4

1956
726

Day the World Ended

5.4

1955
727

Forbidden Planet

7.6

1956
728
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Invasion of the Body Snatchers

7.8

1956
729

Invasion of the Saucer Men

5.5

1957
730

20 Million Miles to Earth

6.4

1957
731

Earth vs the Spider

4.1

1958
732

Journey to the Center of the Earth

5.8

2008
733

The Time Machine

7.6

1960
734

Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea

6.1

1961
735

Mosura tai Gojira

6.5

1964
736

Fahrenheit 451

7.3

1966
737

Gojira, Ebirâ, Mosura: Nankai no daiketto

5.3
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1966
738

Planet of the Apes

8

1968
739

Beneath the Planet of the Apes

6.1

1970
740

The Andromeda Strain

7.2

1971
741

The Andromeda Strain

6.2

2008
742

Escape from the Planet of the Apes

6.3

1971
743

Conquest of the Planet of the Apes

6.1

1972
744

Battle for the Planet of the Apes

5.5

1973
745

Close Encounters of the Third Kind

7.7

1977
746

Gojira no gyakushû

6

1955
747
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Cocoon

6.7

1985
748

The Fly

7.5

1986
749

RoboCop

7.6

1987
750

RoboCop 2

5.8

1990
751

RoboCop 3

4

1993
752

The Lawnmower Man

5.4

1992
753

Gattaca

7.8

1997
754

Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb

8.4

1964
755

The Wizard of Oz

8

1939
756

How to Train Your Dragon

8.1
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2010
757

Ice Age

7.5

2002
758

Ice Age: The Meltdown

6.8

2006
759

Ice Age: Dawn of the Dinosaurs

7

2009
760

Sherlock Holmes

7.6

2009
761

Kôkaku Kidôtai

8

1995
762

Innocence

7.6

2004
763

Kôkaku kidôtai: Stand Alone Complex

8.5

2002
764

Macross Plus

7.9

1994
765

Chôjikû Yôsai Macross: Ai Oboeteimasuka

7.9

1984
766
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Cowboy Bebop: Tengoku no tobira

7.9

2001
767

Akira

8.1

1988
768

Kôkyô shihen Eureka Sebun: Poketto ga niji de ippai

6.5

2009
769

Shin seiki Evangelion Gekijô-ban: Air/Magokoro wo, kimi ni

8.3

1997
770

Evangerion shin gekijôban: Jo

7.8

2007
771

Evangerion shin gekijôban: Ha

8

2009
772

Rupan sansei: Kariosutoro no shiro

7.7

1979
773

Shaun of the Dead

7.9

2004
774

Det sjunde inseglet

8.2

1957
775

Rear Window

8.5
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1954
776

Chinatown

8.2

1974
777

Vertigo

8.3

1958
778

The Maltese Falcon

8.1

1941
779

All the President’s Men

8

1976
780

Drag Me to Hell

6.6

2009
781

House of Usher

7

1960
782

Animal Kingdom

7.3

2010
783

The King’s Speech

8

2010
784

True Grit

7.6

2010
785
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Crazy Heart

7.3

2009
786

Hoffa

6.6

1992
787

The Social Network

7.7

2010
788

Face/Off

7.3

1997
789

Basic

6.5

2003
790

Under the Mountain

4.9

2009
791

Planet of the Apes

5.7

2001
792

Max Payne

5.4

2008
793

The Ten Commandments

7.9

1956
794

Touch of Evil

8.1
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1958
795

Treasure Island

7

1950
796

Call of the Wild

5.8

1992
797

Julius Caesar

7.4

1953
798

Julius Caesar

6.1

1970
799

The Omega Man

6.6

1971
800

Dorian Gray

6.3

2009
801

The Picture of Dorian Gray

7.6

1945
802

The Final Destination

5.2

2009
803

Das Testament des Dr. Mabuse

7.9

1933
804
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Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde

7.7

1931
805

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde

5.2

1973
806

Clannad: After Story

8.4

2008
807

Kôdo giasu: Hangyaku no rurûshu

8.7

2006
808

Kaubôi bibappu

8.9

1998
809

Death Note: Desu nôto

9

2006
810

Higashi no Eden

7.7

2009
811

Kôkyô shihen Eureka Sebun

8

2005
812

Hagane no renkinjutsushi

8.6

2003
813

Hagane no renkinjutsushi

9
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2009
814

Full Metal Panic!

7.7

2002
815

Full Metal Panic! The Second Raid

8

2005
816

Gankutsu-ô

8

2004
817

Gangureivu

8

2003
818

Last Exile

8

2003
819

Seirei no moribito

8.4

2007
820

Mushishi

8.4

2005
821

Shin Seiki Evangerion

8.6

1995
822

RahXephon

7.4

2002
823
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Samurai chanpurû

8.6

2004
824

Tengen toppa gurren lagann

8.3

2007
825

12 kokuki

8.2

2002
826

Tenkû no Esukafurône

7.9

1996
827

Wolf’s Rain

8.1

2003
828

Trigun

8.3

1998
829

Erufen rîto

8.1

2004
830

Gakuen Mokushiroku: Highschool of the Dead

7.3

2010
831

Shin kidô senki Gundam W

8.2

1995
832

Kidô senshi Gundam Seed

7.8
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2002
833

Kidô butôden G Gundam

7.6

1994
834

Kidô senshi Gundam: Dai 08 MS shôtai

8

1996
835

Shin Kido Senki Gundam Wing Endless Waltz

8

1998
836

Kidô senshi Z Gundam

8.4

1985
837

Ef: A Tale of Memories.

7.6

2007
838

Ben-Hur

8.1

1959
839

C’era una volta il West

8.5

1968
840

Escape from Alcatraz

7.6

1979
841

The Poseidon Adventure

7.1

1972
842
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Highlander

7.2

1986
843

Universal Soldier

6

1992
844

Highlander II: The Quickening

4.1

1991
845

V for Vendetta

8.2

2005
846

Black Swan

8

2010
847

Crocodile Dundee

6.5

1986
848

’Crocodile’ Dundee II

5.5

1988
849

Crocodile Dundee in Los Angeles

4.8

2001
850

Cliffhanger

6.4

1993
851
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2006
852

Murder by Decree

7

1979
853

Sunset Blvd.

8.5

1950
854

The Deer Hunter

8.1

1978
855

Paths of Glory

8.4

1957
856

Das Boot

8.4

1981
857

All Quiet on the Western Front

8.1

1930
858

The Pianist

8.5

2002
859

Unstoppable

6.8

2010
860

The Uninvited

7.4

1944
861
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The Black Room

7

1935
862

Isle of the Dead

6.6

1945
863

Bedlam

6.9

1946
864

The Black Cat

7.1

1934
865

The Body Snatcher

7.4

1945
866

Corridors of Blood

6.5

1958
867

I tre volti della paura

7.2

1963
868

C’era una volta il West

8.5

1968
869

The Haunting

7.6

1963
870

The Innocents

7.9
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1961
871

The Curse of the Mummy’s Tomb

5.6

1964
872

Donnie Darko

8.1

2001
873

The Devil Rides Out

7

1968
874

The Seventh Victim

6.9

1943
875

Universal Soldier: Regeneration

5.2

2009
876

Command Performance

5.7

2009
877

The Thing

6.2

2011
878

Juggernaut

6.6

1974
879

Transformers: Dark of the Moon

6.3

2011
880
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Trainspotting

8.2

1996
881

Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil

6.6

1997
882

The Bad Lieutenant: Port of Call - New Orleans

6.6

2009
883

The Russia House

6.1

1990
884

Strangers on a Train

8

1951
885

The Fourth Protocol

6.5

1987
886

The Falcon and the Snowman

6.8

1985
887

Green Lantern

5.5

2011
888

20,000 Leagues Under the Sea

7.2

1954
889

Gunfight at the O.K. Corral

7.2
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1957
890

Lust for Life

7.4

1956
891

Ulysses

6.6

1967
892

The Fury

6.4

1978
893

The Brotherhood

6.1

1968
894

The Arrangement

6.5

1969
895

The Last Sunset

6.8

1961
896

The Devil’s Disciple

7.3

1959
897

Ilusyon

8.1

2005
898

Real Men

6.2

1987
899
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The Far Country

7.2

1954
900

The Naked Spur

7.4

1953
901

The Spiral Staircase

7.5

1946
902

Jesse Stone: Sea Change

7.3

2007
903

Jesse Stone: Thin Ice

7.3

2009
904

Stone Cold

7.2

2005
905

Jesse Stone: Death in Paradise

7.2

2006
906

Jesse Stone: Night Passage

7.3

2006
907

The Spirit of St. Louis

7.2

1957
908

Horrible Bosses

6.9
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2011
909

In Enemy Hands

6

2004
910

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs

7.6

1937
911

Pinocchio

7.5

1940
912

Dumbo

7.3

1941
913

The Adventures of Ichabod and Mr. Toad

7.1

1949
914

Cinderella

7.3

1950
915

Treasure Island

7

1950
916

Alice in Wonderland

7.4

1951
917

Peter Pan

7.3

1953
918
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The Sword and the Rose

6.6

1953
919

20,000 Leagues Under the Sea

7.2

1954
920

Lady and the Tramp

7.3

1955
921

Old Yeller

7.3

1957
922

Sleeping Beauty

7.3

1959
923

Swiss Family Robinson

7.2

1960
924

One Hundred and One Dalmatians

7.2

1961
925

The Sword in the Stone

7.2

1963
926

That Darn Cat!

6.7

1965
927

The Jungle Book

7.6
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1967
928

Charlie, the Lonesome Cougar

6.8

1967
929

The AristoCats

7.1

1970
930

Robin Hood

7.6

1973
931

Escape to Witch Mountain

6.4

1975
932

Escape to Witch Mountain

6.6

1995
933

The Many Adventures of Winnie the Pooh

7.6

1977
934

The Rescuers

6.9

1977
935

The Rescuers Down Under

6.9

1990
936

Return from Witch Mountain

5.9

1978
937
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The Fox and the Hound

7.3

1981
938

The Great Mouse Detective

7.2

1986
939

Who Framed Roger Rabbit

7.7

1988
940

The Little Mermaid

7.6

1989
941

DuckTales the Movie: Treasure of the Lost Lamp

6.9

1990
942

Beauty and the Beast

8

1991
943

Honey I Blew Up the Kid

4.8

1992
944

The Mighty Ducks

6.5

1992
945

Aladdin

8

1992
946

Homeward Bound: The Incredible Journey

6.9
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1993
947

The Adventures of Huck Finn

6.2

1993
948

A Far Off Place

6.6

1993
949

Hocus Pocus

6.8

1993
950

The Three Musketeers

6.4

1993
951

Iron Will

6.5

1994
952

D2: The Mighty Ducks

6

1994
953

The Lion King

8.5

1994
954

The Lion King II: Simba’s Pride

6.5

1998
955

Angels in the Outfield

6.1

1994
956
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The Santa Clause

6.4

1994
957

The Santa Clause 2

5.6

2002
958

The Santa Clause 3: The Escape Clause

4.7

2006
959

The Return of Jafar

5.9

1994
960

The Jungle Book

6

1994
961

A Goofy Movie

6.8

1995
962

Pocahontas

6.7

1995
963

Operation Dumbo Drop

5

1995
964

Toy Story

8.3

1995
965

Toy Story 2

7.9
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1999
966

Toy Story 3

8.3

2010
967

Aladdin and the King of Thieves

6.4

1996
968

James and the Giant Peach

6.7

1996
969

The Hunchback of Notre Dame

6.9

1996
970

101 Dalmatians

5.7

1996
971

Hercules

7.3

1997
972

A Bug’s Life

7.2

1998
973

Monsters, Inc.

8.1

2001
974

The Incredibles

8

2004
975
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National Treasure

6.9

2004
976

National Treasure: Book of Secrets

6.5

2007
977

The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe

6.9

2005
978

The Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian

6.5

2008
979

The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of the Dawn Treader

6.3

2010
980

Up

8.3

2009
981

Prince of Persia: The Sands of Time

6.6

2010
982

The Nightmare Before Christmas

8

1993
983

TRON

6.8

1982
984

Tron

6.8
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2010
985

Matlock

7.1

1986
986

The X Files

8.7

1993
987

Sherlock Holmes: A Game of Shadows

7.5

2011
988

Sherlock

9.2

2010
989

Race to Witch Mountain

5.7

2009
990

Clerks

7.8

1994
991

Clerks II

7.4

2006
992

Mallrats

7.2

1995
993

Chasing Amy

7.3

1997
994
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Dogma

7.3

1999
995

Brian De Palma, l’incorruptible

5.3

2002
996

The Stand

7.2

1994
997

The Amityville Horror

6.2

1979
998

The Amityville Horror

6

2005
999

Dracula 2000

4.9

2000
1000

House of Dracula

5.8

1945
1001

Death Wish II

6

1982
1002

Death Wish 3

5.9

1985
1003

Death Wish 4: The Crackdown

5.4
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1987
1004

Death Wish V: The Face of Death

4.8

1994
1005

Detroit Rock City

6.9

1999
1006

Fong sai yuk

7.3

1993
1007

Die unendliche Geschichte

7.4

1984
1008

The NeverEnding Story II: The Next Chapter

5.1

1990
1009

Die unendliche Geschichte III: Rettung aus Phantasien

3.2

1994
1010

The Princess Bride

8.1

1987
1011

Prometheus

7

2012
1012

Super Mario Bros.

4

1993
1013
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Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II: The Secret of the Ooze

6

1991
1014

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles III

4.8

1993
1015

Sutorîto Faitâ II gekijô-ban

7.3

1994
1016

Dragonball Evolution

2.6

2009
1017

Red River

7.8

1948
1018

Fail-Safe

8

1964
1019

The Andromeda Strain

7.2

1971
1020

The Andromeda Strain

6.2

2008
1021

World Without End

5.9

1956
1022

Sherlock Holmes: A Game of Shadows

7.5
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2011
1023

Friday the 13th

6.5

1980
1024

A Nightmare on Elm Street Part 2: Freddy’s Revenge

5.4

1985
1025

Citizen Kane

8.4

1941
1026

Airport ’77

5.6

1977
1027

The Flight of the Phoenix

7.6

1965
1028

Airport 1975

5.6

1974
1029

The Odd Couple II

6.4

1998
1030

Charade

8

1963
1031

Roman Holiday

8.1

1953
1032
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Breakfast at Tiffany’s

7.7

1961
1033

Operation Petticoat

7.3

1959
1034

Notorious

8

1946
1035

Destination Tokyo

7.2

1943
1036

North by Northwest

8.3

1959
1037

Akira

8.1

1988
1038

Mononoke-hime

8.4

1997
1039

Sen to Chihiro no kamikakushi

8.6

2001
1040

Jin-Rô

7.5

1999
1041

WALL·E

8.4
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2008
1042

12 Angry Men

8.9

1957
1043

The Green Mile

8.5

1999
1044

American Beauty

8.4

1999
1045

One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest

8.7

1975
1046

Drive

7.8

2011
1047

Schindler’s List

8.9

1993
1048

The Artist

7.9

2011
1049

Warrior

8.2

2011
1050

Futureworld

5.8

1976
1051
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Westworld

7

1973
1052

Alphaville, une étrange aventure de Lemmy Caution

7.2

1965
1053

The Blob

6.4

1958
1054

I Married a Monster from Outer Space

6.4

1958
1055

The Day of the Triffids

6.1

1963
1056

Day of the Dead

7.2

1985
1057

Snatch

8.3

2000
1058

American Psycho

7.6

2000
1059

Casino

8.2

1995
1060

L.A. Confidential

8.3
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1997
1061

The Usual Suspects

8.6

1995
1062

Memento

8.5

2000
1063

Scarface

8.3

1983
1064

Annie Hall

8

1977
1065

Eyes Wide Shut

7.4

1999
1066

Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy

7.1

2011
1067

Midnight in Paris

7.7

2011
1068

The Notebook

7.9

2004
1069

The Butterfly Effect

7.7

2004
1070
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The Hunger Games

7.2

2012
1071

American Gangster

7.8

2007
1072

3:10 to Yuma

7.7

2007
1073

The Hurt Locker

7.6

2008
1074

District 9

7.9

2009
1075

American History X

8.5

1998
1076

Reservoir Dogs

8.3

1992
1077

Raging Bull

8.2

1980
1078

Gladiator

8.5

2000
1079

Sin City

8
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2005
1080

Moneyball

7.6

2011
1081

Män som hatar kvinnor

7.8

2009
1082

In Time

6.7

2011
1083

Bad Boys II

6.6

2003
1084

Children of Men

7.9

2006
1085

Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels

8.2

1998
1086

Revolutionary Road

7.3

2008
1087

Get Carter

7.5

1971
1088

(500) Days of Summer

7.7

2009
1089
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Being John Malkovich

7.8

1999
1090

Reign Over Me

7.5

2007
1091

Identity

7.3

2003
1092

J. Edgar

6.6

2011
1093

Juno

7.5

2007
1094

A Beautiful Mind

8.2

2001
1095

Mystic River

8

2003
1096

Big Fish

8

2003
1097

Layer Cake

7.4

2004
1098

Safe House

6.8
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2012
1099

Kick-Ass

7.6

2010
1100

The Ides of March

7.1

2011
1101

The Muppets

7.1

2011
1102

All Good Things

6.3

2010
1103

The Illusionist

7.6

2006
1104

Superbad

7.6

2007
1105

Public Enemies

7

2009
1106

The Hangover Part II

6.5

2011
1107

Law Abiding Citizen

7.4

2009
1108
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Fracture

7.2

2007
1109

Brokeback Mountain

7.7

2005
1110

The Insider

7.9

1999
1111

Real Steel

7.1

2011
1112

Equilibrium

7.5

2002
1113

Groundhog Day

8

1993
1114

There’s Something About Mary

7.1

1998
1115

Zodiac

7.7

2007
1116

The Sixth Sense

8.1

1999
1117

The Pursuit of Happyness

8
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2006
1118

Shooter

7.2

2007
1119

Walk the Line

7.9

2005
1120

Basic Instinct

6.9

1992
1121

Meet the Parents

7

2000
1122

The Breakfast Club

7.9

1985
1123

Source Code

7.5

2011
1124

Con Air

6.8

1997
1125

Lord of War

7.6

2005
1126

Swordfish

6.5

2001
1127
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The Next Three Days

7.4

2010
1128

Death at a Funeral

7.4

2007
1129

Insomnia

7.2

2002
1130

The Bank Job

7.3

2008
1131

Bad Boys

6.8

1995
1132

The Exorcist III

6.3

1990
1133

The Hindenburg

6.2

1975
1134

The Cincinnati Kid

7.3

1965
1135

Le Mans

6.8

1971
1136

The Sand Pebbles

7.7
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1966
1137

Papillon

8

1973
1138

The Magnificent Seven

7.8

1960
1139

Cheyenne Autumn

6.8

1964
1140

My Darling Clementine

7.8

1946
1141

The Gunfighter

7.7

1950
1142

Billion Dollar Brain

6.1

1967
1143

The Eagle Has Landed

6.9

1976
1144

Sleuth

8

1972
1145

Kidnapped

6.2

1971
1146
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The Man Who Would Be King

7.9

1975
1147

The Italian Job

7.3

1969
1148

Battle of Britain

7

1969
1149

Zulu

7.8

1964
1150

Congo

5.1

1995
1151

Deathtrap

7

1982
1152

The Quiet American

7.1

2002
1153

Wrath of the Titans

5.7

2012
1154

The Avengers

8.1

2012
1155

Idi i smotri

8.2
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1985
1156

Hauru no ugoku shiro

8.2

2004
1157

Comrade X

6.5

1940
1158

The First Great Train Robbery

7

1978
1159

Pride & Prejudice

7.8

2005
1160

Salem’s Lot

6.2

2004
1161

Pride and Prejudice

8.9

1995
1162

The Last Legion

5.4

2007
1163

Bridget Jones’s Diary

6.7

2001
1164

The English Patient

7.4

1996
1165
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The Prestige

8.5

2006
1166

Bad Boy Bubby

7.4

1993
1167

The Apartment

8.3

1960
1168

Mr. Smith Goes to Washington

8.2

1939
1169

Miracle on 34th Street

7.9

1947
1170

On the Waterfront

8.2

1954
1171

The House of the Devil

6.4

2009
1172

Bend of the River

7.3

1952
1173

Night Passage

6.7

1957
1174

The Rare Breed

6.4
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1966
1175

Catch-22

7.2

1970
1176

Deliverance

7.7

1972
1177

The Odessa File

7

1974
1178

Singin’ in the Rain

8.3

1952
1179

The Charge of the Light Brigade

7.1

1936
1180

China Seas

7

1935
1181

The Adjustment Bureau

7.1

2011
1182

Contagion

6.6

2011
1183

Hornblower: The Even Chance

8.2

1998
1184
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Hornblower: The Frogs and the Lobsters

8.1

1999
1185

Hornblower: The Examination for Lieutenant

8.2

1998
1186

Hornblower: Duty

8.1

2003
1187

Hornblower: Loyalty

8.2

2003
1188

Hornblower: Mutiny

8.2

2001
1189

Hornblower: The Duchess and the Devil

8

1999
1190

Hornblower: Retribution

8.3

2001
1191

Let Me In

7.1

2010
1192

Carlito’s Way

7.9

1993
1193

The Mission

7.5
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1986
1194

Frankie and Johnny

6.7

1991
1195

Donnie Brasco

7.8

1997
1196

Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind

8.3

2004
1197

The Dead Zone

7.2

1983
1198

The Dogs of War

6.3

1980
1199

The Big Year

6.2

2011
1200

Shall We Dance

6.1

2004
1201

Autumn in New York

5.6

2000
1202

Runaway Bride

5.5

1999
1203
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Final Analysis

5.8

1992
1204

Sommersby

6.1

1993
1205

Internal Affairs

6.5

1990
1206

The Cotton Club

6.5

1984
1207

Primal Fear

7.7

1996
1208

An Officer and a Gentleman

7

1982
1209

The Mothman Prophecies

6.5

2002
1210

The Guard

7.3

2011
1211

The General

7.3

1998
1212

Michael Collins

7.2
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1996
1213

Cedar Rapids

6.3

2011
1214

The School of Rock

7.1

2003
1215

Torn Curtain

6.7

1966
1216

Enemy Mine

6.9

1985
1217

Hunter Prey

5.8

2010
1218

Say Anything...

7.4

1989
1219

Stand by Me

8.1

1986
1220

2012

5.8

2009
1221

The Raven

6.4

2012
1222
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Dark Passage

7.6

1947
1223

Somebody Up There Likes Me

7.5

1956
1224

High Society

7

1956
1225

High Time

6.2

1960
1226

The Emperor Waltz

6.1

1948
1227

Road to Rio

7.3

1947
1228

Going My Way

7.2

1944
1229

The Devil at 4 O’Clock

6.5

1961
1230

Ocean’s Eleven

6.6

1960
1231

The Joker Is Wild

7.1
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1957
1232

Not as a Stranger

6.8

1955
1233

Cool Hand Luke

8.1

1967
1234

Hombre

7.4

1967
1235

The Prize

6.8

1963
1236

The Towering Inferno

6.9

1974
1237

Harper

7

1966
1238

Sweet Bird of Youth

7.4

1962
1239

The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo

7.8

2011
1240

Thunderbird 6

6.4

1968
1241
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The Legend of Hell House

6.8

1973
1242

Tower Heist

6.2

2011
1243

Vanishing on 7th Street

4.9

2010
1244

Gettysburg

7.7

1993
1245

Arachnophobia

6.4

1990
1246

Infamous

7.1

2006
1247

As Good as It Gets

7.7

1997
1248

Fast Times at Ridgemont High

7.2

1982
1249

Bull Durham

7.1

1988
1250

I Married a Witch

7.2
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1942
1251

The Story of Temple Drake

7.2

1933
1252

The Heiress

8.2

1949
1253

Dredd

7.1

2012
1254

The Haunted Palace

6.8

1963
1255

Mark of the Vampire

6.3

1935
1256

Dracula’s Daughter

6.4

1936
1257

Bride of Frankenstein

7.9

1935
1258

Son of Frankenstein

7.2

1939
1259

The Ghost of Frankenstein

6.2

1942
1260
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Mystery of the Wax Museum

6.9

1933
1261

The Reptile

6.2

1966
1262

Full Eclipse

5.6

1993
1263

Dead of Night

7.7

1945
1264

The Fog

6.8

1980
1265

Bud Abbott Lou Costello Meet Frankenstein

7.6

1948
1266

The Last Man on Earth

6.9

1964
1267

The Beast from 20,000 Fathoms

6.7

1953
1268

Metropolis

8.3

1927
1269

Glengarry Glen Ross

7.8
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1992
1270

Pride and Prejudice

7.4

1940
1271

Sullivan’s Travels

8.1

1941
1272

The Dark Knight Rises

8.4

2012
1273

A Christmas Carol

7.5

1938
1274

Scrooge

8.1

1951
1275

John Carter

6.6

2012
1276

One Special Night

7.3

1999
1277

Maverick

7

1994
1278

Atlas Shrugged: Part I

5.7

2011
1279
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Skyfall

7.8

2012
1280

The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey

7.9

2012
1281

Lincoln

7.4

2012
1282

Looper

7.4

2012
1283

The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn - Part 1

4.9

2011
1284

The Rookie

5.9

1990
1285

Royal Wedding

6.7

1951
1286

Blue Skies

6.5

1946
1287

Broadway Melody of 1940

7.4

1940
1288

Flying Down to Rio

6.7
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1933
1289

The Story of Vernon and Irene Castle

7

1939
1290

Joyful Noise

5.8

2012
1291

Pacific Rendezvous

5.6

1942
1292

The Farmer’s Daughter

7.4

1947
1293

Captain Blood

7.8

1935
1294

The Adventures of Robin Hood

8

1938
1295

They Died with Their Boots On

7.3

1941
1296

White Heat

8.2

1949
1297

These Wilder Years

6.8

1956
1298
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Blood on the Sun

6.2

1945
1299

Yankee Doodle Dandy

7.7

1942
1300

The Strawberry Blonde

7.4

1941
1301

Here Comes the Navy

6.4

1934
1302

Ceiling Zero

6.9

1936
1303

Angels with Dirty Faces

8

1938
1304

13 Rue Madeleine

7

1946
1305

The Roaring Twenties

7.9

1939
1306

Mister Roberts

7.8

1955
1307

Jezebel

7.6
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1938
1308

The Woman in Black

6.4

2012
1309

Kill Your Darlings

6.5

2013
1310

Gilda

7.7

1946
1311

The Lady from Shanghai

7.7

1947
1312

Circus World

6.2

1964
1313

Blood and Sand

7

1941
1314

Criminals of the Air

7.2

1937
1315

Life Begins with Love

4.7

1937
1316

The Devils

7.9

1971
1317
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Witchfinder General

6.9

1968
1318

Sense and Sensibility

7.7

1995
1319

Game of Thrones

9.5

2011
1320

Battleship

5.8

2012
1321

Battle Los Angeles

5.8

2011
1322

Paul

7

2011
1323

Swingers

7.3

1996
1324

The Dark Half

5.9

1993
1325

Hold Back the Dawn

7.5

1941
1326

Chronicle

7.1
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2012
1327

Warm Bodies

6.9

2013
1328

The Outlaw Josey Wales

7.9

1976
1329

Jui kuen II

7.6

1994
1330

Zui quan

7.6

1978
1331

The Last Days of Disco

6.7

1998
1332

Red vs. Blue: Recreation

8.8

2009
1333

Red vs. Blue: Revelation

9

2010
1334

Red vs. Blue: Project Freelancer

8.9

2012
1335

Red vs. Blue: Project Freelancer

8.2

2011
1336
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Red vs. Blue

8.4

2003
1337

Sylvia

6.3

2003
1338

Django Unchained

8.4

2012
1339

TekWar: TekLab

6.1

1994
1340

TekWar: TekJustice

6.4

1994
1341

TekWar: TekLords

6.2

1994
1342

TekWar

6.1

1994
1343

My Week with Marilyn

7

2011
1344

Take the High Ground!

6.2

1953
1345

Dial M for Murder

8.2
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1954
1346

1984

7

1956
1347

Night of the Living Dead

7.9

1968
1348

Soylent Green

7.1

1973
1349

Scanners

6.8

1981
1350

Nineteen Eighty-Four

7.2

1984
1351

Stage Door

7.8

1937
1352

Hit Parade of 1941

6.2

1940
1353

Time Out for Rhythm

6.6

1941
1354

Jam Session

6.4

1944
1355
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On the Town

7.6

1949
1356

Oh, Men! Oh, Women!

5.3

1957
1357

We’re Not Married!

6.4

1952
1358

Storm Warning

7.3

1951
1359

Top Hat

7.8

1935
1360

Swing Time

7.7

1936
1361

Argo

7.7

2012
1362

Zero Dark Thirty

7.4

2012
1363

Airplane!

7.8

1980
1364

Airplane II: The Sequel

6.1
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1982
1365

Attack the Block

6.6

2011
1366

The Woman on Pier 13

6

1949
1367

Silver Linings Playbook

7.7

2012
1368

Les Misérables

7.6

2012
1369

The Perks of Being a Wallflower

8

2012
1370

Total Recall

6.3

2012
1371

Men in Black 3

6.8

2012
1372

Evil Dead

6.5

2013
1373

A Good Day to Die Hard

5.3

2013
1374
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The Full Monty

7.2

1997
1375

Dodsworth

8.1

1936
1376

The Treasure of the Sierra Madre

8.3

1948
1377

And Then There Were None

7.6

1945
1378

All That Money Can Buy

7.8

1941
1379

The Great Gatsby

6.4

1974
1380

Father of the Bride

7.2

1950
1381

Father’s Little Dividend

6.6

1951
1382

3:10 to Yuma

7.6

1957
1383

The Great Lie

7.3
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1941
1384

Kitty Foyle

7

1940
1385

Lonesome Ghosts

7.8

1937
1386

Trick or Treat

7.3

1952
1387

Pluto’s Judgement Day

7.4

1935
1388

Mickey’s Rival

6.9

1936
1389

Mickey’s Elephant

6.8

1936
1390

Mickey’s Steam Roller

6.7

1934
1391

Steamboat Willie

7.7

1928
1392

The Haunted House

7.2

1929
1393
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Mickey’s Parrot

7

1938
1394

The Nifty Nineties

7

1941
1395

Pluto’s Party

6.6

1952
1396

Lend a Paw

7.1

1941
1397

Mickey’s Birthday Party

6.8

1942
1398

Symphony Hour

7.7

1942
1399

Tugboat Mickey

7.2

1940
1400

The Whalers

7.1

1938
1401

Mickey’s Surprise Party

6.5

1939
1402

The Fox Hunt

6.8
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1938
1403

All Together

5.1

1942
1404

Fantasia

7.8

1940
1405

Mickey and the Beanstalk

7.7

1947
1406

The Palm Beach Story

7.7

1942
1407

Wake of the Red Witch

6.7

1948
1408

Le procès

7.8

1962
1409

Always

6.4

1989
1410

The New World

6.7

2005
1411

Ball of Fire

7.8

1941
1412
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Double Indemnity

8.3

1944
1413

The Shop Around the Corner

8.1

1940
1414

The Caine Mutiny

7.8

1954
1415

From Here to Eternity

7.7

1953
1416

Alice in Wonderland

6.5

1933
1417

Star Trek: Voyager

7.7

1995
1418

Nachts, wenn Dracula erwacht

5.8

1970
1419

The Three Musketeers

5.8

2011
1420

Where the Sidewalk Ends

7.6

1950
1421

The Last Tycoon

6.3
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1976
1422

While the City Sleeps

7

1956
1423

Taking Chance

7.5

2009
1424

Star Trek: Into Darkness

7.7

2013
1425

Bad Moon

5.8

1996
1426

To Catch a Thief

7.5

1955
1427

Indiscreet

6.8

1958
1428

Spellbound

7.6

1945
1429

Run Silent Run Deep

7.4

1958
1430

Mutiny on the Bounty

7.8

1935
1431
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Boom Town

7.1

1940
1432

The Actress

6.6

1953
1433

Broken Lance

7

1954
1434

Inherit the Wind

8.2

1960
1435

Adam’s Rib

7.6

1949
1436

Bad Day at Black Rock

7.8

1955
1437

Pearl

6.8

1978
1438

The Bounty

7.1

1984
1439

Boogeyman

4.2

2005
1440

Insidious

6.8
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2010
1441

Heathers

7.3

1988
1442

The Last Stand

6.4

2013
1443

Heartbreak Ridge

6.8

1986
1444

The Eiger Sanction

6.4

1975
1445

Contraband

6.5

2012
1446

Tenderness

5.5

2009
1447

The Spanish Main

6.4

1945
1448

36 Hours

7.4

1964
1449

Thunderbolt and Lightfoot

7.1

1974
1450
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The Bourne Legacy

6.7

2012
1451

Great Expectations

7.9

1946
1452

Great Expectations

7.3

1999
1453

The Damned United

7.6

2009
1454

Executive Suite

7.4

1954
1455

Arbitrage

6.6

2012
1456

The Double

5.9

2011
1457

Oblivion

7

2013
1458

Rope

8

1948
1459

The Night of the Generals

7.3
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1967
1460

The Anderson Tapes

6.4

1971
1461

Journey 2: The Mysterious Island

5.8

2012
1462

Stranger Than Fiction

7.6

2006
1463

Lady Be Good

6.5

1941
1464

Saboteur

7.2

1942
1465

Lewis

8

2006
1466

Tales of Terror

6.9

1962
1467

Iron Man 3

7.2

2013
1468

Killer Reality

4.9

2013
1469
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The Bible

7.6

2013
1470

The Tomb of Ligeia

6.6

1964
1471

House of Wax

7.1

1953
1472

Tower of London

6.8

1939
1473

The Raven

6.7

1963
1474

Tower of London

6.4

1962
1475

The Mad Magician

6.5

1954
1476

Sinbad and the Eye of the Tiger

6.4

1977
1477

The 7th Voyage of Sinbad

7.1

1958
1478

Jason and the Argonauts

7.4
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1963
1479

Village of the Damned

7.3

1960
1480

Children of the Damned

6.2

1964
1481

Diary of a Madman

6.4

1963
1482

Ender’s Game

6.6

2013
1483

Mickey’s Christmas Carol

8

1983
1484

The Masque of the Red Death

7.1

1964
1485

Pork Chop Hill

7.1

1959
1486

Men in War

7.3

1957
1487

Mama

6.2

2013
1488
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It Should Happen to You

7.3

1954
1489

The Marrying Kind

7.1

1952
1490

The Solid Gold Cadillac

7.6

1956
1491

Bells Are Ringing

7.1

1960
1492

Killing Kennedy

6

2013
1493

The Civil War

9.1

1990
1494

Once an Eagle

8.1

1976
1495

Man of Steel

7.1

2013
1496

You Can’t Take It with You

8

1938
1497

Roughnecks: The Starship Troopers Chronicles

7.5
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1999
1498

Auntie Mame

8

1958
1499

David Copperfield

7.8

1999
1500

The Personal History, Adventures, Experience, & Observation of David Copperfield the Younger

7.5

1935
1501

Gaslight

7.8

1944
1502

Beyond Tomorrow

6.7

1940
1503

The Wolverine

6.7

2013
1504

Journey to the Center of the Earth

7.1

1959
1505

The Last Days of Patton

6.4

1986
1506

Hugo

7.5

2011
1507
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All Quiet on the Western Front

7.1

1979
1508

The Great Raid

6.7

2005
1509

The Sea Wolves

6.3

1980
1510

Between Heaven and Hell

6.6

1956
1511

So Proudly We Hail!

7.6

1943
1512

Battle of the Coral Sea

5.6

1959
1513

Weekend at Bernie’s

6.4

1989
1514

My Blue Heaven

6.2

1990
1515

The Pee-Wee Herman Show on Broadway

7.6

2011
1516

Stir of Echoes

7
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1999
1517

The Conjuring

7.5

2013
1518

The Amazing Spider-Man

7

2012
1519

Revenge of the Nerds

6.6

1984
1520

Revenge of the Nerds III: The Next Generation

3.9

1992
1521

Revenge of the Nerds II: Nerds in Paradise

5

1987
1522

The Secret of NIMH

7.6

1982
1523

Kôkaku kidôtai: Stand Alone Complex Solid State Society

8

2006
1524

Tenkû no shiro Rapyuta

8.1

1986
1525

The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn - Part 2

5.5

2012
1526
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Blood+

7.7

2005
1527

Serial Experiments Lain

8.2

1998
1528

Outlaw Star

7.9

1998
1529

Darker Than Black: Kuro no keiyakusha

7.8

2007
1530

Ôkami to kôshinryô

8

2008
1531

Black Lagoon

8.1

2006
1532

Ghost Hunt

8.1

2005
1533

Phantom: Requiem for the Phantom

7.8

2009
1534

Steins

tvSeries

24
1535

Ergo Proxy

8
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2006
1536

Suzumiya Haruhi no yûutsu

7.9

2006
1537

Arsenic and Old Lace

8

1944
1538

Mr. Lucky

7.2

1943
1539

The Philadelphia Story

8

1940
1540

The Bishop’s Wife

7.6

1947
1541

Suspicion

7.4

1941
1542

Garfield

5

2004
1543

An Affair to Remember

7.6

1957
1544

Monkey Business

7

1952
1545
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Anastasia

7.1

1997
1546

Anastasia

7.1

1956
1547

The Lion in Winter

8.1

1968
1548

The Canterville Ghost

7

1944
1549

Sunrise at Campobello

7.1

1960
1550

Der rote Baron

6.4

2008
1551

Blood on the Moon

6.9

1948
1552

The Soloist

6.7

2009
1553

The Remains of the Day

7.9

1993
1554

Moon Over Miami

7
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1941
1555

Courage of Lassie

6.4

1946
1556

The Bells of St. Mary’s

7.4

1945
1557

Blade II

6.7

2002
1558

Blade: Trinity

5.9

2004
1559

Walk Don’t Run

6.7

1966
1560

My Cousin Vinny

7.5

1992
1561

The Karate Kid

7.2

1984
1562

Riddick

6.4

2013
1563

Watchers

5.3

1988
1564
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Demon Seed

6.3

1977
1565

The Frozen Ground

6.4

2013
1566

The Wolf of Wall Street

8.2

2013
1567

The Place Beyond the Pines

7.3

2012
1568

Young Mr. Lincoln

7.6

1939
1569

The Host

5.9

2013
1570

Dr. Ehrlich’s Magic Bullet

7.5

1940
1571

My Sister Eileen

7.1

1942
1572

The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug

7.9

2013
1573

Foreign Correspondent

7.6
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1940
1574

Now, Voyager

8

1942
1575

Way Down East

7.8

1920
1576

West Point

7.7

1927
1577

Bullet to the Head

5.7

2012
1578

Alex Cross

5.1

2012
1579

Along Came a Spider

6.3

2001
1580

Kiss the Girls

6.6

1997
1581

Topper

7.4

1937
1582

Wilson

6.8

1944
1583
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The Haunted

6.5

1991
1584

The Ghost and Mrs. Muir

7.9

1947
1585

Lifeforce

6.1

1985
1586

Nothing Left to Fear

4.4

2013
1587

Stake Land

6.5

2010
1588

Sex and the Single Girl

6.5

1964
1589

Wild and Wonderful

6.6

1964
1590

The Great Race

7.3

1965
1591

Need for Speed

6.5

2014
1592

Broken City

6.2
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2013
1593

Slither

6.5

2006
1594

A Summer Place

7

1959
1595

42

7.5

2013
1596

The Good Witch

7.3

2008
1597

The Good Witch’s Garden

7.3

2009
1598

The Good Witch’s Gift

7.3

2010
1599

The Good Witch’s Family

7.2

2011
1600

The Good Witch’s Destiny

7.3

2013
1601

The Good Witch’s Charm

7.2

2012
1602
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How to Marry a Millionaire

7

1953
1603

Bus Stop

6.6

1956
1604

Sabrina

7.7

1954
1605

A Passage to India

7.4

1984
1606

Night Skies

4.7

2007
1607

Murder, My Sweet

7.6

1944
1608

High Sierra

7.6

1941
1609

Little Women

7.3

1949
1610

Little Women

7.3

1994
1611

His Girl Friday

8
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1940
1612

Meet Me in St. Louis

7.6

1944
1613

The King and I

7.5

1956
1614

Way Out West

7.7

1937
1615

Hollywood Party

6.2

1934
1616

The Devil’s Brother

7.2

1933
1617

Jitterbugs

6.4

1943
1618

The Flying Deuces

6.9

1939
1619

Sons of the Desert

7.7

1933
1620

The Music Box

8.1

1932
1621
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Count Dracula

7.6

1977
1622

Inside Man

7.6

2006
1623

Antwone Fisher

7.3

2002
1624

Joyeux Noël

7.8

2005
1625

Road to Utopia

7.5

1945
1626

Star Spangled Rhythm

6.8

1942
1627

The Ghost Breakers

7.3

1940
1628

The Princess and the Pirate

7

1944
1629

My Favorite Brunette

6.9

1947
1630

My Favorite Blonde

7.2
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1942
1631

Never Say Die

7.1

1939
1632

Road to Zanzibar

7.2

1941
1633

Fierce Creatures

6.4

1997
1634

The Hunger Games: Catching Fire

7.5

2013
1635

The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug

7.9

2013
1636

King of Kings

7.1

1961
1637

The Glass Slipper

6.5

1955
1638

White House Down

6.4

2013
1639

Lone Survivor

7.5

2013
1640
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Now You See Me

7.3

2013
1641

Gigi

6.8

1958
1642

Father Goose

7.4

1964
1643

An American in Paris

7.2

1951
1644

Daddy Long Legs

6.7

1955
1645

The Hunter

6.8

2011
1646

Bridge of Dragons

4.7

1999
1647

Universal Soldier: Day of Reckoning

5

2012
1648

The Expendables 2

6.6

2012
1649

The Expendables

6.5
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2010
1650

Missionary Man

5.2

2007
1651

Direct Contact

4.3

2009
1652

Icarus

5.2

2010
1653

With a Song in My Heart

7

1952
1654

The Snows of Kilimanjaro

6.2

1952
1655

Fatso

6.2

1980
1656

Gentleman’s Agreement

7.4

1947
1657

It Could Happen to You

6.3

1994
1658

My Brilliant Career

7.3

1979
1659
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Picnic at Hanging Rock

7.6

1975
1660

The Fighter

7.8

2010
1661

Traffic

7.6

2000
1662

The World’s End

7

2013
1663

The Song of Bernadette

7.7

1943
1664

The Dawn Patrol

7.6

1938
1665

The Tarnished Angels

7.2

1957
1666

How to Train Your Dragon 2

7.8

2014
1667

X-Men: Days of Future Past

8

2014
1668

Mutiny on the Bounty

7.3
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1962
1669

The Last Winter

5.6

2006
1670

Guys and Dolls

7.2

1955
1671

The Brave

6.4

1997
1672

The Missouri Breaks

6.6

1976
1673

The Nightcomers

6.1

1971
1674

Reflections in a Golden Eye

7

1967
1675

The Appaloosa

6.3

1966
1676

Insidious: Chapter 2

6.6

2013
1677

Lone Survivor

7.5

2013
1678
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The Big O

7.6

1999
1679

Sôru îtâ

7.9

2008
1680

Woman of the Year

7.3

1942
1681

Keeper of the Flame

6.8

1943
1682

Pat and Mike

7

1952
1683

Summertime

7.4

1955
1684

The Rainmaker

7

1956
1685

Suddenly, Last Summer

7.6

1959
1686

Long Day’s Journey Into Night

7.7

1962
1687

Breaking Away

7.7
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1979
1688

Super 8

7

2011
1689

Gallipoli

7.5

1981
1690

The Wings of Eagles

6.8

1957
1691

21

6.8

2008
1692

Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter

5.9

2012
1693

Young Man with a Horn

7.2

1950
1694

Out of the Past

8.1

1947
1695

The Hook

6.6

1963
1696

The Seventh Cross

7.4

1944
1697
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Heroes for Sale

7.8

1933
1698

Waterloo Bridge

7.8

1940
1699

Ivanhoe

6.8

1952
1700

Return of the Gunfighter

6.4

1967
1701

Bataan

7

1943
1702

Margin Call

7.1

2011
1703

Sydney

7.3

1996
1704

The Year of Living Dangerously

7.2

1982
1705

Cat’s Eye

6.3

1985
1706

Jason Lives: Friday the 13th Part VI

5.9
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1986
1707

Motel Hell

6.1

1980
1708

The Three Musketeers

7.3

1973
1709

The Return of the Musketeers

6.1

1989
1710

People Will Talk

7.5

1951
1711

Room for One More

7.2

1952
1712

Dream Wife

6

1953
1713

Gunga Din

7.5

1939
1714

Without Reservations

6.6

1946
1715

Tomorrow Is Forever

7.5

1946
1716
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The Awful Truth

7.9

1937
1717

Holiday

7.8

1938
1718

Bishôjo senshi Sêrâ Mûn

7.7

1992
1719

Sailor Moon

7.7

1995
1720

Furious 6

7.1

2013
1721

Angry Video Game Nerd: The Movie

5.7

2014
1722

The Mouse That Roared

7

1959
1723

Tora! Tora! Tora!

7.5

1970
1724

Buffalo Soldiers

6.3

1997
1725

Seinfeld

8.9
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1989
1726

Friends

8.9

1994
1727

Home Improvement

7.2

1991
1728

Unsolved Mysteries

8.4

1987
1729

Murder, She Wrote

6.9

1984
1730

Dragon Ball Z

8.7

1996
1731

Clarissa Explains It All

7.2

1991
1732

The Adventures of Pete & Pete

8.3

1992
1733

The Secret World of Alex Mack

7.7

1994
1734

All That

7.5

1994
1735
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Are You Afraid of the Dark?

8.3

1990
1736

Godzilla

6.4

2014
1737

Doctor X

6.5

1932
1738

Portrait of Jennie

7.7

1948
1739

Scent of a Woman

8

1992
1740

Hearts in Atlantis

6.9

2001
1741

Needful Things

6.2

1993
1742

The Homesman

6.6

2014
1743

To Have and Have Not

8

1944
1744

The Big Sleep

8
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1946
1745

Key Largo

7.9

1948
1746

Thank Your Lucky Stars

7.3

1943
1747

Action in the North Atlantic

7

1943
1748

That Certain Woman

7

1937
1749

Watch on the Rhine

7.4

1943
1750

Juarez

7.3

1939
1751

Ex-Lady

7

1933
1752

The Verdict

7.2

1946
1753

Bridge to Terabithia

7.2

2007
1754
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Bambi

7.3

1942
1755

Ratatouille

8

2007
1756

Chicken Little

5.8

2005
1757

Freaky Friday

6.2

2003
1758

Re-Animator

7.2

1985
1759

Martin

7.2

1978
1760

The Cabin in the Woods

7

2012
1761

Peeping Tom

7.7

1960
1762

The Night of the Hunter

8

1955
1763

Knights of the Round Table

6.3
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1953
1764

The Omen

5.5

2006
1765

Back from Eternity

6.6

1956
1766

Five Came Back

7.1

1939
1767

The Time of Their Lives

7.9

1946
1768

Africa Screams

6.5

1949
1769

Jack and the Beanstalk

6.1

1952
1770

Abbott and Costello in the Foreign Legion

6.8

1950
1771

Abbott and Costello Go to Mars

6.5

1953
1772

Dance with Me, Henry

6.3

1956
1773
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Shadow of a Doubt

7.9

1943
1774

Edge of Tomorrow

7.9

2014
1775

Pandora and the Flying Dutchman

7.1

1951
1776

The White Cliffs of Dover

7.1

1944
1777

The Hucksters

6.7

1947
1778

The Killers

7.8

1946
1779

Singapore

6.7

1947
1780

The Bribe

6.7

1949
1781

Sunday Punch

6

1942
1782

H.M. Pulham, Esq.

7
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1941
1783

Two Girls and a Sailor

6.7

1944
1784

Baccano!

8.3

2007
1785

Haibane renmei

8.2

2002
1786

Herushingu

8

2001
1787

Kino no tabi

8.5

2003
1788

Kidô Senshi Gundam 00

8.2

2007
1789

Gekijouban Kidou senshi Gandamu 00: A wakening of the trailblazer

6.9

2010
1790

Kidô senshi Gandamu Yunikôn: Yunikôn no hi

8.1

2010
1791

Toki o kakeru shôjo

7.8

2006
1792
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N.H.K ni yôkoso!

8.4

2006
1793

Higurashi no naku koro ni

8.1

2006
1794

Fruits Basket

8

2001
1795

Dragon Ball

8.5

1995
1796

Samurai 7

7.8

2004
1797

Psycho-Pass

8.3

2012
1798

Shôjo kakumei Utena

8.2

1997
1799

The Others

7.6

2001
1800

The House That Dripped Blood

6.6

1971
1801

Dr. Terror’s House of Horrors

6.8
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1965
1802

From Beyond the Grave

6.8

1974
1803

Strait-Jacket

6.8

1964
1804

Twice-Told Tales

6.8

1963
1805

The Killers

7.1

1964
1806

The Big Heat

8

1953
1807

In a Lonely Place

8

1950
1808

The Woman in the Window

7.8

1944
1809

Criss Cross

7.6

1949
1810

Brute Force

7.7

1947
1811
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Kiss of Death

7.5

1947
1812

The Angriest Man in Brooklyn

5.7

2014
1813

Runner Runner

5.6

2013
1814

A Star Is Born

7.8

1954
1815

Byzantium

6.5

2012
1816

Ancient Aliens

7.4

2009
1817

The Kid from Brooklyn

6.7

1946
1818

The Court Jester

7.9

1955
1819

A Song Is Born

7

1948
1820

Hans Christian Andersen

6.9
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1952
1821

Frozen

7.5

2013
1822

Lonely Are the Brave

7.7

1962
1823

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo

7.5

1944
1824

A Midsummer Night’s Dream

7

1935
1825

Tin Man

7.2

2007
1826

Ring of Bright Water

7.2

1969
1827

A Yank in the R.A.F.

6.5

1941
1828

Don’t Look Now

7.3

1973
1829

In the Good Old Summertime

7.2

1949
1830
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The Real St. Nick

6

2012
1831

The Negotiator

7.3

1998
1832

The Interview

6.6

2014
1833

Cover Girl

6.9

1944
1834

In Harm’s Way

7.3

1965
1835

The Big Kahuna

6.6

1999
1836

Divergent

6.7

2014
1837

Outrageous Fortune

6.1

1987
1838

Dune

6.6

1984
1839

Gunman’s Walk

7
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1958
1840

The Chase

7.3

1966
1841

Ultimo tango a Parigi

7.1

1972
1842

The Night of the Following Day

6.2

1969
1843

The Freshman

6.5

1990
1844

The Young Lions

7.3

1958
1845

The Fugitive Kind

7.2

1960
1846

War and Peace

6.8

1956
1847

War & Peace

8.3

1972
1848

Suisei no Gargantia

7.5

2013
1849
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Blue Jasmine

7.3

2013
1850

The Chicken Chronicles

5.3

1977
1851

The Grass Is Greener

6.6

1960
1852

That Touch of Mink

6.7

1962
1853

Steiner - Das Eiserne Kreuz, 2. Teil

5

1979
1854

The Big Sleep

5.9

1978
1855

The Friends of Eddie Coyle

7.5

1973
1856

Man in the Middle

6.7

1964
1857

Cape Fear

7.8

1962
1858

The Sundowners

7.2
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1960
1859

The Enemy Below

7.6

1957
1860

Man with the Gun

6.7

1955
1861

Wuthering Heights

7.7

1939
1862

Wuthering Heights

7.7

2009
1863

Easy Rider

7.4

1969
1864

Five Easy Pieces

7.5

1970
1865

Carnal Knowledge

7

1971
1866

Professione: reporter

7.6

1975
1867

Ruggles of Red Gap

7.7

1935
1868
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JFK

8

1991
1869

Jûbê ninpûchô

7.9

1993
1870

Vampire Hunter D: Bloodlust

7.7

2000
1871

Kenpû denki beruseruku

8.5

1997
1872

Dragon Ball GT: Doragon bôru jîtî

6.9

1996
1873

Dragon Ball Z: Fukkatsu no Fusion!! Gokuu to Vegeta

7.8

1995
1874

Doragon bôru Z: Tobikkiri no saikyô tai saikyô

7.3

1991
1875

Doragon bôru Z: Gekitotsu!! 100-oku pawâ no senshi-tachi

7.2

1992
1876

Doragon bôru Z: Ginga girigiri!! Butchigiri no sugoi yatsu

7.3

1993
1877

Doragon bôru Z: Moetsukiro!! Nessen ressen chô-gekisen

7.5
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1993
1878

Doragon bôru Z: Ryûken bakuhatsu!! Gokû ga yaraneba dare ga yaru

7.6

1995
1879

Dragon Ball Z: Doragon bôru Z - Kami to Kami

7.2

2013
1880

Doragon bôru Z: Chikyû marugoto chô kessen

7.1

1990
1881

Doragon bôru Z: Kono yo de ichiban tsuyoi yatsu

6.9

1990
1882

Doragon bôru Z: Sûpâ saiyajin da Son Gokû

6.8

1991
1883

Doragon bôru Z: Kyokugen batoru!! San dai sûpâ saiyajin

7.2

1992
1884

Night of the Lepus

4

1972
1885

Stridulum

4.9

1979
1886

Darby O’Gill and the Little People

7.2

1959
1887
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Finian’s Rainbow

6.2

1968
1888

Le salaire de la peur

8.1

1953
1889

Fury

7.9

1936
1890

It’s a Mad Mad Mad Mad World

7.6

1963
1891

Without Love

6.8

1945
1892

Sweet Smell of Success

8.2

1957
1893

Dead End

7.4

1937
1894

The Count of Monte Cristo

7.6

1934
1895

The Ghost Goes West

6.9

1935
1896

They Met in Bombay

6.6
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1941
1897

Thousands Cheer

6.4

1943
1898

Park Row

7.4

1952
1899

42nd Street

7.6

1933
1900

Berkeley Square

6.6

1933
1901

5th Ave Girl

6.9

1939
1902

Thoroughly Modern Millie

7

1967
1903

A Fish Called Wanda

7.6

1988
1904

Life of Brian

8.1

1979
1905

And Now for Something Completely Different

7.6

1971
1906
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Pulp

6

1972
1907

Mona Lisa

7.4

1986
1908

Into the Storm

5.8

2014
1909

The Prisoner of Zenda

7.7

1937
1910

The Hobbit: The Battle of the Five Armies

7.4

2014
1911

Thank You for Smoking

7.6

2005
1912

Beyond a Reasonable Doubt

7

1956
1913

Spring Reunion

5.9

1957
1914

The Omen

7.6

1976
1915

The Wicker Man

7.6
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1973
1916

Taste the Blood of Dracula

6.4

1970
1917

Pit and the Pendulum

7.1

1961
1918

The Theory of Everything

7.7

2014
1919

The Imitation Game

8

2014
1920

San Francisco

7.3

1936
1921

Klute

7.2

1971
1922

Barabbas

7

1961
1923

One Foot in Heaven

7

1941
1924

Return from the Sea

6.3

1954
1925
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I Was an American Spy

6.8

1951
1926

Rome Adventure

6.5

1962
1927

Wayne’s World

7

1992
1928

Wayne’s World 2

6.2

1993
1929

Tommy Boy

7.1

1995
1930

Gei ba ba de xin

6.6

1995
1931

Angel on My Shoulder

6.9

1946
1932

Caccia alla volpe

6.5

1966
1933

Test Pilot

6.9

1938
1934

The Wild Life

6.1
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1984
1935

Dip huet seung hung

7.9

1989
1936

Ying hung boon sik

7.6

1986
1937

Lat sau san taam

7.9

1992
1938

Mou gaan dou

8.1

2002
1939

Mou gaan dou II

7.4

2003
1940

Wo hu cang long

7.9

2000
1941

Ying xiong

7.9

2002
1942

Shi mian mai fu

7.6

2004
1943

Yip Man

8

2008
1944
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Jing wu ying xiong

7.6

1994
1945

Fong sai yuk 2

7.1

1993
1946

Hung Hei Kwun: Siu Lam ng zou

6.4

1994
1947

The Mummy: Tomb of the Dragon Emperor

5.2

2008
1948

Mr. Deeds

5.8

2002
1949

Happiness Ahead

6.7

1934
1950

Doppelgänger

6.4

1969
1951

Mirage

7.4

1965
1952

Quigley Down Under

6.9

1990
1953

The Bride Came C.O.D.

7.1
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1941
1954

Love Me or Leave Me

7.2

1955
1955

Man of a Thousand Faces

7.3

1957
1956

On Moonlight Bay

7.1

1951
1957

Bringing Up Baby

8

1938
1958

Eureka Seven: Ao

6.9

2012
1959

Fright Night

6.4

2011
1960

Men of Honor

7.2

2000
1961

Monty Python’s Flying Circus

8.8

1969
1962

D.O.A.

7.4

1949
1963
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Super Bowl XXX

7.2

1996
1964

Super Bowl XLV

7.3

2011
1965

Super Bowl XXXVII

6.7

2003
1966

Super Bowl XLI

7.2

2007
1967

Super Bowl XXXI

7.3

1997
1968

Super Bowl XL

6.6

2006
1969

Super Bowl XLIX

7.8

2015
1970

Super Bowl XXXIX

6

2005
1971

Super Bowl XXXVI

7.7

2002
1972

Super Bowl XLIII

7.9
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2009
1973

Super Bowl XLVI

7.7

2012
1974

Super Bowl XXXIII

6.8

1999
1975

Super Bowl XXXII

7.5

1998
1976

Super Bowl XLIV

7.6

2010
1977

Super Bowl XLVII

7

2013
1978

Super Bowl XXXVIII

7.2

2004
1979

Super Bowl XXXIV

7.5

2000
1980

Super Bowl XLII

8.1

2008
1981

Super Bowl XXXV

6.1

2001
1982
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Super Bowl XXVII

6.7

1993
1983

Super Bowl XXVIII

7

1994
1984

Super Bowl XLVIII

6.1

2014
1985

2014 World Series

8.3

2014
1986

2004 World Series

7

2004
1987

2001 World Series

8.7

2001
1988

1997 World Series

7.2

1997
1989

2003 World Series

2003
1990

2011 World Series

8.7

2011
1991

2010 World Series

7.1

2010
1992
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1995 World Series

8.8

1995
1993

1996 World Series

6.3

1996
1994

2012 World Series

6.6

2012
1995

2013 World Series

7.8

2013
1996

2009 World Series

7.7

2009
1997

2008 World Series

2008
1998

2005 World Series

8.8

2005
1999

1989 World Series

7.7

1989
2000

2002 World Series

8.1

2002
2001

2000 Official World Series

8

2000
2002
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The Shield

8.7

2002
2003

Kaleido Star

7.8

2003
2004

Kiss Me Deadly

7.7

1955
2005

Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream House

7.3

1948
2006

How Green Was My Valley

7.8

1941
2007

Baby Face

7.6

1933
2008

The Lady Eve

7.9

1941
2009

Love Me Tender

6.2

1956
2010

Jailhouse Rock

6.6

1957
2011

Viva Las Vegas

6.4
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1964
2012

Live a Little, Love a Little

5.9

1968
2013

Fun in Acapulco

5.9

1963
2014

Wag the Dog

7.1

1997
2015

Suicide Kings

7

1997
2016

Kung Fu Panda

7.6

2008
2017

Kung Fu Panda 2

7.2

2011
2018

The Tale of Despereaux

6.1

2008
2019

I Am Legend

7.2

2007
2020

Hancock

6.4

2008
2021

464



The Big House

7.2

1930
2022

Walk on the Wild Side

6.8

1962
2023

Roustabout

6

1964
2024

Jeopardy

6.8

1953
2025

Clash by Night

7.2

1952
2026

What’s the Matter with Helen?

6.4

1971
2027

Dark Shadows

6.2

2012
2028

Edward Scissorhands

7.9

1990
2029

The Devil’s Daughter

6.3

1973
2030

The Grand Budapest Hotel

8.1
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2014
2031

The Twilight Saga: Eclipse

5

2010
2032

The Twilight Saga: New Moon

4.7

2009
2033

Twilight

5.2

2008
2034

Now Is Good

7.2

2012
2035

Queen Christina

7.8

1933
2036

Home from the Hill

7.5

1960
2037

The Good Guys and the Bad Guys

6.2

1969
2038

Stage Fright

7.1

1950
2039

Imitation of Life

7.9

1959
2040
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Gidget

6.7

1959
2041

Pocketful of Miracles

7.3

1961
2042

Stella Dallas

7.5

1937
2043

Plein soleil

7.8

1960
2044

Miss Sadie Thompson

6

1953
2045

Love Affair

7.4

1939
2046

Dark Victory

7.6

1939
2047

My Favorite Wife

7.4

1940
2048

Bigger Than Life

7.6

1956
2049

First Men in the Moon

6.7
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1964
2050

Kraftidioten

7.2

2014
2051

The Last of Sheila

7.4

1973
2052

Campanadas a medianoche

7.9

1965
2053

The Tragedy of Othello: The Moor of Venice

7.7

1951
2054

Macbeth

7.6

1948
2055

The Tragedy of Macbeth

7.5

1971
2056

3 Godfathers

7.2

1948
2057

Rio Grande

7.2

1950
2058

Rio Lobo

6.8

1970
2059

468



McQ

6.2

1974
2060

Cahill U.S. Marshal

6.5

1973
2061

The Train Robbers

6.5

1973
2062

The Cowboys

7.4

1972
2063

Big Jake

7.2

1971
2064

Chisum

6.9

1970
2065

Showdown

5.9

1973
2066

In Old Chicago

6.9

1938
2067

How to Steal a Million

7.6

1966
2068

Love in the Afternoon

7.3
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1957
2069

In the Mouth of Madness

7.2

1994
2070

Scaramouche

7.6

1952
2071

Ike: Countdown to D-Day

7.2

2004
2072

American Sniper

7.3

2014
2073

Boyhood

7.9

2014
2074

Friday

7.3

1995
2075

Sahara

7.6

1943
2076

The Stranger

7.4

1946
2077

The Late Show

7

1977
2078
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Tekunoraizu

7.8

2003
2079

Time After Time

7.2

1979
2080

The Railway Man

7.1

2013
2081

The Scarlet Pimpernel

7.7

1982
2082

Saratoga

6.6

1937
2083

Bullitt

7.5

1968
2084

The Getaway

7.5

1972
2085

Bicentennial Man

6.9

1999
2086

Mean Streets

7.4

1973
2087

Road to Singapore

7.1
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1940
2088

The Road to Hong Kong

6.6

1962
2089

The Private Navy of Sgt. O’Farrell

5.9

1968
2090

The Facts of Life

6.6

1960
2091

Casanova’s Big Night

6.9

1954
2092

Off Limits

6.4

1952
2093

Here Come the Girls

6

1953
2094

Road to Bali

6.8

1952
2095

Holiday Inn

7.5

1942
2096

The Gay Divorcee

7.6

1934
2097
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Ice Station Zebra

6.6

1968
2098

The Judge

7.4

2014
2099

I’m No Angel

7

1933
2100

I Spit on Your Grave

6.3

2010
2101

I See a Dark Stranger

7.1

1946
2102

The Private Life of Don Juan

6.4

1934
2103

Hills of Home

6.8

1948
2104

Challenge to Lassie

6.4

1949
2105

Lassie

6.7

2005
2106

Lassie

5.9
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1994
2107

Greyfriars Bobby: The True Story of a Dog

7.4

1961
2108

San Andreas

6.1

2015
2109

Insidious: Chapter 3

6.1

2015
2110

Mad Max: Fury Road

8.1

2015
2111

Land of the Lost

5.4

2009
2112

Pánico en el Transiberiano

6.6

1972
2113

Life with Father

7.3

1947
2114

Here Comes Mr. Jordan

7.7

1941
2115

Nobody Lives Forever

7

1946
2116

474



The More the Merrier

7.9

1943
2117

Georgy Girl

6.9

1966
2118

Good-bye, My Lady

7.3

1956
2119

Tangled

7.8

2010
2120

Despicable Me

7.7

2010
2121

Monsters University

7.3

2013
2122

Cars

7.1

2006
2123

The Quatermass Xperiment

6.7

1955
2124

The Four Musketeers

7.1

1974
2125

22 Jump Street

7
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2014
2126

21 Jump Street

7.2

2012
2127

The Mask of Dimitrios

7.2

1944
2128

Possessed

7.2

1947
2129

Neko no ongaeshi

7.3

2002
2130

Majo no takkyûbin

7.9

1989
2131

Tonari no Totoro

8.2

1988
2132

Gone with the Wind

8.2

1939
2133

The Wolf Man

7.4

1941
2134

Modern Times

8.5

1936
2135
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The African Queen

7.9

1951
2136

Mary Poppins

7.8

1964
2137

Point Blank

7.4

1967
2138

The West

8.4

1996
2139

The Dust Bowl

8.2

2012
2140

Prohibition

8.2

2011
2141

Gone Girl

8.1

2014
2142

Guardians of the Galaxy

8.1

2014
2143

Kingsman: The Secret Service

7.7

2014
2144

The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 1

6.7
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2014
2145

Captain America: The Winter Soldier

7.8

2014
2146

Olympus Has Fallen

6.5

2013
2147

The Great Gatsby

7.3

2013
2148

Thor: The Dark World

7

2013
2149

This Is the End

6.6

2013
2150

Elysium

6.6

2013
2151

Cloud Atlas

7.5

2012
2152

Snow White and the Huntsman

6.1

2012
2153

American Reunion

6.7

2012
2154

478



Megamind

7.3

2010
2155

Edge of Darkness

6.6

2010
2156

1776

7.6

1972
2157

Hellboy

6.9

2004
2158

Friday Night Lights

7.3

2004
2159

Finding Neverland

7.7

2004
2160

Secret Window

6.6

2004
2161

Shark Tale

6

2004
2162

Kung fu

7.8

2004
2163

You Don’t Mess with the Zohan

5.5
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2008
2164

Hellboy II: The Golden Army

7

2008
2165

Changeling

7.8

2008
2166

W.

6.3

2008
2167

Star Trek

8

2009
2168

Julie & Julia

7

2009
2169

The 40 Year Old Virgin

7.1

2005
2170

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory

6.7

2005
2171

Jarhead

7

2005
2172

Constantine

7

2005
2173
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Doom

5.2

2005
2174

Sweet Home Alabama

6.2

2002
2175

Lilo & Stitch

7.2

2002
2176

The Count of Monte Cristo

7.8

2002
2177

The Time Machine

5.9

2002
2178

Dog Soldiers

6.8

2002
2179

Eight Crazy Nights

5.3

2002
2180

Mulholland Dr.

8

2001
2181

Lara Croft: Tomb Raider

5.8

2001
2182

Behind Enemy Lines

6.4
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2001
2183

Spy Game

7.1

2001
2184

Cats & Dogs

5.1

2001
2185

Idiocracy

6.6

2006
2186

Silent Hill

6.6

2006
2187

The Pink Panther

5.6

2006
2188

The Beach

6.6

2000
2189

Little Nicky

5.3

2000
2190

102 Dalmatians

4.9

2000
2191

The Shawshank Redemption

9.3

1994
2192

482



Pulp Fiction

8.9

1994
2193

Clear and Present Danger

6.9

1994
2194

The American President

6.8

1995
2195

Casper

6.1

1995
2196

A Little Princess

7.7

1995
2197

First Knight

5.9

1995
2198

Johnny Mnemonic

5.6

1995
2199

Home Alone 2: Lost in New York

6.7

1992
2200

Malcolm X

7.7

1992
2201

Beethoven

5.6
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1992
2202

FernGully: The Last Rainforest

6.5

1992
2203

Sister Act

6.3

1992
2204

Medicine Man

6

1992
2205

Dutch

6.4

1991
2206

Hot Shots!

6.7

1991
2207

The Doors

7.2

1991
2208

Goodfellas

8.7

1990
2209

Dances with Wolves

8

1990
2210

Home Alone

7.5

1990
2211
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Pretty Woman

7

1990
2212

Predator 2

6.3

1990
2213

Problem Child

5.3

1990
2214

Problem Child 2

4.6

1991
2215

Blank Check

5.2

1994
2216

Child’s Play 2

5.8

1990
2217

Hamlet

6.8

1990
2218

Driving Miss Daisy

7.4

1989
2219

Sex, Lies, and Videotape

7.2

1989
2220

UHF

7
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1989
2221

Funny Farm

6.1

1988
2222

The Gate

6

1987
2223

The Frog Prince

6.8

1988
2224

The Jewel of the Nile

6.1

1985
2225

Silverado

7.2

1985
2226

Ging chaat goo si

7.6

1985
2227

The Journey

7

1959
2228

The Giver

6.5

2014
2229

The Maze Runner

6.8

2014
2230
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Brannigan

6.1

1975
2231

This Happy Breed

7.3

1944
2232

The Train

7.9

1964
2233

Giant

7.7

1956
2234

Lover Come Back

7.3

1961
2235

Strange Bedfellows

6

1965
2236

Horizons West

6.2

1952
2237

The Lawless Breed

6.3

1953
2238

All That Heaven Allows

7.7

1955
2239

The Taming of the Shrew

7.2
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1967
2240

Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?

8

1966
2241

Beau Brummell

6.4

1954
2242

Elephant Walk

6.3

1954
2243

National Velvet

7.4

1944
2244

Lassie Come Home

7.2

1943
2245

The Last Hurrah

7.4

1958
2246

Kansas City Confidential

7.4

1952
2247

Since You Went Away

7.6

1944
2248

Cleopatra

6.9

1934
2249
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The Third Man

8.2

1949
2250

The Barkleys of Broadway

7

1949
2251

Shall We Dance

7.6

1937
2252

The Thin Man

8.1

1934
2253

After the Thin Man

7.7

1936
2254

Another Thin Man

7.5

1939
2255

Shadow of the Thin Man

7.3

1941
2256

My Man Godfrey

8.1

1936
2257

Emperor

6.5

2012
2258

Jurassic World

7
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2015
2259

Avengers: Age of Ultron

7.4

2015
2260

The Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer

7.3

1947
2261

Vengeance Valley

6

1951
2262

Atlantic City, USA

7.4

1980
2263

Funny Face

7.1

1957
2264

A Thousand and One Nights

6.1

1945
2265

The Thief of Bagdad

7.5

1940
2266

The Big Store

6.6

1941
2267

Go West

6.9

1940
2268
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A Girl in Every Port

5.3

1952
2269

Abe Lincoln in Illinois

7.4

1940
2270

The Lusty Men

7.5

1952
2271

Ted 2

6.3

2015
2272

Get Shorty

6.9

1995
2273

How Sweet It Is!

6

1968
2274

The Sorcerers

6.4

1967
2275

The Lair of the White Worm

5.9

1988
2276

Silk Stockings

6.9

1957
2277

The Secret Garden

7.5
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1949
2278

The Crossing Guard

6.3

1995
2279

The Man from Laramie

7.4

1955
2280

Flirting with Disaster

6.8

1996
2281

Born to Dance

6.8

1936
2282

Honeymoon for Three

6.1

1941
2283

No Time for Comedy

6.4

1940
2284

Les yeux sans visage

7.8

1960
2285

Hush...Hush, Sweet Charlotte

7.6

1964
2286

Into the Woods

6

2014
2287
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The Man Who Came to Dinner

7.6

1942
2288

American Heart

6.8

1992
2289

Dark Alibi

7.1

1946
2290

The Jade Mask

6.9

1945
2291

Charlie Chan in The Chinese Cat

7.1

1944
2292

Charlie Chan in the Secret Service

6.9

1944
2293

Murder Over New York

7.5

1940
2294

Charlie Chan at the Wax Museum

7.6

1940
2295

Charlie Chan at Treasure Island

7.6

1939
2296

Charlie Chan in Panama

7.7
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1940
2297

Castle in the Desert

7.6

1942
2298

Charlie Chan in Rio

7.5

1941
2299

The Shanghai Chest

6.4

1948
2300

The Sky Dragon

7.1

1949
2301

Westward Passage

5.6

1932
2302

Young Bride

6.4

1932
2303

Little Lord Fauntleroy

7.3

1936
2304

The Hoax

6.7

2006
2305

10 to Midnight

6.3

1983
2306
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The Evil That Men Do

6.1

1984
2307

Messenger of Death

5.6

1988
2308

Limelight

8.1

1952
2309

A Tale of Two Cities

7.8

1935
2310

A Matter of Life and Death

8.1

1946
2311

Romeo + Juliet

6.8

1996
2312

’I Know Where I’m Going!’

7.6

1945
2313

The Good Earth

7.7

1937
2314

The Creeping Flesh

6.3

1973
2315

The Hoodlum Saint

6.1
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1946
2316

East Side, West Side

6.9

1949
2317

The Curse of the Cat People

6.9

1944
2318

Cat People

7.4

1942
2319

The Letter

7.7

1940
2320

The Odd Couple

7.7

1968
2321

Planes, Trains & Automobiles

7.6

1987
2322

Taken 3

6

2014
2323

Before Winter Comes

6

1968
2324

Friday the 13th Part 2

6.1

1981
2325
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Friday the 13th Part III

5.7

1982
2326

Friday the 13th: The Final Chapter

6

1984
2327

Friday the 13th: A New Beginning

4.8

1985
2328

The Devil-Doll

7.1

1936
2329

Night at the Museum: Secret of the Tomb

6.2

2014
2330

Sea of Love

6.8

1989
2331

Quentin Durward

6.4

1955
2332

Out of Sight

7

1998
2333

Monte Walsh

7.1

1970
2334

Shenandoah

7.4
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1965
2335

High Noon

8

1952
2336

Hang ’Em High

7

1968
2337

She Wore a Yellow Ribbon

7.4

1949
2338

Winchester ’73

7.7

1950
2339

Edge of Darkness

7.2

1943
2340

Betrayed

6.1

1954
2341

Return to Nim’s Island

5

2013
2342

The Corruptor

6

1999
2343

Ying hung boon sik II

7.4

1987
2344
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Zong heng si hai

6.8

1991
2345

Am faa

7.5

1998
2346

Romeo and Juliet

7.6

1968
2347

Battleground

7.5

1949
2348

Kim

6.6

1950
2349

Desk Set

7.3

1957
2350

State of the Union

7.3

1948
2351

Puss in Boots

6.6

2011
2352

Master and Commander: The Far Side of the World

7.4

2003
2353

Blood Diamond

8
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2006
2354

Léon

8.6

1994
2355

Mary and Max

8.1

2009
2356

The Game

7.8

1997
2357

Ghost Rider

5.2

2007
2358

Kidô keisatsu patorebâ: The Movie 2

7.6

1993
2359

Kidô keisatsu patorebâ: Gekijô-ban

7.1

1989
2360

Kumo no mukô, yakusoku no basho

7.1

2004
2361

Zathura: A Space Adventure

6.2

2005
2362

Inkheart

6.1

2008
2363
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In Which We Serve

7.3

1942
2364

A Time to Kill

7.4

1996
2365

The Good German

6.1

2006
2366

Hooligans

7.5

2005
2367

Tango & Cash

6.4

1989
2368

The Greatest Game Ever Played

7.5

2005
2369

To End All Wars

7.1

2001
2370

Grumpier Old Men

6.6

1995
2371

Madagascar

6.9

2005
2372

Madagascar: Escape 2 Africa

6.7
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2008
2373

The Curse of the Were-Rabbit

7.5

2005
2374

Dark City

7.7

1998
2375

Evil Angels

6.9

1988
2376

The Madness of King George

7.2

1994
2377

Oliver Twist

7.8

1948
2378

Our Mutual Friend

8.2

1998
2379

Oliver Twist

7.9

1999
2380

The Pride and the Passion

5.7

1957
2381

Never So Few

5.9

1959
2382
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None But the Brave

6.5

1965
2383

The St. Louis Bank Robbery

5.9

1959
2384

The War Lover

6.7

1962
2385

Alfie

7.1

1966
2386

My Blueberry Nights

6.7

2007
2387

Dragon Ball Z: Doragon bôru Z - Fukkatsu no ’F’

7.4

2015
2388

Anatomy of a Murder

8.1

1959
2389

Star Wars: Episode VII - The Force Awakens

8

2015
2390

Pumping Iron

7.4

1977
2391

The War of the Worlds

7.2
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1953
2392

The Wrong Man

7.5

1956
2393

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes

7.2

1953
2394

The Prince and the Showgirl

6.7

1957
2395

The Last Picture Show

8.1

1971
2396

The Big Short

7.8

2015
2397

House of Games

7.3

1987
2398

Move Over, Darling

7

1963
2399

Move Over, Darling

7

1963
2400

Midnight Run

7.6

1988
2401
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Married to the Mob

6.1

1988
2402

Christmas in Connecticut

7.4

1945
2403

Days of Wine and Roses

7.9

1962
2404

The Frighteners

7.1

1996
2405

Song of the Thin Man

7.1

1947
2406

The Thin Man Goes Home

7.4

1944
2407

Murder, She Wrote: A Story to Die For

7.2

2000
2408

Murder, She Wrote: South by Southwest

7.2

1997
2409

She

5.8

1965
2410

Cinderella

6.9
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2015
2411

The Man Who Knew Too Much

7.5

1956
2412

Much Ado About Nothing

7.4

1993
2413

Apocalypse: La 2ème guerre mondiale

9.1

2009
2414

War & Peace

8.2

2016
2415

Phantom Lady

7.3

1944
2416

Captain Kidd

6.4

1945
2417

One False Move

7.2

1992
2418

The Indian Runner

7.1

1991
2419

The Young Philadelphians

7.4

1959
2420
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The Asphalt Jungle

7.9

1950
2421

Night and the City

8

1950
2422

Night and the City

5.8

1992
2423

Pat and Mike

7

1952
2424

Imitation of Life

7.6

1934
2425

The Man in the Iron Mask

7.2

1939
2426

Meet John Doe

7.7

1941
2427

Battle of the Atlantic

8

2002
2428

The Story of Louis Pasteur

7.4

1936
2429

Blackboard Jungle

7.4
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1955
2430

In the Heat of the Night

8

1967
2431

Midnight Cowboy

7.9

1969
2432

The Mist

7.2

2007
2433

The Postman

6

1997
2434

Night and Day

6.2

1946
2435

The Slipper and the Rose: The Story of Cinderella

7.1

1976
2436

A Foreign Affair

7.4

1948
2437

Captains Courageous

8

1937
2438

The Sea Hawk

7.8

1940
2439
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Marty

7.7

1955
2440

Fall of Grayskull

4.9

2015
2441

Mr. Holland’s Opus

7.3

1995
2442

The Birdcage

7

1996
2443

Goodbye, Mr. Chips

7.8

1939
2444

The Ipcress File

7.3

1965
2445

The Quiet American

6.8

1958
2446

The Lodger

7.2

1944
2447

Rembrandt

7.2

1936
2448

Moonstruck

7.1
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1987
2449

Humoresque

7.6

1946
2450

Three Came Home

7.4

1950
2451

Anne of the Thousand Days

7.5

1969
2452

Tightrope

6.3

1984
2453

Doctor Dolittle

6.2

1967
2454

Comanche Moon

7.2

2008
2455

Streets of Laredo

7.4

1995
2456

Return to Lonesome Dove

7.3

1993
2457

Clueless

6.8

1995
2458
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Easy A

7.1

2010
2459

Mogambo

6.7

1953
2460

Valley of the Kings

6

1954
2461

The Naked Jungle

6.9

1954
2462

Captain Horatio Hornblower R.N.

7.4

1951
2463

Near Dark

7

1987
2464

Tall in the Saddle

7.1

1944
2465

Stagecoach

7.9

1939
2466

The Spy Who Came in from the Cold

7.7

1965
2467

Hart to Hart: Old Friends Never Die

6.8
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1994
2468

The Big Trail

7.2

1930
2469

In Old California

6.4

1942
2470

The Spoilers

6.8

1942
2471

Pittsburgh

6.7

1942
2472

The Long Voyage Home

7

1940
2473

Three Faces West

6.2

1940
2474

The Night Riders

6

1939
2475

Flame of Barbary Coast

6.4

1945
2476

In Old Oklahoma

6.6

1943
2477
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Dr. Kildare’s Strange Case

6.2

1940
2478

Calling Dr. Kildare

6.3

1939
2479

The Secret of Dr. Kildare

6.3

1939
2480

The People vs. Dr. Kildare

6.3

1941
2481

Dr. Kildare Goes Home

6.5

1940
2482

Dolores Claiborne

7.4

1995
2483

Mr. Arkadin

7.4

1955
2484

Six Degrees of Separation

6.9

1993
2485

The Great Ziegfeld

6.8

1936
2486

Libeled Lady

7.9
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1936
2487

Nothing Sacred

7.3

1937
2488

Sergeant Rutledge

7.5

1960
2489

Huo yuanjia

7.7

2006
2490

Dinner at Eight

7.8

1933
2491

The Girl from Missouri

6.7

1934
2492

Bombshell

7.3

1933
2493

Red Dust

7.4

1932
2494

Reckless

6.6

1935
2495

Hold Your Man

6.9

1933
2496
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The World of Henry Orient

6.8

1964
2497

Gay Purr-ee

6.9

1962
2498

One Piece: Wan pîsu

8.6

1999
2499

The Ladykillers

7.8

1955
2500

God Told Me To

6.3

1976
2501

Raw Deal

5.5

1986
2502

A Stolen Life

7.4

1946
2503

All About Eve

8.3

1950
2504

Love on the Run

5.8

1936
2505

Billy Budd

7.9
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1962
2506

About Mrs. Leslie

7.2

1954
2507

Another Man’s Poison

7.1

1951
2508

Sometimes They Come Back

5.7

1991
2509

The Man Who Could Work Miracles

7.1

1936
2510

Ordinary People

7.8

1980
2511

The Hill

7.9

1965
2512

55 Days at Peking

6.8

1963
2513

Behind the Rising Sun

5.5

1943
2514

Marine Raiders

5.7

1944
2515
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Crisis

7.2

2014
2516

Crisis

6.7

1950
2517

The Blue Dahlia

7.2

1946
2518

The Glass Key

7.1

1942
2519

Warcraft

6.9

2016
2520

The Old Man and the Sea

7

1958
2521

All This, and Heaven Too

7.6

1940
2522

San Antonio

6.3

1945
2523

The Flim-Flam Man

7

1967
2524

Alice Adams

7
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1935
2525

Splendor in the Grass

7.8

1961
2526

Rover Dangerfield

6

1991
2527

Rock-A-Doodle

6

1991
2528

All Dogs Go to Heaven

6.7

1989
2529

An American Tail

6.9

1986
2530

An American Tail: Fievel Goes West

6.5

1991
2531

The Land Before Time

7.4

1988
2532

Balto

7.1

1995
2533

Cutter’s Way

6.9

1981
2534
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Poltergeist

4.9

2015
2535

Insurgent

6.2

2015
2536

The Prophecy

6.5

1995
2537

On Her Majesty’s Secret Service

6.8

1969
2538

Live and Let Die

6.8

1973
2539

Spectre

6.8

2015
2540

The Prophecy II

5.8

1998
2541

The Prophecy 3: The Ascent

5.6

2000
2542

The Prophecy: Uprising

5.3

2005
2543

The Prophecy: Forsaken

4.6
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2005
2544

Lord Love a Duck

6.6

1966
2545

Taps

6.7

1981
2546

The Outsiders

7.2

1983
2547

Losin’ It

4.8

1983
2548

All the Right Moves

5.9

1983
2549

Risky Business

6.8

1983
2550

Cocktail

5.9

1988
2551

Knight and Day

6.3

2010
2552

Mission: Impossible - Ghost Protocol

7.4

2011
2553
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Mission: Impossible - Rogue Nation

7.4

2015
2554

There Will Be Blood

8.1

2007
2555

School Ties

6.9

1992
2556

Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice

6.6

2016
2557

The Cheyenne Social Club

6.9

1970
2558

Firecreek

6.9

1968
2559

Richard III

7.5

1995
2560

Foxcatcher

7

2014
2561

The Little Foxes

8.2

1941
2562

The Right Stuff

7.9
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1983
2563

Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner

7.8

1967
2564

The Dark Corner

7.2

1946
2565

Yolanda and the Thief

6.1

1945
2566

Zootopia

8

2016
2567

Finding Nemo

8.1

2003
2568

Max Dugan Returns

6.6

1983
2569

The Transformers: The Movie

7.3

1986
2570

For Whom the Bell Tolls

7

1943
2571

Concussion

7.1

2015
2572
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Tall Tale

5.9

1995
2573

The Barrens

4.6

2012
2574

The Express

7.3

2008
2575

We Are Marshall

7.1

2006
2576

Lone Star

7.5

1996
2577

Julia Misbehaves

7

1948
2578

The Law and the Lady

6.7

1951
2579

Strange Lady in Town

6.3

1955
2580

Start the Revolution Without Me

6.6

1970
2581

Bonnie and Clyde

7.9
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1967
2582

Silver Streak

6.9

1976
2583

Stir Crazy

6.8

1980
2584

The Adventure of Sherlock Holmes’ Smarter Brother

6.1

1975
2585

Another You

5.4

1991
2586

See No Evil, Hear No Evil

6.8

1989
2587

Desire Me

6

1947
2588

The Valley of Decision

7.4

1945
2589

Mrs. Parkington

7

1944
2590

Madame Curie

7.2

1943
2591

524



Random Harvest

8

1942
2592

Dazed and Confused

7.7

1993
2593

The Hound of the Baskervilles

6.1

2000
2594

The Woods

5.7

2006
2595

The Evil Dead

7.5

1981
2596

Evil Dead II

7.8

1987
2597

Rush

8.1

2013
2598

The X Files

7

1998
2599

A Face in the Crowd

8.2

1957
2600

Made for Each Other

6.5
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1939
2601

In Name Only

7.2

1939
2602

Penny Serenade

7.2

1941
2603

X-Men: Apocalypse

7

2016
2604

Captain America: Civil War

7.8

2016
2605

Bridge of Spies

7.6

2015
2606

The Martian

8

2015
2607

House of Frankenstein

6.3

1944
2608

Killing Reagan

6.8

2016
2609

The Richest Girl in the World

6.4

1934
2610
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The Strange Love of Martha Ivers

7.5

1946
2611

Detour

7.4

1945
2612

Born to Kill

7.3

1947
2613

Advise & Consent

7.8

1962
2614

Seven Days in May

7.9

1964
2615

Once Upon a Time in Mexico

6.4

2003
2616

Executive Action

6.7

1973
2617

The Goonies

7.8

1985
2618

Black Hawk Down

7.7

2001
2619

Hot Fuzz

7.9
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2007
2620

Galaxy Quest

7.3

1999
2621

Hellraiser

7

1987
2622

E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial

7.9

1982
2623

The Sandlot

7.8

1993
2624

Love Actually

7.6

2003
2625

Moonrise Kingdom

7.8

2012
2626

The Water Horse

6.5

2007
2627

Pee-wee’s Big Holiday

6.2

2016
2628

Nanny McPhee

6.6

2005
2629
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Tarzan

7.3

1999
2630

The Italian Job

7

2003
2631

Miracle on 34th Street

6.5

1994
2632

From Dusk Till Dawn

7.3

1996
2633

Scooby-Doo

5

2002
2634

Spy Hard

5.3

1996
2635

Nightcrawler

7.9

2014
2636

Cruel Intentions

6.8

1999
2637

The Hateful Eight

7.8

2015
2638

The Woman in Red

5.9
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1984
2639

To the Devil a Daughter

5.8

1976
2640

The Two Faces of Dr. Jekyll

6.5

1960
2641

Star Trek: Beyond

7.1

2016
2642

The Hunchback of Notre Dame

7.9

1939
2643

The Satan Bug

6.2

1965
2644

The Devil-Ship Pirates

6.1

1964
2645

The Oblong Box

6.1

1969
2646

The Face of Fu Manchu

5.9

1965
2647

Caesar and Cleopatra

6.4

1945
2648
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Our Mother’s House

7.5

1967
2649

Places in the Heart

7.3

1984
2650

Chappie

6.8

2015
2651

Remember the Day

7.2

1941
2652

Arise, My Love

6.9

1940
2653

Skylark

6.4

1941
2654

The Great McGinty

7.5

1940
2655

Unfaithfully Yours

7.7

1948
2656

To Be or Not to Be

8.2

1942
2657

The Pirate

7
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1948
2658

For Me and My Gal

7.2

1942
2659

Babes in Arms

6.5

1939
2660

Strike Up the Band

7

1940
2661

Babes on Broadway

6.8

1941
2662

Moscow on the Hudson

6.5

1984
2663

Tea for Two

6.6

1950
2664

My Dream Is Yours

6.6

1949
2665

April in Paris

6.1

1952
2666

Tom Horn

6.9

1980
2667
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Trading Places

7.5

1983
2668

Scrooged

7

1988
2669

It Happened on Fifth Avenue

7.7

1947
2670

Gremlins

7.2

1984
2671

Jonny’s Golden Quest

6.6

1993
2672

Jonny Quest Versus the Cyber Insects

6.5

1995
2673

Jonny Quest

7.9

1964
2674

Jonny Quest

7.3

1986
2675

The Real Adventures of Jonny Quest

7.8

1996
2676

The Big Clock

7.7
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1948
2677

No Way Out

7.1

1987
2678

The Lost Weekend

8

1945
2679

David and Bathsheba

6.1

1951
2680

Solomon and Sheba

6.2

1959
2681

The Lost Boys

7.3

1987
2682

Blue Hawaii

6.1

1961
2683

G.I. Blues

6.2

1960
2684

King Creole

7

1958
2685

Wild in the Country

6.5

1961
2686
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Coal Miner’s Daughter

7.5

1980
2687

Major Dundee

6.8

1965
2688

Of Mice and Men

7.5

1992
2689

The Night Before

6.4

2015
2690

Finding Dory

7.3

2016
2691

The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 2

6.5

2015
2692

The Meaning of Life

7.6

1983
2693

Sergeant York

7.8

1941
2694

Once Upon a Time in America

8.4

1984
2695

Bedknobs and Broomsticks

7.1
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1971
2696

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang

6.9

1968
2697

Heart and Souls

6.9

1993
2698

Road to Morocco

7.3

1942
2699

The Seven-Per-Cent Solution

6.8

1976
2700

Suzumiya Haruhi no shôshitsu

8.1

2010
2701

Only the Lonely

6.3

1991
2702

Okinawa

5.2

1952
2703

Tomorrow

7.7

1972
2704

Robin Hood: Men in Tights

6.7

1993
2705
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Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves

6.9

1991
2706

Office Space

7.8

1999
2707

Cidade de Deus

8.6

2002
2708

Amadeus

8.3

1984
2709

The Unsinkable Molly Brown

6.8

1964
2710

’A’ gai wak

7.4

1983
2711

’A’ gai wak 2

7.2

1987
2712

Ghostbusters

5.3

2016
2713

’G’ Men

7.2

1935
2714

Destry Rides Again

7.7
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1939
2715

Ranma ½

7.9

1989
2716

Kôkaku Kidôtai

6.8

2015
2717

Witness

7.4

1985
2718

The Hasty Heart

7.4

1949
2719

Hellcats of the Navy

5.4

1957
2720

Kings Row

7.6

1942
2721

An Uncommon Grace

6.5

2017
2722

Maze Runner: The Scorch Trials

6.3

2015
2723

Allegiant

5.7

2016
2724
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T2 Trainspotting
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The Return of Sherlock Holmes
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2.7 July

Mach Effects for In Space Propulsion (2017-07-07 20:39)

We propose to study the implementation of an innovative thrust producing technology for use in NASA missions
involving in space main propulsion. Mach Effect Thruster (MET) propulsion is based on peer-reviewed, technically
credible physics. Mach effects are transient variations in the rest masses of objects that simultaneously experience
accelerations and internal energy changes. They are predicted by standard physics where Mach’s principle applies
– as discussed in peer-reviewed papers spanning 20 years and a recent book, Making Starships and Stargates: the
Science of Interstellar Transport and Absurdly BenignWormholes published recently by Springer-Verlag. These effects
have the revolutionary capability to produce thrust without the irreversible ejection of propellant, eliminating the
need to carry propellant as required with most other propulsion systems.
Our initial Phase I effort will have three tasks, two experimental and one analytical:

1. Improvement of the current laboratory-scale devices, in order to provide long duration thrust at levels required
for practical propulsion applications.

2. Design and development of a power supply and electrical systems to provide feedback and control of the input
AC voltage, and resonant frequency, that determine the efficiency of the MET.

3. Improve theoretical thrust predictions and build a reliable model of the device to assist in perfecting the design.
Predict maximum thrust achievable by one device and how large an array of thrusters would be required to send
a probe, of size 1.5m diameter by 3m, of total mass 1245 Kg including a modest 400 Kg of payload, a distance
of 8 light years (ly) away.

Ultimately, once proven in flight and after more development, these thrusters could be used for primary mission
propulsion, opening up the solar system and making interstellar missions a reality. The MET device is not a rocket, it
does not expel fuel mass, and does not suffer from the velocity restriction of rockets. Freedom from the need to expel
propellant means very high velocities might be achievable simply by providing electrical power and adequate heat
rejection for the drive system. A mission to Planet 9 (or Planet X as it has been called) is possible in the near future
using RTG power and thruster arrays. A future goal would be interstellar travel to the nearest exoplanet, within 5-9 ly
distance. A mission of this type might take 20 or more years using the MET thruster. Although the nearest exoplanet
is 14 or so ly distance, more Earth-like planets are being discovered daily.
This exciting TRL 1 technology, ready to take the next step to providing propellantless propulsion, first in incremental
NASA smallsat missions, but later enabling revolutionary new deep space exploratory capabilities beyond anything
achievable by conventional chemical, nuclear or electric propulsion systems. This unexplored opportunity has been
uniquely developed by our co-Principal Investigators, breaking new ground in both science and engineering. Finally, it
is technically credible – if bold and unconventional – and is fully consistent with modern physics, having been demon-
strated over ten years of careful laboratory demonstration and investigation.
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Mach Effect (2017-07-07 20:44)

The Woodward effect, also referred to as a Mach effect, is part of a hypothesis proposed by [1]James F. Woodward
in 1990.[2][1] The hypothesis states that [3]transient [4]mass fluctuations arise in any object that absorbs [5]internal
energy while undergoing a [6]proper acceleration. Harnessing this effect could generate a [7]reactionless thrust,
which Woodward and others claim to measure in various experiments.[8][2][9][3] If proven to exist, the Woodward
effect could be used in the design of [10]spacecraft engines of a [11]field propulsion engine that would not have to
expel matter to accelerate. Such an engine, called a Mach effect [12]thruster (MET) or a Mach Effect Gravitational
Assist (MEGA) drive, would be a breakthrough in [13]space travel.[14][4][15][5] So far, no conclusive proof of the
existence of this effect has been presented.[16][6] Experiments to confirm and utilize this effect by Woodward and
others continue.[17][7] The anomalous thrust detected in some [18]RF resonant cavity thruster (EmDrive/Cannae
drive) experiments may be explained by the same type of Mach effect proposed by Woodward.[19][8][20][9][21][10]

The [22]Space Studies Institute was selected as part of [23]NASA’s Innovative Advanced Concepts program as a Phase
I proposal in April of 2017 for Mach Effect research.[24][11][25][12][26][13] ssup[27][14]
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Mach effects

According to Woodward, at least three Mach effects are theoretically possible: vectored impulse thrust, open

curvature of spacetime, and closed curvature of spacetime.[55][15]

The first effect, the Woodward effect, is the minimal energy effect of the hypothesis. The Woodward effect is

focused primarily on proving the hypothesis and providing the basis of a Mach effect impulse thruster. In the first of
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three general Mach effects for propulsion or transport, the Woodward effect is an impulse effect usable for in-orbit

satellite station-keeping, spacecraft reaction control systems, or at best, thrust within the solar system. The second

and third effects are open and closed spacetime effects. Open curved spacetime effects can be applied in a field

generation system to produce warp fields. Closed-curve spacetime effects would be part of a field generation system

to generate wormholes.[[56] citation needed ]

The third Mach effect is a closed-curve [57]spacetime effect or [58]closed timelike curve called a benign wormhole.

Closed-curve space is generally known as a [59]wormhole or [60]black hole. Prompted by [61]Carl Sagan for the

scientific basis of wormhole transport in the movie [62]Contact, [63]Kip Thorne[64][16] developed the theory of

benign wormholes. The generation, stability, and traffic control of transport through a benign wormhole is only

theoretical at present. One difficulty is the requirement for energy levels approximating a "Jupiter size mass".

[65]Kenneth Nordtvedt showed in 1988 that [66]gravitomagnetism, which is an effect predicted by [67]general

relativity but hasn’t been observed yet at that time and was even challenged by the scientific community, is inevitably

a real effect because it is a direct consequence of the gravitational vector potential. He subsequently shown that

the gravitomagnetism interaction (not to be confused with the [68]Nordtvedt effect), like inertial [69]frame dragging

and the [70]Lense–Thirring precession, is typically a Mach effect.[71][17]

Hypothesis
Mach’s principle
Main article: [72]Mach’s principle

The Woodward effect is based on the relativistic effects theoretically derived from [73]Mach’s principle on [74]inertia
within [75]general relativity, attributed by [76]Albert Einstein to [77]Ernst Mach.[78][18] Mach’s Principle is generally
defined as "the local inertia frame is completely determined by the dynamic fields in the Universe."[79][19] The
conjecture comes from a [80]thought experiment:[81][20]

Ernst Mach (1838–1916) was an Austrian physicist […] contemporary of Einstein, to whom he suggested
a thought experiment: What if there was only one object in the universe? Mach argued that it could not
have a velocity, because according to the theory of relativity, you need at least two objects before you
can measure their velocity relative to each other.
Taking this thought experiment a step further, if an object was alone in the universe, and it had no
velocity, it could not have a measurable mass, because mass varies with velocity.
Mach concluded that inertial mass only exists because the universe contains multiple objects. When a
gyroscope is spinning, it resists being pushed around because it is interacting with the Earth, the stars,
and distant galaxies. If those objects didn’t exist, the gyroscope would have no inertia.
Einstein was intrigued by this concept, and named it "Mach’s principle."

Gravity origin of inertia
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A formulation of Mach’s principle was first proposed as a vector theory of gravity, modeled on [82]Maxwell’s
formalism for [83]electrodynamics, by [84]Dennis Sciama in 1953,[85][21] who then reformulated it in a [86]tensor
formalism equivalent to general relativity in 1964.[87][22]

In this paper, Sciama stated that instantaneous inertial forces in all accelerating objects are produced by a primordial
gravity-based inertial [88]radiative [89]field created by distant cosmic matter and propagating both forwards and
backwards in time at light speed:

Inertial forces are exerted by matter, not by absolute space. In this form the principle contains two
ideas:

1. Inertial forces have a dynamical rather than a kinematical origin, and so must be derived from a field
theory [or possibly an action-at-a-distance theory in the sense of J.A. Wheeler and R.P. Feynman…

2. The whole of the inertial field must be due to sources, so that in solving the inertial field equations
the boundary conditions must be chosen appropriately.
— Dennis W. Sciama, in "The Physical Structure of General Relativity", Reviews of Modern Physics
(1964).

Sciama’s inertial-induction idea has been shown to be correct in Einstein’s general relativity for any [90]Friedmann–

Robertson–Walker cosmology.[91][23][92][24] According to Woodward, the derivation of Mach effects is relativistically

invariant, so the conservation laws are satisfied, and no "new physics" is involved besides general relativity.[93][25]

Gravitational absorber theory
As previously formulated by Sciama, Woodward suggests that the [94]Wheeler–Feynman absorber theory would be
the correct way to understand the action of instantaneous inertial forces in Machian terms.[95][26][96][27][97][28]

A first image to understand would be filming a sequence where a rock is thrown in the middle of a pond,
making concentric ripples on the water propagating towards the shore.
Running the sequence backwards (thinking it as seeing events running backward in time) we then observe
concentric waves propagating from the shore towards the center of the pond, where a rock emerges.
The thing to understand is that advanced waves coming back from the future never propagate farther
into the past than the rock hitting the water that initiated all of the waves.

— James F. Woodward, in Making Starships and Stargates, Springer 2013, page 49.[98][15]

The Wheeler-Feynman absorber theory is an interpretation of [99]electrodynamics that starts from the idea that

a solution to the electromagnetic field equations has to be symmetric with respect to [100]time-inversion, as are

the field equations themselves.[101][21][102][29] Wheeler and Feynman showed that the propagating solutions to

classical wave equations can either be retarded (i.e. propagate forward in time) or advanced (propagate backward in

time). The absorber theory has been used to explain [103]quantum entanglement and led to the [104]transactional

interpretation of quantum mechanics,[105][30][106][31][107][32 ] as well as the [108]Hoyle-Narlikar theory of gravity,

a Machian version of Einstein’s [109]general relativity.[110][33] [111]Fred Hoyle and [112]Jayant Narlikar originally

developed their cosmological model as a [113]quasi steady state model of the universe, adding a "Creation field"
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generating matter out of empty space, an hypothesis contradicted by recent observations.[114][34] When the C-field

is not used, ignoring the parts regarding mass creation, the theory is no longer steady state and becomes a Machian

extension of general relativity. This modern development is known as the Gravitational Absorber Theory.[115][35]

As the gravitational absorber theory reduces to general relativity in the limit of a [116]smooth fluid model of particle

distribution,[117][36] both theories make the same predictions. Except in the Machian approach, a mass changing

effect emerges from the general equation of motion, from which Woodward’s transient mass equation can be

derived.[118][37] A resulting force suitable for Mach effect thrusters can then be calculated.[119][38]

While the Hoyle-Narlikar derivation of the Mach effect transient terms is done from a fully [120]nonlinear, [121]covari-

ant formulation, it has been shown Woordward’s transient mass equation can also be retrieved from [122]linearized

general relativity.[123][39][124][40]

Transient mass fluctuation
The following has been detailed by Woodward in various peer-reviewed papers throughout the last twenty
years.[125][41][126][42][127][43]

According to Woodward, a transient mass fluctuation arises in an object when it absorbs "internal" energy as it is
accelerated. Several devices could be built to [128]store internal energy during accelerations. A measurable effect
needs to be driven at a high [129]frequency, so [130]macroscopic [131]mechanical systems are out of question since
the rate at which their internal energy could be modified is too limited. The only systems that could run at a high
frequency are [132]electromagnetic energy storage devices. For fast transient effects, [133]batteries are ruled out.
A magnetic energy storage device like an [134]inductor using a high-[135]permeability [136]core material to transfer
the [137]magnetic energy could be especially built. But [138]capacitors are preferable to inductors because compact
devices storing energy at a very high [139]energy density without [140]electrical breakdown are readily available.
Shielding [141]electrical interferences are easier than [142]shielding magnetic ones. [143]Ferroelectric materials
can be used to make high-frequency [144]electro-mechanical actuators, and they are themselves capacitors so
they can be used for both energy storage and acceleration. Finally, capacitors are cheap and available in various
configurations. So Mach effect experiments have always relied on capacitors so far.
When the [145]dielectric of a capacitor is submitted to a varying [146]electric power (charge or discharge), Wood-
ward’s hypothesis predicts[147][43] a transient mass fluctuation arises according to the transient mass equation (TME):
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notation encoding="application/x-tex"> {\displaystyle \delta m _ {0 }= {\frac {1 } {4\pi G } }\left[ {\frac {1 } {\rho _ {0
}c^ {2 } } } {\frac {\partial P } {\partial t } }-\left( {\frac {1 } {\rho _ {0 }c^ {2 } } }\right)^ {2 } {\frac {P^ {2 } } {V } }\right]
}</annotation> </semantics> :MATH]

where:
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• [MATH: <semantics> <mrow> <mstyle displaystyle="true" scriptlevel="0"> <msub> <mi>m</mi> <mrow>
<mn>0</mn> </mrow> </msub> </mstyle> </mrow> <annotation encoding="application/x-tex"> {\displaystyle
m _ {0 } }</annotation> </semantics> :MATH]

is the [148]proper mass of the dielectric,

• [MATH: <semantics> <mrow> <mstyle displaystyle="true" scriptlevel="0"> <mi>G</mi> </mstyle> </mrow>
<annotation encoding="application/x-tex"> {\displaystyle G }</annotation> </semantics> :MATH]

is the [149]gravitational constant,

• [MATH: <semantics> <mrow> <mstyle displaystyle="true" scriptlevel="0"> <mi>c</mi> </mstyle> </mrow>
<annotation encoding="application/x-tex"> {\displaystyle c }</annotation> </semantics> :MATH]

is the [150]speed of light in vacuum,

• [MATH: <semantics> <mrow> <mstyle displaystyle="true" scriptlevel="0"> <msub> <mi>ρ</mi> <mrow>
<mn>0</mn> </mrow> </msub> </mstyle> </mrow> <annotation encoding="application/x-tex"> {\displaystyle
\rho _ {0 } }</annotation> </semantics> :MATH]

is the proper [151]density of the dielectric,

• [MATH: <semantics> <mrow> <mstyle displaystyle="true" scriptlevel="0"> <mi>V</mi> </mstyle> </mrow>
<annotation encoding="application/x-tex"> {\displaystyle V }</annotation> </semantics> :MATH]

is the volume of the dielectric,

• [MATH: <semantics> <mrow> <mstyle displaystyle="true" scriptlevel="0"> <mi>P</mi> </mstyle> </mrow>
<annotation encoding="application/x-tex"> {\displaystyle P }</annotation> </semantics> :MATH]

is the instantaneous power delivered to the system.

This equation is not the full Woodward equation as seen in the book. There is a third term,

[MATH: <semantics> <mrow> <mstyle displaystyle="true" scriptlevel="0"> <mstyle displaystyle="false"
scriptlevel="1"> <mo>−</mo> <msup> <mrow> <mo>(</mo> <mrow> <mfrac> <mi mathvariant="normal">∂</mi>
<mrow> <mi mathvariant="normal">∂</mi> <mi>t</mi> </mrow> </mfrac> </mrow> <mrow> <mfrac> <mi>ϕ</mi>
<msup> <mi>c</mi> <mrow> <mn>2</mn> </mrow> </msup> </mfrac> </mrow> <mo>)</mo> </mrow> <mrow>
<mn>2</mn> </mrow> </msup> </mstyle> </mstyle> </mrow> <annotation encoding="application/x-tex"> {\dis-
playstyle \scriptstyle -\left( {\frac {\partial } {\partial t } } {\frac {\phi } {c^ {2 } } }\right)^ {2 } }</annotation>
</semantics> :MATH]

, which Woodward discounts because his [152]gauge sets

[MATH: <semantics> <mrow> <mstyle displaystyle="true" scriptlevel="0"> <mstyle displaystyle="false"
scriptlevel="1"> <mrow> <mfrac> <mi>ϕ</mi> <msup> <mi>c</mi> <mrow> <mn>2</mn> </mrow> </msup>
</mfrac> </mrow> <mo>≈</mo> <mn>1</mn> </mstyle> </mstyle> </mrow> <annotation encoding="application/x-
tex"> {\displaystyle \scriptstyle {\frac {\phi } {c^ {2 } } }\approx 1 }</annotation> </semantics> :MATH]

; the derivatives of this quantity must therefore be negligible.[153][43]

Propellantless propulsion
The previous equation shows that when the [154]dielectric material of a [155]capacitor is cyclically charged then
discharged while being accelerated, its [156]mass density fluctuates, by around plus or minus its [157]rest mass
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value. Therefore, a device can be made to [158]oscillate either in a linear or orbital path, such that its mass density
is higher while the mass is moving forward, and lower while moving backward, thus creating an [159]acceleration of
the device in the forward direction, i.e. a thrust. This effect, used repeatedly, does not expel any [160]particle and
thus would represent a type of apparent [161]propellantless propulsion, which seems to be in contradiction with
[162]Newton’s third law of motion. However, Woodward states there is no violation of momentum conservation in
Mach effects:[163][41]

If we produce a fluctuating mass in an object, we can, at least in principle, use it to produce a sta-
tionary force on the object, thereby producing a propulsive force thereon without having to expel
propellant from the object. We simply push on the object when it is more massive, and pull back
when it is less massive. The reaction forces during the two parts of the cycle will not be the same
due to the mass fluctuation, so a time-averaged net force will be produced. This may seem to be a
violation of momentum conservation. But the [164]Lorentz invariance of the theory guarantees that no
conservation law is broken. Local momentum conservation is preserved by the [165]flux of [166]momen-
tum in the gravity field that is chiefly exchangedwith the distantmatter in the universe. [emphasis added]

Two terms are important for propulsion on the right-hand side of the previous equation:

• The first, [167]linear term

[MATH: <semantics> <mrow> <mstyle displaystyle="true" scriptlevel="0"> <mstyle displaystyle="false"
scriptlevel="1"> <mrow> <mfrac> <mn>1</mn> <mrow> <msub> <mi>ρ</mi> <mrow> <mn>0</mn> </mrow>
</msub> <msup> <mi>c</mi> <mrow> <mn>2</mn> </mrow> </msup> </mrow> </mfrac> </mrow>
<mrow> <mfrac> <mrow> <mi mathvariant="normal">∂</mi> <mi>P</mi> </mrow> <mrow> <mi mathvari-
ant="normal">∂</mi> <mi>t</mi> </mrow> </mfrac> </mrow> </mstyle> </mstyle> </mrow> <annotation
encoding="application/x-tex"> {\displaystyle \scriptstyle {\frac {1 } {\rho _ {0 }c^ {2 } } } {\frac {\partial P } {\par-
tial t } } }</annotation> </semantics> :MATH]

is called the [168]impulse engine term because it expresses mass fluctuation depending on the deriva-
tive of the power, and scales linearly with the frequency. Past and current experiments about Mach effect
[169]thrusters are designed to demonstrate thrust and the control of one type of Mach effect.

• The second, [170]quadratic term

[MATH: <semantics> <mrow> <mstyle displaystyle="true" scriptlevel="0"> <mstyle displaystyle="false"
scriptlevel="1"> <mo>−</mo> <msup> <mrow> <mo>(</mo> <mrow> <mfrac> <mn>1</mn> <mrow> <msub>
<mi>ρ</mi> <mrow> <mn>0</mn> </mrow> </msub> <msup> <mi>c</mi> <mrow> <mn>2</mn> </mrow>
</msup> </mrow> </mfrac> </mrow> <mo>)</mo> </mrow> <mrow> <mn>2</mn> </mrow> </msup>
<mrow> <mfrac> <msup> <mi>P</mi> <mrow> <mn>2</mn> </mrow> </msup> <mi>V</mi> </mfrac>
</mrow> </mstyle> </mstyle> </mrow> <annotation encoding="application/x-tex"> {\displaystyle \scriptstyle
-\left( {\frac {1 } {\rho _ {0 }c^ {2 } } }\right)^ {2 } {\frac {P^ {2 } } {V } } }</annotation> </semantics> :MATH]

is what Woodward calls the [171]wormhole term, because it is always negative. Although this term appears
to be many [172]orders of magnitude weaker than the first term, which makes it usually negligible, theoretically,
the second term’s effect could become huge in some circumstances. The second term, the wormhole term, is
indeed driven by the first impulse engine term, which fluctuates mass by around plus or minus the rest mass
value. When fluctuations reach a very high amplitude and mass density is driven very close to zero, the equation
shows that mass should achieve very large negative values very quickly, with a strong non-linear behavior. In
this regard, the Woodward effect could generate [173]exotic matter, although this still remains very speculative
due to the lack of any available experiment that would highlight such an effect.
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Applications of propellantless propulsion include straight-line [174]thruster or impulse engine, open curved fields for

starship [175]warp drives, and even the possibility of closed curved fields such as traversable benign [176]wormholes.
[177][44]

Negative bare mass of the electron

The mass of the electron is positive according to the [178]mass–energy equivalence E = mc2 but this [179]invariant

mass is made from the [180]bare mass of the electron "clothed" by a [181]virtual photon cloud. According to

[182]quantum field theory, as those virtual particles have an energy more than twice the bare mass of the electron,

mandatory for [183]pair production in [184]renormalization, the nonelectromagnetic bare mass of the "unclothed"

electron has to be negative.[185][45]

Using the [186]ADM formalism, Woodward proposes that the physical interpretation of the "wormhole term" in

his transient mass equation could be a way to expose the negative bare mass of the electron, in order to produce

large quantities of exotic matter that could be used in a warp drive to propel a spacecraft or generate traversable

wormholes.[187][46]

Space travel
Current [188]spacecraft achieve a change in velocity by the expulsion of [189]propellant, the extraction of momentum

from stellar [190]radiation pressure or the [191]stellar wind or the utilisation of a [192]gravity assist ("slingshot")

from a planet or moon. These methods are limiting in that [193]rocket propellants have to be accelerated as well

and are eventually depleted, and the stellar wind or the gravitational fields of planets can only be utilized locally in

the [194]Solar System. In [195]interstellar space and bereft of the above resources, different forms of propulsion are

needed to propel a spacecraft, and they are referred to as advanced or [196]exotic.[197][47][198][48]

Impulse engine

If the Woodward effect is confirmed and if an engine can be designed to use applied Mach effects, then a spacecraft

may be possible that could maintain a steady acceleration into and through interstellar space without the need

to carry along propellants. Woodward presented a paper about the concept at the [199]NASA [200]Breakthrough

Propulsion Physics Program Workshop conference in 1997,[201][49][202][50] and continued to publish on this subject

thereafter.[203][51][204][52][205][53 ][206][54]

Even ignoring for the moment the impact on [207]interstellar travel, future spacecraft driven by impulse engines

based on Mach effects would represent an astounding breakthrough in terms of [208]interplanetary spaceflight

alone, enabling the rapid [209]colonization of the entire solar system. Travel times being limited only by the specific

power of the available power supplies and the acceleration human physiology can endure, they would allow crews

to reach any moon or planet in our solar system in less than three weeks. For example, a typical one-way trip at an

acceleration of [210]1 g from the Earth to the [211]Moon would last only about 4 hours; to [212]Mars, 2 to 5 days;
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to the [213]asteroid belt, 5 to 6 days; and to [214]Jupiter, 6 to 7 days.[215][55]

Warp drives and wormholes
As shown by the transient mass fluctuation equation above, exotic matter could be theoretically created. A large
quantity of negative [216]energy density would be the key element needed to create warp drives[217][56] as well
as traversable [218]wormholes.[219][57] As such, if proven to be scientifically valid, practically feasible and scaling
as predicted by the hypothesis, the Woodward effect could not only be used for interplanetary travel, but also for
apparent [220]faster-than-light interstellar travel:

• The [221]negative mass could be used to warp spacetime around a spaceship according to an [222]Alcubierre
metric.[223][42][224][56]

• Enough exotic matter could also be concentrated into a point of space to create a [225]wormhole, and pre-
vent it from collapsing. Woodward and others also state that exotic matter could defocus energy at the
outer mouth of the [226]wormhole (making it a [227]white hole) and shape the throat of such a [228]gravi-
tational singularity flat enough to avoid [229]horizon and [230]tidal stresses, resulting in an "absurdly benign
traversable [231]wormhole" linking two regions of distant spacetime, a concept well spread in science fiction as
[232]stargates, which could be used for instant intergalactic travel or [233]time travel.[234][15][235][42][236][57]
[237][58][238][46]

Patents and practical devices
Two patents have been issued to Woodward and associates based on how the Woodward effect might be used in
practical devices for producing thrust:

• In 1994, the first patent was granted, titled: "Method for transiently altering the mass of objects to facilitate
their transport or change their stationary apparent weights".[239][59]

• In 2002, a second patent was granted, titled: "Method And Apparatus For Generating Propulsive Forces Without
The Ejection Of Propellant".[240][60]

• In 2016, a third patent was granted and assigned to the [241]Space Studies Institute, covering the realistic
realizations of Mach effects.[242][61]

Woodward and his associates have claimed since the 1990s to have successfully measured forces at levels great
enough for practical use and also claim to be working on the development of a practical prototype [243]thruster. No
practical working devices have yet been publicly demonstrated.[244][2][245][3][246][6 ][247][41]

The NIAC contract awarded in 2017 by [248]NASA for the development of Mach effect thrusters is a primary
three-task effort, two experimental and one analytical:[249][12]

1. Improvement of the current laboratory-scale devices, in order to provide long duration thrust at levels required
for practical propulsion applications.

2. Design and development of a power supply and electrical systems to provide feedback and control of the input
AC voltage, and resonant frequency, that determine the efficiency of the MET.

3. Improve theoretical thrust predictions and build a reliable model of the device to assist in perfecting the design.
Predict maximum thrust achievable by one device and how large an array of thrusters would be required to
send a probe, of size 1.5 m diameter by 3 m, of total mass 1245 kg including a modest 400 kg of payload, a
distance of 8 light-years away.
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Experiments
Test devices
Mach-Lorentz Thruster

[250]

Photograph of the 2006 Woodward effect MLT test article.

A former type of Mach effect [251]thruster was the Mach-Lorentz [252]thruster (MLT). It used a charging [253]capac-
itor embedded in a magnetic field created by a magnetic coil. A Lorentz force, the cross product between the electric
field and the magnetic field, appears and acts upon the ions inside the capacitor dielectric. In such electromagnetic
experiments, the power can be applied at frequencies of several megahertz, unlike PZT stack actuators where
frequency is limited to tens of kilohertz. The photograph shows the components of a Woodward effect test article
used in a 2006 experiment.[254][62]

However, a problem with some of these devices was discovered in 2007 by physicist Nembo Buldrini, who called it
the Bulk Acceleration Conjecture:

What [Nembo Buldrini] pointed out was that given the way the transient terms of the Mach effect
equation are written – in terms of the time-derivatives of the proper energy density – it is easy to lose
sight of the requirement in the derivation that the object in which the mass fluctuations occur must
be accelerating at the same time. In some of the experimental cases, no provision for such "bulk"
acceleration was made.15 As an example, the capacitors affixed to the tines of the tuning fork in the
Cramer and the students’ experiments made no provision for such an acceleration. Had the tuning fork
been separately exited and an electric field applied to the capacitor(s) been properly phased, an effect
might have been seen. But to simply apply a voltage to the capacitors and then look for a response in
the tuning fork should not have been expected to produce a compelling result.
Other examples could be cited and discussed. Suffice it to say, though, that after Nembo focused
attention in the issue of bulk accelerations in the production of Mach effects, the design and execution
of experiments changed. The transition to that work, and recent results of experiments presently in
progress, are addressed in the next chapter.
15 By "bulk" acceleration we are referring to the fact that the conditions of the derivation include that
the object be both accelerated and experience internal energy changes. The acceleration of ions in the
material of a capacitor, for example, does not meet this condition. The capacitor as a whole must be
accelerated in bulk while it is being polarized.

— James F. Woodward, in Making Starship and Stargates, Springer 2013, page 132.[255][15]

Mach Effect Thruster or MEGA drive

To address this issue, Woodward started to design and build a new kind of device known as a MET (Mach Effect
Thruster) and later a MEGA drive (Mach Effect Gravitational Assist drive), using capacitors and a series of thick
[256]PZT disks. This ceramic is [257]piezoelectric, so it can be used as an electromechanical actuator to accelerate
an object placed against it: its [258]crystalline structure expands when a certain [259]electrical polarity is applied,
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then contracts when the opposite field is applied, and the stack of discs vibrates.
In the first tests, Woodward simply used a [260]capacitor between two stacks of PZT disks. The capacitor, while
being electrically charged to change its internal energy density, is shuttled back and forth between the PZT actuators.
[261]Piezoelectric materials can also generate a measurable voltage potential across their two faces when pressed,
so Woodward first used some small portions of PZT material as little [262]accelerometers put on the surface of
the stack, to precisely tune the device with the power supply. Then Woodward realized that PZT material and the
[263]dielectric of a capacitor were very similar, so he built devices that are made exclusively of PZT disks, without any
conventional capacitor, applying different signals to different portions of the cylindrical stack. The available picture
taken by his graduate student Tom Mahood in 1999 shows a typical all-PZT stack with different disks:[264][63]

• The outer, thicker disks on the left and right are the "shuttlers".

• The inner stack of thin disks in the center are the shuttled capacitors storing energy during acceleration, where
any mass shift would occur.

• The even thinner disks placed between the shuttlers and on both side of the inner disk capacitors are the
"squeezometers’ acting as accelerometers.

During forward acceleration and before the transient mass change in the capacitor decays, the resultant increased
[265]momentum is transferred forward to a bulk "reaction mass" through an [266]elastic collision (the [267]brass
end cap on the left in the picture). Conversely, the following decrease in the mass density takes place during its
backward movement. While operating, the PZT stack is isolated in a Faraday cage and put on a sensitive [268]torsion
arm for thrust measurements, inside a vacuum chamber. Throughout the years, a wide variety of different types
of devices and experimental setups have been tested. The force measuring setups have ranged from various load
cell devices to [269]ballistic pendulums to multiple [270]torsion arm pendulums, in which movement is actually
observed. Those setups have been improved against spurious effects by isolating and canceling thermal transfers,
vibration and electromagnetic interference, while getting better current feeds and bearings. Null tests were also
conducted.[271][64]

In the future, Woodward plans to scale thrust levels, switching from the current [272]piezoelectric [273]dielectric
[274]ceramics ([275]PZT stacks) to new [276]high-κ dielectric [277]nanocomposite [278]polymers, like [279]PMN,
[280]PMN-PT or [281]CCTO. Nevertheless, such materials are new, quite difficult to find, and are [282]electrostrictive,
not piezoelectric.[283][65][284][66]

In 2013, the [285]Space Studies Institute announced the Exotic Propulsion Initiative, a new project privately funded
that aims to replicate Woodward’s experiments and then, if proven successful, fully develop exotic propulsion.[286][67]

[287]Gary Hudson, president and CEO of SSI, presented the program at the 2014 [288]NASA Institute for Advanced
Concepts Symposium.[289][68]

EmDrive
Main article: [290]RF resonant cavity thruster

Another type of claimed propellantless thruster, called the [291]EmDrive by its inventor British engineer Roger
Shawyer, has been proposed to work due to a Mach effect:[292][8][293][9]

The asymmetric resonant [294]microwave cavity would act as a capacitor where:

• surface currents propagate inside the cavity on the conic wall between the two end plates,

• electromagnetic resonant modes create electric charges on each end plate,

• a Mach effect is triggered by [295]Lorentz forces from surface currents on the conic wall,
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• a thrust force arises in the [296]RF cavity, due to the variation of the electromagnetic density from [297]evanes-
cent waves inside the skin layer.

When a [298]polymer insert is placed asymmetrically in the cavity, its dielectric properties result in greater asymme-

try, while decreasing the cavity [299]Q factor. The cavity’s acceleration is a function of all the above factors, and the

model can explain the acceleration of the cavity with and without a dielectric.[300][10]

Results
From his initial paper onward Woodward has claimed that this effect is detectable with modern technology.[301][1]

He and others have performed and continue to perform experiments to detect the small forces that are predicted
to be produced by this effect. So far some groups claim to have detected forces at the levels predicted and other
groups have detected forces at much greater than predicted levels or nothing at all. To date there has been no
announcement conclusively confirming proof for the existence of this effect or ruling it out.[302][6]

• In 1990, Woodward’s original paper on Mach effects included an experiment with results.[303][1]

• In 1999, Thomas L. Mahood, Woodward’s [304]graduate student from 1997 to 1999, reported thrusts
ranging from 0.03 to 15 µN in a setup comprising a torque pendulum in a vacuum chamber, at the
[305]Space Technology and Applications International Forum (STAIF) and in his [306]Master of Science in Physics
[307]thesis.[308][69][309][70]

• As of 2003, Hector Brito of the Instituto Universitario Aeronáutico (IUA) and Sergio Elaskar of the
[310]National Scientific and Technical Research Council, [311]Argentina, reported thrusts of about 50
µN.[312][71][313][72][314][73] ssup[315][74]

• In 2004, Paul March of [316]Lockheed Martin Space Operations, who started working in this research field in
1998, presented a successful replication of Woodward’s previous experiments at STAIF.[317][75]

• In 2004, [318]John G. Cramer and coworkers of the [319]University of Washington reported for [320]NASA that
they had made an experiment to test Woodward’s hypothesis, but that results were inconclusive because their
setup was undergoing strong electrical interference which would have masked the effects of the test if it had
been conducted.[321][76]

• In 2006, Paul March and Andrew Palfreyman reported experimental results exceeding Woodward’s predictions
by one to two orders of magnitude. Items used for this experiment are shown in the photograph above.[322][62]

• In 2006, [323]Martin Tajmar, Nembo Buldrini, Klaus Marhold and Bernhard Seifert, researchers of the then
[324]Austrian Research Centers (now the Austrian Institute of Technology) reported results of a study of the
effect using a very sensitive thrust balance. The researchers recommended further tests.[325][77]

• In 2010, Ricardo Marini and Eugenio Galian of the IUA (same Argentine institute as Hector Brito’s) replicated
previous experiments, but their results were negative and the measured effects declared as originating from
spurious electromagnetic interferences only.[326][78]

• In 2011, [327]Harold "Sonny" White of the [328]NASA Eagleworks laboratory and his team announced that
they were rerunning devices from Paul March’s 2006 experiment[329][62] using force sensors with improved
sensitivity.[330][79]
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• In 2012 and 2013, Woodward and Heidi Fearn of [331]California State University, Fullerton, an-
nounced the results of more experiments, searching for hypothetical spurious causes that could orig-
inate from thermal, electromagnetic or [332]Dean drive effects, which they declared should be ruled
out.[333][64][334][41][335][80]ßup[336][81]

• In 2014, Nembo Buldrini tested a Woodward device on a thrust balance in a high vacuum at the FOTEC re-
search center in [337]Austria, confirming qualitatively the presence of the effect and reducing the number of
possible false positives; although recommending more investigation due to the relative small magnitude of the
effect.[338][82]

Debate
Inertial frames

All inertial frames are in a state of constant, rectilinear motion with respect to one another; they are not accelerating

in the sense that an accelerometer at rest in one would detect zero acceleration. Despite their ubiquitous nature,

inertial frames are still not fully understood. That they exist is certain, but what causes them to exist – and whether

these sources could constitute reaction-media – are still unknown. Marc Millis, of the NASA [339]Breakthrough

Propulsion Physics Program, stated " For example, the notion of thrusting without propellant evokes objections of

violating conservation of momentum. This, in turn, suggests that space drive research must address conservation

of momentum. From there it is found that many relevant unknowns still linger regarding the source of the inertial

frames against which conservation is referenced. Therefore, research should revisit the unfinished physics of inertial

frames, but in the context of propulsive interactions. "[340][83] [341]Mach’s principle is generally defined within

[342]general relativity as "the local inertia frame is completely determined by the dynamic fields in the universe."

Rovelli evaluated a number of versions of "Mach’s principle" that exist in the literature. Some are partially correct

and some have been dismissed as incorrect.[343][19]

Conservation of momentum

[344]Momentum is defined as mass times velocity. Conservation of momentum applies to velocity terms, usually

described in a two dimensional plane with a [345]vector diagram. A vector representing velocity has both direction

and magnitude. A requirement for determining conservation of momentum is that an [346]inertial frame or

[347]frame of reference for the observer be fixed. [348]Inertial frames are well defined for constant velocity and

conservation of momentum holds for all such frames. During acceleration or a change in acceleration, conservation

of momentum applies to the local inertial frame (LIF) of instantaneous velocity, not to the [349]proper acceleration

a.k.a. coordinate acceleration), as measured by the accelerated observer.[[350] citation needed ]

A challenge to the mathematical foundations of Woodward’s hypothesis were raised in a paper published by the

[351]Oak Ridge National Laboratory in 2001. In the paper, John Whealton noted that the experimental results

of Oak Ridge scientists can be explained in terms of force contributions due to time-varying [352]thermal expan-

sion, and stated that a laboratory demonstration produced 100 times the Woodward effect without resorting
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to non-Newtonian explanations.[353][84] In response, Woodward published a criticism of Whealton’s math and

understanding of the physics involved, and built an experiment attempting to demonstrate the flaw.[354][85]

A rate of change in [355]momentum represents a force, whereby F =ma. Whealton et al. use the technical definition,

F=d(mv)/dt, which can be expanded to F=m dv/dt + dm/dt v. This second term has both delta mass and v, which is

measured instantaneously; this term will, in general, cancel out the force from the inertial response terms predicted

by Woodward. Woodward argued that the dm/dt v term does not represent a physical force on the device, because

it vanishes in a frame where the device is momentarily stationary.[356][43]

In an appendix to his thesis, Mahood argues that the unexpectedly small magnitude of the results in his experiments

are a confirmation of the cancellation predicted by Whealton; the results are instead due to higher-order mass

transients which are not exactly cancelled.[357][70] Mahood would later describe this argument as "one of the very

few things I’ve done in my life that I actually regret".[358][86]

Although the momentum and energy exchange with distant matter guarantees global conservation of energy and

momentum, this [359]field exchange is supplied at no material cost, unlike the case with conventional fuels. For this

reason, when the [360]field exchange is ignored, a propellantless thruster behaves locally like a free energy device.

This is immediately apparent from basic Newtonian analysis: if constant power produces constant thrust, then input

energy is linear with time and output (kinetic) energy is quadratic with time. Thus there exists a break-even time

(or distance or velocity) of operation, above which more energy is output than is input. The longer it is allowed to

accelerate, the more pronounced will this effect become, as simple Newtonian physics predicts.

Considering those conservation issues, a Mach effect thruster relies on Mach’s principle, hence it is not an electrical

to kinetic [361]transducer, i.e. it does not convert [362]electric energy to [363]kinetic energy. Rather, a Mach Effect

Thruster is a gravinertial [364]transistor that controls the flow of gravinertial [365]flux, in and out of the active mass

of the thruster. The primary power into the thruster is contained in the flux of the [366]gravitational field, not the

electricity that powers the device. Failing to account for this flux, is much the same as failing to account for the

[367]wind on a [368]sail.[369][87] Mach effects are relativistic by nature, and considering a spaceship accelerating

with a Mach effect thruster, the propellant is not accelerating with the ship, so the situation should be treated as an

accelerating and therefore [370]non-inertial reference frame, where F does not equalma. Keith H. Wanser, professor

of physics at California State University, Fullerton, published a paper in 2013 concerning the conservation issues of

Mach effect thrusters.[371][88]

Quantum mechanics

In 2009, [372]Harold "Sonny" White of [373]NASA proposed the Quantum Vacuum Fluctuation (QVF) conjecture, a
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non-relativistic hypothesis based on quantum mechanics to produce momentum fluxes even in empty [374]outer

space.[375][89] Where Sciama’s gravinertial field of [376]Wheeler–Feynman absorber theory is used in the Woodward

effect, the White conjecture replaces the Sciama gravinertial field with the [377]quantum electrodynamic vacuum

field. The local reactive forces are generated and conveyed by momentum fluxes created in the QED vacuum field

by the same process used to create momentum fluxes in the gravinertial field. White uses [378]MHD [379]plasma

[380]rules to quantify this local momentum interaction where in comparison Woodward applies [381]condensed

matter physics.[382][79]

Based on the White conjecture, the proposed theoretical device is called a [383]quantum vacuum plasma thruster

(QVPT) or Q-thruster. No experiments have been performed to date. Unlike a Mach effect thruster instantaneously ex-

changing momentum with the distant cosmic matter through the advanced/retarded waves ([384]Wheeler–Feynman

absorber theory) of the radiative gravinertial field, Sonny’s "Q-thruster" would appear to violate momentum conser-

vation, for the thrust would be produced by pushing off virtual "Q" particle/antiparticle pairs that would annihilate

after they have been pushed on. However, it would not necessarily violate the law of conservation of energy, as it

requires an electric current to function, much like any "standard" MHD thruster, and cannot produce more kinetic

energy than its equivalent net energy input.[[385] citation needed ]

Woodward and Fearn showed why the amount of [386]electron-[387]positron [388]virtual pairs of the quantum vac-

uum, used by White as a virtual plasma propellant, cannot account for thrusts in any isolated, closed electromagnetic

system such as the QVPT or the [389]EmDrive.[390][90]

Media reaction
Woodward’s claims in his papers and in space technology conference press releases of a potential breakthrough tech-
nology for spaceflight have generated interest in the popular press[391][5][392][20] and university news[393][91][394][92]

as well as the space news media.[395][6][396][93][397][94]sup[398][95] Woodward also gave a video interview[399][96]

for the TV show [400]Ancient Aliens, season 6, episode 12.[401][97] However doubters do exist.[402][6]
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Wright-Patterson AFB and Alien Technology (2017-07-08 14:33)

Since 1947, the year of the famous [1]Roswell crash, there have been rumors that the US government has stored
debris and artifacts from crashed flying saucers, and even bodies of the small, alien crew members of the downed
space ships. Much of the evidence of these crash retrievals leads to Dayton, Ohio, and Wright-Patterson’s Hangar-18.
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How much of the legend surrounding the famous Wright-Patterson facility is true?

Are there still alien beings... even possibly live beings, from other worlds at the infamous base in Dayton, Ohio?

History of Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
Originally called Wilbur Wright Field, the government installation was first opened in 1917 to train military personnel
during the [2]first World War. Soon, Fairfield Air Depot was created adjacent to Wright Field. In 1924, McCook Field
test facility was closed, and the Dayton community purchased 4,500 acres which housed the various facilities. This
took in the previously leased land of Wright Field, and the Wright and Fairfield facilities were combined into one. The
newly created facility was named after the innovators of flight, the [3]Wright Brothers.
On July 6, 1931, the area east of Huffman Dam, which included Wilbur Wright Field, Fairfield Air Depot, and the
Huffman Prairie was renamed Patterson Field. This was to honor the memory of Lt.

Frank Stuart Patterson. Patterson died in 1918, when a plane he was flying a test in, crashed after its wings separated
from the craft. In 1948, the fields were merged under one name, Wright-Patterson AFB.

Testing New Technology at Wright-Patterson AFB
Wright-Patterson is instrumental in testing new weapon technology, along with research and development, educa-
tion, and many other defense related operations.

It is the home of the Air Force Institute of Technology, supporting the Air Force and the Department of Defense. The
USAF’s National Air & Space Intelligence Center is also part of Wright-Patterson.

Reverse Engineering Foreign Technology at Wright-Patterson

The base was well known for reverse engineering of foreign government aircraft during the [4]Cold War. The base

expertise in the disassembly and recreation of MIG fighters has only enriched the theories that alien craft have been

studied there. The workforce is estimated at 22,000, giving us an idea of the massive amount of work being done at

the base.

Roswell and Alien Craft Retrievals
Wright-Patterson is most well known for its connection to the Roswell crash, although links can be made to other
crash retrievals. Several eyewitness accounts of military personnel and even civilian workers who handled debris
from the Roswell crash and saw bodies of creatures not of our world give us a very plausible Wright-Patterson
connection to the study of alien technology and physiology.
The same day that the famous Roswell headlines ran in newspapers around the world, there was an enormous
amount of activity at the Roswell base. Some debris from the crash, and possibly alien bodies were sent to Ft.

Worth, Texas. It is now commonly accepted by researchers that before the Ft. Worth flight, another flight to Wright-
Patterson had already taken place, carrying debris and alien bodies. This shipment was secretly stored and studied in
the infamous Hangar-18.

Were Aliens and Their Technology Stored and Studied in Hangar-18?
UFO researcher Thomas J. Carey, coauthor of "Witness to Roswell," states that: "We believe some of the stuff was
loaned around, but the main repository was the foreign technology division at Wright-Patterson. "We’ve heard
stories over the years of people who say that they’re still trying to figure out what that stuff is."
Could this alien material and technology be so advanced, that even after many years of study by our best scientists,
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they still fall short in understanding the secrets behind it?

If scientists could have unlocked even some of the technological advancements of the ship’s inner workings and navi-
gational systems, could it not have been the creative impetus behind the Stealth series of aircraft, and the seemingly
rapid advancement of our weapons technology in the last 50-plus years?

Eyewitnesses and Investigators
Much of the eyewitness testimony concerning the secrets of Wright-Patterson comes to us from military personnel,
children of eyewitnesses, close friends, and coworkers of those intimately involved with crash debris wreckage
and/or alien bodies. Some of these stories have only emerged in the last few years.
A Canadian Ufologist related the following account. He received it first hand from a gentleman whose father served
at Roswell. The man’s story begins in 1957. He and his father went to see the sci-fi classic, "Earth vs. The Flying
Saucers." After the movie had ended, they began their journey home. As they drove along, he noticed that his father
was uncharacteristically quiet. Finally, the silence was broken when his father said, "They were too big." This was
obviously a reference to the aliens depicted in the film.
The man’s father then told his long kept secret. In 1947, he had been stationed at Wright Field. He was a member of
a film unit there. One day, he and a fellow worker were summoned by an officer to get their 16mm movie cameras
and follow him. The two workers were led by the officer to a heavily guarded airplane hanger, more than likely
Hangar-18, although the man’s father did not say. Inside the hanger, they were shocked to see a badly damaged,
circular space craft. There was debris from the UFO wreckage scattered over a large area, on a canvas tarp. The
officer instructed the two cameramen to take film of anything and everything in sight. The two men discharged their
duties in due fashion.
Upon finishing this first assignment, they were then summoned to the very rear of the hanger. They were taken
inside of a refrigeration unit there.

The man’s father told his son that he was stunned to see two storage bins which held the bodies of two small alien
creatures! The beings were very thin, gray in color, with large eyes, but no eyelids. One of these beings had obviously
suffered bodily damage, while the other showed no apparent signs of injury.

1. https://www.thoughtco.com/roswell-the-birth-of-a-myth-3299461
2. https://www.thoughtco.com/world-war-i-p2-1779985
3. https://www.thoughtco.com/wright-brothers-make-the-first-flight-1779633
4. https://www.thoughtco.com/cold-war-glossary-1779638

Was NASA Technology Predicted in Ancient Indian Writings? (2017-07-22 07:23)

Is it possible that ancient cultures 7000 years ago knew how to create flying machines
to traverse the sky and beyond using a technology that NASA engineers are still trying to
harness today?
The first artificial satellite launched famously into orbit was the Russian satellite Sputnik, in 1957. Prior to this,
rockets had been used to launch missiles for warfare. The first rocket able to fly [1]high enough to get into space
was the German A4/V-2 rocket family launched in 1942. Considering early powered flight and early models of the
aeroplane these advances still only date back to the beginning of the 20th century. However there are many books
and websites which forcefully and passionately assert that technologically advanced aircraft and spacecraft were in
common use over the Indian subcontinent thousands of years ago. These same sources claim that advanced space
propulsion techniques being researched by NASA are in fact directly inspired by ancient flying machines.
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[2]

Flying Vimanas, is this inspiration for current NASA technology? Seriously? (Image credit: Wikimedia Commons)

Could these amazing stories be true? The answer will be obvious to anyone with any knowledge of science or history
but let us try to look at the claims as fairly as we can.
In Hindu mythology, demon King Ravana of Lanka (ancient Sri Lanka) brought to the country something called the
Pushpaka Vimãna. Vimãna literally means to traverse or to measure. Other uses of the word refer to a temple or
a flying machine. The Pushpaka Vimãna is thought to be King Ravana’s flying palace which was shaped like a giant
peacock. Every country has their myths and legends. In Ireland, Finn McCool is a familiar character in ancient stories.
So where does fiction meet fact? How is this ancient flying machine relevant to today?

[3]

Ten-headed King Ravana, inventor of ancient flying machines? (Image credit: Wikimedia Commons)

Some say that “ancient scriptures” tell of these ancient aeronauts, but there is no record of these documents prior
to the last century. A publication called the Vaimãnika Shastra or the Science of Aeronautics, is a 20th century text
written by one Subbaraya Shastry sometime between 1918-1923. However the information provided in this book
is believed to have been obtained by psychic channelling with the ancient Saint Bharadvaja. Subbaraya Shastry was
believed to have contracted leprosy. He left his home and spent nine years living in the forest. During this time
he is supposed to have spoken with the ancient saint (sage Bharadvaja) and was enlightened with this new found
knowledge of flying machines. He later returned home (as he also had been cured of leprosy), but Shastry could not
read or write so he dictated his new knowledge over the period of 5 years,( 25 years after the psychic experience
itself). The dictated text was apparently discovered in 1952 by G.R Josyer who later translated it into English in 1973.
This publication contains eight chapters claiming that ancient vimãnas from the King Ravana legend were actually
feasible flying machines, perhaps even similar in ability to rockets. The text indicates that propulsion was provided
using rotating gyroscopes of electricity and mercury.
The existing text is said to only be a small section of larger (lost) works. It aims to provide information to pilots on the
secrets of hearing and destroying enemy planes at the same time remaining motionless, unbreakable and invisible.
According to American author [4]David Hatcher Childress (born 1957), another ancient Indian piece of work that he
decoded, Samarangana Sutradhara reveals that these ancient flying vimãnas, referred to in ‘Vaimãnika Shastra’ were
powered by the metal mercury. He states in the text is says “By means of the power latent in the mercury which
sets the driving whirlwind in motion, a man sitting inside may travel a great distance in the sky…” This powerplant is
referred to as a “mercury vortex engine”.
The ‘Vaimãnika Shastra’ although dubbed an ancient text in reality was written less than 100 years ago. It was sup-
posedly dictated by psychically channelling an ancient saint; however it was written almost 25 years after the author
actually had the experience. The author was believed to be a leper, spending years in isolation. Coincidentally in
history, a treatment solution for leprosy was mercury. Perhaps this was inspiration for the fuel of the vimãnas? Ameri-
can author David Hatcher Childress has published over 200 books mostly on unusual topics such as ancient astronauts
and the lost city of Atlantis, however Childress’ works have been criticised by historical archaeologists for being factu-
ally incorrect. He is also the owner of a publishing house and no doubt mysterious topics gather more interest in sales.

[5]A study by the aeronautical and mechanical engineering department at the Indian Institute of Science in 1974,
referred to the crafts as “poor concoctions” and the crafts themselves were unfeasible for flight. The text also does
not explain how the vimãnas actually get up into the air and the information appears as though the author has
knowledge of some modern machinery (that is to say modern for the early 1900s), yet there appears to be little to
no understanding of aeronautics. The illustrations provided were based upon the text, and are more comparable
to [6]steampunk flying machines . So despite the fact that these creations are masquerading as ancient designs, in
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truth this is far from the reality.

[7]

NASA ion engine testing for deep space craft. (Image credit: NASA)

NASA (and other research organisations) have been experimenting with the ion propulsion concept since the 1950s.
In an ion propulsion engine, the gas is held in a chamber surrounded by magnets. An electrical charge causes the
atoms to lose electrons, therefore turning them into ions. As the ionised gas jet is expelled out of the craft, it is then
propelled in the opposite direction.In the 1970s when this technology was being trialled in earthbound laboratories,
mercury or caesium was used as propellant. Mercury is liquid at room temperature and caesium is a solid. Therefore,
they were both relatively easy to store. In order to be used as a propellant both elements needed to be heated to
become a gas.

[8]

Artist’s impression of the Dawn space craft travelling to asteroid Vesta (left) and Ceres (right). (Image credit: Wikime-
dia.org)

The problems arose when some of the gases condensed and leaked onto the ground. Caesium is radioactive, can
be corrosive and is very dangerous. Mercury is also a neurotoxin and is thought to be one of the more dangerous
metals and exposure to it can cause various health problems. After determining that both these elements were much
too toxic and dangerous to use, scientists turned to using Xenon, an odourless, colourless gas which is generally
unreactive. This futuristic idea was used on the Dawn spacecraft. This craft was launched in 2007 and travelled
towards the asteroid belt using ion propulsion engines visiting [9]Vesta . It is intended to reach the dwarf planet
Ceres located in the asteroid belt in February of 2015. These experiments by NASA in the 1970s may have been the
inspiration for the legend that NASA is trying to build space vehicles pushed along by the mercury vortex engines of
legend.

[10]

A stylised artist’s impression of the Dawn spacecraft with Ceres (created before the mission reached the dwarf planet).
Ion propulsion takes a little longer than other methods to manoeuvre into orbit. (image credit: NASA/JPL)

So despite claims that ancient scholars were aware of flying machines that used mercury as a propellant, this not
something which NASA are harnessing today. Although ion engines using mercury were tested in the past they are
not in use now. Equally the ancient text explaining the science of aeronautics is really not that ancient at all as it was
written less than 100 years ago and doesn’t actually explain the science of how to actually get into the air. In terms
of myths and legends the story of the flying peacock seems like a great one but in reality there are no mercury vortex
engines and especially not ones from the era of King Ravana.
(Article by Martina Redpath, Senior Education Support Officer)
(Notes:

• We are very happy to see your comments, but please be civil and polite.

• Comments about individuals, ethnic groups, nations or religious groups judged to be abusive or insulting will
not be published.
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• The movie [11]The Objective (2008) which deals with US soldiers encountering vimanas in Afghanistan is fiction
and not a documentary. It in no way constitutes evidence of ancient technology.

1. http://www.armaghplanet.com/blog/nazis-in-space.html
2. http://www.armaghplanet.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/image-of-vimana.jpg
3. http://www.armaghplanet.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/image-of-Ravana.jpg
4. http://www.jasoncolavito.com/david-childress.html
5. http://cgpl.iisc.ernet.in/site/Portals/0/Publications/ReferedJournal/ACriticalStudyOfTheWorkVaimanikaShastr
a.pdf
6. https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=steampunk+flying+machines&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=CuyFU4_-NK-
r0gXi3YGACA&sqi=2&ved=0CCwQsAQ&biw=1366&bih=605
7. http://www.armaghplanet.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/image-of-ion_head.jpg
8. http://www.armaghplanet.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/290px-Dawn_Flight_Configuration_2.jpg
9. http://www.armaghplanet.com/blog/dawn-over-vesta.html
10. http://www.armaghplanet.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/image-of-Dawn-under-thrust.jpg
11. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Objective

The Most Talked about game (2017-07-31 00:34)

A lot of exciting things have happened in the games industry since 2013. That time has seen the mobile game space
rise to maturity; it’s seen Sony return to console dominance with PS4, and Nintendo bounce from its greatest heights
to its lowest ebb.
And yet one thing has stayed consistent throughout that entire four-year period. Through it all, Grand Theft Auto V
has steadily, unstoppably continued to sell huge numbers every single week. In 2017 so far, it’s the [1]best-selling
game in the UK; in the United States it charts in fourth place.
Previous entries in the Grand Theft Auto series were, of course, landmark titles in their own right - both culturally and
commercially. Their content sparked controversy and, from the point when the series shifted into an extraordinary
open world with Grand Theft Auto 3, their enormous sales pushed them into a mainstream consciousness that had
generally glossed over videogames up to that point. Grand Theft Auto came to be the series that defined perceptions
of games in the 2000s, perhaps even more so than Mario or Sonic had done in the 1990s.

"Never before has there been a game like GTAV, which has served as a touchstone for an entire era of
gaming"

Grand Theft Auto V, however, has quietly gone beyond that and become something even more. I say quietly, because
it’s not necessarily something that you see if you’re an ordinary game consumer. For most of us, Grand Theft Auto V
was a game - a really great, beautifully made, fantastic game - that we played for a pretty long time a few years ago.
We’ve moved on, though sometimes it comes up in conversation, or you see a really crazy stunt video on YouTube;
it’s part of gamer consciousness, but arguably no more than a number of other superb games of the same era.
Yet unlike all those other games, GTAV keeps on selling. People keep walking into shops and buying it; 340,000 copies
in the UK alone this year. The only way to explain those sales is to assume that they are representative of GTAV being
purchased along with, or soon after, the upgrades being made by many consumers to next-gen consoles or higher
spec PCs. Far more than its predecessors, the game has become a cultural touchstone - something that you simply
buy by default along with a new game system.
Of course, individual game consoles have had must-own games before; how many people bought Halo with the
original Xbox, or Mario 64 with the Nintendo 64? Never before, however, has there been a game like GTAV, which
has served as a touchstone for an entire era of gaming. The closest point of comparison I can think of is something
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like The Matrix, which was the go-to DVD for people buying new DVD players in the late 1990s, or Blade Runner’s
Directors’ Cut, which served a similar role for Blu-Ray. Nothing before now in the realm of videogames comes close.

"Something we don’t know, however, is what people are actually doing with those new copies of GTAV"

Something we don’t know, however, is what people are actually doing with those new copies of GTAV; the huge
question is whether they’re buying them for the game’s excellent single-player experience, or whether they’re diving
into GTA Online. The online game has been a runaway success for publisher Take Two, and has definitely helped to
prolong the longevity of GTAV, but it’s hard to quantify just how much it has to do with the continued strong sales of
the game itself.
That question is important, because if people are primarily buying GTAV as an online game, it makes it a little easier
to categorise that success. In that case, it would belong alongside titles like League of Legends, World of Warcraft or
Destiny; enormous, sprawling games that suck up years upon years of players’ attention.
From a commercial standpoint, the industry is still a little unsure what these games are or what to do about them;
they are behemoths on the landscape that everyone else needs to navigate around, but while many people share an
intuition that they collapse revenues for other games in the same genre, it’s not entirely clear as yet what influence
they really have on everything else on the market. If GTAV fits in with those titles, albeit on a level of its own to some
degree, then it makes sense; it fits a pattern.

"GTAV became embedded in our collective consciousness until it was The Game You Buy When You Finally
Get A PS4"

My sense, however, is that GTAV is something entirely different. It’s not quite, as Take-Two CEO Strauss Zelnick
[2]rather bombastically claimed at E3, that there are no "other titles... clustered around GTA from a quality point
of view." GTAV is a brilliant game, but it’s hard to support the claim that there’s nothing else out there of similar qual-
ity.
Rather, it’s that GTAV has struck a series of notes perfectly, stitching together a combination of elements each of which
is executed flawlessly and which combined to make a game that is memorable, replayable, funny, challenging, and
- vitally in this era - a never-ending source of entertaining video clips for YouTube or Twitch. Almost every aspect of
GTAV is good, but there’s no single part you can point to and say, "this is why this is the game that defines an era."
The magic lies in the sum, not the individual parts.
And perhaps it’s something more than even that; perhaps GTAV isn’t just the right game, it’s also a game that’s ap-
peared at the right time.
Think of the average age of a game consumer, which is well into the thirties at this point. Think of how games have
come to be a part of our cultural conversation; no longer in a dismissive way, but as a field of genuine interest, a
source of inspiration for other media, a topic of watercooler conversation. Think too of how videogames have begun
to inform the aesthetics of the world, from the gloss of Marvel’s movies to the more obvious homages of Wreck-It
Ralph or (god help us) Pixels. Somehow they’ve even managed to rope Spielberg into adapting inexplicably popular
execrable teenage gamer fanfiction novel Ready Player One. Games are embedded as part of the world’s culture and,
more importantly, part of how we talk about that culture.
GTAV arrived, in stunning, endlessly discussable, endlessly uploadable form right at the moment when that transition
was being completed. There’s no way to quantify this, but I’ll wager GTAV holds a special record that’ll never go in
Guinness’ book. I’ll wager it’s the most talked-about game of all time. Not because of controversy or scandal; it’s a
game that’s just been talked about in conversation after conversation, four years of discussing stunts and jokes and
achievements and easter eggs, until the game became embedded in our collective consciousness until it was The
Game You Buy When You Finally Get A PS4.
There’s never been a game that occupied a place in the public consciousness quite like GTAV; but now that such a
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place exists for games in our collective cultural consciousness, perhaps it won’t be very long before more fantastic
games roll up to take on similar roles.

1. http://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/2017-07-26-gta-v-is-uks-best-selling-boxed-game-in-2017-so-far
2. http://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/2017-07-21-take-two-ideally-we-will-have-at-least-one-triple-a-titl
e-every-year

Unknown (2018-05-22 22:07:28)
qzz0523
[1]oakley sunglasses
[2]columbia sportswear
[3]cleveland cavaliers jersey
[4]herve leger outlet
[5]ugg outlet
[6]pandora charms
[7]canada goose outlet
[8]futbol baratas
[9]michael kors outlet
[10]real madrid jersey

1. http://www.oakleysunglasseseyeglasses.us.com/
2. http://www.columbiasportswears.us.com/
3. http://www.clevelandcavaliers.us.com/
4. http://www.hervelegeroutlet.us.com/
5. http://www.uggsoutletshop.us.com/
6. http://www.pandoracharmsoutlets.us.com/
7. http://www.canadagoose-outletonline.name/
8. http://www.futbol-baratas.com/
9. http://www.michaelkorsoutletsales.us.com/
10. http://www.realmadridjersey.us/

2.8 August

Top 50 Films of the 90s (2017-08-02 18:43)

1. Goodfellas
2. The Shawshank Redemption
3. Neon Genesis Evangelion end of Evangelion
4. Ninja Scroll
5. Ghost in the Shell
6. Macross Plus
7. The Matrix
8. Terminator 2: Judgement Day
9. Jurassic Park
10. Saving Private Ryan
11. Reservoir Dogs
12. The Silence of the Lambs
13. Fight Club
14. Leon: The Professional
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15. Heat
16. Forrest Gump
17. Braveheart
18. The Lion King
19. Toy Story
20. Beauty and the Beast
21. The Lion King
22. Aladdin
23. Princess Mononoke
24. Unforgiven
25. American Beauty
26. Trainspotting
27. Good Will Hunting
28.Fargo
29. Eyes Wide Shut
30. Independence Day
31. The Nightmare Before Christmas
32. The Fugitive
33. Batman Returns
34. Dazed and Confused
35. 10 Things I Hate About You
36. Clueless
37. Titanic
38. Romeo + Juliet
39. Goldeneye
40.. Leon: The Professional
41. Richard III
42. Tomorrow Never Dies
43. Rushmore
44. Wayne’s World
45. Austin Powers; International Man of Mystery
46. Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me
47. Sling Blade
48. Wayne’s World 2
49. The Fifth Element
50. A Few Good Men

Top 50 horror films (2017-08-02 18:51)

The Shining
The Thing (1982)
The Mist
Antichrist
Silence of the Lambs
The Exorcist
The Omen (1976)
Let the Right One In
Bram Stoker’s Dracula
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Silent Hill
Alien
The Descent
In the Mouth of Madness
The Ring
Triangle
The Cell
Thirst
The Evil Dead
Psycho (1960)
Christine
Dawn of the Dead (1978)
House on Haunted Hill (1999)
Event Horizon
Sleepy Hollow
The Re-Animator
Insidious
Eden Lake
Creepshow
Creepshow 2
The Fly (1986)
28 Weeks Later
[REC]
[REC 2]
Martyrs
Misery
The Wicker Man (1973)
The Devil’s Backbone
A Serbian Film
Hellraiser
Cronos
Skeleton Key
The Orphanage
Inside
Day of the Dead (1985)
Saw
Cabin by the Lake
The Texas Chain Saw Massacre
A Nightmare on Elm Street
Ghost Ship
The Hitcher (1986)

Nintendo Switch Won’t be Copied, but Only Expects 50 Million Lifetime Sales (2017-08-14 19:04)

Infamous industry analyst Michael Pachter recently appeared in his regular video series the ‘Pachter Factor’, where
he answers questions from fans about the gaming industry. In the latest episode, number 72, one of the questions
that came up was related to the Nintendo Switch. Seeing that the system has had strong sales since it launched back
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in March, the person who asked the question to Pachter was wondering if this could entice either Sony or Microsoft
to create their own hybrid devices, thus directly competing with the Switch.

Pachter immediately dismissed the idea of either company creating a hybrid system, noting that Sony has not found
a lot of success in the portable market with the PSP and PS Vita both being trumped by their competitors. Microsoft
has yet to release a portable system, and Pachter doesn’t expect them to make a move in that market anytime soon.
He then shifted the focus to the beginning of the question where the Switch’s strong sales were mentioned.

Comparing the Switch to other handhelds, Pachter doesn’t expect it to do very well. His reason for this is viewpoint
is the price, but he noted that it’s impossible to know until “supply and demand are in balance”. He pointed to
[1]Nintendo’s goal of selling 10 million Switch units this fiscal year, saying that “we’ll see”. Overall, he expects the
Switch to sell about 50-70 million in its lifetime, but stands firm on the notion that price will ultimately be deciding
factor:

“If they keep the price at $300, it will sell 50 (million). If they cut the price to $200 pretty quickly, it will
sell 70 million. If they cut the price to $100, it will sell 90 million. But, at a price…everything is all based
on supply and demand. If demand goes up, then price goes down. So, “success”, at $300 then there’s
no way they’re selling more than 50 million—no chance."

My response to this is that Pachter is a bit off by trying to compare the Switch to other handhelds. I’ve emphasized
this many times in the past—[2]the Switch is a home console first-and-foremost. Nintendo itself classifies the Switch
as a home console with the functionality to be transformed into a portable device. As a result, any comparisons that
should be made needs to be against other home platforms, whether they be from Nintendo or its competitors.

On that note, if the Switch does sell 50 million like Pachter thinks it will, then that would basically tie it with the SNES
as the third-best selling Nintendo home console ever. If the Switch hits 70 million, then that would put it higher than
the original Nintendo Entertainment System, taking the second best-selling spot. In order to become the true best-
selling Nintendo home console, the Switch would have to surpass the Wii’s massive achievement of over 100 million
units sold. Some analysts have [3]actually predicted that the Switch will actually do just so, but we’re just going to
have to wait and see how it turns out.

As Pachter mentioned, trying to make a prediction right now is kind of difficult. The Switch is only a half-year old
at this point, which is still far too early to determine its long-term success. Right now, it’s factually proven that the
system is performing much better than the Wii U. Nintendo currently lists [4]Switch lifetime sales at 4.7 million as of
June 2017. It’s now the middle of August, so there’s a good chance that the Switch is somewhere in the realm of 5
million at this point. If Nintendo really does hit or even surpass its goal of selling 10 million units by March 2018, then
the Switch would already match the Wii U’s lifetime sales of 14 million, which it took four years to amass.

While it’s currently impossible to predict how well the Switch will sell, it’s at least notable that [5]Nintendo is pleased
with its performance so far. Nvidia, who built the custom Tegra processor inside the Switch,[6] is also pleased with
the system’s strong sales. Even [7]Sony has acknowledged that the Switch has been doing very well so far. All-in-all,
things are looking pretty decent for the Switch in its current state, but we’ll just have to wait and see what the future
really holds.

1. http://nintendoenthusiast.com/blog/2017/06/24/reggie-nintendo-still-committed-produce-10-million-switch-u
nits-march-2018/
2. http://nintendoenthusiast.com/blog/2017/08/07/nintendo-switch-hybrid-home-console-not-another-psp/
3. http://nintendoenthusiast.com/blog/2017/06/14/nintendo-switch-could-sell-more-than-the-wii-says-analyst/
4. http://nintendoenthusiast.com/blog/2017/07/26/nintendo-switch-hardware-sales-officially-4-7-million/
5. http://nintendoenthusiast.com/blog/2017/07/25/nintendos-koizumi-half-surprised-switch-success/
6. http://nintendoenthusiast.com/blog/2017/08/11/nvidia-showers-nintendo-switch-commendation/
7. http://nintendoenthusiast.com/blog/2017/08/13/sony-compliments-nintendos-comeback-switch/
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Switch is Nintendo’s last console (2017-08-29 21:26)

"Nintendo Switch. Starting to feel a little hype, not gonna lie."
That was [1]me in October, following Nintendo’s reveal of the upcoming console. I was perfectly fine with with the
initial reveal of the Switch, feeling that glimmer of hope that, as an admitted Nintendo fangirl, I have grown all too
familiar with. However, I am also familiar with disappointment.
The Wii U was an epic flop, so much so that recapping the ways in which the system fell short is unnecessary. And in
all honesty, the Switch is what the Wii U should have been in the first place. The Switch gives players multiple ways
to play without the limitations of its predecessor, offering a bridge between traditional gameplay on a TV and the
on-the-go appeal of the 3DS. Unfortunately, the upcoming system is coming just a bit too late, and brings with it
plenty of red flags of its own.

The price is too high at $299, especially when you factor in that there will be no bundled game and the included Joy-
Con grip [2]will not charge the Joy-Con controllers - you’ll need to buy that separately. In addition, the replacements
and peripherals revealed for the console are also too high. A pair of replacement Joy-Con controllers will set you back
$80, while individuals will cost $50. A replacement dock set is $90, and the Nintendo Switch Pro Controller is $70.
While the console itself feels overpriced, particularly when noting the absence of a bundled game, the replacements
and the peripherals are almost shockingly expensive.
While the Wii U has been heavily criticized for coming out too strong and failing to maintain third party support and
a healthy, consistent flow of games, Nintendo appears to be doing the exact opposite with the Switch in what is too
drastic a pendulum swing. The lineup - both at launch and during its first year on the market - is concerning. At this
point, the Nintendo Switch will be releasing with ten games in the US - Zelda: Breath of the Wild, 1-2-Switch, Just
Dance 2017, Skylanders Imaginators, The Binding of Isaac: Afterbirth+, I Am Setsuna, World of Goo, Little Inferno,
Human ResourceMachine, and Super Bomberman R. The two Nintendo launch titles are Zelda, which will be releasing
simultaneously on the Switch and Wii U, and 1-2-Switch, which is a collection of mini-games that should have been
bundled in with the console but will instead set you back $50 so that you can pretend to eat a hoagie or milk a cow
while making awkward eye contact with your friends.

As of right now, Nintendo has fewer confirmed Switch games releasing in all of 2017 than the Wii U had
at the time of its launch.
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As of right now, Nintendo has fewer confirmed Switch games releasing in all of 2017 than the Wii U had at the time
of its launch. While it’s possible more will be revealed, this isn’t the most comforting list to have in front of you with
less than two months to launch - and, if there was going to be another large title launching alongside the console, I
have to assume we would have heard something about it by this point. According to Nintendo of America President
Reggie Fils-Aime, this is intentional. Speaking with [3]CNET, Fils-Aime stated that Nintendo has a "great ongoing
march of content to motivate you to jump into the platform."
"Launch day is not the be-all and the end-all," Fils-Aime said. "It really is the steady pacing of content that continually
reinforces for the people who bought into the platform why they made a smart choice, as well as what compels
people who might be sitting on the sidelines to jump in."
However, it is questionable how long this content will last, even when released at a steady pace. In the [4]2017
state of the industry report issued by the Game Developers Conference, more than 4,500 developers answered a
variety of questions - including what consoles they were currently developing for. Only 3 % confirmed that they are
currently developing for the Nintendo Switch, while 22 % are developing for Xbox One/Scorpio, 27 % are developing
for PlayStation 4/Pro, 38 % are developing for Smartphones and Tablets, and 53 % are developing for PC/Mac. Fewer
developers admitted to developing for the Switch than confirmed development for Apple TV.
The release schedule is hardly the biggest hurdle that the Switch faces. Prior to last week’s detailed Switch presen-
tation, I penned an [5]editorial, laying out a list of must-haves for the console to be a sure success. Looking back,
I realize I was too optimistic with what I had thought were simple expectations. While a strong launch and strong
third party support were the first points I argued for - and, sadly, am unable to check off - I also argued that the
Switch needs good battery life. If one of the major points is that it’s a hybrid, with equal importance given to both
docked and undocked play, then the battery has to reflect that. However, Nintendo has revealed that the battery
on the Switch between charges will last 2.5 to 6.5 hours, depending on the game you are playing, with Breath of the
Wild able to last three hours between charges. The one bonus here is that you can charge the Switch with a USB-C,
and you are able to play while charging. However, unless you’re carrying around a compatible power bank this will
drastically limit the portability of the console.
Price for value is another issue. The Switch has 32GB of internal storage, making digital downloads very unattractive
for gamers. While the console’s storage can be expanded via micro SD card, a good SDXC card with a capacity of
256GB [6]retails for up to $200, giving you less internal storage than a [7]500GB PlayStation 4 at a greater cost. While
the portability does add value to the Switch, the above issue of battery life makes it a bit less appealing.

The truth is, Nintendo’s consoles are what we put up with in order to access the games we want to play.

The Escapist’s Steven Bogos [8]shared his hands-on impressions of the Switch from PAX South, stating that the Switch,
when viewed as a new handheld, is impressive enough to replace Nintendo’s 3DS, but that as a home console "the
Nintendo Switch is a bust."
"It’s not as powerful as a PS4 (made obvious by the framerate issues I had on Breath of the Wild) which means that
it’s going to have the same third-party issues that the Nintendo always has," he added.
Bad timing and bad choices have led Nintendo to a pivotal moment. The gaming industry has always benefited from
competition, but everything that we know of the Switch shows that Nintendo only appears to be competing with one
company - itself. The Switch is too limited to replace smartphones and tablets, and it is far too weak and limited, in
both its hardware and third party support, to be a true home console competitor. As much as I would love to see
Nintendo succeed, I cannot shake the feeling that the Switch will be yet another hardware flop. Nintendo’s value is
not in its hardware, as the company is more interested in weird gimmicks than actual gamer-friendly home consoles.
No, Nintendo’s value is in its IPs - Mario, Zelda, Pokemon, Splatoon,METROID (cough, cough) - which are still gaming
staples with the ability to captivate players. What these franchises deserve, more than anything, is a home worthy of
them. The truth is, Nintendo’s consoles are what we put up with in order to access the games we want to play.
Nintendo giving up on consoles and focusing on software is an idea I’ve tossed around for the past few years, particu-
larly since the company began teasing the new console. "If this doesn’t work, Nintendo should just focus on games,"
I’d say, and even the most stalwart of fans have struggled to argue against that point. While I love the 3DS, and can
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easily see Nintendo maintaining a strong presence in the portable gaming market, there is still so much untapped
potential in franchises that have suffered by the lack of suitable hardware.
The PlayStation 4 and Xbox One are both successful because they’re more alike than they are different. The Wii U went
a totally different way, and as a result was difficult for developers to create games for, and it appears that the same
will likely be true for the Switch. But no one should count on the lights being turned off at Nintendo - the company
just needs to "switch" to more energy efficient bulbs.

1. https://twitter.com/TheGingerarchy/status/789115858018824192
2. http://www.escapistmagazine.com/news/view/169284-Nintendo-Switch-JoyCon-Holder-Doesnt-Charge
3. https://www.cnet.com/news/nintendo-switch-reggie-fils-aime-3ds-tablet-launch/
4. http://images.reg.techweb.com/Web/UBMTechweb/%7B230c15ab-b518-453c-99b0-22599575b903%7D_GDC_-_State_of_th
e_Game_Industry_2017.pdf
5. http://www.escapistmagazine.com/articles/view/video-games/editorials/17379-What-Nintendo-Needs-to-Get-Rig
ht-With-the-Switch#&gid=gallery_6792&pid=1
6. http://aax-us-east.amazon-adsystem.com/x/c/QsUvJQsHWVpBWJczX1BgEYkAAAFeMPPHWAEAAAFKATyOVm0/https://www.am
azon.com/Samsung-Select-Memory-MB-ME256DA-AM/dp/B01G7L0
7. http://aax-us-east.amazon-adsystem.com/x/c/QsUvJQsHWVpBWJczX1BgEYkAAAFeMPPHWAEAAAFKATyOVm0/https://www.am
azon.com/PlayStation-Slim-500GB-Console-Uncharted-Bundl
8. http://www.escapistmagazine.com/articles/view/video-games/17413-Nintendo-Switch-PAX-South-Preview-Great-o
n-Handheld-Bad-on-Home-#&gid=gallery_6881&pid=1

2.9 September

Blizzard knuckles down on community as Valve fiddles (2017-09-22 06:45)

taken exactly the kind of firm, decisive action we’ve come to expect of the company; it’s added some graphs to the
interface. Nothing’s going to top the sheer shade of Gamasutra’s headline on this topic - "Steam considers preventing
review bombs, adds graphs instead" - which perfectly sums up the exasperation so many developers feel with the
service at this point. "We’re aware of the problem, and doing as little as humanly possible to fix it" is in many ways
the worst response the company could have conjured.

Review bombs, for the uninitiated, are when a mob descends on Steam to leave a flood of poor reviews - of-
ten accompanied by a grossly offensive comment - on a game whose developer has done something to raise their
hackles. The most recent example was the review-bombing of Firewatch after its developers demanded PewDiePie
remove videos of the game following his latest racist "slip of the tongue", but dozens of developers have been
targeted for this kind of treatment, often simply for the sin of being female or a minority, or for in some way
otherwise upsetting the denizens of Reddit and 4chan. Review bombing can hammer a game’s rating on Steam and
consequently seriously damage its sales - it’s a direct and effective way for online mobs to damage the livelihoods of
developers.

"What’s most frustrating is that the data Valve is now revealing makes it clear how trivial it would be to fix
this problem if they actually cared"

Valve’s response has been to effectively shrug off responsibility for these problems and place it entirely on the
shoulders of its customers. Steam users will now be expected to look at a graph for a game to make sure it’s not
being review bombed, a process that assumes that they’ve bothered looking at a game with a low review score in
the first place, that they understand what review bombing is, and that they know what it looks like on a graph - all of
which seem vanishingly unlikely, making this move entirely unhelpful. What’s most frustrating is that the data Valve
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is now revealing makes it clear how trivial it would be to fix this problem if they actually cared; an automated system
that flagged possible review bombing for human review would be beyond trivial to implement.

This is the crux; the problem is not technological, it’s philosophical. Valve clearly has a strong philosophy and
political standpoint about how online services should work and about how the freedom of users (including users
who haven’t actually bought a game but still want to give it a 1-star review and call its creator a variety of colourful
names) should be balanced against the protection of creators’ livelihoods. Moreover, it has a belief that where
problems do arise, they can be fixed with more data and tweaked algorithms; this reflects the broad Silicon Valley
ideological fervour about the power and purity of algorithms, which conveniently ignores the extraordinary degree
to which code that deals with human behaviour tends to reflect the implicit biases of its authors. Valve absolutely
knows it could fix this issue with tighter rules, more human supervision and, yes, some better algorithms to report
back to those supervisors; it just doesn’t want to do that, because that’s not its philosophy.

On the flip side of this coin, you’ve got Blizzard - a company which embraces technology with every bit as
much fervour as Valve, but takes a very different approach to protecting its players and policing its community. Last
week, Overwatch game director Jeff Kaplan laid things out very clearly - the team has absolutely refocused personnel
and resources away from other features and content in order to address player toxicity in the Overwatch community.

"There will always be a subset of people who get their kicks from aggressively ruining other people’s fun...
For them, harassment and abuse is the game, more so than the game itself"

It’s throwing people, time and money into making its blockbuster game into an environment where people
can play without facing abuse and harassment. Some of that effort boils down to developing smarter systems -
Kaplan bemoaned the fact that resources have been diverted from other features in order to implement player-
reporting on consoles, a feature Overwatch initially lacked on those platforms in the belief that consoles’ own native
player management systems would suffice. Other simple aspects of the game’s systems and designs are clearly
designed to avoid player harassment - dropping kill:death ratios from the scoreboard is one such move, for example.

Ultimately, though, the work Blizzard is doing on Overwatch - and that other companies that genuinely care
about this issue, such as League of Legends creator Riot, are doing on their games - is about people, not algorithms.
Clever design and good code gets you so far in managing human behaviour, but there will always be a subset of
people who get their kicks from aggressively ruining other people’s fun, and will devote themselves to learning to
game any system you throw in their way. For them, harassment and abuse is the game, more so than the game itself;
to deal with them, ultimately, you need living, breathing people empowered to make good decisions on behalf of
the community.

This is, perhaps, what Valve doesn’t understand - or is the understanding which it rejects on the grounds of
its philosophy. Review bombing is a form of "gaming" Steam’s systems; it arose because groups of people discovered
that it was possible to manipulate Steam’s data and algorithms in a way that achieved their political objectives. You
can’t fix that by just providing more data; the only way to prevent it from impacting on the income and livelihoods of
developers (who, let’s remember, give Steam a hell of a cut of their sales, and deserve to be treated with a damned
sight more respect by Valve) is to seal up loopholes and add a layer of human supervision, in the form of people with
clear priorities to protect creators and preserve Steam as a great retail platform, not a vector for online abuse mobs.

Blizzard’s philosophy here (and again, it’s not just Blizzard - plenty of other game operators also recognise and value
of properly policing and improving their communities) is a great counter-example, and a window into what a service
like Steam could be like if Valve rooted out some of this counter-productive philosophy from its way of doing business.

Steam is one of the most important developments in the games business in the last 20 years; it effectively res-
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cued PC gaming from commercial doldrums and placed it on a path to the rude health it’s in now. Its very importance,
both commercially and culturally, cries out for better management; for it to slide into being a hostile environment
for developers and a vector for online abuse (and thus also a pretty unpleasant place for the average consumer to
shop for games) is a deeply worrying and unfortunate outcome.

Valve’s critics don’t pile on the company out of dislike, but out of disappointment at seeing such a vital part
of the industry go to seed; if the company is really serious about fixing these issues, we’d suggest that a good first
step would be to put down the graphs and see if maybe Blizzard is free for a chat on the phone.

2.10 October

How The Solar Warden And Blue Sphere Alliance Will Change Life As We Know It (2017-10-09 17:43)

By now, many people have heard about the Solar Warden group that hacker Gary McKinnon talked about uncovering
in one of his hacking sessions.

In 2010, investigative reporter Darren Perks requested more information about the Solar Warden Program
from the Department of Defense through the Freedom of Information Act.

He received the following response confirming the Solar Warden project existed:

About an hour ago I spoke to a NASA rep who confirmed this was their program and that it was terminated
by the President. He also informed me that it was not a joint program with the DoD. The NASA rep informed me that
you should be directed to the Johnson Space Center FOIA Manager.

I have ran your request through one of our space-related directorates and I’m waiting on one other division
with the Command to respond back to me. I will contact you once I have a response from the other division. Did
NASA refer you to us?

Parks additionally stated:

When Gary McKinnon hacked into U.S. Space Command computers several years ago and learned of the exis-
tence of “non-terrestrial officers” and “fleet-to-fleet transfers” and a secret program called “Solar Warden”, he was
charged by the Bush Justice Department with having committed “the biggest military computer hack of all time”,
and stood to face prison time of up to 70 years after extradition from UK. But trying earnest McKinnon in open court
would involve his testifying to the above classified facts, and his attorney would be able to subpoena government
officers to testify under oath about the Navy’s Space Fleet.

McKinnon also found out about the ships or craft within Solar Warden. It is said that there are approx eight
cigar-shaped motherships (each longer than two football fields end-to-end) and 43 small “scout ships. The Solar
Warden Space Fleet operates under the US Naval Network and Space Operations Command (NNSOC) [formerly Naval
Space Command]. There are approximately 300 personnel involved at that facility, with the figure rising.

Solar Warden is said to be made up from U.S. aerospace Black Projects contractors, but with some contribu-
tions of parts and systems by Canada. United Kingdom, Italy, Austria, Russia, and Australia. It is also said that the
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program is tested and operated from secret military bases such as Area 51 in Nevada, USA.

Project Camelot’s Kerry Cassidy interviewed military whistleblower Mark Richards, who also confirmed the ex-
istence of this program:

We’ve recently heard about the ET group, the Blue Avians, who are associated with the Blue Sphere Alliance
and how they began to arrive into our solar system since 1999. According to contactee Corey Goode, there are
over 100 Blue Spheres helping our planet to push for complete disclosure and the release of suppressed technology.
Goode stated that some of these spheres are as large as some of the biggest planets in our solar system.

This is a brief synopsis of Goode provided by Dr. Michael Salla:

Corey Goode (aka GoodETxSG) has revealed more about his claimed contact experiences with a group of ex-
traterrestrials called the Sphere Alliance that is cooperating with an alliance of secret space programs indigenous to
Earth. He has earlier revealed that there are five secret space programs belonging to our current Earth civilization, as
well as between five to seven space programs belonging to ancient human civilizations that are still operating. Several
of these secret space programs indigenous to Earth make up what he calls the Secret Space Program (SSP) Alliance,
which should not be confused with the Sphere Alliance which he claims comprise five different extraterrestrials races
that are here to assist humanity deal with an upcoming “Event” that will change life dramatically on the planet.

Corey claims to have attended several off-planet meetings where three of these extraterrestrial races belong-
ing to the Sphere Alliance, have appeared. The alien race which he has communicated with the most is called the
Blue Avians – one of whom he met with as recently as this past weekend is called “Tear-Eir”. In addition to his recent
contact experiences, Corey also claims to have earlier served, from 1987 to 2007 with several secret space programs
as an Intuitive Empath. In an earlier question and answer email exchange, Corey described the five secret space
programs as follows:

Solar Warden – mainly focused on policing the Solar System and surrounding Star Clusters;
Interplanetary Corporate Conglomerate (ICC) – focused mainly on development and aquisition of technology by any
means.
Dark Fleet – worked almost entirely outside the Sol System, Very Military (Offensive),
“NATO TYPE SSP” – Recently in Alliance Conferences they were referred to as the “League of Nations Program.”
Various Special Access Program SSP’s that were small, usually had the newer technology, very secretive and worked
for some of the Secret Earth Governments
This is David Wilcock’s account:

“100 spheres the size of either Neptune or Jupiter have entered our solar system in the last 2-3 years. There
were many others the size of our Moon that came in between 1999 and 2001…

The Cabal used an advanced weapon to fire on one of the Moon-sized ones in mid-December. The object lit
up, becoming a bright red spot in the sky that people saw… and redirected the beam back to the base it came from.
This caused serious damage and some loss of life… Since that time we have had the no-fly zone around the earth and
the quarantine around our solar system. No one who was already here is being allowed to leave — either from Earth
or any of the “colonies,” as they are called.
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The group that has appeared from the spheres is called the “Blue Avians.”… One of the five main factions in
the Space Program, named Solar Warden, is allied with them now, and they are working with the Alliance on earth,
but never the Cabal… The… main thing they said was that Cabal people were defecting over into the Alliance and
altering the plans.

The key is that the Avians want us to move into a loving and peaceful world. They want this transition, simi-
larly, to be as peaceful as possible.”

Goode gave further confirmation of the Solar Warden in his interview with Wilcock on the Jimmy Church Show:

In Dr. Salla’s Q &A session with Goode, Salla asked:

“Is there currently a disclosure race happening between the Cabal/Illuminati and the Solar Warden/Sphere Al-
liance in terms of how much information should be released and how this frames key issues?”

Goode stated:

Yes, When FULL Disclosure occurs it will also come with the disclosure of massive crimes against humanity
that will send the bulk of society into shock for some time. The fact that there are aliens will not be as disruptive or
shocking as what all the “Elites” have done in secret during the time they were hiding the existence of aliens and
most of all the high technology that would have ended the financial system decades ago.

IF the “CABAL/ILLUMINATI” can control the Disclosure they can also control the narrative and spin of disclo-
sure they think to make themselves come out looking better in the end. They had planned on being off planet
when all this info broke. Now that they are stuck here with everyone else they are all turning on each other and
spinning and cutting deals as fast as they can. They know what the population will call for if there is full and un-
fettered disclosure of our true history along with the release of suppressed technologies and the existence of alien life.

They MUST do everything they can to control the narrative and manner that this information is disclosed.
This is a much more complicated situation than most realize. Complete disclosure is going to leave many of the
world’s population calling for “heads to roll”.

Apparently, negative factions are trying to flee the planet and solar system but are unable to due to help from
the Sphere Alliance, to which Goode stated:

“The Sphere Alliance has setup 2 “Energy Barriers” that cannot be penetrated by any beings or technology (be
they 3/4D or 4/5D beings). One is the “Outer Barrier” which completely closes off the entire Sol System (including
Gate/Portal travel) from travel into or out of the system. The other is a “Barrier” that surrounds the Earth. It keeps
every Being and Craft/Technology that was either On Earth or in Near Earth Orbit from leaving a certain distance from
the Planet. There are active Gates/Portals that allow travel between Planets within the Sol System. However those
Portals are affected by these “Energetic Tsunami Waves” at times and regular travel is ill advised and can be dangerous.

There are also a lot of recent skirmishes between different “Cabal” factions since they have realized that their
“Royal White Reptilians” have tried to negotiate their safe passage out of the Sol System by giving up all of their
Illuminati/Cabal followers as well as their lower cast Reptilian and Other Allied Races in their Federation. There is
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chaos among these groups who are following the example of their masters and turning on each other. Though they
are heavily denying this publicly and putting their most clever disinformation agents out to control the narrative as
best they can.”

You can find updates on Corey’s website, Sphere Being Alliance.

Corey will be doing weekly interviews with David Wilcock on GaiamTV. The first one is July 14th, 2015. Click
here to subscribe.

This falls into alignment to what Dr. Simon Atkins stated about CERN… that it’s being used to prevent the in-
coming intergalactic wave of energy that will transform consciousness. If this happens, it would immediately expose
everyone who has committed crimes against humanity.

The ruling elite and ET factions may be trying to use CERN as a means of creating a portal to escape but be-
cause of the barriers placed over the planet by the Sphere Alliance, this cannot happen. Basically, they’re all screwed
and will be turning on one another while trying to save their own asses.

If all of this comes to fruition, you can expect to see a world like you’ve never seen before! Imagine if all of
the suppressed technologies were released? Imagine receiving advanced technologies from our galactic neighbors,
such as a replicator that can instantly manifest anything you want to eat?

While it all sounds like science fiction right now, there are enough sources and confirmations to give this in-
formation credibility.
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FBI uncovered Russian bribery plot before Obama administration approved controversial nuclear deal
(2017-10-18 09:06)

Before the Obama administration approved a controversial deal in 2010 giving Moscow control of a large swath of
American uranium, the FBI had gathered substantial evidence that Russian nuclear industry officials were engaged in
bribery, kickbacks, extortion and money laundering designed to grow Vladimir Putin’s atomic energy business inside
the United States, according to government documents and interviews.
Federal agents used a confidential U.S. witness working inside the Russian nuclear industry to gather extensive finan-
cial records, make secret recordings and intercept emails as early as 2009 that showed Moscow had compromised
an American uranium trucking firm with bribes and kickbacks in violation of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, FBI
and court documents show.
They also obtained an eyewitness account — backed by documents — indicating Russian nuclear officials had routed
millions of dollars to the U.S. designed to benefit former President [1]Bill Clinton ’s charitable foundation during
the time Secretary of State [2]Hillary Clinton served on a government body that provided a favorable decision to
Moscow, sources told The Hill.
The racketeering scheme was conducted “with the consent of higher level officials” in Russia who “shared the
proceeds” from the kickbacks, one agent declared in an affidavit years later.

ADVERTISEMENT

Rather than bring immediate charges in 2010, however, the Department of Justice (DOJ) continued investigating the
matter for nearly four more years, essentially leaving the American public and Congress in the dark about Russian
nuclear corruption on U.S. soil during a period when the Obama administration made two major decisions benefiting
Putin’s commercial nuclear ambitions.The first decision occurred in October 2010, when the State Department and
government agencies on the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States unanimously approved the
partial sale of Canadian mining company Uranium One to the Russian nuclear giant Rosatom, giving Moscow control
of more than 20 percent of America’s uranium supply.
When this sale was used by Trump on the campaign trail last year, Hillary Clinton’s spokesman said she was not
involved in the committee review and noted the State Department official who handled it said she “never intervened
... on any [Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States] matter.”
In 2011, the administration gave approval for Rosatom’s Tenex subsidiary to sell commercial uranium to U.S. nuclear
power plants in a partnership with the United States Enrichment Corp. Before then, Tenex had been limited to selling
U.S. nuclear power plants reprocessed uranium recovered from dismantled Soviet nuclear weapons under the 1990s
Megatons to Megawatts peace program.
“The Russians were compromising American contractors in the nuclear industry with kickbacks and extortion threats,
all of which raised legitimate national security concerns. And none of that evidence got aired before the Obama
administration made those decisions,” a person who worked on the case told The Hill, speaking on condition of
anonymity for fear of retribution by U.S. or Russian officials.
The Obama administration’s decision to approve Rosatom’s purchase of Uranium One has been a source of political
controversy since 2015.
That’s when conservative author Peter Schweitzer and The New York Times documented how Bill Clinton collected
hundreds of thousands of dollars in Russian speaking fees and his charitable foundation collected millions in
donations from parties interested in the deal while Hillary Clinton presided on the Committee on Foreign Investment
in the United States.
The Obama administration and the Clintons defended their actions at the time, insisting there was no evidence that
any Russians or donors engaged in wrongdoing and there was no national security reason for any member of the
committee to oppose the Uranium One deal.
But FBI, Energy Department and court documents reviewed by The Hill show the FBI in fact had gathered substantial
evidence well before the committee’s decision that Vadim Mikerin — the main Russian overseeing Putin’s nuclear
expansion inside the United States — was engaged in wrongdoing starting in 2009.
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Then-Attorney General [3]Eric Holder was among the Obama administration officials joining Hillary Clinton on the
Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States at the time the Uranium One deal was approved. Multiple
current and former government officials told The Hill they did not know whether the FBI or DOJ ever alerted
committee members to the criminal activity they uncovered.
Spokesmen for Holder and Clinton did not return calls seeking comment. The Justice Department also didn’t
comment.
Mikerin was a director of Rosatom’s Tenex in Moscow since the early 2000s, where he oversaw Rosatom’s nuclear
collaboration with the United States under the Megatons to Megwatts program and its commercial uranium sales to
other countries. In 2010, Mikerin was dispatched to the U.S. on a work visa approved by the Obama administration
to open Rosatom’s new American arm called Tenam.
Between 2009 and January 2012, Mikerin “did knowingly and willfully combine, conspire confederate and agree with
other persons … to obstruct, delay and affect commerce and the movement of an article and commodity (enriched
uranium) in commerce by extortion,” a November 2014 indictment stated.
His illegal conduct was captured with the help of a confidential witness, an American businessman, who began
making kickback payments at Mikerin’s direction and with the permission of the FBI. The first kickback payment
recorded by the FBI through its informant was dated Nov. 27, 2009, the records show.
In evidentiary affidavits [4]signed in 2014 [5]and 2015, an Energy Department agent assigned to assist the FBI in the
case testified that Mikerin supervised a “racketeering scheme” that involved extortion, bribery, money laundering
and kickbacks that were both directed by and provided benefit to more senior officials back in Russia.
“As part of the scheme, Mikerin, with the consent of higher level officials at TENEX and Rosatom (both Russian
state-owned entities) would offer no-bid contracts to US businesses in exchange for kickbacks in the form of money
payments made to some offshore banks accounts,” Agent David Gadren testified.
“Mikerin apparently then shared the proceeds with other co-conspirators associated with TENEX in Russia and
elsewhere,” the agent added.
The investigation was ultimately supervised by then-U.S. Attorney Rod Rosenstein, an Obama appointee who now
serves as President Trump’s deputy attorney general, and then-Assistant FBI Director Andrew McCabe, now the
deputy FBI director under Trump, Justice Department documents show.
Both men now play a key role in the current investigation into possible, but still unproven, collusion between Russia
and [6]Donald Trump ’s campaign during the 2016 election cycle. McCabe is under congressional and Justice Depart-
ment inspector general investigation in connection with money his wife’s Virginia state Senate campaign accepted in
2015 from now-Virginia Gov. Terry McAuliffe at a time when McAuliffe was reportedly under investigation by the FBI.
The probe is not focused on McAuliffe’s conduct but rather on whether McCabe’s attendance violated the Hatch Act
or other FBI conflict rules.

The connections to the current Russia case are many. The Mikerin probe began in 2009 when Robert Mueller, now
the special counsel in charge of the Trump case, was still FBI director. And it ended in late 2015 under the direction
of then-FBI Director James Comey, whom Trump fired earlier this year.

Its many twist and turns aside, the FBI nuclear industry case proved a gold mine, in part because it uncovered a
new Russian money laundering apparatus that routed bribe and kickback payments through financial instruments in
Cyprus, Latvia and Seychelles. A Russian financier in New Jersey was among those arrested for the money laundering,
court records show.
The case also exposed a serious national security breach: Mikerin had given a contract to an American trucking firm
called Transport Logistics International that held the sensitive job of transporting Russia’s uranium around the United
States in return for more than $2 million in kickbacks from some of its executives, court records show.
One of Mikerin’s former employees told the FBI that Tenex officials in Russia specifically directed the scheme to “allow
for padded pricing to include kickbacks,” agents testified in one court filing.
Bringing down a major Russian nuclear corruption scheme that had both compromised a sensitive uranium trans-
portation asset inside the U.S. and facilitated international money laundering would seem a major feather in any law
enforcement agency’s cap.
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But the Justice Department and FBI took little credit in 2014 when Mikerin, the Russian financier and the trucking
firm executives were arrested and charged.
The only public statement occurred a year later when the Justice Department put out a little-noticed press release in
August 2015, just days before Labor Day. The release noted that the various defendants had reached [7]plea deals.
By that time, the criminal cases against Mikerin had been narrowed to a single charge of money laundering for a
scheme that officials admitted stretched from 2004 to 2014. And though agents had evidence of criminal wrongdo-
ing they collected since at least 2009, federal prosecutors only cited in the plea agreement a handful of transactions
that occurred in 2011 and 2012, well after the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States’s approval.
The final court case also made no mention of any connection to the influence peddling conversations the FBI under-
cover informant witnessed about the Russian nuclear officials trying to ingratiate themselves with the Clintons even
though agents had gathered documents showing the transmission of millions of dollars from Russia’s nuclear industry
to an American entity that had provided assistance to Bill Clinton’s foundation, sources confirmed to The Hill.
The lack of fanfare left many key players in Washington with no inkling that a major Russian nuclear corruption scheme
with serious national security implications had been uncovered.
On Dec. 15, 2015, the Justice Department put out a release stating that Mikerin, “a former Russian official residing in
Maryland was sentenced today to 48 months in prison” and ordered to forfeit more than $2.1 million.
Ronald Hosko, who served as the assistant FBI director in charge of criminal cases when the investigation was un-
derway, told The Hill he did not recall ever being briefed about Mikerin’s case by the counterintelligence side of the
bureau despite the criminal charges that were being lodged.
“I had no idea this case was being conducted,” a surprised Hosko said in an interview.
Likewise, major congressional figures were also kept in the dark.
Former Rep. Mike Rogers (R-Mich.), who chaired the House Intelligence Committee during the time the FBI probe was
being conducted, told The Hill that he had never been told anything about the Russian nuclear corruption case even
though many fellow lawmakers had serious concerns about the Obama administration’s approval of the Uranium One
deal.
“Not providing information on a corruption scheme before the Russian uranium deal was approved by U.S. regula-
tors and engage appropriate congressional committees has served to undermine U.S. national security interests by
the very people charged with protecting them,” he said. “The Russian efforts to manipulate our American political
enterprise is breathtaking.”
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electrolaser (2017-11-03 12:22)

An electrolaser is a type of [1]electroshock weapon that is also a [2]directed-energy weapon. It uses [3]lasers to
form an electrically conductive laser-induced plasma channel (LIPC). A fraction of a second later, a powerful electric
current is sent down this [4]plasma channel and delivered to the target, thus functioning overall as a large-scale, high
energy, long-distance version of the [5]Taser [6]electroshock gun.
[7]Alternating current is sent through a series of step-up [8]transformers, increasing the [9]voltage and decreasing
the [10]current. The final voltage may be between 108 and 109 volts.[[11] citation needed ] This current is fed into the
plasma channel created by the laser beam.
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• [12] 1
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Laser-induced plasma channel
A laser-induced [22]plasma channel (LIPC) is formed by the following process:

• A [23]laser emits a laser beam into the air.

• The laser beam rapidly heats and ionizes surrounding gases to form [24]plasma.

• The plasma forms an electrically conductive [25]plasma channel.

Because a laser-induced plasma channel relies on ionization, gas must exist between the electrolaser weapon and

its target. If a laser-beam is intense enough, its electromagnetic field is strong enough to rip electrons off of air

molecules, or whatever gas happens to be in between, creating [26]plasma.[27][1] Similar to lightning, the rapid

heating also creates a sonic boom.[[28] citation needed ]

Uses
Methods of use:
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• To kill or incapacitate a living target through [29]electric shock.

• To seriously damage, disable, or destroy any [30]electric or [31]electronic devices in the target.

• As electrolasers and natural [32]lightning both use [33]plasma channels to conduct electric current, an electro-
laser can set up a light-induced plasma channel for uses such as:

– To study [34]lightning

– During a [35]thunderstorm, to make lightning discharge at a safe time and place, as with a [36]lightning
conductor.[37][2]

– [38]Directing atmospheric lightning to a terrestrial collection station for the purpose of electrical power
generation.

– As a weapon, to make a [39]thunderhead deliver a precise lightning strike onto a target from an aircraft; in
this case, the aircraft and laser can be compared to a [40]triggered spark gap, in that the relatively minor
amount of initial input from the laser allows a large amount of energy to flow between the cloud and the
ground.

Because of the [41]plasma channel, an electrolaser may cause an accident if there is a [42]thunderstorm (or other

electricity sources such as overhead powerlines) about.[[43] citation needed ] (See [44]Taser for more information –

principles of operation, controversies, etc.)

An electrolaser is not presently practical for [45]wireless energy transfer due to danger and low

efficiency.[[46] citation needed ]

Examples of electrolasers
Applied Energetics / Ionatron

Publicly traded company [47]Applied Energetics (formerly Ionatron) develops [48]directed-energy weapons for the

[49]United States [50]Military. The company has produced a device called the Joint IED Neutralizer (JIN) which was

deemed unfit for field use in 2006.[51][3] The JIN is intended for safely detonating [52]improvised explosive devices

(IEDs). Future designs include weapons mounted on land, air and sea vehicles and as a hand-held infantry version.

Applied Energetics said that the weapons will be able to be used as a non-lethal alternative to current weaponry, but

will be able to deliver a high enough voltage jolt to kill.

[53]Applied Energetics / Ionatron say that they are working on an electrolaser system, called LGE (Laser Guided

Energy).[[54] citation needed ] They are also studying a laser-induced plasma channel (LIPC) as a way to stop people from

going through a corridor or passageway.[55][4]

Phoenix

There was an unconfirmed report that in 1985 the [56]U.S. Navy tested an electrolaser.[[57] citation needed ] Its targets

were missiles and aircraft. This device was known as the Phoenix project within the [58]Strategic Defense Initiative

research program. It was first proved by experiment at long range in 1985, but this report may have referred to an
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early test of [59]MIRACL, which is or was a high-powered [60]chemical laser.[[61] citation needed ]

HSV Technologies

HSV Technologies, Inc. (Stood for the last names of the original founders, Herr, Schlesinger and Vernon; this is NOT

the same company as Holden Special Vehicles), formerly of [62]San Diego, California, USA, then Port Orchard, WA,

designed a non-lethal device which was profiled in the 2002 [63]TIME magazine article "Beyond the Rubber Bullet".

It is an electrolaser using [64]ultraviolet [65]laser beams of 193 nm, and promises to immobilize living targets at a

distance without contact. There is plan for an engine-disabling variation for use against the electronic ignitions of

cars using a 248 nm laser. The lead inventor, Eric Herr, died in 2008 and the company appears to have been dissolved,

as their website now hosts an unrelated business (as of 9/2015) [66][5]

Picatinny Arsenal
Scientists and engineers from [67]Picatinny Arsenal have demonstrated that an electric discharge can go through a
laser beam. The laser beam is self-focusing due to the high laser intensity of 50 gigawatts, which changes the [68]speed
of light in air.[69][6] The laser was reportedly successfully tested in January 2012.[70][7]
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Why GameStop’s Disastrous Quarter Hints the Videogame Industry as We All Know It Is Dying
(2017-11-04 13:01)

t could be argued that GameStop’s ([1]GME - [2]Get Report) mixed-to-grim earnings report released Thursday was
beyond its control.
A technology expert told TheStreet in early March that it’s the beginning of the end for packaged video games. Its
customer base is leaving in droves from it and other companies that sell in-store video games, in favor of online
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outlets, and that tide is highly unlikely to turn back.
But that may not soothe the pain of investors, who saw GameStop shares crash 12 % to $21.01 on Friday. The video
game retailer earned $2.38 a share in the fiscal fourth quarter of 2017, which ended in January, which exceeded
analyst expectations for $2.28 a share. Same-store sales dived 16.3 %. Revenue plummeted 13 % year over year to
$3.05 billion, and fell short of the consensus analyst estimate.
"2016 proved to be a more difficult year than we originally forecast, while our strategic transformation drove
record gross margins of 35 % and earnings came in within our revised guidance of $3.77 a share, we encountered
stiff headwinds as we completed the third year of the console cycle," said CEO Paul Raines during an earnings call
Thursday. "As a result, the physical games category declined 15 % and our GameStop brand lost a small amount of
market share during the holiday period due to deep discounting."
For the year ahead, the company sees earnings of $3.10 to $3.40 a share, far short of analysts estimates for $3.70 a
share. At the same time, revenue is expected to be in the range of $8.44 billion to $8.78 billion, which falls between
a 2 % decline to 2 % growth over the previous year.
GameStop isn’t a alone in having trouble selling video games. Its competitor Best Buy ([3]BBY - [4]Get Report)
[5]noted in its latest earnings report that video game sales were down.

A kid buying video games
"We expected some decline in gaming sales heading into the quarter, but the level of industry softness across both
gaming hardware and software was much steeper than anticipated," said Best Buy Chairman and CEO Hubert Joly on
a conference call.
"We’re seeing more games being sold digitally, as 25 % of the games are sold as full-game download. Full-game down-
loads are increasing by 5 % to 10 % points per year," Piper Jaffray analyst Michael Olson told TheStreet in early March.
He said then that he has seen the amount of packaged games sold at stores drop in the last three years.
Olson said the trend is being fueled by convenience for the consumer and accelerated by faster internet speeds and
greater storage capacity on gaming consoles. And that change is very good news for games publishers such as Elec-
tronic Arts ([6]EA - [7]Get Report) and Activision Blizzard ([8]ATVI - [9]Get Report) as well as video game console
makers, because the newer landscape is much more lucrative: profit margins on sales of a packaged game are 60 %
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versus 80 % on a full-game download.
Both Microsoft ([10]MSFT - [11]Get Report) and Sony ([12]SNE - [13]Get Report) have introduced the Xbox One and
PlayStation 4, respectively, which feature video game subscriptions, but for now their offerings aren’t as current as
gamers would like, said Olson. He expects the companies to offer more popular games over time.
"Eventually, we expect all games will be 100 % download and streaming," he added. He said also that retailers who
may be missing sales of packaged video games, "can benefit from the retail sales of the consoles."
Microsoft recently took a big step toward that digital download only environment. The company hatched a program
where Xbox One owners can pay $10 per month to have unlimited access to over 100 Xbox One and backward-
compatible Xbox 360 games. The news sent shares of GameStop into free-fall at the time.
To be sure, packaged games, both at GameStop and Best Buy, have their days numbered.

1. https://www.thestreet.com/quote/GME.html
2. https://secure2.thestreet.com/cap/prm.do?OID=000000&ticker=GME
3. https://www.thestreet.com/quote/BBY.html
4. https://secure2.thestreet.com/cap/prm.do?OID=000000&ticker=BBY
5. http://www.thestreet.com/story/14016157/1/best-buy-has-surged-more-than-40-in-a-year-though-you-should-no
w-be-worried.html
6. https://www.thestreet.com/quote/EA.html
7. https://secure2.thestreet.com/cap/prm.do?OID=000000&ticker=EA
8. https://www.thestreet.com/quote/ATVI.html
9. https://secure2.thestreet.com/cap/prm.do?OID=000000&ticker=ATVI
10. https://www.thestreet.com/quote/MSFT.html
11. https://secure2.thestreet.com/cap/prm.do?OID=000000&ticker=MSFT
12. https://www.thestreet.com/quote/SNE.html
13. https://secure2.thestreet.com/cap/prm.do?OID=000000&ticker=SNE

Fusion GPS told media of Trump-Russia claims, but did not verify dossier: source (2017-11-15 20:17)

The co-founder of the firm behind the anti-Trump ‘dossier’ told House investigators Tuesday that he personally dis-
cussed with members of the media allegations of Trump-Russia collusion, though he did not speak to the sources
behind the claims, a source told Fox News.

According to a source familiar with the matter, Fusion GPS co-founder Glenn Simpson refused to answer key questions
during his seven-hour, closed-door appearance before the House Intelligence Committee. The source said he would
not answer questions on his relationship with specific journalists or ties to the Democratic National Committee and
Hillary Clinton campaign, which financed the anti-Trump research via the law firm Perkins Coie.

But the source said Simpson acknowledged he did not personally look into certain aspects of the dossier – which
was authored by former British intelligence officer Christopher Steele and contained salacious allegations about the
Trump team’s ties to Russia.
Simpson told investigators he never spoke to the underlying sources of the document, never traveled to Russia and
did not verify the dossier beyond comparing the claims to “open source” media reporting.
The source said Simpson also told investigators he was “upset” when then FBI Director James Comey re-opened the
Hillary Clinton email investigation in late October 2016, and Simpson wanted to push back.
Simpson’s appearance was arranged last week in coordination with his attorneys.
The committee initially sought to subpoena Simpson, but withdrew it in exchange for his voluntary testimony.
“Throughout this entire year, the White House and its allies on the Hill and elsewhere have attempted at every turn
to smear Fusion GPS because of its connection to the Steele Dossier,” Simpson’s attorney Joshua Levy said Tuesday.
He said Steele and Simpson briefed reporters on the dossier, but neither Simpson nor Fusion GPS paid members of
the media to publish stories of any kind. The House Intelligence Committee is back in court Wednesday as Fusion tries
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to prevent the release of its bank records.
Levy, however, said the dossier is solid.
“What they did do is they contracted with Christopher Steele. … This experienced British intelligence official came
back with a report. That now in hindsight looks quite accurate,” Levy said.
[1]Fox News reported earlier this month that Simpson met with Russian lawyer Natalia Veselnitskaya before and after
the June 2016 Trump Tower meeting with Donald Trump Jr. and others.
[2]Fox News reported that, during that period, bank records show Fusion GPS was paid by a law firm for work on
behalf of a Kremlin-linked oligarch while also paying Steele to dig up dirt on Trump.
But Levy said his client was “shocked and surprised” when he learned in media accounts about the Trump Tower
meeting and her presence.

1. http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/11/07/fusion-gps-official-met-with-russian-operative-before-and-afte
r-trump-jr-sit-down.html
2. http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2017/11/07/fusion-gps-official-met-with-russian-operative-before-and-afte
r-trump-jr-sit-down.html

Sacred Alignment and the Constellation of Orion (2017-11-18 15:52)

For at least ten thousand years, human beings have been plotting the movement of the stars, studying the heavens,

constructing calendars, and erecting monuments to track the procession of the constellations and heavenly bodies

across the night sky.

Many ancient cultures shared the belief that we came from the stars. Perhaps this is why so much time, effort, and

energy has been put into the study of the celestial bodies from ancient times right up through today.
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Several constellations and stars have played an important role in ancient mysteries and mythology surrounding the

celestial origins of our species. In the places where these legends emerge, we find structures that correlate with the

position of these stars and constellations in the sky.

What were our ancient predecessors trying to tell us with this information?

Orion

The constellation of Orion is one of the most prominent and recognizable constellations in the sky, as its location on

the celestial equator allows it to be seen all over the planet. It was of central importance to many ancient cultures,

as alignment with the position of the stars matches up precisely to various ancient structures, from the pyramids at

Giza to those found at Teotihuacán in Central Mexico.

Orion’s Belt and the Giza Plateau

We know from The Pyramid Texts, which are among the oldest religious writings in the world, that the ancient

Egyptians believed that the gods descended from the belt of Orion and from Sirius (the brightest star in the sky) in

the form of human beings. This is critically important to Egyptian cosmology, as Orion was associated with the god

Osiris and Sirius was associated with the goddess Isis, who together are said to have created the whole of human

civilization.

The three pyramids at Giza are some of the most mysterious, perplexing, and magnificent ancient structures in

the world. Together they demonstrate the concept of sacred alignment, as they form a precise three dimensional

map of the stars in the belt of Orion onto the ground. Their size and placement also takes into account both the

visible brightness and location of the stars within Orion’s belt, as the two larger pyramids are lined up perfectly in

comparison to the smaller offset pyramid of Menkuare.
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Additionally, the Giza plateau is located at the geographical center of the Earth, which means that it is positioned

exactly in the center of the Earth’s landmass. The central pyramid, Khufu, is not only the last remaining of [1]The 7

Wonders of the Ancient World, but is more aligned to true North than the Greenwich observatory in London.

Teotihuacán

Located in the highlands of central Mexico, 35 miles northeast of present day Mexico City, lies the ruins of the ancient

city of Teotihuacán, another marvel of the ancient world with ties to star constellations. Archaeologists and scholars

debate the age of the site, although it is generally agreed upon that the city flourished for at least 500 years before it

completely collapsed by the 7th century of the common era.

The city was one of the largest in the world at its peak, with an approximate population of 150,000-200,000 people.

Despite the fact that the city predated the Aztecs by several centuries, they called it Teotihuacán, meaning the “Place

of the Gods”, as they believed that it was the place where the current world was created.

Like many sacred sites from the ancient world, the observatories, pyramids, and structures at Teotihuacán are

constructed mirroring celestial alignments. The complex at Teotihuacán contains three pyramids, two larger and one

smaller, boasting a similarity to the layout of the pyramids at Giza and forming another correlation to the belt of

Orion. The Pyramid of the Sun is said to be aligned with the Pleiades, another constellation of great importance in

myth and lore that is often connected to the constellation of Orion.

Sacred Alignment of the Hopi
The Hopi are a Native American tribe whose cosmology, monuments, and landscape have a deep connection with
the constellation of Orion. For many generations, they built and abandoned villages before settling on an area
comprised of three mesas in the northeastern part of Arizona, where they have been for over a thousand years.

The natural structure of the three mesas mirrors the three stars in
the belt of Orion, and it is said that this is why the Hopi chose to settle in this location. They believe this place to be
the center of their universe, where they can make contact with the gods. Furthermore, when connected to other
Hopi monuments and landmarks around the southwest, the collective sites are said to map the entire constellation
of Orion.

[2]Take Pachamama Alliance’s free, online course to reconnect with the deep and ancient wisdom of traditional
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cultures.

[3]

• wew

Nice

• http://www.jeanhoefling.com Jean Johnson Hoefling

Interesting info and beautiful images. Thanks for this. But as to the Giza plateau being “situated at the geo-
graphical center of the Earth,” this may be possible if you are talking about it lying exactly half way between
the north and soul poles, which I have not examined so don’t know, and maybe you’ve researched this. But it
can’t be true on an east/west continuum, for east and west have no beginning or ending place on a globe. On
the flat earth model, the north pole is the geographical center of the earth’s landmass.

Bridging the Ancient and Modern
Pachamama Alliance’s 2-Hour online course, Awakening the Dreamer, is a transformative educational pro-
gram that explores the challenges facing humanity at this critical moment in time and the opportunities we
as a human family have to create a new future.

[4]

Section 1: Get to know the Four Questions that are the framework of the course.

[5]
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Section 2: Examine the environmental, social, and spiritual crises that humanity now faces.

[6]

Section 3: Recognize the powerful, unconscious assumptions of the modern world.

1. http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2007/07/photogalleries/seven-wonders/
2. https://landing.pachamama.org/awakening-the-dreamer-2-hour-online-course
3. https://www.blogger.com/null
4. https://landing.pachamama.org/awakening-the-dreamer-2-hour-online-course
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5. https://landing.pachamama.org/awakening-the-dreamer-2-hour-online-course
6. https://landing.pachamama.org/awakening-the-dreamer-2-hour-online-course

Is Wormhole Travel Possible? (2017-11-18 16:14)

Sci-fi fans who hope humanity can one day zoom to distant corners of the universe via wormholes, as astronauts do
in the recent film "Interstellar," shouldn’t hold their breath.
Wormholes are theoretical tunnels through the fabric of space-time that could potentially allow rapid travel between
widely separated points — from one galaxy to another, for example, as depicted in Christopher Nolan’s "[1]Interstel-
lar," which opened in theaters around the world earlier this month.
While wormholes are possible according to Einstein’s theory of general relativity, such exotic voyages will likely re-
main in the realm of science fiction, said renowned astrophysicist Kip Thorne of the California Institute of Technology
in Pasadena, who served as an adviser and executive producer on "Interstellar." [[2]’Interstellar’: A Space Epic in
Pictures]
"The jury is not in, so we just don’t know," Thorne, one of the world’s leading authorities on relativity, [3]black holes
and wormholes, told Space.com. "But there are very strong indications that wormholes that a human could travel
through are forbidden by the laws of physics. That’s sad, that’s unfortunate, but that’s the direction in which things
are pointing."
The major barrier has to do with a wormhole’s instability, he said.
"[4]Wormholes — if you don’t have something threading through them to hold them open — the walls will basically
collapse so fast that nothing can go through them," Thorne said.
Holding wormholes open would require the insertion of something that anti-gravitates — namely, negative energy.
Negative energy has been created in the lab via quantum effects, Thorne said: One region of space borrows energy
from another region that didn’t have any to begin with, creating a deficit.

Wormhole travel across the universe and supergiant black holes are just some of the wonders seen in the film "Inter-
stellar." [5]See how the science of "Interstellar" works in this infographic.

Credit: By Karl Tate, Infographics Artist "So it does happen in physics," he said. "But we have very strong, but not firm,
indications that you can never get enough negative energy that repels and keeps the wormhole’s walls open; you can
never get enough to do that."
Furthermore, traversable wormholes — if they can exist at all — almost certainly cannot occur naturally, Thorne added.
That is, they must be created by an advanced civilization.
And that’s exactly what happens in "Interstellar": Mysterious beings construct a wormhole near Saturn, allowing a
small band of pioneers, led by a former farmer named Cooper (played by Matthew McConaughey) to journey far afield
in search of a new home for humanity, whose existence on Earth is threatened by global crop failures.
Anyone interested in learning more about the science of "Interstellar" — which also features gravitational time dilation
and depictions of several alien planets orbiting close to a supermassive black hole — can check out Thorne’s new book,
which is called, appropriately enough, "[6]The Science of ’Interstellar.’"
Further, the California-based Kavli Foundation will host a webcast Wednesday (Nov. 26) in which [7]physicists discuss
the movie’s science.
Wormholes have been a staple of science fiction for decades. Interestingly, Thorne said that one of the genre’s most
famous titles helped inspire scientists to try to better understand the hypothetical structures.
"The modern research on the physics of wormholes largely stems from the movie ’Contact,’ from conversations I had
with [renowned late scientist] Carl Sagan — actually, when he was writing his novel ’Contact,’" Thorne said.
"Contact" features traversable wormholes. The novel came out in 1985, while the movie (which also stars Matthew
McConaughey, apparently a wormhole connoisseur) was released in 1997.
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1. https://www.space.com/27701-interstellar-movie-science-black-holes.html
2. https://www.space.com/27316-interstellar-space-epic-movie-photos.html
3. https://www.space.com/31-black-holes-universe.html
4. https://www.space.com/20881-wormholes.html
5. https://www.space.com/27692-science-of-interstellar-infographic.html
6. http://www.amazon.com/The-Science-Interstellar-Kip-Thorne/dp/0393351378
7. https://www.space.com/27859-science-of-interstellar-film-kavli-hangout.html

Worm holes (2017-11-18 16:16)

A giant doorway to another universe may exist at the centre of the Milky Way, and it could be large enough to
swallow spaceships whole.

This is according to a recent study which claims it would be possible to travel through a wormhole in a similar
way to moving through the space-time tunnel in the film Interstellar.

Wormholes, allowing instantaneous travel between distant points in space and time, are allowed under Ein-
stein’s theory of General Relativity.

A doorway to another universe, large enough to swallow a spaceship, may exist at the centre of the Milky
Way. Wormholes (artists’s impression pictured) are thought to allow travel between distant points in space and time

A doorway to another universe, large enough to swallow a spaceship, may exist at the centre of the Milky
Way. Wormholes (artists’s impression pictured) are thought to allow travel between distant points in space and time

But most scientists dismiss the idea of ever building one large and stable enough to pass through, and no nat-
ural examples have been detected.

The extraordinary new theory, published in the journal Annals of Physics, follows the discovery of what ap-
pears to be a super-massive black hole at the centre of our galaxy.

According to the Italian authors, the black hole - a region of concentrated gravity that distorts space-time -
may be a wormhole in disguise.

The scientists, who base their conclusion on complex mathematical models, say the portal could be constructed from
dark matter.

This is invisible and mysterious material making up around 26 per cent of the universe.
A recent study claims it would be possible to travel through a wormhole, in a similar way to moving through the
space-time tunnel (right) in the film Interstellar. Pictured on the left is the spaceship from the film
A recent study claims it would be possible to travel through a wormhole, in a similar way to moving through the
space-time tunnel (right) in the film Interstellar. Pictured on the left is the spaceship from the film

A recent study claims it would be possible to travel through a wormhole in a similar way to moving through
the space-time tunnel (right) in the film Interstellar. Pictured on the left is the spaceship from the film

The researchers combined the map of the dark matter in the Milky Way with the most recent Big Bang model
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to explain the universe.
WHAT ARE WORMHOLES?

Space-time can be warped and distorted. It takes an enormous amount of matter or energy to create such
distortions, but theoretically, distortions are possible.

In the case of the wormhole, a shortcut is made by warping the fabric of space-time. Imagine folding a piece
of paper with two pencil marks drawn on it to represent two points in space-time.

The line between them shows the distance from one point to the other in normal space-time.

If the paper is now bent and folded over almost double - the equivalent to warping space-time - then poking
the pencil through the paper provides a much shorter way of linking the two points, in the same way a wormhole
would create a shortcut.

The problem with using wormholes to travel in space or time is that they are inherently unstable. When a
particle enters a wormhole, it also creates fluctuations that cause the structure to collapse in on it.

’What we get is that our galaxy could really contain one of these tunnels, and that the tunnel could even be
the size of the galaxy itself,’ said Professor Paulo Salucci, from the International School for Advanced Studies in
Trieste, Italy.

’But there’s more. We could even travel through this tunnel, since, based on our calculations, it could be navi-
gable. Just like the one we’ve all seen in the recent film ’Interstellar”.

He said the research was surprisingly close to what was depicted in director Christopher Nolan’s movie, for
which theoretical physicist Kip Thorne provided technical assistance.

’What we tried to do in our study was to solve the very equation that the astrophysicist ’Murph’ was working
on,’ said Prof Salucci. ’Clearly we did it long before the film came out.’

Any wormholes existing in nature have previously been assumed to be microscopic rips in the fabric of space-
time.

But the one possibly lying at the centre of the Milky Way would be large enough to swallow up a spaceship.

Professor Salucci added: ’Obviously we’re not claiming that our galaxy is definitely a wormhole, but simply
that, according to theoretical models, this hypothesis is a possibility.’

Other ’spiral’ galaxies similar to the Milky Way - like its neighbour Andromeda - may also contain wormholes,
the scientists believe.

Theoretically it might be possible to test the idea by comparing the Milky Way with a different type of nearby
galaxy, such as one of the irregular Magellanic Clouds.
Any wormholes existing in nature have previously been assumed to be microscopic rips in the fabric of space-time.
But the one possibly lying at the centre of the Milky Way would be large enough to swallow up a spaceship, according
to the latest study. Pictured is an artist’s impression

Any wormholes existing in nature have previously been assumed to be microscopic rips in the fabric of space-
time. But the one possibly lying at the centre of the Milky Way would be large enough to swallow up a spaceship,
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according to the latest study. Pictured is an artist’s impression

In their paper, the scientists write: ’Our result is very important because it confirms the possible existence of
wormholes in most of the spiral galaxies ..

’Dark matter may supply the fuel for constructing and sustaining a wormhole.

’Hence, wormholes could be found in nature and our study may encourage scientists to seek observational ev-
idence for wormholes in the galactic halo region.’

The study follows similar research last year in which physicists at Cambridge University arguedthat some wormholes
are capable of staying open long enough to send messages backwards and forwards through time.

‘My calculations showed that if a wormhole is very long compared to how wide it is, you can get negative en-
ergy created in the centre of the wormhole,’ said Professor Luke Butcher

‘It’s not quite the right sort to keep the wormhole stable – which is what I’d hoped - but it does mean the
wormhole collapses very slowly’

The wormhole would be open just long enough, Dr Butcher suggests, to send a photon through to the cen-
ter.

Because the ends of a wormhole can exist at different points in time, if Professor Butcher’s theory proves cor-
rect, a message could be sent through time.
Space-time can be warped and distorted. It takes an enormous amount of matter or energy to create such distortions,
but theoretically, distortions are possible. In the case of the wormhole, a shortcut is made by warping the fabric of
space-time (artist’s impression pictured)

Space-time can be warped and distorted. It takes an enormous amount of matter or energy to create such
distortions, but theoretically, distortions are possible.In the case of the wormhole, a shortcut is made by warping the
fabric of space-time.

Real poltergeist stories (2017-11-25 14:34)

[1]https://youtu.be/hyyFYha9JMI

[2]https://youtu.be/CqZT6KdDx-w
[3]
[4]https://youtu.be/hyyFYha9JMI

1. https://youtu.be/hyyFYha9JMI
2. https://youtu.be/CqZT6KdDx-w
3. https://www.blogger.com/goog_1482757274
4. https://youtu.be/hyyFYha9JMI
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